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USES OF THIS REPORT 

This report is No. 13 in a series on "Scope and Method" of 
research in the various sub-fields of agricultural economics and rural 
sociology. This series of reports is part of a program of assistance 
to research in these fields, upon which the Adviso~y Committee on 
Social and Economic Research in Agriculture set forth in 1925 
under instruction from the Social Science Research Council. Each 
report will undertake to outline the ;eseal'ch of. some sub-field of 
agricultural economics or rural sociology and then discuss the 
problems in methodology that are peculiar to it. The outline of any 
sub-field will be in large part in- terms of a listing and discussion of 
specific research projects that have been undertaken or might be 
undertaken. Hence the discussion of methodology will be largely in 
terms of specific projects. ' 

It is expected that these reports will be useful in the following 
ways: First, directors of experiment stations and chiefs of divisions 
of agricultural economics and of rural sociology in iand-grant 
institutions in the United States, and persons similarly responsible 
for direction of the research in agricultural economics and rural 
sociology in other types .of institutions, will find the outlines of the 
various sub-fields of much help in laying out continuing programs of 
research for their institutions. Second, in'dividual research workers, 
graduate students looking for thesis subjects, and teachers con
ducting research seminars, as well as the agencies above named, 
will find the listing and discussions of projects helpful in choosing 
suitable research projects. Third, the descriptions of research al
ready done will save research workers from duplicating other worp 
and help them to finn a way of building upon it successfully. F~~E 
the discussion of the nature of a project and the qualitative . x 
ground will reveal the body of the subject-matter which needs rWlse 
mastered for its intelligent prosecution; and the difficulties invo ,\efel 
and thus save many research workers from launching forth up\ifJ 
projects for which they have not yet qualified themselves, or whict~ 
may be too difficult for all but the chosen, few. Fifth, the analysis 
of methodology will furnish a basis for a more intelligent decision 
as to the wocedures and methods which will lead to valid and usable 
results. Sixth, the discussion of methodology will also suggest helpful 
devices in technique and details of procedure that might not other
wise be brought to the attention of the research workers. Seventh, 
the discussions of both scope and methods wilr make t:lear to those 
organizing research in any field the contributions which workers on 
different subjects have to offer to it, and point the way to the form 
of collaboration nceded. 
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Research Relating to Farm 
Management 

--Scope and Method 
Research in farm management was developed in the United States 

at an earlier date than research in other parts of the field of agricul
tural economics. The principal centers of early development were 
the United States Department of Agriculture, the University of 
Minnesota, Cornell University, and the University of Wisconsin. 
Under the leadership of these institutionll, research in farm manage
ment was soon introduced into the program of many of the state 
agricultural experiment stations, and it continues to occupy a lead
ing place in the agricultural economic research program in the 
United States. In 1931 more than two hundred research projects 
Ul farm management were being carried on in the agricultural ex
periment stations and in the United States Department of Agri
culture. The early development of research in farm management has 
been discussed at length in a number of articles and books, among 
which are: ' 
Bennett, M. K., Farm Colt Studies in the United State8. Standford University 

Press, 1928. ' 
Carslaw, R. McG., Farm Managem ... ' Bes6tJrch Techniqa,. London, College of 

Estate Management, 1931. 
Frauendorfer, S. V., "Development Methods and Results of Agricultural Eco

nomic Research in the United States," Joumal of Farm Economic8, July 
1928. 

Warren, G. F., "The Origin and Development of Farm Economics in the United 
States," Journal of Farm Economics, January 1932. 

Reading these discussions and the project analyses following 
will show how changes in points of view in research technique have 
accompanied the development of this field. As resear~h has de
veloped in other parts of the field of agricultural economics, there 
has also come a clearer conception of the scope of farm manage
ment as a research subject and of the relationsbip between research 
in farm management and research in other parts of the field of agri
cultural economics. 

OBJECTIVES 
The purposes of this report are: To outline this subdivision of 

the field of -research in agricultural economics; to indicate its re
lationship to other parts of the field; to describe briefly the present 
status and recent trends in research in farm management; to out
line a considerable number of projects representative of those now 
under way or needed to round out the program of farm manage-
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m~nt research; and to suggest methods and procedures which are 
bemg used ,Or which may be used to advantage in different types of 
projects. . 

It is hoped that this report,-representing as it does the viewpoints 
and judgments of a large number of workers, many of whom have 
had considerable experience in research in other. parts of the field of 
agricultural economics as well as in farm management, will be of 
assistance to those engaged in farm management research and to 
those responsible for its conduct, in choosing projects to be under
taken and in deciding upon methods to be employed and procedures 
to be followed. -

DEFINITION OF THE FIELD . 
(By H. R. Tolley) 

In the early stages of development of research in farm manage
ment, any' project with an economic objective was likely to be 
classified as a farm management project, because most of the eco
nomic research pertaining to agriculture was being carried on by 
men whose primary interest was in farm management, and because 
the other parts of the field had not been developed and their content . 
was not well understood. At the same time, many projects '}'lU"ch 
pertained almost entirely to the natural science phases of agricjture 
were likely to be classified as farm management and carried n by 
farm management workers if they were conceived to involve con
sideration of the "entire farm business." Studies of the relation 
of crop rotations to yields is a case in point. But the development 
of research in the other parts of the field of agricultural economics 
has led to a considerable modification of the earlier points of view 
concerning the scope of research in farm management in its relations 
to subjects such as land utilization, agricultural credit, agricultural 
incomes, marketing and prices. _ Likewise the research workers in 
both farm management and the physical and biological sciences have 
come to understand that research designed to study and determine 
physical and biological relationships will yield the most dependable 
results when conducted by one trained primarily in the natural 
sciences.1 

(1) "I doubt whether the first sentence is strictly true. Farm management 
as a body of subject matter was developed first of all by teehnical people who 
disdalmed for it any relationship with economic ideas as such. I think, there
fore, it would be very hard to find any studies in priees and related fields of 
economics whleh in an earlier period, or at any time, were pursued under the 
label of farm management. Likewise, 1 do not believe thnt there was any period 
when fnrm mana(telnent workers were claiming portions of fields whleh really 
helonp: to the natural sl'ience phases of. agriculture. It is true that I'rop rota
tion Is a subject considered within the realm of farm manaF:Cment in certain 
a.qpeets from the beginning but it was always rerognized that soil sdentists 
and agronomists also had interests in certain phases of the problem of crop 
rotations. In general, I think the earlier period was marked by more ex
travagant chums by teehnleal workers than by farm management workers." 
-C. L. Holmes. 



But the agricultural economist, especially the research worker in 
farm management, frequently must use the results of physical and 
biological research in his work. !\fany projects needed in a well
r?und~ program of research in farm management involve the con
I,derabon of so many natural-science factors and relationships that 
they should be conducted jointly by farm management workers and 
workers in the physical and, biological sciences. !\fuch the same 
lituation is found when the relationship between farm management 
projects and projects in other parts of the field of agricultural eco
nomics is considered. !\fany projects needed to round out the pro
gram of farm m/lnagement research involve the study of factors anel 
relationships .which are ordinarily classified in some part of the 
field of agricultural economics other than farm marlagement. In 
luch cases the projects should be carried on jointly by farm manage
ment workers and workers in other phases of agricultural economics. 
A large number of the studies of the Division of Farm !\fanagement 
of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics are conducted in co
operation with other divisions of that Bureau or with the appro
priate divisions of the Bureaus of Plant Industry, Animal Industry, 

. Dairy Industry and Agricultural Engineering. 

Relationship, to particular field,-economic, of agricultural pro
duction. 

The closest of all relationships of farm management is that to the 
division of "pure" economics1that relates to production, and parti
cularly to the economics of agricultural production. Studies in the 
economics of production' relate to general pr~ciples such as those 
of comparative advantage and specialization, and to the specialized 
forms of these principles that refer to production in particular 
fields, such as in agriculture or in mining. In their specialized form, 
these principles largely explain the kind of production that is found 
in any area, or on anyone farm, at any given time, or the changes 
that have occurred or are occurring there. Research devoted to 
such ends explains in large part why some farms make better incomes. 
than others, and lays the foundations for understanding what is good 
(arm management; but it doea not indicate how any particular farm 
,hcndd be organized or operated, which is the task of the applied 
,cience, farm management. Similarly any project designed to deter
mine the most advantageous combination of products for the farms 
of an area, or to formulate the most desirable farming program f~r 
an area, is of the applied-science or farm-management type. 

As explained above, the projects outlined in the later pages of 
this report are not all applied science only. !\fany of them include 
in addition a considerable amount of specialization of the principles 

(2) The writer is following conventional usage in using the tenn "pure" here. 
This has the unfortunate effect of stigmatizing the applied sciences as "impure", 
which they. are ~only in the sense that they commonly combine several pure 
sciences. 
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of the pure science ,of productIon economics. The same is true of 
most of the research projects in farm management now being carried 
on in th~ experiment stations \ and the U. S. Department of Agri
culture. (See the dillcussion of recent trends and present status of 
farm management research.) While there is constant pressure to re
duce such projects more and more to the basis of applied science 
only, it nevertheless is true that these cannot'contribute much to the 
testing and extension of the principles ()f production economics. 

~ t <Relation to a9.ricultural policy~ 
Another phase of th~ apprred science of agricultural production 

relates to the question of what the nation, or society, shall produce. 
This differs from farm management in that the objective is to maxi
mize the well-being (defined in whatever way one prefers) of some 
group, such as the nation, as distinguished from the income of the 
individual farm. The former is just as much applied science as 
farm management, although it is difficult for some of our pr~ 
fessors of old fashioned '''political economy" to understand this. The 
pure science of agricultural production economics is something dif-

,rferent from either of these. (T!J.is report does not inclupe projects, 
dealing with the n~nal or social economy of agricultural ppo

\/ duction.) These are reserved for ihe re ort on AO'ricultural Po}icv. 

1 

But obviously the point of view of the indivl ual far .. m and th of 
;,....l; t~ociety or the nation are closdy related in many r,esearc u der

takings, and there is not only economy in considering many pro lems 
!.04. from both points of view, but greater clarity of thinking. European 

agricultural economists commonly separate wm management 
and agrarian pol'y from each other widely, even placing 
them in separate departments with separate personnel. In the 
United States, the common practice is the reverse of this; and most 
Americans are satisfied that their plan is the better because it is 
less likely on the one hand to produce specialists in agricultural 
policy who have little conception of' the economy of the individual 
farm, and on the other hand to produce specialists in analyzing the 
internal farm economy who are unable to relate farm production 
programs to developments in the outside world. 

\..- flelation to agricultural income. 
Research in agricultural income is concerned with the distribution 

of income from agrit;:ulture among the various factors of pro
duction, the variations in the agricultural income of the nation 
from year to year and the reasons therefor, and the development of 
methods fO.r estimating the agricultural income of an area, a state 
or the nation, and as an incident to the foregoing, the income of the 
individual farm and farm family. Such research is described in the 
report in this series on Agricultural Income. Research in farm 
manaO'ement concerns itself only with incomes from individual farms, 
and with comparisons between incomes from individual farms. More-
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over, the income .eries so compared must be constructed so as to 
.erve a. criteria of economic success in farm management not as 
measures of relative well-being. Measures designed for use in deter
mi;'ling the best utilization of the farm resources may be entirely un-. 
'Ulted to the purposes of research relating to incomes as such. For 
example, the farm management worker who is studying the returns 
t~at ?ave been received, or may be expected, from-a'particular com
bmabon of the factors of production may not find it necessary or 
desirable to attempt to place a value on the use of land, since he is 
interested in the income accruing from the combined use of this with 
the other resources of the farmer. If these data are complete 
enough and properly handled, they can also be assembled into in
come figures that willllerve the purposes of income study as such, and 
perhaps be used to build up historical and geographical series of 
agricultural incomes; but most of the income measu!~.A(!~§.e. d.1Qr I 
farm management purposes thus far are not suited for use as 
me~-or int!OMeS"as stich, and much 'evil has resulted from at
te;npts- of outsiders' so to use them. This raises, the question as to 
whether income compiled to serve as criteria of farm management 
should ever be called incomes. One cannot expect journalists and, 
their kind to look beneath the surface of the name. Also often a r 
very serious problem of sampling appears when efforts are made to . 

'nse data from farm management studies in constructing income 
sen(!S. 

V llelation to land utilization. 
The relation between the fields .. of farm' management and land 

utilizatipn is }lilly developed in the report on Agricultural Land 
Ut~ (pp. -6-7). The most essential feature of this re
lation is that land utilization is concerned primarily with com
petition between major uses of land, and hence with land in the 
margin of agricultural use, whereas farm management concerns 
itself largely with competition between different agricultural uses 
on land mostly above the agricultural margin. It follows from the 
foregoing that research in land utilization is likely to have a some
what broader scope than that in farm management, and to ~ave more 
of the social or collective point of view in it. Land utilization studies 
in areas where farming constitutes one of th~ major alternative uses 
for the land should usually be planned and carried on jointly with 
farm management workers; and similarly fann management studies in 
marginal areas should comI?only be conducted jointly with land 
utilization workers. 

VRelation to agri;ultural credit. 
Problems in agricultural credit may be looked upon from two 

points of view: (1) that of the agencies which provide credit, and 
(2) that of the users of credi~. (See the report in ~h!s series on 
Research in Agricultural CredIt, page 7.) The credIt problem of 
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the farmer, in s~ far as production is concerned, is to determine 
whether or not to borrow money with which to obtain control of 
resources for farming-land, livestock, equipment, labor, etc., and 
likewise how much to borrow. This assumes that credit will be 
available if it is wanted. In general, the farmer will consider the 
use of credit advisable if he thinks it will increase his net returns; 
i. e., if by using the credit the farm income will be increased more 
than enough to pay the interest and any other costs connected with 
its use. This same principle will determine how much he will borrow. 
Thus any research worker endeavoring to determine the best utili
zation of the farm resources must take into consideration all the 
possibilities of the use of borrowed capital to supplement that owned 
by the farmer. Farm management studies in areas where the use 
of borrowed capital is important, or where the study is'likely to 
show that readjustments in organization and operation requiring 
large additional amounts of capital are advisable, might well be 
undertaken in cooperation with research workers in the field of 
agricultural credit. ' 

V Relation to land tenure, farm labor, etc. 
Farm managem~alysis must of course take account of the 

circumstance that farms are operated under leases as well as under 
ownership; and under leases of various descriptions with numerou!l, 
and varied detailed provisions with respect to division of resg>n
sibilities, expenditures and receipts. These circumstances also~;ave 
significance from the standpoint of the tenure of the land, th tis, 
of people's rights of use of it, and all that goes with such righ s of 
use. A number of projects in these two fields therefore overlap 
somewhat. In general, farm management research with rented farms 
confines itself to the details of their operation as farms, and the re
lation of the leasing arrangements to such operation; and to the 
landlord's administration of his functions witli respect to his farms. 
There is a similar overlapping in the case of farm labor and farm 
management, with a similar boundary zone between them. Special 

/ reports are planned for both land tenure and farm labor. 

/V Relation to price, of farm products. 
-The research projects whose objective is to explain price dif

ferences and price changes are to be discussed in the report on Prices 
of Farm Products, even though they may need to go back to farm 
organization factors for the conditions affecting the elasticity of 
supply. In this latter case, however, they may be listed as "joint 
with farm management." Projects involving the adjustment of 
farm organization to changing prices or to local differences in 
prices, on the other hand, are listed under farm management. Should 
a farm management project require data as to local prices that are 
not yet available, the normal procedure woUld be to call upon the 
price researchers to provide them, indicating the form in which 
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the~ are. needed, and arrangirig for joint control and support of the 
proJect If need be. 

t.1le1atioll to p8ychology and rural ,ocial psychology~ 
An incr~asing number of problems in farm management are calling 

for analysIs of differences in intellectual equipment among farmers, 
and of responses of farmers to price and other stimuli. One proj
ect o~ this nature is listed below. Such research calls for special 
techmques understood only by trained psychologists; but farm 
management workers need to work with such persons very closely. 

V'RelatiOli to farm family living. 
Since .certain important items - consumed by farm families are 

produced on the farms where they lue consumed, and often are pro- _ 
duced only to be thus consumed, studies in farm living will fre
quently need to take into account the economy of such production. 
The real incomes of farmers in an area may be either increased or 
decreased if a greater proportion of their efforts is devoted to pro
ducing for home use. Hence projects designed to determine the 
best utilization of the farm resources must take into account the 
whole family economy of using some of these resources in production 
for family use. 

Relation .to physical and biological science,. 
Farm management studies are dependent upon the physical and 

biological sciences for many kinds of basic data. In a great many 
of the projects outlined in the later pages of this re~ort, informa
tion is needed on such points as the yield of crops under different 
conditions, the relation between animal production and the kinds and 
quantities of feed consumed, and the output of various machines 
and their adaptability to different farm operations. Often the 
farm management investigator finds that information on such points 
in the form in which he needs it has not been made available by his 
co-workers in the other fields. Hence we find that in many 'farm 
management projects a considerable amount of attention is given 
to obtaining and analyzing physical and biological data. 

To illustrate, a study of the relation between the amount and 
kind of fertilizer used on a particular soil and tne yield of a crop 
is clearly not a study in farm management as the field is here- out
-lined; yet a rather complete knowledge of those relationships is 
necessary in many of the projects outlined in this report. Similarly 
a study of the relation between the amounts and kinds of feed con
sumed by a dairy herd and the quantity of milk produced is clearly 
outside the scope of farm management; but these and many other 
input-output relationships must be known in detail by the farm 
managem~nt worker ~ho is endeavoring to dete.rmine the. most ad
vantageous organizatIons and methods of opera bon for daIry farms. 

Where such information applicable to the conditions being studied 
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in the farm management project is not already available, the far~ 
management research worker has the alternatives ·of arranging with 
his co-workers in the biological sciences to conduct the projects 
necessary to obtain it, or of arranging to obtain the information as 
part of the farm management project (in such cases the project 
should be carried on in cooperation with the appropriate biological 
department if possible): It would be helpful both to workers in farm 
management and to those in the other agricultural sciences if more 
thought were given to these points when research programs are be
ing formulated. 

Relation to engineering. 

In ihose areas and for those types of farming where ~achines 
form a .large part of the farmer's capital, it is particularly im
podant that accurate and reliable in 'formation concerning the out
put. of different machines, and the inputs of power and labor, be 
available to farm management workers. The introductitln of 
mechanical power on f~trms in all parts of the country has empha
sized this need. Any study with the objective of determining advis
able changes or readjustments in farm organization and operation 
must now take into account the possibility of the use of mechanical 
power. The possibility of using each of many sizes and types of 
mechanical power units must also be considered. . Much of the i,n- -
forma tion needed to determine the economy of using a tractor lis a 
source of power can best be obtained through engineering studies. 
This refers especially to items such as fuel and oil consumption, 
repairs, depreciation, and the technique of using a tractor with 
different,implements on various operations. 

With the introduction of tractors there have appeared especially 
designed tillage, planting and harvesting implements and machine~ 
which are more efficient when used with a tractor than were the im
plements and machines designed for us~ with animal power. Just 11S 
is true of tractors, the economy of using such machines must be 
studied in many farm management projects; and engineering dllb1 
pertaining to them are needed as one of the bases of the study. 
The lack of engineering data needed in farm management research 
has been responsible for a growing number of cooperative engineering 
and farm management projects in the experiment stations and in 
the United States Department of Agriculture. While no definite 
line of demarcation between engineering research and farm manage
ment research is drawn in. these projects, it is realized that the 
primary function of the engineeri~g research is to study the physi
cal input-output relations of the machines, and the primary function 
of the farm management research to use the resulting data together 
with information on prices of products, of the macnines, of fuel, of 
labor, and many other items, to determine the conditions under 
which a farm proprietor will find the use of a particular machine 
economical. 
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The introduction of these new and expensive machines has 
brought. to the f~re~ound the question of readjustments in the 
prop.orbonal combmabon of the factors of production. The intro
duc~lon of a tractor usually means the use of proportionally more 
capital ~nd less labor. And since a tractor supplemented with the 
proper Implements and machines usually makes it possible for a 
f~rmer to use more land advantageously than he was able to use 
Without the tractor, the question of readjustments in the size of 
farms assumes major importance. 

On the basis of the foregoing e:cposition, it 'WiU be seen that farm 
management .. a coordinating science. It brings together the results 
01 re'-ifa~clrD!"€tm;ow7:ea!ie1iii1nthe other' sciences aM studies them 
'With the eM in view of determining how to organize kis resources (or 
combine the facton of production over which he has control) so as 
to obtain the ma:cimum economic return, broadly interpreted, from 
tkeir use. 

FARM MANAGEMENT AS APPLIED SCIENCE 
(By J. D. Black.) 

Farm management as now conceived in the United States is both 
a pure and an applied science. As a pure science, it seeks to extend 
a growing body of principles relating to the way in which agri
cultural resources are used; as an applied science, it endeavors to 
apply such of these principles as seem to be useful as a guide in the 
task of setting up and oper!J,ting individual farms. 

This dual nature of farm management is clearly indicated by the 
current discussion of the subject. There is constant reference to the 
need of developing the principles of farm management. Professor 
G. F. Warren in his textbook published in 1913 speaks of farm 
management as "the study of the business principles of farming." 
This may mean having students learn such principles as have been 
developed; or it may mean the developing of principles. It probably 
was intended to include both. Professor H. C. M. Case in Illinois 
nuiletin 329 speaks of "certain definite principles that need to be 
observed in the organization and operation of a farm if it'is to be 
financially successful" and lists eleven such principles, which are 
then "illustrated with facts obtained from detailed recor'ds of farms 
in east-central Illinois." Obviously the implication of these state
ments is that the research described has assisted in developing these 
principles. In his paper in the JournaZ of Farm Economics in July 
1928, Professor Case says that "The objective of farm organization 
research undoubtedly is to aid in' improving the organization of 
individual farms." No doubt he conceives of developing principles 
as means to the attainment of this objective. The type-of-farming 
studies being conducted in a considerable number of states and 
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regions which seek to classify the farms of an area into types, to 
discover the forces--economic and other-which have been responsi
ble for the development of these types-of-farming in the area, and to 
explain the changes which have occurred in them (see Projects 1, 2, 
3 and 4 in this report), are obviousiy conceived in the spirit of pure 
science, that is, of accounting for existing phenomena and change. 
But the ultimate aim of such projects is to provide a basis and back
ground for determining what changes in farm organization and 
management will result in better utilization of the farm resources. 
For example, in North Dakota Bulletin 212, Type-of-farming Areas 
in North Dakota (by Rex Willard and O. M. Fuller, published in 
1927), the opening sentence is: "The first and most important con
sideration in the preparation of this report has been to find a basis 
for more profitable farming in the various sections of the state." 
Here again the developing of relationships or principles is the means 
to the end of better farming. 

The conception of farm management as in part comprising pure 
science objectives is not plausible, however, unless one holds to a 
different notion of pure science than is altogether common, a notion, 
namely, of pure science as being both general and specific. The 
economic principles pertaining to value may be narrowed down 
successively to land, to farm land, to farm land in different use0n 
a farming system, and to farm land in a given area. These afe as 
definitely principles, and as surely pure science, 'in their restricted 
connections as in their larger ones. But they are highly specialized 
principles, and they constitute highly specialized pure science. 
Farm management as a pure science is obviously a form of specialized 
pure science, very frequently very much narrowed. This is illus
trated by the first sentence in the summary of Cornell Bulletin 483, 
Economic Studies of Dairy Farming in New York IX. published in 
June 1929: "This study was made to bring out some underlying 
principles of farm management on dairy farms in the Chenango 
area." . 

In practice, the applied scientists commonly find that the pure 
scientists have stated their principles only in very general terms--:-as • 
in the usual statements of the Principle of Diminishing Returns, and 
of the Principle of Comparative Advantage; and that in this form 
they usually cannot be applied directly to the highly concrete and 
specific situations with which they as applied scientists have to deal. 
It therefore becomes necessary that these principles be refined1 and 
narrowed down before they can be put to work. Many pure scientists 
at present are impatient with such details. This is very much true 
of those economists who call themselves "theorists". • 

(1) To speak of "refining" of principles, as in this discussion, is not very satis
factory; neither is the sense properly conveyed if one speaks of "specializing" 
them or making them "specific", as also throughout the discussion. Professor 
I. G. Davis has attempted to indicate more exactly the meaning intended in the 
following: (Continued on page 13) 
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In pract!ce, th~re.fore, the applied scientist may find himself not 
only applymg prmclples, but attempting to develop his own. Fre
quently, however, his background of experience is such that he is not 
really familiar with the body of general principles pertinent to his 
narrow field; and in such circumstances he may attempt to de
velop a let of specialized principles without associating them in any 
way to t.he related general principles. He may in his innocence think 
that he IS developing a whole new science. The principles he enume
rates may be considerably at variance with the commonly accepted 
general principles. Thus several principles have in the past been 
stated for farm management that are more or less in discord WIth the 
general Principle of Diminishing Returns. There is, of course, no 
reason why by such procedure the general principle may not be dis
covered to be in error as commonly stated. This has happened tIme 
and again in all sciences. But in most cases, the defect is found in 
the supposed specialized principle, the supporting data either being 
not sufficiently representative or inadequately--analyzed, or the results 
improperly interpreted. 

As time goes on, however, the general scientists will refine their 
principles 80 that they refer to more sp~cialized subjects-as the 
principles relating to value have recently been refined to refer to 
farm land value; and more of the applied scientists will be made 
familiar with these principles; and the two groups will re'nforce each 
other's efforts constantly. But seldom in any field do the pure 
8cientists reduce their principles to narrow enough terms so t~at 
they serve all the needs of the applied scientists, with the result that 
the applied scientists are compelled to collect data and generalize 
from them as well as to apply the existing body of principles refined 
as may be. Hence applied science commonly includes, besides the 
(Continued) 

"It seems to me that what we must mean by 'refinement of principles' in
volves a process about as follows: 

(a) Verification with relation to the existence in the particular situation, of 
the hypotheses or assumptions employed in arriving at the general principle. 
For example, the classical distribution theory involved certain aRsumptions as 
to population growth, rate of progress in the arts, etc. Certain so-.called principles 
followed. These principles hold in the- Orient but not in the Occident. The 
assumptions of the theory are changed in the latter. The theory still holds and 
the principle as a general statement is as good as ever within the range of the 
implied assumptions. . 

(b) The operation of other forces or factors modifying or conditioning the 
application of the given principles in the given situation needs to be explored at 
length. A good example of this can be found in the fluid milk industry. It has 
been claimed that the demand price of different portions of a given homo
geneous product at a given moment on a given market are the same. Yet dealers 
with no coercion whatever will pay more for the nearby product. Why? They 
fear the- competition of producers and dealers on their market. Is this a re
finement of the principle? No. The same principle applies. It represents a 
closer analysis of the forces and factors conditioning the application of the 
principle. 

(c) Testing the fundamental principle in its application to a particular 
situati.m, due consideration having been given to the above-(l) and (2); seek
ing !Jew principles or new manifestations of the general principle in its more 
universal application." 
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mere application of known principles, the final stages in the refine
ment of these principles to fit the narrow sets of conditions with 
which the applied scientist has to deal. How many stages will be 
left for the applied scientists will vary with the age of the science and 
the amount of attention it has received. ' 

It follows from the foregoing that the important consideration is 
not to what stage of refinement the pure scientist of the economics of 
agricultural production carries his analysis, and at what stage of 
refinement the scientist of farm management begins; but that one 
connects with the other, with no breaks or inconsistencies between. 
In a field of work as ne~ as this, one can expect that the general 
scientists have not carried their refinements very far, and that the 
applied scientists are forced to include in their work a very consider
able part of the refinement operations. It thus follows that the field 
conceived in this report includes many projects in which the refine
ment of principle is more important than the determinatio~ of the 
facts and conditions needed as the basis for application of principles. 
If history repeats itself, at a later period in the development of the 
field of agricultural production economics, considerable of the re
search outlined in this report will be thought of as refined pure 
economic science and not farm management as such. 

, Never, however, is the refining of principles carried by the. pu.re 
scientist of economics to the point of taking account of the condi
tions peculiar to anyone area, or to anyone system of farming. It 
stops with statements of principles that are significant for particular 
types of areas, or particular classes of farming systems. The last 
stage of refining beyond this will always fall to the lot of the appiied 
scientist. 

It is entirely proper that this should be the case, for at this 
point generalization and application merge into each other. The 
conclusions from such local studies' are specifically true only for the 
actual farms covered in the study, and others in the particular uni
verse from which the sample has been taken; and they can be 
directly applied only to these two groups of farms in efforts to im
prove their management. Relationships more general in their state
ment than these would not be closely enough applicable to these 
particular farms to be altogether useful in solving their management 
problems. Application' of principles to a particular case or situa
tion always calls for rather detailed information concerning it. 
Many of these same details are needed to refine the principles as 
narrowly as need be. Hence one project collects the data needed for 
both; and following the collection of the data come analytical pro
cedures developing the relationships that specifically maintain in this 
universe; and following this comes the reading of the meaning of 
these relationships for the farms in the universe. 

Some may question whether farm mana~ent or any other field 
conceived of as applied science only 'as above defined can be COD-
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s~dered as science at all .• This is a highly proper question arid en- ' 
btled ~o .an answer. It 18 science because: (1) the application of 
the prmclples to the solution of the individual problem or situation 
or c~8e in hand is an analytical procedure calling for collecting and 
provmg of facts concerning the individual case and relating these 
to .the principle in question; (2) such application constitutes 
a highly needed testing of the validity of the principle; and (3) 
out of such testing come suggestions as to hypotheses in the nature 
of modifications or refinements of the principle. 

It is of course possible to apply principles to solutions in such a 
way as to contribute little or nothing whatever to the furthering of 
the procesl of developing valid principles. No doubt much of such 
application is constantly in process in the field of farm management 
as in other so-called applied fields. But this is not the fault of 
applied science as such; but rather is due to the inadequate scientific 
background and experience of the workers. The system rather 
common in the United States of having extension work in farm 
manageinent done by a special personnel is open to serious criticism 
in this respect. It is entirely possible to have the necessary types 
of personnel, and to tie together the activities of the research and 
extension workers in farm management, so that the development of 
principles and testing of them supplement each other almollt as 
well as though done by the same personnel; but it is unusual to find 
this to be the fact. 

Comment, (C. L. Holmes.) 
I should like to speak for a different focus or emphasis from that 

obtaining in Dr. Black's section entitled "Farm Management as 
Applied Science". In his first paragraph he distinguishes between 
pure and applied science, referring to the first as "a growing body of 
principles" and to the second as the application of these principles 
to the task of setting up and operating individual farms. There is 
some doubt here as to whether in the reference to the application 
phase he has in mind the farmer's actual vocation as farm proprietor 
or the determination by means of research of the best forms of 
organization and methods of operation under a limited set of con
ditions, thus limiting the application phase as such in the realm of 
research and education so· far as the scientific process is concerned. 
Presumably he means the latter. ... 

This point of view implies that one important object of research 
in farm management-probably the most important-is to develop 
principles. The principles which Dr. Blackhas in mind are evidently 
generalizations of truth about th.e forces and conditions concerned 
in farm organization and operation rather than the prilI!ary forces 
themselves. His discussion implies, further, that as progress in farm 
management research is made, the body of principles will grow and 
the need of applied sci~nce, that is, the specific study. of concre~ 
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special situations; will diminish; for, he says, "How many stages will 
be left for the applied scientists will vary with the age of the science 
and the amount of attention it has received." The logical implication 
is that it is possible through research aimed at the development of 
the ''pure science" of farm management to refine generalizations to 
such a degree as to have a principle, or set of principles, to apply to 
every conceivable set of circumstances--or at least a close approxi
mation to that condition-and thus preclude the necessity for de
tailed study of special situations by substituting the use of the 
principles which are adequate and ready to hand.2 

The phenomena with which farm management research has to do 
are not simple but exceedingly complex. Effort to reduce them to 
simple categories leads to unreality and is futile. Hence attempts 
at generalizations can go but a little way before the formulations 
cease to be principles because they contain no essential truth of 
adequately broad application. For this reason it would seem that 
farm management research must always be primarily concerned 
with the study of the elements in a given concrete situation that 
creates the problem, the measurement and evaluation of these 
elements, and the true interpretation of their relations to the 
problem and its solution. 

This view of the thing does not negative in any measure the iln
portance of principles in the process of research. An adequate 
understanding of them on the part of research workers is indispens
able to 'correct analysis and accurate formation of judgments in 
the interpretation of research results. It may be added that an 
understanding of them is equally desirable on the part of those 
who are following the vocation of farm management. Neither does 
it follow that refinement and amplification of principles will not re
suit from research motivated by the immediate objective of solving 
concrete problems. Indeed, such research is likely to be more fruitful 
in that direction than that which has as its chief objective the en
richment of the body of ecoilomic doctrine. Such results, however, 
will come as a by-product. 

It would seem that in the introduction to the handbook of re
search in Farm Management, prefacing, as it is intended to do, a 
series of research projects, "the emphasis should be on research as an 
attack on economic problems rather than as an enterprise in the 
development of economic principles. 

RECENT TRENDS IN FARM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 
(By Walter J. Roth and H. R. Tolley.) 

For the purpose of portraying some of the major trends in farm 
management research in recent years, a comparison is here made 
. (2) No such extreme position is implied in my stat~ment or intended. The sole 
Issue Involved is as to how much territory a generalization must cover in order 
to be a principle. (J. D. Black.) , 
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betwee~ an analysis. of the farm management projects in progress in 
the U?lted States. in 1931 and a similar analysis of projects in pro
gress m 1927, which was made by Professor W. E. Grimes under the 
direction of the Advisory Committee on Social and Economic Re
sear~h in Agriculture.1 The information for the 1931 analysis was 
obtamed from reports of economic research in the state experiment 
stations which have been collected by Dr. B. Y6ungblood of the 
Office of Experiment Stations at the request of the Advisory Com
mittee, and from the records of the Division of Farm Management 
and Costs which were made available by Dr. C. L. Holmes. Pro
fessor Grimes classified farm management research projects into 
four major groups: (1) type-of-farming studies, (2) studies of 
farm practices, (3) studies of farm enterprises," and (4) studies of 
the entire farm business. It will not be possible to make comparison 
with this earlier report unless this same classification is followed, even 
though this procedure fails to reveal the most important trends. It 
has been possible, however, to go back to the earlier data collected 
and classify the last two groups of projects, Farm Enterprise Studies 
and Studies of the Entire Farm Business, in greater detail than in tlie 
earlier report, and thus to get closer to the changes that have 
occurred. The classification adopted by Grimes has purposely not 
been followed in the presentation of the projects which are outlined 
in 'detail in the later pages of this report. 

Of importance in this connection is the caution laid down by 
Grimes when he called attention to the difficulties of classifying the 
projects reported. Although ordinarily studies in Types of Farming 
and Farm Practices are readily recognized as such, those dealing 
with Farm Enterprises are not always clearly distinguished from 
those dealing with the Entire Farm Business, and vice versa. This 
is due in part to the fact that in some regions a single enterprise 
represents essentially the "entire farm business". Furthermore, the 
names of projects are often only partly indicative of their content. 
Again in some states, a study may be reported as a single unit while 
in others a similar study may be broken up into several separate and 
distinct projects. 

In the survey of 1927, projects in farm management were re
ported by 41 states; in 1931, by 46 states. For 1927 only 5 stahlS 
reported Type-of-Farming studies, and 11 Farm Practice studies, 
as comp'l.red with 18 for Farm Enterprise studies and 31 for studies 
of the Entire Farm Business. The change in distribution by 1931 
is indicated on the following page: 

(1) A preliminary report of a "Survey of Economic Research in 'Agriculture 
in the United States during the year July I, 1926-June 80, 1927", Volume II, 
Re8earch in Farm Management, by Waldo E. Grimes, Kansas Agricultural 
College. Published by the Social Science Research Council. 

(2) In this report, the term "enterprise" will be used to indicate the part of 
a farm business concerned with producing one farm product, following the 
practice common in farm management literature in the United States. 
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1927 
1981 

Type of 
Farmin~ 

Number 
6 

11 

I 
I 

STATES REPORTING 
(Absolute Numbers) 

Farm 
Practices I Farm 

Enterprise 
Number L'lumber 

11 18 
23 26 

I Entire Farm 
Business Total 

I 
Number Numbew 

81 4.1 
4.3 4-/1 

Increase . 6 12 I 1 12 6 

The percentages of states reporting Type-of-Farming and Farm 
Practices studies have been. more than doubled, whereas the per
centages reporting the other two types of studies have increased 
less than a half. By number of projects, the changes have been as 
follows: 

PROJECTS REPORTED 

I Type of Farm Farm I Entire Farm Total Farming Practices Enterprise Business 

I 
Number Number· Number 

I 
Number I. Number 

1927 1 19 340 66 Hl6 
1981 11 36 64- 940 206 

Increase J 4. 17 30 I 29 I 80 

In 1927 the total number of projects was 125; in 1931, 205, an 
increase of 64 percent. The Farm Practices and Farm Enterprise 
groups show the greatest proportional increase. The increase for 
Type of Farming is greater than as first appears because in 1931 
each state had only one'project so classified, whereas in 1927 the 
type-of-farming work was split into two projects in two of the 
states. In addition, a number of states have made definite plans to 
inaugurate such projects, most of them in cooperation with the 
Division of Farm Management and Costs, as soon as the tabulations 
of the 1930 Census of Agriculture become available. The decline in 
proportion of Entire Farm Business studies may be in part due to a 
more careful statement of the project title and objective of such 
studies. 

The increased interest in Farm Practices studies indicates a grow
ing realization that efficiency within the enterprise offers considerable 
opportunity for worth while study and improvement. It may readily 
"pay" to make changes in practices, particularly in view of chan~ 
ing price relations for labor, power, equipment, etc. For similar 
reasons, Farm Enterprise studies are growing in relative importance 
and attention. 

Farm enterprise studies. 
• The closer examination of the 34 Farm Enterprise projects listed 
in the 1927 report suggests a subclassification of them into 3 sub
groups, as follows: 

I. Projects designed primarily to determine for an area the 
monetary expression of the cost of production of a commodity. 
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Some typical statements' of objectives of projects which have 
been placed in this group are: 

1. To det~nnine the cost of producing potatoes in New York. 
2. To asSIst growers in detennining the cost of production of potatoes in 

Idaho. . 
8. To determine the cost and variations in cost in sheep and wool production 

in southeastern Ohio. 
'- To detennine the total costs, variations in costs and major factors affecting 

variations in costs in lamb feeding in Michigan. 

The complete statements of objectives of the projects which have 
been placed in this group indicate that in some cases somewhat 
broa~er ,!~jectives. t~an the mere determination of production costs 
~ere m mmd. ThiS IS much more true of the projects in 1931 than 
1~ 1927. For example, one project had as an additional objective to 
discover the more effective practices for the areas in which the studies 
were made. Another had as an additional objective to determine the 
methods by which costs might be reduced. Doubtless all workers who 
are engaged on the projects in this group have had in mind broader 
ultimate objectives than the mere estimation of costs in money terms. 
But the procedure of s,nalysis outlined in them usually does not pro
ceed beyond this point-little if anything is indicated as to how the 
cost data are to be analyzed to find out just why the total cost is 
high or low on particular farms. The procedure most likely to be 

-iilQicated, especially in these projects as outlined in 1927, is to calcu-
late composite unit costs on each farm, and combine these into 
arrays of unit costs. 

The change from the foregoing which is most obvious in the later 
studies is proceeding directly to the details of costs without calcu
lating the totals. ",The cost of producing milk is looked at directly 
as made up of feed costs, labor costs, shelter costs, etc. How do 
each of these vary from farm to farm, and how can each be reduced 
on the high-cost farms? Feed costs vary according to the amount 
of feed used in producing a hundred-weight of milk and according 
to the price for the feed. There will be differences in both these 
items on the different farms. Hehce each of these can be analyzed; 
and analyzed by itself. Then the variations in each of these can be 
analyzed and reasons for them discovered, these furnishing a basis 
for reducing costs. If the labor is not hired, there is nothing 'On the 
wage-rate side to study-it is only the economizing of the time and 
energy of the proprietor and his family that is desired, and this is 
analyzed when the data on labor per hundred-weight of milk are 
analyzed. The matter of utilization throughout the year of pro
prietor labor and family labor is another item for separate analysis 
-on a pureiy physical. basi.s without applying any w.a~e-rates. 

Variations in phYSical mputs of feed, labor, fertilizers, etc., p'er 
unit of product, have been made matters of special study in a num6er 
of projects. Suc~ p~ojects a~e incl~d~d in the ~arm. Practices group 
in this classification. There IS a- Similar relationship for labor and 
the other items of cost. Given cost-rates for the feed, labor, etc.; 
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and a price for the milk, a particular c~mbination of inputs can b~ 
determined which will produce milk at lowest unit cost, and ordinarily 
another which will produce it at the highest profit to the business. 
Studies of this kind are obviously fundamentai to all programs of re
ducing costs.· They should ordinarily be made in co-operation with 
the natural science departments. 

II. Projects designed to-explain the trends in the production and 
consumption of a commodity in an area, a state or the nation. 

-Typical statements of objectives are: 
1. To detennine the status of the, peach industry in New Jersey. 
2. To study production, price .and marketing factors as they relate to 

Utah's poultry industry.' 
B. To study the factors affecting the production, marketing and consumption 

of poultry and poultry products produced in Kansas. 
40. To assemble, /!nalyze, and interpret all facts available relating to the 

present situation and outlook for the cherry industry in Oregon. 

These statements of objectives indicate that the studies in this 
group are not entirely within the scope of farm management research 
as outlined in the preceding pages of this report. Many of them 
are partly in the field of prices and partly in. the field of marketing. 
They are quite similar to the "commodity studies" sponsored by the 
Division of Farm Management and Costs. (See statements on 
"Commodity Studies" by M. R. Cooper and R. D. Jennings in the 
later pages of this report.) These studies cover many of the points 
that would be covered in a study of the economics of production of 
a commodity as outlined in Project 6 of this report. 

The Advisory Committe~ in its classification of projects in 1927 
grouped as studies of Commodity Production and Marketing, out
side of the Farm Management groupings, a total of 21 projects 
which had objectives somewhat similar to the above. Interest in 
studies of this type has been increasing since that time, and it is 
probable that there has been an 'increase in the number of projects. 
In 1927, only those projects in which primary emphasis was being 
given "to the farm-management phases were classified in the 'Farm 
Management group. The same is true of the 1931 projects. 

III. Projects designed primarily to determine the relations be
tween one enterprise and other enterprises in the organization of the 
f arms of an area. . . 

Typical statements of objectives are: 
1. To ascertain the economic possibilities of soy beans in Iowa farming. 
2. '1'0 find out how the poultry enterprise, under varying conditions, fits into 

the whole fann business in West Virginia. 
8. To study the relation of the swine enterprise to the organization, th~ 

returns and the pennanent productiveness of the fann in Illinois. • 
40. '1'0 detennine the factors affecting the production of hogs and the con

ditions under which hogs are included profitably in the farming systems of 
the peanut area of Alabama. 

The number of states with projects in each of the three foregoing 
groups in 1927 and 1931, and the number of projects in each group, 
are shown in the following tables: 
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NUMBER OF STATES REPORTING FARM ENTERPRISE PROJECTS 

I II III 
Cost of Production and Relation between 

Production Consumption Enterprises 
Total 

19;17 9 II 6 "18 
19S1 Ii 10 It ~5 

Increase 3 '.1 8 7 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS REPORTED IN FARM ENTERPRISE STUDIES 

I 
1917 I 
1981 

locreaaD I 

I 
Cost of 

Production 
18 
~R 

8 

II 
Productioo and 

Coosnmption 
8 
It 

6 

III " I Relatioo between 
Eoterprises 

Total 

16 so 
By states, the upswing in interest is definitely in the group in

volving the relation of one enterprise to other enterprises in the 
farm business. Although there is still a greater number of projects 
in the first group than in either of the other two, the percentage in
creases in Groups II and III have been much larger. As above in
dicated, also the nature of the cost projects has been considerably 
modified. Costs are still recognized as vitally important in determin
ing the most economical methods of production and the most ad
vantageous combination of enterprises, but the cost of producing a 

" uBit of a commodity expressed in monetary terms is being increas
ingly recognized as not of great help in studies which are designed to 
determine what methods of production and what combination of 
enterprises will yield the maximum return to the resources of family
type farms. 

~ ~ie' of the entire farm buainell. 
- In manner simila"r to-lh-e- roregoing, the studies of the Entire Farm 

Business may be put into three sub-groups as follows: 
I. G.ost-of"j>j"()duction studies: Projects designed primarily to 

determine by the cost-accountiiig method, or otherwise, the unit costs 
of each of the commodities produced on the farm. 

Typical objectives are as follows: 
1. To determine the labor and material requirements ,and costs of production 

for different enterprises. 
2. To determine the cost of producing farm products and the influence of 

various factors on the cost of proauction in Illinois. 
3. To determine the cost of producing the major farm products in North 

Carolina; to study the factors that influence production costs; to study,the 
relationships between costs on different farms with reference to practices 
followed; to point out how information on costs may be of value to farms 
and for public purposes. 

V II. Iarm a~~s s~ies: Projects designed primarily to 
analyze and determlne--ni'erelations between differences in the organi
zation of the farms of an area and differences in incomes. 

Typical objectives are as follows: 
I. To determine the fundamental causes that contribute to success or failure 

in dairy farming in New Hampshire. 
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2. To determine the factors of organization and operation associated with 
farm income and labor earnings on small sugar cane farms in Louisiana. 

3. To study farm management and farm practices in central Pennsylvania 
with a view to determining the relation between certain types of farming 
and certain management practices and the returns to farmers for their. 

• effort. 

\/' III. ~!,g!1.!l!z_aJioJl."..stu(ii~ ~ Projects designed primarily to 
develop forward-looking plans and indicate desirable readjustments 
on farms with specified resources. 

Typical objectives are as follows: 
1. To obtain basic data on dairying and other enterprises which can be used 

in planning the most profitable farm organization under varying economic 
conditions. 

2. To obtain information that will enable us. to determine through farm 
budgets the more profitable systems of farming. To obtain data that may 
be used in making profitable long- and short-time adjustments the better 
to meet changes in economic conditions. (Michigan) 

3. To determine the unit quantities of labor, feeds and the other factors of 
production used in producing crops and, livestock commonly grown in 
specific areas in Minnesota, to determine the most profitable method of 
growing these crops and of feeding and handling these classes of live
stock under the conditions prevailing in the specific area, and to determiDe 
the kinds and amounts of the several crops and classes of livestock to com
bine for the profitable operation of farms. 

The significant trend shown by this grouping, as indicated in the 
taMes below, is tJie same as for the Farm Enterprise studies, that is, 
a very definite shift away from cost-of-production studies toward 
studies designed to develop forward-looking plans directly and de
termine desirable adjustments in farm organization. The only 
difference is that the shift is much more pronounced than in the case 
of Farm Enterprise studies. 

NUMBER OF STATES REPORTING ENTIRE FARM BUSINESS 
STUDIES 

Cost of Farm Reorganization Total Production Analysis 
19i11 iO 19 9 31 
1931 19 ill il3 4S 

Increase -1 II l' lil 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS REPORTED IN ENTIRE FARM BUSINESS 
STUDIES 

Cost of Farm Reorganization Total Production Analysis 
19117 117 iT 11 61i 
19S1 IS Sli 36 9' 

Increase , 8 illi i9 

The trend indicated by the tables is further accentuated by the 
fact that, as was the case with some of the Farm Enterprise studies 
which have cost-of-production objectives, among the 23 projects in 
the first column which according to the statement of objectives were 
designed primarily to determine by the cost-accounting method or 
otherwise the production costs of each of .the commodities. produced 
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on the farm or in the area studied, were a number which had ad
ditional objectives representing a more direct attack on the effective 
utilization of the farmers' resources. 

Finally, the rather intimate acquaintance of the writers with the 
statuI of farm management research in most of the state experiment 
.tations and in the Division of Farm Management and Costs leads 
them to believe even that the foregoing analysis by project in terms 
of stated objectives and procedures over-emphasizes the place which 
.tudies designed primarily to obtain money costs) occupy in the 
farm management research program of the country. 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS 
(By J. D. Black) 

The principal purpose of this report is to present a list of proj
,ectl which are important in farm management research and to dis
cuss method and procedure for them. The methodology applicable 
to some of the projects is discussed in considerable detail; the 
methodology for others, only in its general outline, and for a few 
others, not at all. 

The list is not intended to include all possible projects that 
might have a place in a program of farm management research. In
stead, it is a list of those projects which most of the me!Dbers of the 
Special Advisory Committee on this report thought wOI:.th while dis
cussing at this time. The principal criteria in deciding whether or 
not a project should be included for-discussion were as follows: 

a. Doe, it have ,ignificance fro1T# the 'tandpoint of the needs of 
agricvlture and the development of the ,cience of farm 
management' The projects of most importance from one or 
both of these standpoints have been relatively favored in the 
selection. 

b. Doe, it need further di,culBion at thiB time' Certain types 
of projects in farm management have been so widely used 
and frequently presented, and so little can be said con
cerning them that has not already been said many times, that 
it was not ,considered worth while to bring them up for dis
cussion further than to cite references to literature upon 
them. Or if they have been taken up, it has been only for the 
purpose of presenting some new or less familiar phase of th~m. 

c. Doe, it ,eem to be in line 'With developing trend, in re,earch in 
thi, field' No important new or relatively unfamiliar type of 
project has been omitted because seemingly out of line with 
such trends. On the other hand, as between less important 
projects, some definitely in the path of current trends and 
some not, the preference has been given to the former; likewise 
for projects that the Committee might have been disposed to 
omit because already very familiar. 
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d. Does it stand out from other projects as a type, or does it 
closely resemble other projects? An effort has been made to 
have all the .different types of farm management research 
problems or of approaches to such problems represented by at 
least one project, rather than to include several projects 
much resembling each other. 

e. In addition to the projects satisfying the foregoing criteria, _ 
certain others have been included becaU$e they represent ne'W 
ventures in farm management research 'Worthy of being given 
a trial. -

There will not be complete agreement among the farm manage
ment research workers of the country as to the relative merits of 
the projects that are presented. There is not complete agreement 
even among the me~bers of the Special Advisory Committee. Some 
feel that the list of projects here presented does not represent all 
parts of the field, or does not represent them in -the right pro
portions. Some feel that too many new and relatively untried proj
ects are included. Others believe that some of the projects are too 
narrow in scope to warrant their considerat.ion as separate projects 
and should have been included only as parts of broader projects. 
The selection of projects does, however, come as near as the Chair-:
man and the Executive Secretary of the Special Advisory Com
mittee could come to representing the majority views of this Com
mittee. 

Members of the Committee hl:\ve differed in opinion ~ost as to-the 
desirable scope of a project. A large part of the research lhus far 

I done in farm management has been g~~U!!..p~.ose, ~nd in, type, 
covering many of the aspects of the farm business all in one project. 
In some of these projects, only the more general aspects have been 
included and these in a rather ,superficial, purely empirical way. 
This description fits espeGially the conventional farm business sur
veys that were so generally made in the period just before the World 

I 
War.l One would expect this type of study to be made in the early 
sYges.-..oLde"elopment of the science of farm' management Iii-a 
CQJ,lJl1I;)c. It represents a first look at the farm management of a 
:.;egion. It provides facts and descriptions that are very much 

I needed when. the first courses in farm management are being developed 
in the agricultural colleges of the regiori; and a first approach to _ 
stating a few relationships. For another part of these general
purpose projects, more detailed data have been collected for the 
whole farm business, sometimes by means of surveys, sometimes by 
means of records kept with varying degrees of supervision or 
assistance from visiting "route men." These have provided con
siderably more detailed facts and description of farm organization 

(1) For summary of these, see p. 1285 of the 1925 Yearbook of the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture; also "Income Data from Farm Business Surveys" 
in the Harvard Review of Economic Statistics, November 1928. 
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~nd far"! practices, which have been put to good use in teaching and 
In plan.nmg farm organizations in the region, and have contributed 
somethmg further to the stating of relationships. 

The argument most frequently advanced in fa"or of this general
purp.ose tJ"pe of project is that they bring out all the facts and 
relationshIps that are really worth while. A much stronger and 
more valid argument, however, is that the farm business is an organic 
whole, and cannot be carved into parts and studied piecemeaP The 
Committee recognizes the entire validity of this point of view, and 
has met it in various ways. In ·the first place,it hils included a con
siderable list of projects which are comprehensive in scope. It has, 
however, tried to get away from making even these too general and 
indefinite as to purpose. (See Projects 1 to 6, 8 to 15, 21, 37 
and 38.) 

1\Iost of the members of the Committee, however, hold to the view 
that when the whole farm business is studied at one time, it com
m~nly p;m;es TeaswTe to includ~-~nly -its broaaer feaiures, at least 
if the statistical method of analysis is to be followed. In -practice, at 
any rate, the results obtained are only Q( J>road general implication. 
The projects endeavoring to obtain detailed. "dilta for the whole farm 
business commonly prove in testing not to have pro\;ded enough \ 
detail really to answer the scores of specific questions for which a 
farm operator needs an answer; or to make possible the careful analy
sis required to reduce statements of relationship to definite quantita
tive terms. The Committee has therefore included a considerable 
list of projects which concentrate on some part, or group of related 
parts of the farm business, or on specific questions which need 
answers, or on particular relationships needing further testing and 
refinement, these projects including all possible of the particular 
data needed for analyzing these parts of the farm busihess, or 
questions, or relationships. (See Projects 16 to 20, 22 to 36.) 
The difficulty of needing facts as to the whole farm business in order 
to get a true picture of relationships is overcome in most of ~he proj
ects by including the pertinent general aspects of the ,;whole farm 
business as a background. Such projects therefore become a com
bination of comprehensive (but not general-purpose) studies, to pro
vide the needed background, and of careful studies of a specific part 
or phase, or group of closely related parts or phases of the farm 
business, in order to get clear-cut answers to vital questions.8 

(2) This point of view is widely held in Germany, and was well expressed by 
Dr. Immanuel Fauser of Berlin in the J01lrnal of Farm Economic" Vol. VIII 
(1926), pp. 289-97. 

(3) Compare U. S. D. A. Bulletins 3U and Hoo, both of Chester County, 
Pennsylvania, one published ill 1916, (Spillman et aI) and the other in 1926 
(Ezekiel), in order to observe the difference between the older general-purpose 
type of fann business study, and the newer type which includes the farm 
business as a whole only to fumish a background of analysis of particular 
questions, noting particularly Dr. Ezekiel's analysis of the dairy enterprise in the 
later study. 
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Provision is made, however, for detailed study of the farm busi
ness as a whole; but it is frankly recognized that the method of re
search appropriate thereto is the case method and not the statistical. 

l
One can, of course; unless the farming is too varied, as probably in 
most parts of the East, collect sufficiently detailed data on all 

I 
aspects of enough ' entire farm businesses in order to make statistical 
procedure valid in analyzing them; but the expense would be very 
great, and probably not warranted in most cases. 

The Committee has been particularly insistent that el!£h,p!oject 

\ 
as presented shall have a cl~!.lrrutated objectiv.:~..J!u~~~~i~Jed

I objectives; tha~that it shall be planned with the view to answer! ing d~finitely conceived questions; that the objective of the proj
f ect shall not be ~~~~Y._"~.st~i~~~~_qIll,~~!~_~'!.ch 
\ questions ~ay 6e stated ill at>stract general terms such as stuaents 

of farm management as a science are wont to ask, such as the 
following, for regional studies of farm management: 

.; \ What is the relation between system of farming and distance 
from market in this kind of an area? between soil types and 
systems of farming? between supply of family labor and 
systems of farming? , 

What rate of using fertilizer is most common in this type of 
area, and what are the reasons for this? Why the variations? 

What factors account for the increasing use of tractors in this 
type of an area? 

What are the trends in size of farm in such an area? and what 
are the reasons? 

Can this type of region compete with Minnesota in producing 
butter? 

V Or such questions may be stated in their more definitely applied 
terms, such as these which an individual farmer who was contemplat
ing going into dairying might ask: 

What types of land are best to buy for one going into the 
dairy business? How located? What, price should one pay? 

What type of market should one seek? 
Should one in the future buy milch cows or raise them? If one 

buys them, at what age? 
What -type of ration would prove most economical in the area, 

and at what rate should it be fed? 
What parts of the ration should be produced on any farm? 

and what parts bought? 
What rotation system would prove most advantageous in this 

type of land? 
Wha t other products and sources of income should be combined 

with dairying? In what proportion? 
What hired labor would be needed, if any~ 
How many horses would be needed? 
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For farmers already in the dairy production in the are~ the form 
of these questions will change somewhat, but not their nature. 

The C~tee also. i?c!ines t~,!ard the an.aluti~aZ.as distinguished 
from the merely empzncal tU!e of pro~; toward projects that 
attempt to trace relationshIps back to their prior causes, or 
".ante.cedent probab~ties", as Karl Pearson would say, as dis
h~guJshed from projects that stop with merely finding that certain 
thmgs occur together or are associated.4 

Consideration of different methods of collecting data, e.g., the 
account book method, the survey method, and the mailed question
naire method, and their relative merits, occupies only a small portion 
of the discussion of the different projects. This phase of farm 
management research has been covered at length in the report on 
Re.earch Method and Procedure in AgriculturaZ Economic" in 
numerous articles in the Journal of Farm Economic. and in various 
recent books. In most of the project outlines, the emphasis is placed 
on methods of analysis and interpretation of results. . 

The projects are not arranged into the groups used in the dis
cussion of recent trends on the pages just preceding. Some of them 
could hardly hal'e been classified ·into the groupings used there. A 
different basis of classification would have to be used in order to 
provide a place for a project to determine the most desirable farm 
layout, or to devise the systems of records and accounts for use by , 
farmers, or to determine the most economical use of the family labor l 
supply, or to measure the influence of human factors on success in 
farming, or to study the economy of large-scale farming. Yet proj
ects such as these have a place in a complete farm-management re
search program; and are listed and discussed in this report. 

The users of this report must not look upon it as outlining a pro., 
gram of research for any institution. Such programs must be 
adapted to each particular situation. Some institutions may be I 
just beginning their farm management research; others may already 
have mapped out their type-of-farming areas and have made, com
prehensive studies of the important types of farming. The needs of 
the time should figure in an important way in choice of projects; the 
type of personnel available to conduct them; and the funds avail-
able! . 

This report must to a considerable extent reflect the viewpoints of 
the Committee, and of those most immediately responsible for it. 

( 4. ) See discussion of this difference in Buearch M ,thod afld ProceGurfJ ira 
Agricultural ECOfWfnic., or in Pearson, Grammar of 8citJf1cfJ. 

(5) ''There is one point of view which I do not find developed anywhere in the I 
outline and that is that applied farm management research must necessarily be 
a continuous rather than an intermittent or sporadic process. Once those areas ' 
or sets of homogeneous conditions have been determined which give rise to fairly I 
homogeneous types of farming, then continuous farm management series must be 
maintained with relation to the dominant types appearing under these conditions. 
This idea has not permeated the minds of extension or research administrators, 
and only a few agricultural economists have thoroughly grasped the notion." 
(I. G. DaviS.) 
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However, an effort has been made by comments and footnotes to in
di~ate ~he differences of opinion that exist with regard to various 
pomts m several of the project statements. Even if they serve no 
o!her ~urpose, the statements on controversial points may stimulate 
discussIOn and thus help to clarify them. 

. /' PROJECT 1. Type-of.Farming Areal 

V OBJECTIVE: To determine the boundaries or limits of the 
type-of.farming areas in a state or region. 

(By F. F. Elliott and H. R. Tolley.) 
In formulating a specific statement of the objectives and the 

procedure in this project, it is essential at the outset to have clearly 
in mind the meaning of the terms "type of farming" and "typ.e-of
farming area". 
, Type of farming. As used in this discussion "type of farming" 
is a term descriptive of the system of farming found on a group of 
farms havi~g_ a hi/th degree of unifor.mityin the kinds, amol!DJs. and 
proportions of the crcips:-:ananvesfock handled and in the methods 
a~_p~a.cti~e~ followed in p~~ductioii~ ·--Th~-~·ers- iiilhis· group 
can be rather widely scattered geographically; all that is necessary 
is tha~ they closely resemble each oth~r so as to constitute a distinct 
type. From this definition it is apparent that a particular type 
of farming will be identified by the form which the farm business 
takes with respect to size, productive factors used, lines of produc
tion carried on, and the general policy adopted in conducting the 
business. (See Economics of Farm Organization and Management 
by C. L. Holmes, 1928, Chapter IV, "Types of Farming".) 

Type-of-farming area. When a type of farming is fairly well 
concentrated in one area, so that it is the prevailing or dominant 
type in that area, usually associated with a set of reasonably homo
geneous natur~l and economic conditions occurring throughout a 

-definable geographic area, the area so characterized may be called a 
type-of-farming area. . '--.... .. .--

-witlltlleseconcepts of type of farming and type-of-farming area 
in mind, we may say that the objective in this project is to sub
divide a state or region or the nation into a number of areas, in each 
of which there is a considerable deg~ee' of uniformity in the types 
of farming.! 

The size of such an area, and hence its boundaries, will depend to 
a considerable extent upon the precision in the measure of the "type 

(1) One needs to read Projects 2 and 3 along with this project, because 
these discussions contain analysis that is also important for this project, and 
because in a type-of-fanning research program all three projects must be 
closely integrated. They will frequently be combined. 

(2) In this discussion, a "system of farmin/t" is not ealled a "type of farminp:" 
unless it is repeated enough times, with suffiCiently close resemblance, within an 
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o! farming" adopted in the project. Using a very broad classifica
tion, Dr. O. E. Baker haa divided the United States into twelve 
regions which he calla "agricultural regions", but which he might 
have called type-of-farming regions. "The East is divided' into 
eight ar.eas (excluding t~e forest and hay region, on the basis of 
the dommance of a certam crop or kind of farming which is the re
sult largely of latitude and temperature conditions. The West is 
divided into four regions on the basis of the use of the land for 
grazing or crops, which is determined largely by altitude and rain
fall.' Dr. Baker conceives the dividing'line between the East and 
West to be approximately at longitude 103. The agricultural re
gions in the East are: 

1. The hay and dairy region. 
2. The com belt. 
3. The corn and winter wheat belt. 
4. The Middle Atlantic trucking region. 
5. The cotton belt. 
6. The humid subtropical crop belt. 
7. The hard winter wh~at region. 
8. The spring wheat region. 

The four agricultural regions of the West are: 

1. The grazing and irrigated crops region. 

area not too extended, &0 that it can be said to occur as a type in that area. 
Of course, it may be, and commonly will be, only one of a number of type. that 
are found in this area. If the area has DO one type which stands out as 
dominant. obviously it could not be part of any type-of-farmiog area as this 
latter term is here defined, if the definition were vigorously applied. In prac
tice, when such studies are made and the foregoing definitions are followed, the 
.·hole territory is likely to be put in one typ~t-Ianning area or anotller, tile 
choice falling to the type which has the most representatives whether it is really 
dominant or not. Such definitions as these cannot be applied with any pre
cision-the degree of dominance of type of farmiog required is uncertain; 
likewise the degree of resemblance and the Dumber of times the system of 
farming must be repeated to make a type of farming; and the- extent of the 
area within which the repetitions occur. But in practice in any given situation, 
some reasonable interpretation of the definitions is possible. 

There is also another definition of type-of-farming area, probably not so 
commonly accepted as the foregoing, which does not make dominance of one 
type of farming a Decessary criterion of a type-of-farmiog area, but instead 
merely a reasonable amount of continuity in the pattern of types of farming. 
This concept follows that of the anthropologist's concept of a "cultural pattern". 
This is easier to apply to aD area such as parts of New England where the 
most characteristic feature of the agriculture is a mixture of several types of 
farming, perhaps eveD a prevalence of farming systems so heterogeneous that 
fanning types as above defined are difficult to establish. Nevertheless, a 
pattern is there. Dr. J. D. Black prefers this concept of a type-of-fanning 
area. ODe does not need to do violence to such a concept in order to apply, it 
to such areas and still include all of them in one type-of-farming area or aD
other. For some purposes, it is not Decessary or desirable to put all of a 
region into some type-of-farmiog area, but instead only those portions of it 
which are clearly dominated by one type-of-farming, or type-pattern, leaving 
the remainder as nondescript or intermediate or twilight zone area. (EolTOn.) 

(3) Baker, O. E .. Graphil: SV8M1ULry of AmerU:an AgrU:ulture, Miscellaneous 
Publication 105, United State Department of Agriculture, Page 4, Fig. 1. 
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2. Columbia Plateau wheat region. 
3. Pacific 'subtropical crops region. 
4. North Pacific forest, hay and pasture region. 

_ In addition to these 'agricultural regions, Dr. Baker has desig
nated two small regions, one in the northwestern part of the country 
and the other in the northeastern part, as Forest and Hay regions. 
In these regions there is so little farming that they can scarcely be 
called agri~ultural regions. 

As an, example of the results obtained when a finer classification 
of type of farming is used, the study conducted in Nebraska by 
Hedges and Elliott may be cited (see Project 4-b)/ in which the 
state of Nebraska is, divided into nine type-of-farming areas as 
follows: 

1. Northeastern intensive wheat producing area. 
2. Southeastern general farming area. 
3. Southern cash grain and livestock area. 
4. Central corn and livestock area. 
5. Central hay and livestock area. 
6. Sand hill cattle ranching area. 
7. Southwestern wheat area. 
8. High plains small grain and grazing area. 
9. Irrigated area. 

Obviously a considerably higher degree of uniformity prevails in 
one of these are~s than in Dr. Baker's regions. This shows that the 
type-of-farming areas which will emerge from a type-of-farming 
study will be determined by the degree of uniformity desired within 
the area as well as by the precision used in classifying the types of 
farming prevailing. The finer the classification of type and the 
greater the degree of uniformity within an area demanded by the 
investigator, the smaller will be the resulting type-of-farming areas, 
and the greater the number. Inasmuch as no two farms in the 
country are exactly alike, the classification could be made so fine 
and so high a degree of uniformity of type within an area could be 
insisted upon, that the investigator would come to the conclusion 
that no dominant type existed in any area, and hence that the type
of-farming areas are never definable. But such refinement would 
serve no purpose. It is doubtless true, on the other hand, that in 
some parts of the country, as for example, where soil types vary 
greatly, underlying conditions will be so heterogeneous that m~ny 
large differences will be found, in even a very limited area, and no 
single type will be dominant; and under such conditions and for 
such regions, it is not worth while to attempt to carry this sort of a 
project very far. , . 
---'--"- V 

(4) Hedges, Harold and Elliott, F. F., TYP68 of Farmift, 9 in N6bra8ka, 
Nebraska Bulletin 244. 
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Yalue and tue, of project. 

~is proj~t, is logi«:ally a first step in farm management research. 
~t gtves ~ bIrd s-e:re VIew of the field and provides a background of 
mformabon essential to a correct understanding and interpretation 
of the economic problems of the farmer. It furthermore affords the 
rese~rcher a mean~ of orienting himself in the agricultural problems 
of his state or regton and of studying them in their local setting. 

One of the first problelDJl which the research man has to face is 
that of selecting the area of study and of defining its limits. He 
should and does attempt to free it, in 80 far as possible, of un
rela.ted and ~xtraneous factors, thus narrowing the field of stud,y 
to Its essenbal and related elements. The differentiation of the 
agriculture of a state or region into type-of-farming areas wit~ 
lI'hich there is a high degree of uniformity in the enterprise comhina
tiona and practices and in the conditions of production, obviously 
i. an important step in this direction. 

It not only provides the research man a basis for defining his 
universe, and hence for sampling, but affords the extension man a 
better idea of the limits within which specific recommendations may 
apply. Broad generalizations are usually dangerous, and just how 
questionable they may be when made for the agriculture of a state or 
region as a whole is. emphasized in the variations disclosed by a 
project of this kind. 

Our basic statistics, in the main, relate to political units such as 
counties or tOll"llships or combinations of the same. In many re
spects .these dat~ would be of more significance if they related to 
type-of-farming areas. This is particularly true for much of our 
crop and livestock estimate data. These data not only would be 
more accurate but would be more usable and of more significance 
to research workers in geographic' and other problems, if they 
pertained to type-of-farming areas. 

Similarly, studies made with the view of obtaining methods an~ 
practices from which general standards are to be derived Ilre likely 
to be more representative if they are confined to fype-of-farming 
areas. The same is true of elasticity of supply and income studies. 
The significant price-supply relationships are likely to be more 
realistic and trustworthy if determined for local areas. Income 
studies showing returns to farms of the same or different types also 
would be more representative and indicative of the actual situaQon 
than would be true if all types were thrown together. into a ·com-
posi te group. . 

The factors influencing types of farms, and defining ,type-of
farming area are of course well recognized. What is not clearly 
understood is the way in which the natural science factors-physica( 
and biological....,....and the social science factor~onomic no doubt 
predominatin~interact upon each other. The boundary lines of 
many of the type-of-farming areas follow sharply certain lines of 
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natural differences-such as differences in topography and vegeta-, 
tion in the Red River Valley of Minnesota and the Dakotas; but 
others ignore such lines to a greater or less extent; or the types of 
farming within such lines of sectional difference shift from decade 
to decade. These interactions of natural and social factors will 
be clarified by research following the lines of this and several suc
ceeding projects. 

Procedure. 
The type of analysis called for in arriving at conclusions as to 

the boundaries of type-of-farming areas is essentially that of "quali
tative description" described by Dr. E. G. Nourse in Research 
Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economics. Dr. Nourse says 
"two general orders of qualitative description in the investigational 
field may be differentiated. The first may be called factual descrip
tion and the second analytical description." Both are used in a 
project of this type-factual description in portraying the facts 
concerning the various items by means of maps, charts, and other
wise, and analytical description in studying the relationships be
tween the various items and formulating a judgment as to the loca
tion of the boundaries between type-of-farming areas. 

But it is qualitative description of the geographic type as dis
·cussed by Dr. C. L. Holmes in the same report. Dr. Holmes suggests 
that geographical description has three phases-descriptive, graphic 
and synthetic. Work on all three phases is called for in this proj
ect. The last phase is represente<:J, by the drawing of boundaries of 
areas. In Project No.3, this description is followed by analysis of 
the reasons for the existence of the types of farming in the area and 
for the historical changes that have occurred. 

In determining the type-of-farming areas in a region, the approach 
has been from the general to the specific situation. ,The agriculture 
is first studied by the major enterprises from the standpoint of their 
geographical distribution. The unit used, whether county, township, 
or other, will be determined by the character of the data available. 
Data by units as small as townships should be used if available. By 
means of hachure maps and dot maps, the centers of production of 
each product can be indicated, and its relative importance in each 
part of the region with respect to other competing, complementary 
or supplementary enterprises determined. 

In determining these relationships it is- necessary to relate each 
enterprise to ·some base which is reasonably stable from area to area, 
and which will give coefficients that are comparable. (See discussion 
of the comparability of such coefficients in Research Method and 
Procedure in Agricultural Economics.) Various bases may be used, 
including oI1cres in farms, acres in crops, acres in crops and pasture, 
and acres in land area, and the acreage or number of each enter
prise may then be expressed as a percentage of this base. The base 
should show the exact situation obt~i.ning on the farms as a whole 
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~ so. far as possible, and at the same time should indicate the rela
bve Importance of each enterprise in di1ferent parts of the region 
u~der. study. In .an area where there exists a high degree of unifor
DUty ~ the I?hyslcal ~nd biological conditions, township or county 
coel!cle~ts will be stnctly comparable and the relative importance 
of the different ~nterprises will be clearly indicated. In regi9f1s where 
such homogeneity does not obtain, however, the problem is more 
difficulL .If crop area is used as a base, for example, the importance 
of a parbcular crop or class of livestock is over-emphasized in those 
counties or areas in which the crop acreage makes up only a small 
portion of the farm area, especially where a large part of ·.the farm 
area i. in pasture. The same difficulty arises under certain condi- . 
tions if farm area is used, particularly in a range country where 
the area in farms is considerably short of the total land area. Un
der such conditions it may be well to shift from the farm-area basis 
and use crop area plus pasture or total land area instead. However, 
total land area is not a reliable base under most conditions, since it 
includes land in cities, roads, streams, swamps, bluffs, etc. There 
obviously is no point in including land used for such purposes in 
determining the relative importance of different lines of agricultural 
production. 

Hence the base used must be selected in the light of the conditions 
existing in different parts of the state. If the difference in typ,e is 
one of degree rather than of kind, the same base probably can be 
used throughout; but if the other way around, it may be well to use 
more than one base. Furthermore, under conditions where both field 
and truck crops are grown in varying amounts, it may be necessary 
for comparability to use some unit other than area as a base if the 
relative importance of each enterprise is to be shown. The relative 
importance of tobacco and corn, for example, either from the stand
point of labor inputs or from the standpoint of income, will not be 
shown by relative acre-ta-acre comparison. There ia a further 
discussion of this point under "Measures of Farm Type" in Proj
ect 2. 

Having reduced the various enterprises in each county or township 
to comparable units or coefficients and shown _ their geographical 
distribution in this way, the next step is to group the townships 
or counties which have about the same kind, quantity, and 
proportion of the different crops and livestock. This is usually 
accomplished graphically by means of bar charts, each bar repre
senting the relative importance of each enterprise in the particular 
township or county. (See, for example, Figures 15 and 16, 
Minnesota Experiment Station Bulletin 257, Type, of Farming 'R 
Minfl£,ota, by L. F. Garey.) This grouping gives the first approxi-' 
mation to the type-of-farming areas. Inasmuch as several enter
prises are usually found in the same area, it is not possible to group 
o~ ,just one enterprise, but all of them have to be taken into 
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consideration. I~ actual practice the counties or townships are 
thrown together which appear to be alike in the major portion of 
their enterprises. Thus type-of-farming areas established in this 
way are based on the particular combination of enterprises which 
is dominant in the areas as shown by the county or township totals. 
This fails to indicate other combinations of enterprises found in the 
area, and to that extent fails to indentify all the types of farming 
prevailing. These are taken care of, as shall be shown presently, in: 
the analysis of the internal organization of the farms in each area. 

Instead of the collective approach using the data showing acre
ages and livestock numbers by counties or townships, an alternative 
method would be to start with the individual farm as the point of 
departure. The farms in a county, state or region under this pro
cedure. would first be classified by type as suggested in Project 2. 
Areas or regions would then be delimited on the basis of the propor
tion of the total farms which were of a given type. The number of 
areas which would result under such a scheme obviously would be 
determined by the amount of dispersion in type which would be 
permitted within a type-of-farming area. 

If a type-of-farming area is defined in the extreme sense of 
including only one type of farming, then the classification will be 
practically impossible to make, since there are but few areas of 
any appreciable size in the United States which have only one type 
of farming. If a type area is defined, however, as one in which 75, 50 
or 40 percent of the farms are of one type, then it should be possible 
to indicate fairly easily the important type-of-farming areas in most 
states or regions. This method of approach is being tested out in 
a study now under way. The schedules of the -1930 Census of 
Agriculture are being used a,s the basis of classification. 

In most states where data are available only-by coUnties, there 
frequently will be found certain counties in which the farming types 
are' so mixed that it is difficult to classify them with any particular 
group. This . variation :within the county is reflected in the county 
totals which fail to corresppnd to the totals of counties contiguous 
to them. Upon examination it usually will be found that a fairly 
(Iistinct break in the soil type, topography, or other physical eon
ditions exists within t~ese particular counties. "llere such· is the 
case there seems ample justification for cutting across county lines 
and letting the line of demarcation between areas follow the line 
determined by the nature of the physical factor even though data 
are available only by county totals. It cannot be assumed, however, 
that just because the county averages for a group of counties are 
very similar that the basic physical and economic conditions deter
mining these averages are uniform through this group of counties. 
It may be that each of these- counties has so wide a range in its 
physical and economic conditions that many small type-of-farming 
areas might be outlined if township data were available. Further, 
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the~ type areas may repeat themselves in each county in such a 
fashi.on that the cou~ty averages are very similar.5 In any event, 
the line. of demarcatIon may not be so sharp and distinct as shown 
on a ~p. There is more likely to be a gradual shading from one 
area anto another. 

Li states where these studies have been conducted, there has been 
found to exist a rather close correspondence between the physical 
conditions and the resulting types of farming. Certain crops, be- ~ 
cause of their physiological make-up and growing habits, manifest 
marked preference for certain soil types and climatic conditions. 
For this reason such crops usually will be found associated with 
these physical conditions. Since the effects of these physical factors 
are reflected in the relative yields and variability in yields of crops, 
these probably most of the time largely determine on the physical side 
which crops are given the preference. 

The nature of th~ cropping system in turn is likely profoundly to 
influence the livestock enterprises associated with it. Cropping 
.ystems producing large quantities of concentrated, fat-producing 
feeds, for example, are likely to include livestock of the meat prO" 
ducing type--whereas those having more hay, small grain, and 
pasture are more likely to include more dairy cows. Likewise, a large 
amount of non-tillable pasture land may force a type of farming in 
which livestock plays a greater part than would be true were there 
less permanent pasture to utilize. 

The analysis of physical factors that is needed for correctly 
locating the boundaries and limits of type-of-farming areas is re
lated in many respects to the analysis called for in Projects 1 to 
10 in the report in this series on research in Agricultural Land 
Utilization. The principal difference in approach is that in the 
land utilization projects the aim would usually be to explain the 
relationship between the natural factors such as soil type and pre
cipitation IUld the utilization of land as between major uses, su<:h a!l 
crops, pasture and timber, while, in a type-of-farming itudy the aim 
would be to use the analysis of physical factors as an aid in deter
mining the boundaries of an area within which a particular type of 
farming is dominant and within which a particular type is'likely to 
remain dominant for some time. 

In addition to the existing physical and biological factors,' trend 
movements or historical sequences in systems of farming must be 
considered in determining type-of-farming areas. Two areas at a 
particular time may have the same proportion of their farm area in 
the same crops and livestock, yet be moving in the opposite direction. 
On the other hand, the two groups may ile moving in the same di
rection, yet one grouJ? ~e lagging consider~bly behin~ the oth~r. By 
charting and determanang the trends taking place an the dlfferent 

. (5) Cr~p'p'ng 8yBteml in. IMIHJ. Pad and Pr6Ben.t. Edgar B. Hurd. Iowa 
Experiment Station, No. 268. p. 152. 
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crops and livestock in each county or township, a measure of the 
situation in each area is obtained. Two areas having the same 
physical conditions' are likely to have the same historical sequence 
of ·systems of farming. Hence these two approaches supplement 
each other. (See Project 3 for further discussion of this. Some 
of the methodology there presented may need to be used in'this 
project.) 

The effect of economic factors is more difficult to determine. 
lVithin the confines of a single state, the variations in economic 
factors are not likely to be very pronounced, except as influenced 
by production of perishables for local markets. This is particularly 
true as between contiguous areas. The growth of urban centers, 
improved transportation facilities, development. of new machines and 
technique and t~e like, however, may affect the types of farming in 
different parts of an individual state in a different way, and the 
extent to which this is true must be given weight when determining 
type-of-farming areas. 

To recapib)!ate, type areas are first approximated by grouping 
counties or townships in which there is a marked similarity in the 
dominant crop and livestock enterprises. These areas are then re
fined and tested in the light of the physical, biological, and economic 
conditions prevailing in each area and in the light of the historical 
shifts which havet~ken place in the various crop' and livestock 
enterprises. Thus each area when its boundaries and limits are 
finally determi~ed will be an area within which the physical and 
biological factors influencing type of farming are more or less homo
'geneous, and within which trends of production will have been similar, 
and a single type of farming is dominant. 

PROJECT 2. Oassifying Farming Types. 

OBJEC'l1VE: To classify and des~ribe the types of farming 
in an area or region at a particular time. 

(By I. G. pavis and F. F. Elliott.) 

Stated in more detail, the objectives in a project of this type are 
(1) to classify the. enterprise organizations of all the farms in the 
area into type-of-farming categories, (2) to describe the enterprise 
organization of each category and (3) to determine the proportion 
of the farms of the area belonging in each category. 

Scope of project. 

This project, limited to the classification and description of types 
. of farming, would be a logical sequel to Project 1 in many areas, and 
Project 3, designed to account for the changes which have occurred 
in the types of farming in an area in the past and for the' existence 
of the types found at a particular time, may be looked upon as a 
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lo~cal sequel to this projec~ in many areas. However, this project, 
while closely related to Projects 1 and 3 is distinct from them and 
can be carri.ed on se.p~rately. Project i is concerned with finding 
the bou?danes and liInlts of areas, and Project 3 is concerned with_ 
accountmg for changes that have occurred in the areas. 

This project can be limited to a type-of-farming area, or it can 
be expanded to cover an entire state or a broader region containing 
many dissimilar types of farming. The project, if repeated from 
time to time in a given ~rea, would furnish an excellent basis for 
studies of the kind outlined under Project 3. In fact, the historical 
changes which have occurred in the types of farming in an area can 
be portrayed and measured accurately only when this project has 
been repeated for two or more different periods of time. 

Measure. of type of farming. 
One of the most essential features of this project is the develop

ment of the measure of type of farming to be used. No, single 
measure of type that will be satisfactory in all areas and regions 
has yet been developed, or is likely to be developed. The measure 
to be used must be chosen with careful consideration of the character 
of the enterprise combinations found within the scope of a particular 
study. It should if possible fulfill the following requirements: 

1. It should be of such a character as not to include in the 
description of the type the element of efficiency of management of 
capital, of land, or of labor. The concept of type is distinct from 
the concept of efficiency. 

2. The bases or criteria of classification should be entirely in
dependent of the characteristics of the natural and economic envi
ronment. That is, the classification should be based on 'internal 
characteristics of the farm business organization. If this rule is 
followed, the association between types of farming, or farm-type 
classes, and the characteristics of the environment, such as soil· 
type or location, can be studied without falling into the fallacy of 
circular reasoning. 

3. Its use should give a result, that is roughly representative of 
the extent of the gross income from each enterprise or source of 
income and of the 'size of the farm business. (Income as here used 
includes not only cash receipts, but also the value of the farm goods 
consumed by the farm family. It may be desirable for certain 
purposes, however, to utilize the same data for classifying farms in 
accordance with the sources of the cash income rather than of the 
gross income.) 

4. It should be capable of application to any important com
bination of enterprises likely to be found within the universe' of 
farms to which it applies. , 

5. The measure of type should, if possible, be of such a nature 
that it is capable of statistical treatment. The data should be easily 
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and inexpensively attainable and the statistical procedure simple 
and easily applied. 

In areas such as parts of the Great Plains, where the business 
consists principally of producing staple crops of similar intensity 
with relation to proportional acreage distribution, size of the farm 
in acres and the acres devoted to each crop together with the num
ber of livestock are a satisfactory basis for type determination and 
classifica tion. 

On the other hand, in an area where crops of varying intensity 
of labor and capital input per acre are produced, accompanied by 
a diversity of non-crop enterprises,_ the use of proportional farm 
acreage distribution and number of livestock may prove an awkward, 
or even unreliable, measure of type. In some parts of the country, 
particularly in regions not too distant from the industrial centers 
of the northeastern United States, many enterprises enter into the 
farm business for which neither acreage nor number of livestock 

, is an accurate measure of relative size, either in comparison with 
other enterprises on the same farm, or with similar enterprises on 
other farms . 

..\. comparison of the measure of type which has been utilized in 
studies in the Corn Belt and the Great Plains with the measure which 

. is being used in a study in Connecticut, illustrates the need for this 
adaptation of measures of type to the area or region being studied. 
Com Belt and Great Pla;M. 

In a type-of-farming area in southeastern Kansas (See Types 
of FarnUng in KaMas by J. A. Hodges, F. F. Elliott and W. E. 
Grimes, Kansas Experiment Station Bulletin 251), the size of farm 
in acres and the proportion of the total farm acreage in com:.--the 
dominant crop--were used as the primary measures of farm type. 
For example, one type of farming (or "typical farming system,~ 
the designation used in the bulletin) in the area is classified as: 
SO-acre farm with 10 to 29 acres of coni. Another is: 160-acre farm 
with 23-35 acres of corn. Another is: 2iO-acre farm with 40 to 75 
acres of corn. For the more common sizes of farms in the area, 
several types of farming (or typical farming systems) are identified 
and described. Below is a table showing the typical farming systems 
identified on the 160-acre farms of the area, and the relative fre
quency of each type, together with the modal cropping system and 
livestock system for each type. 

·"1 do not agree with the authors on Point 1. I do not see how the element of 
efficiency can be kept out entirely f1'OOl a study of fann type. Type may be 
significantly influenced by present technique or future changes in technique and 
technique itself is intimately related to efficiency of production. 

Points 6 and 5 referring to Davis' measure of type are di1Iicult of realization. 
It seems to me that gross fann income comes closest to these requirements but of 
course is not perfect. However, 1 think it is much superior to the standard 
labor requirement which he has developed. It seems to have worked fairly well 
in Elliott's ~us analysis and 1 can personally see no adequate reason for the 
rather highly artificial measure which Davis recommends for use in the North
eastern States." (C. L. Holmes.) 
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TYPICAL FARMING SYSTEMS ON l00-ACRE FARMS IN IIJI 'A~A 
IN SOUTHEASTERN KANSAS IN J.925· .,-

(Adapted from table on p. 59 of Ka~aa Experiment Station Bulletin 251r~ • , C; ..Jr;; z.:. 1.;.1.:.. J t 

Typical farming systems -
8-2U ilS-SIi 86-41 1i0-70 

, 

acres acres acres acres 
corn corn corn corn 

Relative frequency Percent l'ercimt Percent Percent 
of type 13 81 ii' 18 

Cropping system. : Acres Acres Acres Acres 
Corn 16 SO 60 60 
Oat8 O-tO 10 10 O-lli 
Barley 
Wbeat 
Flax 0-15 
Sorgbum iii 10 10 0-15 
Tame bay (1) 10 10 25 20 
Wild bay 21i 15 
Otber cropl 
Pasture 80 10 65 1i0 
Other land Ii 10 10 10 

Livesto<·k .ystem: Number Number Number Number 
Horses Ii 6 6 6 
CoWl 5-10 5-Ii li-l0 5-11 
CoWl milked 5-9 5-10 ,-9 3-9 
Otber cattle Ii-I 0 5-Ii Ii-l0 5-11 
Sows 0-8 0-4 0-4 0-5-
Sheen 
Poultry 75-150 100-160 100-175 71i-160 

(1) About 60 percent of the hay is tame; of this, probably three fourths is 
timothy and clover. Alfalfa is found on some farms ranging usually from 2 to 
II acres. 

Connecticut 
The conditions in eastern Connecticut make the problem of classi

fication more complex and make it most desirable that some c~mmon 
denominator l>e found for the various farm activities and enterprises, 
not only as a basis for classification, but also to make the data 
descriptive of the various farms capable of easy statistical manipu
lation, in a form where all farm enterprises may be measured in terms 
of the same unit of measure. Some of these conditions are enume
rated below: 

1. Outside labor constitutes an important part of the business 
on many farms, and certain economic patterns are preeminently non
agricul tural. 

2. Forest products are a secondary source of income on practi
cally all farms and the extent of the activity and the income aS80-
ciated with it are largely unrelated to acreage or to any other 
easily measurable factor. 

3. A variety of intensively cultivated cash crops is produced in 
the region, the income from which in some cases is unrelated to the 
acreage involved-
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4. A number of kinds of hay are produced, with greatly varying 
yields and significance in the farm business. 

The man-labor requirements· of the various enterprises consti
luting the organization have proved to be the most pr.omising of the 
measures which have been considered. In applying this measure, the 
average man-labor mput per unit of each enterprise has been com
puted on the basis of the ·best data available for the area, and 'then 
the number of units of this enterprise on each farm multiplied by the 
average man-labor input per unit (productive man-work unit. Y The 
following shows a farm. business which has been reduced to a basis of 
productive man-work units thus computed: 

DAIRY a~a~~. M.W.O. 
Percent 
of Tlltal 

Grass Hay Bought.······· .Sold ....•.•••.. Rented... .••..... 11 11 
Clover, Alfalfa .............................................. I--o;?--o~-I-....!.!'---I-----I 
Millet, Grain Hay ......................................... '1--2-=-;;-5 --�---'2::.:1'---�----'---� 
Corn for Silage ....•..•...••..•.••.••••...•••••.....••••.•... 1--°;---1--;;;;,---1-----1 
Corn for Grain .............. ······• •• ·•····· •••• ··•·•· •.... ·1--4,;--1-~3:;::6:_-1----_1 
Dairy Cows •••••••••.•••••..••••.•••.••...•.•..••.. ······ •• ··1---;9:--1---'1=;26;---1-----[ 
Other Dairy Stock ••.••.••••••••........•.••••.•..•.•••..•.. ,_--'2=--_[._~8--[--""--1 

. TOTAl. ,- 20'2 Ii5 

POUL'l'RY 

Hens ......... • .......... ·· .. •·• ....... • .. ··· ..... ·• ......... 1--'-=---1--==--1-----[ 
Other Poultry ... · .................... , ................. - .. , ·1 ____ 1_--:: __ 1 _____ 1 

75 19 

Chicks Raised ............ Eggs Incubated ................. ·1----1-...,,;:'---1---;:--
TOTAL 7 

6 
2:; 

VEGETABLES 

I 6 
I 10 

Potatoes ..................................... , ......... ,. "'I---i--I-~;---I--'---I 
Sweet Corn .......................................... ~~. '1..,--"--1--7.:'---1---:---1 

16 

Apples-Bearing Non-Bearing ... : .................... .. 1 (10) -10 8 

FOREST PRODUCTS 

SO 75 
1 

Cords of Wood Cut ........................................ , 'I-~;:-_I--':";;--I'---_I 
1000 ft. Timber Cut ...... ·• .. • ............................. "1---'=---1--;::;0--1---:=---'--1 

\ TOTAL 21 76 

LABOR RECORD-MONTH'S WORK 

",.....,--:--_____ I~O:..:;n~F~a::.:n=n Off Farm Kind of Work Eqpt. V<eit 
Opem tor lOi ----n-- Team 38 
~W~i~fu~~----I-~o~-
~C~h~i1d~r=e~n7.u=n~de=r~1~6--I-~0~-----I·-----I·----I-----~--__i 

Boys over 16 ° 
F. thpr (1) 12 

(2) 

Hours 
Labor used in Marketing Products per day 

TOTAL OFF FARM 

Length 
period 

38 10 

M.thod of Marketing Milk .............. _________ 1 ____ 11 ____ 1 

Forest Products ......................... . 
Vegetables .............................. :==::: == ___ I--~-I----I 
Poultry ................................. . 

TOTAL o ° GRAND TOTAL 367 100 

(1) See, Farm Management by G. F. Warren, pp. 350-353; and Storrs Ex
periment Station Bulletin No. 127, pp. 59 and 60. 
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Total man-work units become the measure of size of business and 
the man-work units per enterprise lind the percentage which they 
are of the total, together with any other significant facts of the 
business, become the measure of type to be used in classification. 

This measure in type may be considered as simply a. refinement of 
the measures described above which have been used in the Corn Belt 
and Great Plains. It takes the additional step, of multiplying acres, 
number of livestock, days of outside labor, cords of wood cut, etc., 
by a series of conversion factors which represent average labor in
puts per acre, per head of livestock, etc. In testing the validity of 
this classification, an attempt was made to establish the relationship 
between these representative 'labor inputs and the extent of the 
gross receipts from each source. If conditions are normal, that is, 
if they represent long-time conditions for the average farmer, labor 
inputs would theoretically be representative of net income provided 
the conditions of labor and technology among the several enter:J~rises 
are fairly similar.-

A high correlation between labor inputs in a particular enterprise 
and gross income from that enterprise on a number of farms may be 
expected to appear and does appear, the deviations from the line of 
regression being accounted for by the differences in efficiency in the 
operations and management of the several farmers.! 

If further study substantiates the hypothesis that a ,certain level 
of efficiency tends to characterize the operation of each of the several 
enterprises of a given farm, then two conclusions follow from this and 
the foregoing paragraphs: . 

-I do not agree with this statement. (C. L. Holmes.) 

(2) Comments by F. F. Elliott: 
These deviations .will also be due in part to the degree of mechanization 

practiced and by the extent to which actual labor inputs on the individual farm 
vary from the group average input used. To the extent that mechanial power is 
substituted for manual labor, productive man-work units will not measure 
accurately the si1.e of business; nor wiII man-work units per enterprise in relation 
to total man-work units on all enterprises measure accurately the type of farm
ing. Furthermore, this measure has an element of efficiency in it. The man
work units for the same enterprise will vary widely on different farms in the 
same area and even on the same farm in different years, The standard error of 
any averal!'e of man-labor inputs per acre, per head of livestock, etc" conse
quently will be high. Although the same average is applied to the various farms 
as a constant conversion factor in computing total man-work units per enter
prise or per farm, this in itself does not eliminate the element of efficiency which 
will remain in the average; that is, the average is high or low depending upon 
the relative efficiency with which the bulk of farmers conduct each particular 
enterprise. . 

Another difficulty with the use of the measure has to do with the question 
whether or not the same farmer wiII be equally efficient in conducting the various 
enterprises on his farm. If, for example, he is a very efficient dairyman and is 
'a decidedly less efficient poultryman or tobacco grower his total man-work units 
per dairy cows handled will be low; whereas his man-work units per hundred 
hen or acres of tobacco handled will be high, that is, above the standard or 
average deri.ved from a study of surrounding farms. Obviously the classification 
of this farm based on the average for the group. may be in error to the extent 
that this is true. 
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l. Average labor inputs under the conditions assumed above, are 
a good measure of the relative.size of the same enterprise on 
each of a large number of farms. 

2. A schedule of the labor inputs of each of the enterprises in a 
farm business and of their percentage relationships to each 
other and to the total may be used as a basis for farm classi
fication. 

This gives us a basis of classification (1) related in an approxi
mate quantitative way to sources of gross farm income, (2) from 
which the factor of efficiency has been eliminated, (3) which is 
capable of statistical treatment, a:pd (4) which is capable of 
adaptation to the great variety of enterprise combination found in 
Eastern Connecticut. 

On the basis of an intensive study of a sample of 100 farms for 
which complete income data were available in an area in eastern 
Con?ecticut and from a type-of-farming study in the town of W ood
stock, a definite classification has been set up which it is .expected 
will be applicable to farms in the eastern Connecticut area from 
which the sample was drawn. It is, of cour'se, possible that other 
types not included in this classification will appear as the organi
zation of more and more farms is examined. The schedule follows: 

I. A specialized dairy farm is one in which dairying is the major enterprise 
with no secondary enterprise of significance from the standpoint of cash .receipts. 

Secondary enterprises have been found to lack commercial significance under 
the following conditions ,8 

1. When comprising less than 25% of a total business o~ 151-200 productive 
man-work units. 

2. When comprising less than 20% of a total business of 201-300 productive 
man-work units. 

3. When comprising less than 15% of a total business of 301-500 productive 
man-work units. 

4. When comprising less than 10% of a total business of. over 600 productive 
man-work units. 

II. A dairy-combination farm is one which has a larger percentage of pro
ductive man-work units in dairy than in anyone other enterprise, with one or 
more secondary enterprises comprising percentages of the total farm business 
above the limits set for the specialized dairy farm. There may be any number 
of dairy-combination types, such as dairy-poultry, dairy-vegetables, dairy-apple, 
or dairy-mixed (dairy-poultry, dairy-vegetables-outside labor, etc.). 

Ill. A combination-dairy farm is similar to a dairy-combination farm, but 
with dairying as the secondary or one of the secondary, rather than the major farm 
enterprise. There may be any number of combinations just as in the case of 
the dairy-combination type. 

(3) This schedule is drawn to eliminate from consideration as secondary 
enterprises those enterprises which produce products for family use only or 
which produce a small volume for sale to neighbors. The secondary classification 
is therefore based on commercial product rather than gross product. 

To determine when the secondary enterprises should or should not be in
cluded in the type description, a study was made to determine approximately 
what the size of the enterprise, as measured in productive man-work units, 
should be before it would be of significance as a source of cash receipts to the 
farm. The effect of setting different percentage limits for secondary enter
prises in businesses of different sizes is to include the secondary ~nterprise in 
the type description only when it is large enough to be an essential part of the 
commercial farm operation. 
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IV. A. non-daj~ fa~.is one on which dairying constitutes a portion of the 
fa~ b.usmess .falling wlthm the limits set for other enterprises in respect to the 
Ipeclabzed drury type. A few fanns IUch as specialized apple. vegetable and 
p~uJtry fanna. and combinations between these types are found in the Eastern 
HIghland. section, although this study included fanns of the dairy types only, 
and claaslfied the farms by the method outlined for dairy farms. 

~n addition to t!te a~ove classifications 'two other important 
prImary types were Identified. ' 

V. .Residenti,,:l f~nn&-fanns having lesa than 50 productive man-work units 
of busmess, no slgOlficant attempt at faml operation for any productive purpose 
being attempted. 

VI. ~art-time fann&-fanns having between 50 and 150 productive man
work un.lts of fann enterprises. Frequency distributions of productive man
work UOlts on eastern Connecticut fanna give a very distinctly bimodal curve. 
Between 60 and 150 productive man-work units are found large numbers of 
places in which the dominant source of income is outside the farms which carry 
on lome farming for sale or family maintenance. 
ClOoJJBi jicatioft of Biu of buBill6,.: 

1. One-man fann-Iess thaD 1.8 men per farm. 
2. ' One- and one-half man farm-I.B to 1.8 men per farm. 
B. Two-man farm-l.8 to 2.2 men per farm (Includes both 1.8 and 2.2). 
•. Over two-man fann-farms having more thaD 2.2 men per farm. 

Whatever measure of type is used in a study, great care should 
be exercised to avoid classifying as of the same type, farms which 
may appear similar as a result of superficial analysis, but which are 
essentially of different type. For example, in areas where both' 
butter and market milk are produced, a measure of type based on 
number of dairy cattle may show the farms to be of the same type, 
whereas from the standpoint of income an~ interrelationships between 
enterprises these farms may, be essentially different. Likewise farms 
which specialize in the production of certified seed will be different 
from farms producing the same product for feed, although on an 
acreage basis they may appear the same. Thus various specialized 
methods of production or marketing may seem to indicate the de-

o sirability of sub-division of type. The extent to which this is 
carried must be left to the judgment of the investigator. In general, 
it should be recognized that a simple classification. is to be pre
ferred to a complex one. 

As indicated above, the use of the productive man-work unit as 
a measure of type must be limited to enterprises throughout which 
the conditions of the use of labor are fairly similar. If, for instance, 
a portion of the farms of a given type are highly mechanized and 
others not at all, or if some employ considerable amounts of gang 
labor while others do not, it is apparent that labor input may be 
dissimilarly related to gross income on these farms apart from any 
elements of efficiency involved. 

If it is desired to use the productive man-work unit under these 
conditions, the problem may be met by Bub-classification by degree of 
mechanization or by introducing a factor to take account of th~ 
degree of mechanization. Farm type classification, however, can
not usually be profitably carried to a degree of refinement which 
warrants any great extension of this procedure. 
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Source. of data. 

Where farms' are not laid out by townships, ranges, and sections, 
as is the case in eastern United States, it is impossible to use indi
vidual census schedules and to find the location of the farm being 
studied. With the diversity of environmental conditions occurring 
in the East, practically any study of farm classifications involves 
the association of the different clAsses with the characteristics of 
the environment. In order to use individual census records it would 
be necessary to secure the names of the farmers associated with each 
record and the location of each farm on. the base map. Census 
regulations up to the present time do not permit such a procedure. 

The classification of farms, then, under Eastern conditions must 
be based on primary data secured directly by the research worker or 
his agent. This involves the formulation of a field schedule, visiting 
of farms to secure the requisite data as to acreages, number of head 
of livestock, outside labor, etc., and the problem of sampling. 

It is sufficient for the purposes of a study of this character to take 
the farmers' estimates as to acres of crops and number of head of 
various kinds of livestock. The records can be roughly verified by 
checking acres of crops and plowable pasture against total tillable 
acreage and by checking total roughage against number and kind of 
animals fed. Care must be taken to get complete estimates of time 
spent in marketing farm products and in outside labor. The schedule 
required is usually a very simple one dealing with matters most 
familiar to the farmer or any mature member of his family. 

Field work can be done by intelligent educated young farmers or 
mature college students after a period of training and under 
proper supervision. Where soil observations are made by the same 
workers, as was done in the eastern Connecticut study, much more 
intensive training and more careful and continuous checking by soil 
specialists is necessary! 

Before the field schedule is prepared, the system of classification 
to be employed must be carefully worked out by recounaissance 
studies in trial areas, and a careful analysis of the data with a view 
to determining the most serviceable and realistic system of classi
fication. The field record schedule should be based on the experience 
acquired by such a study. In making up the record the researcher 
should have in mind the statistical treatment to which the data are 
to be subject as well as the system of classification. He should also 
have in mind the peculiarities of the various enterprises appearing 
within the area. 

Where productiverman-work units are used for converting acre
ages and the number of head of livestock into comparable measures 
of size of enterprises, it is important to use productive man-work 
unit tables which as far as possible are up-to-date and representative 

(4) See Project No.5, Bulletin No.2 in this series, Ru.arc1& i .. Agrindtaral 
Land U tiJizGtioa.. 



of the area being studied. It is not necessary that the data from 
which the productive man-work units are computed be drawn from 
the area being studied provided it can be shown that the areas from 
which they are drawn are approximately similar. 

Sampling. 
~wo considerations dominate the problem of sampling in this 

proJect: 
1. The desirability of securing a valid and adequate sample 

upon which to base generalizations for the entire area being 
studied. 

2. The desirability of ·keeping down the cost of collecting data 
and making the study at reasonable expense. 

The random sample involves high. costs in the collection of data. 
It does not afford opportunity to study the sequence of type changes 
as one set of physical or economical conditions merge into another. 
The same criticisms apply to stratified sampling. 

\Vhere township census totals or averages are available, an ex
cellent method is to select townships that as far as can be judged are 
representative of the entire area. These selections should be verified 
or modified by checking with soil, topographic, road, and population 
maps. 

Care should be taken to see that the various soil types, 'topo
graphic and economic situations appearing in the entire area, {)ccur 
. within the range of the sample in some approximate proportion to 
their. appearance in the entire area. It is important also to get a 
good geographic distribution of the selected townships. A sample 
thus selected should serve the purposes of a classification study and 
be useful for .further research. 

~alY8is of data from census schedules to determine typical farming V 
systems. ~---- - - --- -

-i;;-llOwihg is a statement of a procedure using census schedules 
which was followed in a number of -projects in the Corn Belt and 
Great Plains, and can be used with the 1930 census schedules as 
soon as they are available for such use, over a considerable part of 
the United States. Each of these particular projects was a part 
of or a sequel to a study of the kind described under Project 1, and -
the object was to classify and describe the types of farming existing 
in an already defined type-of-farming area. 
. Although conditions within an area as a whole are fairly homo
geneous, considerable variation is likely to be found in specific 
localities and on individual farms. For this reason, areas determined 
on the basis of organizations which are dominant are almost certain 
to have other farming systems within them which vary sometimes 
quite widel~ from !he dom~a~t system. ~is is due ~ot al~ne to 
variations In physIcal condItIons, but to dIfferences In aptItudes 
among farmers, to their likes and dislikes, to variations in family 
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.,' 

labor supply, availability of capital, conditions of tenure, degree of 
~ncumbrance and the like. 

In order to determine to what e~tent such variations exist in each 
of the type areas under study, a careful examination was made of 
conditions in each area. Sub-areas (townships) were selected which 
.represented the range in conditions fomid. In selecting these sub
areas, particular regard was given to their location and to their 
representativeness. Detailed soil surveys, farm management sur
veys and the like~ as well as knowledge of people familiar with local 
conditions, were drawn upon in selecting them. 

In highly uniform areas, it usually was not necessary to select 
mOl'ethan one sub-area. In other areas where there was le'ss uni
formity the representative townships were selected at scattered 
points in the' area so as to show the complete range in conditions in 
so fal' as possible. The number of sub-areas selected depended upon 
the size of the type area and upon its uniformity. A sample of from 
three to five percent of all the farms in each area waS usually taken. 
In most cases a sample of around 300 farms was taken for each sub
area, varying from as low as 200 to as high as 600. 

Through a cooperative arrangement with the U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, permission was given to use the original schedules of the 
1925 Census of Agriculture in obtaining the organization of each 

\/. of the individual farms in these representative townships. Card~ 

f 
\
were first prepared on which was included the information essential 
to disclose the ~ and organizatioJ! of each of the farms. The 
complete organization of every farm in these representative town

\ ships was then transferred to these cards, each card representing 

\ 

on,e farm. The cards (or farms) were then sorted into size groups. 
This. gets the farms of .the same size together and further indicates 
the relative frequency of each size of farm. 

With the farms sorted into size-groups the next problem is to 
V determine what the prevailing organizations are on the farms in 

each size group and to see if there is any tendency for' the organi
zatioDs t~ vary on the different sizes of farws; in other words, to 
See if the same croEs and livestock are found in the same propo.rtionl~ 
on the.!.~ge1arll.l~_~sppn.Jh~.l!~IAn..I~~:-ln order to show this a 
frequency distribution is made of the farms in each size group 
a~cording to some enterprise Or combination of enterprises which 
satisfactorily' portrays the organization of the farms. 

v' The final problem has inv'olved pushing the analysis a !ltep f~rther 
and analyzing the farms of a particular size to determine what the 
variations in organizations are and to. see if there is any tenden~y 

I 
for the farms to center into clearly defined groups. To show,Qtis. 
the farms of the same size are fir~~~raye<! on ~~~,~~!1is~f tile 
dominant product grown on the farms and then 'sub-arrayedon one 
or-more-i>tner enter~ri~ depending upon the variability existing .. 

By this meth'oa 0 sorting, arraying and sub-arraying, the farms 
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.of the same size and organization are brought together and any , 
central tendency in grouping can be noted. In the Corn Belt and 
Great Plains states where these studies have been conducted, farms 
sorted and arrayed in this way have exhibited a rather pronounced 
te~~ency to settle into fairly distinctgr~s. - ---- . 

In the case of livestock it frequently happens that there are two 
or more live.tock combinations with the same crop combination. 
Such a situation, of course, would be expected in an area where there 
WaB a mixture of cash grain and livestock farmina, but it is found 

• 0 
even 10 areal where either one or the other is dominant. While in 
some cases this can be explained by the variations in the kind and 
quality of a pasture available, in others it probably can be explained 
only on the grounds of incomplete utilization of resources on the 
part of some farmers. 

Although the array of farms of the same size in most areas will ,j 
show a rather wide range in organizations, closer inspection will 
show that the farms in the array usually can be broken into a few 
distinct groups within each of which the organizations are quite 
similar. Making use of this tendency of farming systems to exhibit 
common group characteristics affords the basis for setting up what 
have been termed "typical farming systems" (types of farming) in 
each area. The classification and description of typical farming 
systems on 160-acre farms in an aTea in southeastern Kansas shown 
on a preceding page illustrates the results that can be obtained 
from this analysis. ' 

These typic_~l_ farming systems are s~.Ply modal ave!~g~_!>JJ1t~~ V 
distinct groups as obtained by arraying anifsub-arraying the farms 
of the same size and general organization. Thus there will be as 
many typical farming systems on the farms of the same size as there 
are distinct gr.OUPil. As a usual thing it is .. n.!>!l>. !.a~tic~ble to attempt I 
to isola~. more than two or three tJPicll.I fa!:ming. .U.s.tems for each 
size farm; but of course the number will be determined by the re
finement in classification desired. 

By arraying farms into groups and determining the cropping sys
tem and livestock system representative of each group, the types ot 
farming prevailing in each. area are finally identified, classified and. 
described_ The farms instead of being grouped together regardless 
of size to obtain a so-called "average farm." are divided into groups 
each of which is distinctive enough to represent a typical farming I 
system. An average of each of these groups will be really repre- :'\' 
sentative of each of'the farms in the group. In practice, instead of 
an arithmetic mean of the crop acreages and livestock numbers in 11 

each group, a mode or median is taken. This can be determined quite 
accurately by inspection. 
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PROJECT 3~ Accounting for Changes in Farming Types. 

OBJECTIVE: To account for the systems of farming in an area 
and for the historical changes in these systems. 

(By J. D. Black and Edgar B. Hurd.)l 

Explaining variations in systems of farming now found in an area, 
and explaining changes that have taken place in such systems in the 
past, ma-r be underblken in separate projects; and no doubt many 
research workers will want· to undertake them separately. The 
writer has preferred to put botk in one project b~ause the para':' 
mount final objective of the historical type of project is the same as 
for the cross-section· type of project, namely, to show why the 
systems of farming now in an area are there. There are two ways 
of accounting for a thing as it is: one, to show what other things 
are associated with it and presumably are responsible for making 
it what it is, or keeping it that way; and the other to show how it 
came to be as it is-how it grew or evolved into what it now is. The 
latter is the genetic or historical way of accounting for things. 

Certain groups of scholars incline strongly toward the first type 
of explanation; others toward the second; and sometimes there is 
dispute between them as to which is the better method. (Debate of 
this type occupied many sessions of the former Committee on Scien
tific Method of the Social Science Research Council.) The writer 
takes the commonly accepted position that these two methods are 
valuable supplements to each other and in fact should be combined 
for a.full explanation. Merely to trace the historical changes that 

_ hav,e led up to a present arrangement is like fitting a trend line to a 
set of histor\cal data. The only way one can forecast from it is to 
project the trend line into the future. We all know the inadequacy 
of this form of forecasting. If the method is inadequate for in
dicating what is likely to happen in the next few years, it is then 
also inadequate for accounting for what we find now, and for the 
same reasons. 

On the other hand, merely to show what factors are associated 
with the present set-up, and in as far as possible, by reasoning to 
deduce the existing cause-and-effect relationships present in these 
associations, fails in many cases to reveal much explanation of 
primary importance; for frequently about the only reason for a 
'current practice is that it prevailed in the period preceding, and not 
enough time has elapsed for it to have been abandoned in favor of a' 
new, practice suited to the now prevailing conditions. Consequently 
it is.;nearly always very helpful to turn back the pages and see 
things as they were especiaJly in the period just'preceding, and also, 
though in less detail, in the earlier periods. 

'Cl) Mr,' Hurd contributed mostly to the discussion of Method B under 
"Methods of Analysis". 
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When the two method~ are used in combination a succession 'of 
cross-sec~io~8 is taken at different cut-offs beginnin~ with the present 
and. co~tlfiulfig back~ard at yearly, or five- or ten-year intervals, 
ordlfia~dy as determmed by the availability of the data, and an 
effort IS made to explain the content of each cross-section in terms 
of the acc?mpanying circumstances that may have causative values, 
and also lfi terms of what may have held over from the period 
before although no longer having survival value on its own account. 
At some earlier period, if not in the one under study, the various 
ftems in the content of each later cross-section must have had a reason 
for being in terms of accompanying conditions. A thorough study 
would trace each item back until such reason is found and then 
follow its history down to the present, or to its point of disappear
ance, in order to observe how the forces of custom and tradition 
cause farm practices to persist after their time, although eventually 
always dying out, sometimes quickly, sometin;les very gradually. 
(See Chapter XXII, Introduction to Production Economic8, John 
D. Black, for discussion of the dynamics of production changes.) 
Having made such an analysis as the foregoing we are able to fore
cast, and to explain what now is, not merely by projecting the trend 
line, but in addition by showing how certain factors have influenced 
the direction of the trend line in the past, are influencing the 
present situation, and probably will influence future developments. 

Value and U8e of project. 
The most important vaiue in· such projects is that they lay the 

foundations for future production programs for the particular 
areas studied.. Such planning is not a part of this project as here 
outlined (See ProJect 12 for this); but this project must be so 
conducted as to make its results contribute as much as possible to 
such pJnnning. The cross-sectien analysis (sometimes called geo
graphic) and the historical analysis should be thought of primarily 
as contributing to such an end. 

The second value in importance in such studies is that out of many 
such projects will gradually develop a body of generalizations as to 
how systems of farming are determined, as to how particular factors 
affect systems of farIning acting either as separate forces or jointly 
with other factors, and as to how changes in systems of farIning 
work themselves out. , 

Geographers will no doubt see some purely geographic values in 
8uch projects; and historians some purely historical values; but 
these are of no concern to the project as here outlined. 

Scope of project. 
This project assumes that the type-of-farIning areas in the region 

have been delimited (as in Project 1) and that the systems of 
farming now in the area have been classified (as in Project 2). The 
area selected for study will ordinarily be one type-of-farIning area 
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0'" several contiguous type-of-farming areas, depending upon the 
degree of refinement in the mapping areas. The limits of such an 
area may be clearly i!nough recognized in advance so that no special 
analysis of this phase of it may have been needed; but the systems 
of farming will always need to have been described and classified. 
Project No.4 may 'include No.3 as one of its phases. Project No.6 
will be greatly simplified if No.3 has already been done in all the 
competing areas. 

Studies of this general sort have in the past most commonly been 
in terms of one commodity. For example, they have attempted to 
account for the distribution of the cow population of a region; or 
for the shifts in wheat growing. These no doubt reveal certain major 
associations especially of a physicalllnd biological nature, and have 
contributed considerably to our understanding in the past. Their 
defect is that they do not take account of those relationships be
tween different products that are of such great importance especially 
in economic analysis. In this project, therefore, particular stress 
is given to the need for taking the system of farming as the unit 
rather than the single product. It may be outlined with the county 
or township as the unit of area; or it may go to the extreme detail 
of explaining the system of farming on each farm in the area covered. 
This extreme would involve locating the farms. on a soil map such 
as published in connection with soil surveys; and likewise for topog-, 
raphy; and for climate when it varies considerably within an area, 
as it does when variations in elevat~on are considerable. (See Proj
ects 2, 3 and 5 in Bulletin No.2, Research in Agricultural Land 
Utilization, in this series.) In the Connecticut land utilization 
studies, intensity of analysis is carried to the point of mapping the 
soil types on each farm and relating them to the system of farming. 
An intermediate degree of intensity of analysis might' be illustrated 
iIi. the case of soils by mapping the soils in tnuch less detail, grouping 
together utlder five to ten heads the types or classes of soils that 
are significant froJD the standpoint of land use, and determining the 
prevalence of the different systems ot farming on each soil type, or 
combination of soil types, possibly by sampling the farms in each 
soil-type area, or by using township data tor, townships selected 
because the land iIi them is very largely of a definite tyPe. Differ
ences in topography ilnd climate can be combined with differences in 
soil in such analysis. 

For the historicai parts bf such studies, the unit of an area will 
ordinarily be the county, since the needed dalaare not available for 
smaller units before 1930. This means that the boundaries 
for the areas taken for study will follow county or township lines. 
For the cross-section parts of such studies, the boundaries can be 
chosen according to the methods 'outlined in Project 1. 

The explanation which this sort of project undertakes is in terms 
of types of farming; but this includes inescapably considerable 
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reference to. tJ'P~f-farming areas. The boundary lines between 
typ~f~far~g areas ar~ significant measures of the changes 
in location m type ~f farmmg and.hence become things to explain in 
themselves by relatIng them particularly to differences in natural 
con~tions. Differences in natural conditions are commonly indicated 
by hnes on maps; hence the task of explanation in its more elemen
tary phases, represented by Method A below, takes the form largely 
of observing the relation between lines on maps. But one must not 
be led into thinking that this is all that is involved in the 
project. Not jult one type of farming, the dominant one, must be 
accounted for in any area, but aU the important types found in it. 
The TJariationB from the prevailing type are a, important to explain 
a, the existence of the prevailing type. 

The scope of the project may also be varied with respect to inten
.ity. It may (1) be r~stricted merely to discovering what factors 
contribute to the differences, or have contributed to the changes, in 
& purely qualitative analysis; (2) include ~n addition an attempt 
at rough rating of the relative importance of the various factors; 
(3) attempt a more careful quantitative measurement of the co-vari
ation of the various factors. If outlined on the more extensive of 
these bases, it is feasible to expand it to include more territory, even 
the whole United States. 

Method, of analy,iI: 
A. Visual correlation. 

The method of analysis of the current cross-section that will first 
occur to one is the common procedure of mapping the various physi
cal and economic factors that are supposed to determine farming 
.ystems~il, topography, rainfall, growing season, price at the 
farm of the various products, wages of hired labor, etc.-in S9 far 
as these vary within the area; then of mapping the variation in the 
occurrence of the different systems of farming in the area, including 
proportions of the different types; then of placing these side by side, 
or one over the other, and observing the co-occurrences( see discus
sion of this method in Re,earc1& lJfethod and Procedftr(l lin .A.griCfl1. 
tural Economics under the head of "Cross-section-Geographical"; 
also Projects 2 to 6 in Bulletin No.2 in this series dealing with 
research in Land Utilization). This simple procedure may suffice to 
indicate with satisfactory conclusiveness a number of important 
relationships. The soil and lopography differences maybe so 
clearly marked-as at the boundaries of the Yazoo Delta area, of 
the Connecticut Valley in New England-that one can hardly escape 
attributing changes in types a~d. proportions of types .to these 
factors. In most areas the farmmgsystems change gradually, and 
one cannot be certain how much the natural factors contribute to 
the changes. The natural factors themselves are sometimes woven 
into intricate patterns of soil type, topography and climate. The 
effect of rainfall will not be so easy to determine as would at first 
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appear. One can~ot safely attribute to the decline in rainfall all of 
the decline in corn acreage in the farming systems in Kansas and 
Nebraska as one goe~ westward; some of it may be due to price or 
population factors; or local variations in the rate of decline may be 
due to soil factors. 

As suggested above, at Iirst glance it would a'ppear that this 
method of analysis explains only type-of-farmingareas and the 
boundaries between them. It could of course be used in such a way 
as not to go beyond this. As here presented, it is intended to include 
all the important systems of farming in an area, and the propor
tions between them. But these will need to be reduced to form so 
that they can be represented on maps, for the most part by lines on 
maps. Devices for this are discussed below. 

Such simple visual methods of correlation may be considerably 
reinforced by combining with them a study of the agronomic bases 
of crop growth. A fairly definite rainfall requirement may establish 
clearly on the map the western or northern limit of a given system of 
the farming; or a defiDite summer temperature or growing season 
requirement; or a combination of requirements, such as rainfall, 
temperature and relative humidity. These requirements may have 
been established experimentally; or perhaps by observations of 
cropping experience in a sufficient number of other parts of the earth 
to give them validity. 

Economic factors such as prices may arrange themselves in more 
or less concentric zones about or out from a market; and by com
paring the prices of the competing products in each zone, one may 
discover why types of farming or proportions of them, change from 
zone to zone. By going back to relative transportation costs of 
different types of products from the different zones to the market 
center, one may discover the reason for the schedules of prices for 
the different products in each zone. The Russian students 'of agri
cultural geography have given particular attention to the .relation 
of transportation and prices to zoning of production around a 
market. In this-ease also, the method employed is visual correlation 
reinforced by knowledge of basic conditions. 

In many c,.ses, the co-occurrence observed cannot be offered as an 
established relationship. It may be only a matter of chance, and not 
repeated in any other area. Such, for example, may be the co-: 
occurrence between the line of equal yields per acre of corn and oats 
in Iowa and the line for a growing season of 150 days (observed by 
Hurd) ; or that between cheese production in Wisconsin and a cer
tain summer isotherm (observed by Dr. O. E. Baker). No doubt 
these natural factors are producing effects of the sort in question; 
but that the particular length of growing seas,?n observed is the 
critical point for the crop would require additional evidence, includ
ing that of repetition in other areas. . 

In a similar way, the co-occurrence of certain factors and farming 
systems in a certain zone or sector of an area, and the reverse of 
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thi. in others, must ~ot be ~aken as proof of a relationship. But; 
chance Co-occurrence IS not likely to be repe!Lted several times. 

The method of visual correlation calls imperatively for devices 
for represe?ting systems of farming and the various factors supposed 
to be ass.oclated with systems of farming on !Oaps in such a way that 
th~ eye IS able to perceive the relations existing without too much 
pamful effort and without introducing the various forms of optical 
illusion which figure so largely in graphic presentation. The 
methods of reporting systems of farming on maps which are in 

. common use do not fulfill these requirements. For example, the 
device of reporting the proportion of the crop land in different crops 
by bar diagrams by counties, as used by Dr. Spillman in his studies, 
and by Hedges and Elliott in the Nebraska study described in Proj
ect -i·B, has the difficulty of not being graphio enough-the eye is 
not able to catch at a glance the parts of the whole area which have 
the same combination of systems of farming and proportions between 
them. One can of course supplement these bar diagram presentations 
by drawing a line around the contiguous counties having the same 
combinations and proportions of systems of farming. These lin~s, 
however, as pointed out in Project I, will have ~o be located rather 
arbitrarily and this will tend to obscure the important gradations 
between proportions of type,of farming in various parts of the type
of-farming area which are so significant for the purposes of this sort 
of a study. If the bar diagrams can be left on the map, and the 
lines separating the subdivisions of the type-of-farming areas .~an 
be superposed on these in such a way as to produce the groupmg 
effect desired while still preserving the gradations indicated by the 
bar diagrams, the resulting map may serve the purposes of this 
project fairly well .. 

Two other types of graphic presentation should, however, be 
considered as probably more suited to the problem in hand. One 
gives to each major system of farming in a type-of-farming area a 
distinctive symbol that the eye can catch readily on the map, the 
proportions of the various systems of farming in any county being 
indicated by proportions between the numbers of the various symbols 
shown in the map. The most effective symbols to use in this way 
would be dots or small disks of different colors. If black and white 
symbols are to be used,. the following set has bee? found to be f~rly 
distinctive: dots or disks, crosses, squares, Circles (the vanous 
symbols should all have, about the same area of black surface). 

The other device is that of isopleth lines drawn in according to 
the ratios between the two dominant systems of farming or on some 
other basis, the space between isopleth lines being shaded from light 
to dark according to the degree of dominance of the major system 
of farming. Maps of this type are shown on pages 28 to 34 of U. s. 
Department of Agriculture Circular No. 160, Economic .Aspects of 
LaM Settlement in the Cut-Over Re~ion of the Great Lakes States 
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by W. A. Hartman and J. D. Black. Figure 29 from this bulletin is 
shown here as an example. The difficulty with this device is that it 
does not lend itself very well to situations in which several systems 
of farming occur in an area. The related variables-temperature, 
rainfall, growing season, prices, transportation costs, land values, 
and rents--ean be represented by similar isopleths. The same 
'difficulty will arise with respect to prices as with respect to com
binations of systems of farming-the ratios between prices of sev
eral products may need to be shown. 

The soil variable also introduces complications. If the study is 
made on an intensive basis, the actual soil survey maps may be used, 
as indicated above, and the symbols for the different· systems of 
farming located on them. Of course one would not ordina"'rily want 
to publish such maps. They would serve as work sheets upon which 
the desired relationships could be determined, the results being pre
sented in tables and text. If the study is carried out on the some
what more extensive basis also indicated above, the soil types being 
grouped into some five or ten classes, a system of cross-hatching can 
be worked out which varies from white, let us say, for the most pro
ductive soil, to black for the waste-land types. 'To indicate the 
possibilities ot this procedure, the state 01 MassaohuseUs can be 
shown on a single page by reducing the soil survey maps to one
twentieth their present scale and if the soils are reduced to five 
classes. Less reduction in scale and in soil classes than this is 
desirable, but this will require the use of an insert map in a bulletin 
or book of the ordinary size" 

(2) These problems have been encountered in presenting the soils in New 
England in the study, bearing the title. The Land IJftd Agriculturll. of N.711 
England, being prepared for publication by John D .. Black and ~enry ~. 
Richards, One has to choose between grouping the SOlIs on the baSIS of soil 
"series", such as the Charlton Series and the Gloucestet series, or upon son 
"classes" such as clay, silt loam, sandy loam, etc. Both systems. of grouping 



The actual process of visual correlation can be facilitated con
liderably if the mapping il done on semi-transparent drafting paper 
and t~e mapl are su.perp~sed o?e over another on a light table 
according to the relationships which one wishes to examine. Mr. J. 
Pryse Howell has presented the data for England and Wales in form 
10 that the reader can do this for himself in his .An .Agricultural 

. .AtZlU of England and Wale •. 

At th!1 point, ~efer.ence should be made to the common procedure 
o( shoWIng ~e ~fferent cr~ps and forms of livestock on separate 
map~, and hkeWise t~e ph.yslcal and other (actors, and then trying 
to discover t.be relatlon~hips between systems of farming and these 
(actors. This amounh m effect to presenting the dependent variable 
.y'tllm~ of farm.iftg. or pr~portions of them, in several parts, which 
makes It very difficult at times (or one to assemble into proper com
plexes the particular sets of variables needing to be considered. The 
~ethod, however, is capable of yielding significant results, especildl.v 
~f some one product such as corn is the major determinant of the 
Iystem of farming in the area. 
, To use the method of visual correlation with the historical phases 

, of this project, one needs to map the systems of farming for the 
area at each of the census periods included in the study, and like
wise any of the independent variables that may change from period 
to period-for example, prices, transportation costs, and land values. 
One can then examine the maps for each census cut-off and see 
whether the same relationships are found in each, and if not, what 
changes have occurred. If changes in types of farming have oc~ 
~urred, one should ordinarily expect to find some changes in the 
social environment that have beeR responsible for them. If one does 
not find them, the explanation may be that of lag in readjustments. 
To observe the presence of lag, one ordinarily, needs to have data 
for the intervening years so as to note at what particular point the 
t;hift to meet changing conditions began to appear. The changing 
variables can be expressed in the form of historigrams ,to which 
secular trends can be fitted. These t:rend lines and deviations th~rc
from can be studied in relation to each other in the usual Illanner of 
such visual analysis. One must not be too disappointed if he is not 
able to account fOr all the difference in census periods by the method 
of visQal correlatiOQ. It is one of the limitation!! of this method that -
it is not able to explain certain types of relationships of considera
ble significance. 

In summary, it may be said that the method of visual correlatior\ 
is simple and easily understood. It therefore lends itself to the 
are ilIustnted in this study. The map of soils for the state of Ve1"Dlont pub
lished in the study of rural Ve1"Dlont directed by Dr. Jl. c. Taylor, beal'ing the' 
title Rural Vertnont, is an example of grouping soils on the basis of soil series. 
Perhaps neither series alone, nor classes alone will be adequate, but particular 
lIoil types, or combinations of series and class, such as Gloucester sandy loam, 
may need to be mapped separately to show the relationship desired. 
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, 
preliminary stages of any study attempting to account for systems 
of farming in a~ area. Ordinarily this step should be taken as the 
first stage in any research project of this type. It does not appear. 
at first glance to- need any special statistical training or technique. 
It is commonly used by geographers and economic historians with 
very litle statistical background. This, however, points to one of the 
shortcomings of the method. Those using it have been too much in":. 
clined to accept a limited degree or a single instance of co-occurrenCe 
as establishing a relationship. A knowledge of statistical theory, 
particularly that part of it relating to inference, would protect one 
from too ready inferences from such data. The application of the 
theory of inference to geographical data is not very well developed 
at the best (see Research Method and Procedure in Agricultural 
Economics for a discussion of this under the heading of "Correlation 
as Description of Geographic Data"). 

A grasp of the related aspects of economIc theory may also be 
needed to enable one to sense the underlying relationships ~ore 
clearly. An example of this is the fallacy that high land values an!; 
rents are causes of intensive systems of farming. The proper unde 
standing of the problem would make one conscious that .other an I 

more fundamental factors combine to produce both high rents and. 
in!ensive agriculture 'in many areas but not in others. Similarly, a 
thorough understanding of production economics theory will reveal 
the relationships between enterprises and the related application of 
systems of farming, and furnish the research worker with a rational 
basis for the systems of farming that he finds or fails to find in the 
area. At the best, the particular relationships that one finds between 
systems of farming and other factors in a project of this kind should 
be looked upon as hypotheses with varying degrees of promise of 
validity. A rational basis in economic theory will lend strength to 
any of them. 

B. Mathematical associationsaoo correlations. 
This method differs from the former in that the variables are 

reduced to more definite quantitative terms. The actual form of 
mathematical analysis may be either association or correlation as 
these terms are used by Yule (see discussion under the head of 
"Association Analysis" by Dorothea Kittredge in Research M.ethod 
and Procedure in Agricultural Economics, or the fuller and more 
difficult discussion in Yule's Introduction to the Theory of Statis
tics). The correlation analysis may be of the elementary type 
commonly called cross-tabulation, or may take the form of formal 
correlation analysis, possibly carried to the point of working with 
several variables at a time. (For a discussion of cross-tabulation 
as a form of correlation, also see Research Method and Procedure 
in Agricultural Economics)! 

(8) The writer has found that relatively few people understand the essential 
idea of cross-tabulation analysis. The method to most people apparently means 
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· Th~ corrdation may also take the form of construction of -tables 
ID w!llch the average percentages of the crop land which is devoted 
to different systems of farming are computed for the different soil 
c~asses or types, for different kinds of topography, for various 
distances fr~m market, for various ratios between prices of different 
farm products, for different land values or rents, etc. Tables of 
this sort have been presented in some of the Iowa studies by Mr. Hurd 
and others' (also see Mr. Hurd's discussion under the heading of 
"Cross-section Analysis--Geographic" in Rellearch, Metkod and Pro
cedure in A.gricultural EconomiclI). The advantage of this method, 
according to Mr. Hurd's point of view, is that the effects of certain 
variables which' are not likely to be correlated with natural and 
econo.mic factors, particularly the variable of personal differences 
between farmers, will cancel out, making the average figures very 
close to actual net correlation results. One has to be very careful, 
however, with this procedure, as is pointed out under the heading of 
"Elementary Analysis" in Rellearch, Method and Procedure in 

'.Agricultural EconomiclI. It has been used very extensively in the 
~ast in such a way as to indicate a much higher degree of correlation 
than actually exists, and also to attribute to the variable under 
study the influence of other variables with which it was significantly 
conelated. There may well be other factors associated with soil 
type or distance from market that are in considerable part respon
sible for the apparent correlation and contribute a considerable part 
of the apparent regression. 'It is commonly recognized that differ
ences in ·capacity and efficiency of farmers are definitely correlated 
with soil types and grades of land and with systems of f&,rming. If, 
therefore, the simple procedure of working out group averages is 
resorted to, the research worker must study his area very carefully 
to make 8ur~ that none of these significant intercorrelations enters 
into the results. 

In general the better procedure would be to test out the data, 
thoroughly by the method of association analysis above referred to, 
or by cross-tabulation. If these methods point in the direction of 
definite relationships, they can be tested more carefully by formal 
correlation methods and the results expressed in the usual co
efficients. If such analysis indicates significant intercorrelation 
between the independent variables, there may be object in using 
the multiple correlation technique. One must, however, be on guard 
against the dangers of too high a degree of intercorrelation between 
independent variables. 

nothing more than a two-way sorting of the data without any recognition of the 
possibility in it of separating from each other the effects of two or more in
dependent variables. To be sure, the separation obtained is crude unless there 
is a large number of observations, but it may be refined enough for the purposes 
of many studies, at least in their preliminary stages. (J. D. BUCK.) 

(') Oropping ByBttnnll in 10'1lJa, Pad and Pr6BBflt, Edgar B. Hurd. Iowa 
Experiment Station, No. 268. 
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· One of the important obstacles to the use of mathematical analysis 
m problems of this kind is the form in which the variables must be 
expressed, and in many cases the limited number of observations. 
The dependent variable 8ytJtem of farming is not in itself a number' 
neith~r can soil types be expressed in numerical terms. Systems of 
farm.mg, howe~er, ,may be reduced to a numerical expression by 
putt10g them 10 the form of percentages of the farm land in the 
vario~s counties or townships which is in' a given system of farming. 
OccaSIOnally the same method ~ay be used for expressing soil types~ 
or soil types may be indicated indirectly in the form of average 
yield of certain major crops, or of ratios between the yields of the 
two major crops. Topography may be expressed according to the 
index of topography described on page 56 of Bulletin No. 2 of thi$ 
series dealing with research in Land Utilization. 

If the unit in the study is the county, the area included must be 
rather large if it is to give a sufficient number of observations for 
satisfactory correlation analysis, particularly of the multiple type. 
Ordinarily the results will not be very significant if less than 5Cf 
counties are included. If township data can be obtained, as is 
expected for the 1930 census, then the number of observations can' 
be increased very greatly and the correlation analysis can be made 
much more significant. If the study is made on an intensive basis, 
and individual farms are the units, then such analysis can be refined 
still further. Such analysis would prove a valuable addition to many 
farm business surveys. 

Of the little analysis of this type thus far undertaken, most of it 
has followed the lines of working out the relations between various 
factors, mostly natural, and the acreage and distribution of par
ticular crops of livestock taken one at a time. There is room of 
course for an almost unlimited amount of analysis along these lines. 
The difficulty is that the correlations between the various indepen
dent variables above mentioned and the distribution of anyone crop 
taken by itself is only a fragment of the whole situation.' Moreover, 
the relations found to exist for·any one crop ~re greatly affected by 
.the other crops and type of livestock combined in the same farming 
systems with it. One can work out a separate analysis for each of 
the major crops and forms of livestock produced in the area :lTul 
then attempt to synthesize the results in various ways; but the pro'7 
cedure 'is likely to become complicated and the results may be in
conclusive; as above explained, this type of project is developed with 
the idea of making a complete system of farming the unit in the 
dependent variable and thus doing the synthesizing at the start. 

The historical phase of this proj~ct will have the same relation to 
the cross-section phase of it as was indicated for visual correlation 
above. Separate analyses can be made along the foregoing lines at 
each census period, the results compared, and the differences ex
plained or interpreted in various ways. The advantage of this over 
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t~e method of vil~al correlation will be that many of the results 
will. be expressed In definite quantitative terms so that closer .com
parlsons can be made betwee.n census periods. One can reduce to 
formal coefficients the relationships between the secular trends and 
deviationll there~rom for the variables of the sort here in question; 
but such coefficients frequently add little to what is visible to the 
eye. The principal reason for cQlDPuting them is to protect one
self and the reader against the danger of overrating the relation
ships. 

In spite of the mathematical form of statement of the results of 
such analysis, there is still the same need as with visual correlation 
for careful consideration of the inferences which can safely be made, 
and for thorough exploration of the economic bases of the relation
ships. The net correlation between yields of oats and corn and 
percentages of oats and corn in the system of farming may be either 
positive or negative because of the way in which comparative 
advantage in production works out in the area. 

'l'hose who expect that correlation of the type here outlined will 
add greatly to the results obtained by simple visual correlation are 
probably doomed to disappointment. Very few new relationships 
will be discovered in this way. The principal gain will be that fewer 
hypotheses will be advanced, and more of those advanced· will be 
recognized for what they. are.6 

c. The farm .et-up method. 
Methods A and B above outlined for the most part provide only 

for an empirical form of analysis-analysis that contents itself with 
observing existing associations or co-occurrences in place and time. 
The reverse of this is the analytical method, that attempts to 
discover what lies behind these associations. To use Karl 
Pearson's language, in analytical procedures one attempts to go 
back to earlier "stages in the routine of experience" or links 
in the "chain of antecedent probabilities". (See discussion of ''What 
is Science" in Re.earck Jlethod and Proceiture in .Agricul~ural 
Economic •. ) Method C of accountjng for types of farming is more 
analytical than Methods A and B to the .extent that it carries the 
analysis back to conditions on farms and endeavor!! to discover :what 
may have led the operators to practice their systems of "farming. 
It does not undertake this in any thoroughgoing way~the ta&k 
would be too great; but it tests out the ~me motive which it! 
generally accepted as most powerful, namely the profit. motive. 

(6) I agree that extreme care should be exercised in attempting to .get 
quantitative measures ·of so-called causal factors accounting lor farming types. 
There is so much inertia and lag in agricultural adjustments and the data are 
so poor that high degrees of assocIati.on between ~ain f~ors and particulal' 
farm organizations and fann enterpnses at a particular time, may not be as 
significant as some investigators have sometimes considered them. These should 
be accepted, therefore, with a great deal of caution and should be based OD a 
thorogoing qualitative analysis. (F. F. ELLJOT'l'.) 
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~erhaps it would be better called the motive of economic advantage, 
SInce ~e ~o not want it thought of in purely monetary terms. The 
essentIal .Idea of the method is to relate the changes that have 
occurred In the systems of farming of an area to the economic advan
tage of the farm operators and their families, to see whether or. not 
a reason of this n'ature can be found for the changes. It is assumed 
that .there will be an appreciable. lag in adjustment of systems of 
farmmg to meet. changes in the environment; hence an important 
feat~re of the method is discovering the extent and nature of the lag. 
ObvIOusly the whole theory of the dynamics of production is involved 
in this. (For brief discussion, see J. D. Black, Introduction to Pro
duction Economics, Chapters XXII, XXIII, XXVIII, XXIX.) 
In carrying out this procedure, one will naturally begin with the 
present types of farming in the area and see to what extent they 
seem to be based on present economic advantage and to what extent 
affected by lag, and any other possible factors that lend themselves 
to treatment. One will begin with the present because the data for 
it are most complete, and oecause the various influences that are 
most significant now will.more likely be revealed in a study of the' 
current situation. These influences can then be followed back to 
earlier periods and thus have their whole history t~aced. 

Such a study thus really begins as a current cross-section analysis; 
but it cannot be thought of as having two distinct phases, cross
section and historical. There is really one continuous analysis start
ing with the present and continuing backward as far as data or re
sources permit. 

The particular analytical device most used in this approach is 
that of constructing various complete farm set-ups for the principal 
types of farming and major variations therein (such as available 
family labor, special markets for supplementary products, etc.) for 
the different type-of-farming areas or sub-areas being studied, and 
attempting to discover, by trying out the effect on net incomes of 
various modifications of these several systems of farming, whether 
the systems of farming being practised at that time represented eco
nomic advantage at the time, economic advantage being defined as the 
best combination of profits and desirable mode of living for the 
family. This device is outlined in considerable detail in Project 8 
under the name of the "synthetic" method. As a. device to be used 
in determining the relative advantage from different major uses of 
land, it is outlined in Project 11 of Bulletin No.2 in this series, 
dealing with research in Land Utilization. 

Such analysis sometimes indicates that the systems of farming 
prevailing at the time in various parts ~f an area, with .no modi
fications whatever, represented economIc advantage WIth most 
farmers; at other times that some system less usual in the area, or 
some system just beginning to appear, represented economic ad
vantage. Thus is revealed at one stroke the motive for change, and 
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the phenomena of lag in response to the motive. Trying out, by 
the same method of testing the effect on net incomes, these same 
types of farm set-ups, and various forms of them, under conditions 
luch al prevailed earlier-4:onditions of different reia tive 'prices for 
the several products involved, of different relative expense rates for 
hired labor, feed, fertilizer and other producer's goods, of different 
types of farm equipment and farm practices-will reveal these phe- _ 
nomena still further. This process will need to be carried far enough 
to reveal the period when the systems of farming now existing in the 
area, but no longer most advantageous, were the most advantageous. 
Such analysis might reveal, for example, that in a section of southern 
Minnesota a system of farming giving major emphasis to 'corn grow
ing and hogs- was clearly most profitable in the period from 1910 to 
1920, but no longer is, because of a new set of market conditions and 
prices for strictly corn-fed hogs. It might further reveal that even 
more emphasis on corn and hogs than prevailed would have been 
profitable in the period from 1910 to 1920, especially in the early 
part of it; that farmers lagged perhaps 5 to 10 years in adjusting 
their farming to take advantage of the htgh corn and hog prices of 
the period. 

Explaining variations in systems of farming between farms in the 
present or at any historical cut-off also lends itself in part to this 
method of attack, if the data needed can be obtained. The basis 
for it is a full classification of all the systems of farming in the area 
(as in Project 2), and of all the variants in supplies of labor avail
able, capital available, combinations of types of land, distances 
from market, markets for locally grown products, and other im
portant factors likely to produce differences in farm set-ups. Given 
the foregoing, one can test out the economic advantage of the sys
tems of farming found under these special sets of conditions. Motives 
of the sort crudely designated as "non-economic", such as special 
skills of the farm operator, and individual backgrounds of experience, 
will be found playing a large role in such variations in systems of 
farming. 

The superiority of this method over the other two should be 
clearly apparent. It gives the whole structure of the present situa
tion, and the account of its genesis and evolution. It also indicates 
definitely the direction which further changes are likely to take if 
they follow the usual economic law of working toward a new equili
brium in terms of the set of conditions now prevailing. 

The principal limitation of the method is in the availability of 
the necessary data. So far as the present cross-section is concerned, 
one can get all the data needed in order to use the synthetic method 
thoroughly. It will, of course, consume considerable time and money 
to do it on as thoroughgoing a basis as many farm management 
workers think desirable. The writer is of the opinion that the 
early work along these lines in any area should be directed at reveal-
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ing only the more i.mportant of the relationships and maladjustments, 
the refinements bemg left for more detailed study later. It is with 
the historical part of the project that the limitations of data are 
most apparent. For a thorough job, one really needs a series of 
prices at the farm for the different products concerned over the 
whole series of years being explored; also a series of expense-rates 
for hired labor of different types, hired machine labor (threshing, 
silo-filling, tractor work if hired, etc.), purchased feed, purchased 
fertilizer, and other machinery and equipment, etc.; also data as to 
farm practices followed as well as farming systems, and as to 
physical inputs of the important factors and yields and production
in fact, all the data needed in order to set up the major items in an 
operating farm budget at each point in the past taken for ex
ploration. As to farming systems, the data of an occasional cut
off-such as a 5- or 10-year census-may serve fairly well, but should 
be supplemented by local evidence where possible. The price series 
collected by the Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates will com
monly not be sufficiently in detail locally, or sufficiently accurate, to 
serve except in a general way. Sometimes better series can be built 
up by obtaining data from railroads as to freight charges to the 
nearest wholesale market and figuring backwards from the whole
sale price series. In many cases, one will need to collect local his
torical price data from local sources, as Mr. Arthur Peterson and 
1\1r. Roger Hale have done fOI'Virginia and Maryland respectively. 
(See Virginia Technical Bulletin No. 37, Historical Study of Prices 
Received by Producers of Farm Products in Virginia, 1801-1927; 
and Maryland Bulletin No. 321, Price, Paid for Maryland Farm 
Products, 1851-1927, for details of this procedure; also the proj
ects dealing with this problem in the number in this series dealing 
with Prices of Farm Products.) Most of the data as to historical 
changes in expense rates will need to be collected from local sources 
the same as for local prices; likewise the data as to changes in farm
ing practices and type of machinery and equipment used. The avail
able yield and production series also are not available in sufficient 
degree of local detail.s 

In most cases, especially for earlier periods, one will not be able 
to build up a complete farm budget with all the items as accurate as 
one could wish. But there may be items enough that are reasonably 
accurate, and the others may be estimated with enough approxi-

(6) The writer has taken the position that projects of the sort of Peterson's 
and Hale', should be expanded to include these other local data; that if they 
are restricted to prices of farm products alone, the usefulness of the results will 
be greatly limited; that while one is ineurring the expense of locating dairies, 
local business records and the like, and transcribing data from them, one might 
as well put in the additional time needed to obtain the other data needed for 
lann management analysis of the sort here outlined. The reader may be in
terested in the diseussion between the writer and Dr. '0. C. Stine on this point 
before the American Fann Economic Association in 1921. (See JOUJ'fUJ1 of 
Farm Economic., January 1928.) 



mation to reasonableness, so that the budget obtained will be well 
worth testing out. 

lt is well at thi.s point to state specifically one other major dif
ference betw~en thIS method and A and B. In this case, the budget 
Itate~nt"lrIngs together i? ~heir proper relationship all the factors 
entermg mto and determmmg systems of farming-the natural 
factors through their effect on yields and production, prices and 
expense rates in proportion to their effect on net incomes, etc. The 
budget does the synthesizing of these, just as the system of farming 
does the synthesizing of the various lines of production involved. In 
contralt, Methods A and B relate the systems of farming to each 
of the natural factors a,nd to each of the economic factors separately. 
'!ly multiple correlation procedure, one may seek to bring them ,all 
mto one analysis; but the mathematical results will defy interpreta
tion, so complex are the interrelations between the variables involved. 
It is a common rule of correlation procedure, well founded in cor
relation theory, that all possible mathematical operations, such as of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc., which express ,true ,re
lationships b~tween the data, should be made before setting up the 
variables; likewise that all relationships should be reduced to their 
simplest terms. The combining of the items above listed into one 
budget statement is thoroughly in accord with this tule. 

Economic historians who have become interested in applying sta
tistical technique to the explanation of changes have commonly 
thought of their problem as one of correlating the changes observed 
with some one or I more of the majot environmental changes-such 
as prices 'or yields-taken one at a time: It should be clear from 
the above that although some significant correlation coefficients may 
be obtained, the results are only fragments of the full explanation 
desired; and that commonly such students will greatly improve their 
analysis by synthesizing the data into historical farm budgets; and 
also into Ilystems of farming. The same friendly suggestion is here 
offered to the geographers working in the field of agriculture. 

It will be argued that in many cases the data are not available 
for making up budgets at historical cut-offs. This no doubt is true. 
But there is danger of insisting on too much detail in historical bud
gets. With no historical data available except prices of the major 
products, Method B should no doubt be used. With yield data avail
able in addition, and also price series for the twopr three major 
input factors, and a rough idea of the prevailing farm set-ups and 
cultural practice followed and equipment used, one will probably get 
better results if he puts these into historical budgets as an indepen
dent variable in multiple correlation analysis. The results of formal 
correlation analysis can be no, more complete than the data available. 
With correlation analysis the effects of the omitted variables are 
in part included in the variables used with which they are commonly 

(7) See the reference to Dr. O. C. Stine. above cited. 
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inter-correlated, and in part appear as lower coefficients of corre
lation. With the .farm set-up method, they may take the form of 
omitted items in the expense and receipt sides of the budget, which 
mayor may not have increased or decreased with the items included; 
or of making included budget items too approximate. They militate 
against the validity of the results in either case. With the budget 
method, one can see exactly what the discrepancies in the data are, 
and obtain from historical source!! general or approximate ideas as 
to the facts concerning them. 

In interpreting such analysis, one must remember that the longer 
the period included in an analysis, provided the trends are con
tinuous throughout the period, the less accuracy is needed in the 
data indicating the trend. 

Relatively little use has so far been made of Method C. The writer 
has tested it out sufficiently in several. studies to have faith in it. 
The first of these was in connection with a master's thesis written by 
Mr. George A. Sulrud dealing with shifts in farming in Clay County, 
Minnesota. Mr. Sulrud had been reared in Clay County and was 
familiar with the changes in farm practices that had .occurred. He 
made use of data of certain farms for which records were available 
for earlier years. and supplemented this by information concerning 
a number of other farms in the county supplied by the operators 
from memory mostly. The data were inadequate, and the analysis 
crude--as in the early stages of all such developments; but it sufficed 

. to show clearly why the farmers in that territory had shifted a con-
siderable acreage of their land from wheat and other small grains to 
potatoes and corn, and had expanded their livestock enterprises. It 
likewise furnished an explanation for the recent development of 
Ilugar-beet growing in the county. It also showed that if net money 
incomes alone were the only consideration, the shifts would surely 
have come more rapidly. The fact that -the potato crop meant 
adding a lot of hard work, although at periods of the year not 
occupied by work on spring wheat, had been a powerful retarding 
factor. 

Subsequently Mr. B. F. Alvord has undertaken to make a more 
thorough study of the situation in this area, in terms of four 
counties, and carrying the analysis back to 1880. Unfortunately 
there are some gaps in the officially collected annual yield and acreage 
figures for Minnesota which are proving difficult to fill from local 
sources. 

Comment,. 
For fear of being misundetstood, the writer again wishes to em

phasize that net money incomes will not alone serve as a measure of 
real advantage to farm families-the other elements in it will not 
be measureable in most cases, but they must be clearly recognized; 
also that so far as individual farms are concerned. a score of factors 



-some relating to the personality of the individual farmer and his 
background of experience and his aptitudes, some to the supply and 
labor and capital available, some to the special combinations Qf land 
types on the particular farm-will have more weight in determining 
the system of farming than those revealed by such studies as here 
outlined. Nevertheless if the factors here suggested and commonly 
recognized as determining farming type do have the significance 
ordinarily assigned, their effects will stand out from the maze of 
individual farm influences. and will be revealed by the procedure here 
suggested. 

It should be pointed 01Jt that this project acc~pts the pricp 
structure found in the area as given, and hence does not enter into 
the problem of competition between areas, which is reserved for Proj
ect 6. 

This project, as above stated, stops with the effort to account 
for the existing systems of farming in the area. It does not include 
forecasting future development&--for that an understanding of the 
competitive situation is of vital importance; nor even mapping 
out a program of farming for the area. But by revealing the factors 
that make, and have made, the agriculture of the area what it is, it 
should serve as a powerful corrective against rash proposals for un
timely revolutions in systems of farming, and indicate the probable 
lines of future changes, particularly if Method C is used.-

The objective of developing principles of economics out of such 
studies will also be served by any study which has for its primary 
objective the development of an understanding of conditions in the 
area. Each study will serve as a case analysis. But studies especially 
designed to develop principles should be undertaken whenever pos
sible. These are especially desirable as subjects for doctors' theses. 
Very commonly such projects will take the historical form and cover 
a much larger period, sometimes being confined entirely to the past. 
Some of the important prificiples concerned particularly need a long 
sweep of years for observation. But the data will be less complete, 
and the synthetic or budget method may sometimes have to be ruled 
out for this reason. The longer the span of years, however, the less 
accurate do the data need to be--time alone eliminates the minor 
variables producing temporary vacillations in the currents of change. 

Much might be written as to the details of collection of the data of 
this project. But it would largely repeat suggestions made in other 
projects, particularly in No.8. The proble~s of selection of are~s, 
and of selection of type farms, and of samplmg, where these are m
volved, are largely discussed in Project 2; also the discussion of the 
value and method of using the census data on acreage, production, 
etc. 

*To the extent that definite lags are discovered, it will indicate directly the 
probable immediate direction of change in the area. (M. Ezekiel.) , 
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Relation to Project 1. 

We are now in position to understand the brief refere~ce in Proj
ect 1 to the need 'fot locating the limits of type-of-farming areas 
on the basis not of the distribution of crops and livestock at the 
most recent censu~ period only, but on the basis of their distribution 
at earlier census periods as well. Suppose we have an area of ten 
counties within which a particular system of farming was dommant 
in 1930; but in four of these counties at one side of the area, different 
systems were dominant in 1910 and 1920; and before that there is a 
long history of occasional significant differences between these two 
parts of the area. The chances are that some fundamental dif
ferences in conditions of soil, rainfall, temperature, or distance from 
mlitket are responsib1e for these significant divergencies in fatming 
systems. Under these circumstances it would seem wise, to split the 
area in two parts because they have had different system-of-farming 
histories or sequences. According to this concept of type-of-farming 
area, such an area represents a section all of which has had about the 
satne crop and livestock sequence of changes, presumably because of 
basic liimilarities in the natural and economic environment. In apply
ing this concept one should place the emphasis no doubt on the more 
recent changes in the sequence, because type-of-farming analysis is 
mostly intended to serve present and future needs. The recent 
changes are likely to reflect recent econotnic changes strongly.s 9. 

(8j The farm set-up or budget method, I believe, is the better approach; yet 
it too has its limitations. Those using the method to date have been prone to 
accept minor differences in retums from different farm organizations as proving 
the superiority of the one over the other. Differences of $100 or more between 
different budgets may not be significant in that the errors in estimates arising 
from the standard conversion factors used may more than account for such 
minor differences. 'Of course, to the extent that the error is constant, that is, 
applies equally to the two budgets then this criticism loses weight; but I doubt 
if such is the case. 

The management factor, furthermore, is assumed to be constant and capable 
of handling either organization. So long as the ,difference between organizations 
is minor, this is a safe assumption; but if the difference is pronounced it will 
break doWn. The method has the advanta"ae of simplicity and provides the basis 
fot the cortect approach to the problem, namely, from the standpoint of alter
native opportunity. and furthermore, enables one to study' the effect of changes 
upon the entire farm organization. 

There has been a tendency to generalize from hudget analysis without adequate 
qualification of the effect such general production shifts if carried out by the 
group would have upon the prices of the adjusted products. That is to say, the 
conclusions indicated by the budget might be warranted if only a few indiyiduals 
made the adjustments, but would be disastrous if carried through by the group. 
I think that solne or all of theSe points should be emphasized either in a footnote 
or in the context of the discussion relating to the use of the budget method. 
(F, F. Elliott.) 

(9) Dr. C. L. HolmeS comments on this project as follows: . 
"It seems to me that one of the greatest weaknesses in this project as it now 

stands is the failure to take into account the internal relationships between farm 
enterprises, complementary, supplementary, and competitive, in the process of 
determining, so far as possible, the causes of the types of farming that are found. 
One can not, except in occasional cases, determine the effect of peculiarities in 
land except as they work out through these .internal farm relationships. The 
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PROJEct 4. A Type-of.farming Study in a State. 
(Utah. Nebraska and Connecticut as examples.) 

T.his project will combine all parts of the research outlined in 
ProJects 1, 2 and 3. Rather inclusive projects of this character 
h~v~ been u.nderta~en. in a number, of states in the past few years. 
Similar proJects will likely be undertaken in a number of other states 
in the near future, most of them in cooperation with the Division of 
Farm Management of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 

The exact form taken by a state-wide type-or·farming project will 
depend upon the characteristics of the agriculture of the state, the 
personnel and funds available for the project, the amount and 
character of secondary data available, and many other circumstances 
which vary from state to state. In none of the state studies which 
have already been completed or which are now in progress has all of 
the phases of Projects 1, 2 and 3, as set forth in the preceding 
pages, been covered. 

nature of the soil and surface may be the controlling factor in determining the 
cropping system but the nature and proportions of the various crop products 
will probably determine to a large extent the nature of their utilization through 
Ii vestock or sale. 

"Under 'Methods of Analysis' you list visual correlation as the first. It seems 
to me too.much is made of this; for it has never gotten us very fat in accounting 
for difference in types 01 farming, except in II! very general way, mainly because it 
does not take into account the internal relationships cited above. 

"Do you not dismiss mathematical association and correlation with too little 
consideration? No one, of course, places implicit dependence upon this method 
and its findings in detennining causal relations in types of farming, but neither 
do they in other fields of research in which this general metbod is ordinarily used. 
I am inclined to think that the difficulti68 in the way of its use as a check on other 
methods are no greater than are to be found, for example, in price analysis. 

"You refer to the fann set-up or budget method as analytic. Granted for the 
lake of argument that the we or types of organization representing the highest 
comparative advantage for a given farm type area can be worked out by this 
method, it seem. to me that it does not show any causal telationships. Unless .we 
go behind the mere arithmetic of the thing to the factors that make the figures 
what they are, we have not dllne anything helpful in the way of ac;counting for 
the type which proves more profitable, and it seems to me that it is in the causal 
relationships to be found that the major value of type-of-farming studies is to be 
found so far as they are to contribute to reorganization and to readjustment to 
changing economie conditions. 

"It appears to me that the eBeetive causal analysis which we need in con
nection with type-of-Iarmiog studies is of qualitative rather than quantitati~e 
nature. The key to it is to be found in the influence of natural and economIc 
conditions upon the internal economy of the farm. I believe it is very diffic;ult 
to reduce these relationships to quantitative formulas but they are of first lID

porlance nevertheless." 
Dr. Holmes properly calls attention to the failure of Methods A and B to intro

duce internal relationships specific:ally as causal factors. The principal advantage 
of Method C is that it provides for this deficiency. 

As to Dr. Holmes's point that Method C is not "analytic". I wish to say that 
all the "causative" factors he mentions are in plain sight in the budget statements. 
One merely has to test out the effect 01 differences in yields, prices, and other 
causative factors on the net incomes of different farm set-ups in different parts 
of an area or region or at different. periods to see where or when these factors 
are responsible for differences or changes. Probably the discussion should have 
been more complete on this point. 
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In some states a type-of-farming study is looked upon as a proj
ect designed primarqy to provide the research man with informa
tion that will be of value to him in planning and conducting studies 
with objectives such as those of Projects 8 and following in this re
port. In such cases the type-of-farming project is not likely to be 
carried out in as great detail as it will be in a state where an analyti
cal description of the agriculture of the state, determining the 
reasons for the changes which have occurred in the types of farming 
of the state, and· similar objectives, are considered to be of major 
importance. 

As illustrative of the variations which may arise in the scope and 
method of a general type-of-farming study in a state, there are given 
below outlines of: 

A. A study now in progress in Utah. 
B. A study which has been completed in Nebraska. 
C. A study now in progress in Connecticut. 

In Utah are found irrigated-farming areas, dry-farming areas 
and areas devoted exclusively to livestock production under range 
conditions. There are great variations within the state in elevation, 
topography and climate. The boundaries of the type-of-farming 
areas within the state will be'quite distinct. 

In Nebraska, variations in physical factors influencing type of 
farming are not nearly as great as in Utah, although precipitation 
is much less in the western part of the state than in the eastern part. 
The type-ot-farming study in the state as described has been com
pleted. 

In Connecticut, heterogeneity of soil and topographic conditions 
have prevented the development of distinct type-of-farming areas in 
the state, and the complexity of the farming systems in many parts 
of the state makes the problem of developing a measure of farm types 
a difficult one. The study in this state is confined largely to the 
phases covered in Projects 2 and 3. 

PROJECT 4-A. Type-or-farming Study in Utah.1 

(By Marion Clawson and W. P. Thomas.) 

Some factors which are unimportant or absent in determining 
types of farming in humid regions may be of major importance in 
an arid section, as for instance, relationship of grazing areas-both 
public and privately owned-to the farm land, water available for 
irrigation, and drinking water for livestock on grazing land. Also 

(1) The plan of this study confonns to an experiment station project in 
which the entire staff is compiling for analytical purposes available data pertain
ing to ,physU:al. biological. economic and social factors affecting Utah agri
culture. The result of that analysis will serve as the basis of the type-of-fann
ing study herein described and will also be used as the basis for a more effective 
research program in all departments of the experiment station. 
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there may be e~t~eme. variations in .soils, climate and precipitation. :rhe supp~y. of lrrlg~tion water and Its use may be a primary factor 
m. determmm~ the ki~d of crops that can be grown, while the proxi
mIty to public ?omam and Na~ional Forest range may govern the 
mllI~ber~. and kinds of range livestock which may be kept. The 

. avaIlability of range land and water thus influence the size of the 
farm and the type of farming. 

Data on grazing land and irrigation are not correctly reflected in 
census material, due to tbe fact that the census data are based 
principally on individual farm reports. The census reports land 
which is owned or rented by the operator, but in ma:tly cases range 
land is used and partly controlled by farm operators w'ho have no 
legal claim to it, and no report of this land is included in the 
census. A comparison of the census report of one county in which 
most of the range land is owned, with another county in which much 
of the range land is public domain or National Forest and other 
reserves, may show very different con~tions, when as a matter of 
fact the types of farming in the two areas may be very similar. In 
studying types of farming in the western states, census data should 
therefore be supplemented by information from other sources. 

Utah has an area of 52,597,760 acres, of which 5,613,101 acres 
are in farms, with cropped land comprising 1,495,497 acres or 2.8 
percent of the total acreage. It is estimated that less than 5 percent 
of the total prea is capable of being tilled. The remainder must be 
utilized by some means other than crop production. Approximately 
80 percent of the total area of the state is included in public domain, 
National Forest, mineral and oil reserves an!I national ~onuments. 

The average precipitation is 16.3 inches, varying with location 
from less than 4 inches in the desert sections to 46 inches in some 
mountainous sections. The average growing season for .the state 
ranges from 100 to 150 days, varying with altitude and latitude. 

The most productive soils are found in the valleys parallel to the 
main mountain range extending through the central part of the 
state. These soils are of limestone formation and as a rule very pro..: 
ductive. The soils of the eastern part of the state are derived from 
sandstone and shale. They are usually high in alkaline content and 
low in the elements required for plant "growth. The western part of 
the state receives little rainfall and the soils are so highly impreg
nated with alkaline salts that they are unsuited to crop production 
and are principally used for winter grazing of livestock. 

The average size of counties in Utah is 2 million acres ranging 
from % million to 5 million acres. The number of farms per county 
in 1929 varied from 52 to over 3500. Counties with large areas 
frequently have a small number of farms. Any comparison between 
counties which is based on percentage of farms, crop acreage, or 
numbers of livestock is therefore likely to be misleading. 
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Elevations at' which farming is p'racticed in Utah vary from 2500 
to 7000 feet. Changing elevations affect climatic conditions, higher 
lands being shorter in season than valley and bench lands. In a 
small area in the southern part of the state, early truck crops, and 
even such crops as, figs and cotton can be grown. In some mountain 
valleys, because of the short growing season, the only crop is wild 
hay. This wide variation of the climate results in a wide variation 
in the kinds of products produced. There is a wide variation in the 
type of farming even within many of the valleys, and it is obvious 
that there is a still wider range in type of farming within the state 
as a whole. 

Factors influencing type of farming . 
. In the project, the factors listed below are being considered, 

and their relation to the types of farming in different parts of the 
state are being studied. Many of these factors affect the type of 
farming in any region. Only those which have special significance 
in the western states are discussed in detail. 

I; Physical factors affecting type of farming. 
A. Topography. 

1. Drainage and watersheds. 
2. Character or slope of land-mountains, valleys, bench lands. 

In irrigated areas the valley with its surrounding watershed 
usually forms the bases of division of the state into areas. These 
are generally distinct physical units, readily perceptible to the casual 
observer travelling through the area. In a great many cases the 
political 'and economic divisions follow these lines, so that existing 
data will often conform to these major areas. It may be assumed 
for preliminary division' into areas that areas of range land will be 
divided at least roughly on the same boundaries as the watersheds. 
Land might be classified according to its slope, the important item 
being to place the line dividing mountaips from benches, and the line 
dividing bench lands and valleys. . These divisions should not be 
difficult where there is a marked difference between- areas, and where 
the difference is slight the exact location of the lines separating the 
various areas will be of less significance. . 

B. Water supply in its relation to type of farming. 
1. Amount available, source and land area served. 

a. Surf8:ce supply-natural and storage, and seasonal dis
tribution. 

b. Underground water. 

2. Use. 
a. Agricultural consumption-in crop production or as supply 

for livestock or ranges. 
h. Domestic consumption. 
c. Unused run-offs. 
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3. Irrigation practices--administration practices of water di
version, and efficiency of application. 

The amount of water entering the major regions either by stream 
flow from some other area or by rainfall should be distributed to its 
various 0tUlets, lIuch as run-off used for irrigation, unused run-off, 
gr~und water available for plaDt use, and underground waters. The 
ultimate development of an area under irrigation is limited by the 
available water, its use, and the irrigation practices. All available 
data on the amount of water, land served, use of water and practices, 
should be carefully worked out for as long a period as possible. 
Considerable information on these factors is available from the U. S. 
Weather Bureau, the Office of the State Engineer, the U. S. Geolo
gical Survey, the experiment station records and local irrigation 
compan ies. 

A more or less typical course of development of irrigation practice 
in an irrigated region seems. to be from an initial stage of wasteful 
use of water to a much more efficient use of water by individuals as 
more complete utilization is reached. 

In this phase of the study each of the major valleys of the state 
would be treated as a unit. It would be impossible to work it out 
by sizes and classes of farms, important though that might be, since 
this information is not on census schedules and would require a 
special canvass. 

C. Soils-fertility, water relations, alkaline content. 
In irrigated areas, water relations and alkaline content of the 

soil must be considered. Informal reconnaissance surveys should 
be made wherever information on these points cannot be obtained 
from soil surveys. 

D. Climate--temperature, precipitation (rain and snow), and 
length of growing season. 

Elevation largely d~termines the temperature and length of grow
ing season.' This, in turn, affects the kind of crops grown. The 
frost dates and length of growing season will be secured wherever 
tllls information is available. There is a close relationship between 
the type of farming, the seasonal precipitation, whether in the form 
of rain or snow, and the percentage of snow annually d.eposited 
on the watersheds. Data on seasonal precipitation in form of snow 
or rain should be ascertained as accurately as possible from U. S. 
Weather Bureau, experiment station records and other available 
sources. 

II. Biological factors. 
A. Plants--native and cultivated, distribution, production and 

utilization. 
B. Livestock-numbers, distribution, migration, and feed /.'equire

ments, both" of range and of fann crops. 
A study of native vegetation" will give'an indication ~f the.relative 

carrying capacity of range areas and seasons of yea~ In ,;hich they 
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could be used for ranging of livestock. Distribution and production 
of cultivated Crops will. be ascertained for each area from reports of 
the Bureau of the Census and the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates. 

For use in classifying the types of farming in each area, the 
number and distribution of livestock should be definitely determined, 
particularly with respect to migration between summer and winter 
ranges and with respect to feed requjrements.z 

III. Ownership and utilization of land as it affects type of farming. 
A. Land ownership--federal and state, and as public domain, 

forests, reservations, parks, monuments, and privately owned. 
B. Land use. 

1. Range--summer, winter, spring. 
2. Farm-irrigated, dry farm. 
3. Waste land. 
4. Other (townsites, rights of way, etc.) 

In the western states, where large areas of land are in public 
domain or otherwise under control of the federal or state government, 
but where use is made of such lands by private individuals, the 
ownership of land and use of these public lands is a part of the basic 
economic structure, and influences greatly the systems of farming 
associated with it. In Utah approximately 50 percent of the state 
is unreserved public domain, and together with the remainder of the 
80 percent not in farms, included in public domain, National Forests, 
mineral reserves and national monuments, is largely used for grazing 
purposes. 

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that accurate maps of 
ownership of land and of topography of land will form maps of the 
important bases of determining the boundaries of areas as they are 
finally decided. The time of settlement and the law under which 
ownership was· acquired may have an influence on the system of 
farming. The Federal Land Offices located in central cities of the 
West, and the State Land Offices, have plat maps on which are 
noted the class of ownership or reservation for each titlehold for 
any land in that section. 

IV. Economic and social conditions affecting type of farming. 
A. Historical 
B. Location with respect to markets. 
C. Relative prices and other economic factors. 

(2) The classification of physical and biological factors and the methods of 
meaBuring and portraying them are somewhat similar to the classification used 
and the methods suggested in Projects 2 to 9 inclusive of Bulletin No.2 of this 
series dealing with research in Land Utilization. They are to be used in this 
project, however. as an aid in detennioing the boundaries of type-of-fanning 
areas and in analyses designed to ucount for the location of the boundaries and 
the systems of fanning found in each area, while in the land utilization projects 
they are related one at a time to land use in an area. In Project 3 of this re
port Dr. Black points out that 00 account of this difference in objective and 
point of view. the method of analysis in a type..of-fanning study must be quite 
different from that in the land utilizatioo projects. (H. R. ToUey.) 
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In Utah. th~ re.lative importance of the historical aspect of a 
study of this kind III perhaps greater than in some other areas. The 
plan of colonization used by the Mormon pioneers was different from 
that, usually found in the West. These people generally settled an 
are~ ~y. a concerted. group movement instead of by slow infiltration 
of mdiVlduals. Thetr leaders had detailed plans of organization of 
the farm community which were followed in nearly all parts of the 
state. The result has been the village system of economy with us 
small plots of land in the villages, scattered farm holdings for each 
individual, and residence at some distance from most of the farm 
land owned by the individual The degree to which present systems 
of farming are the result of these early colonization programs will 
be at least estimated in the type of farming. A rather high birth 
rate and the desire of a large proportion o( the young people to 
stay in the community in which they were reared has brought about 
in various communities a pressure of local labor supply on the 
various other factors of production, resulting in intensified systems 
in many areas, where, under other social conditions, such a develop
ment probably would not have occurred. 

Location with respect to markets and marketing facilities has 
greatly influenced the local price situations within some areas. The 
recent de,·elopment of roads and trucking services has changed the 
marketing facilities for many isolated sections, and this is bringing 
about a readjustment in the types of farming. These faclors should 
be carefully studied to provide a basis for determining the ultimate 
influence which these improvetnent& will have upon the farming 
systems in the areas affected. 

Determining bouftdarie. of type-of-farmmg area. and clas.ifying 
the 'y"~ of farming in eacl area. 

The county statistics of the 1930 Census of Agriculture will be 
analyzed following the method outlined in Project 1 of this report, 
and the results of this analysis related to the information on the 
physical, biological, and economic factors discussed above. When 
this is done, the boundaries of areas within which there is a con
siderable degree of uniformity in the type of farming should be 
evident. It is probable that on account of the great variations in 
physical factors, the boundaries of the areas will in most cases 
coincide with the boundaries of well defined physical areas. 
To classify the systetns of farming in each area, a sample of the 

individual census schedules for that area will be sorted in a manner 
similar to that described in Project 2, grouping the farms first into 
size groups, and then into types within these larger groups. Factors 
of organization, such as kinds and acreage of crops grown, and 
numbers and kinds of livestock will be used as measures of type. 

The use that is being made in the various types of organization of 
pasture or range lands not owned by the farmer, either National 
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Forests and Reserves or public domain, will be ascertained for the 
farms to be classified. Since census material will provide no basis 
for these estimate~ it will be necessary to obtain this information 
by direct field survey. The type of information needed would be: 
(1) seasons of year outside pasture was used; (2) number of head 
of each kind of stock placed on such range; (3) relative gains of 
weight made by stock (i. e., whether the range was maintenance only, 
the gains being made by farm feeding or pasture, or whether range 
gains 1!"ere also made); (4) cash outlay involved in use of such 
range, for labor and supervision particularly; (5) degree of control 
by farmer over range, and likelihood of keeping such control, 

This project will be followed by others organized along the lines 
of the projects discussed in the latter pages of this report. In par
ticular, the next step will be to proceed from the description of 
present conditions to regional or area planning and organization 
for the future. The limits and possibilities for each area considered 
as a unit, and for producers as individuals within the area, will be 
determined. The goal of such planning will be maximum income 
for the area as a whole over a period of years. 

Some of the problems peculiar to Utah that must be met are: 
(I) use of irrigation water to yield maximum economic production 
in conjunction with other resources; (2) interrelationship of range 
land and crop land so that maximum net return will result; (3) use 
of range so that deterioration and floods will not result; (4) neces
sary reserves to be carried, for area and individual, either in cash, 
harvested feed crops or incompletely grazed range, against crop 
shortages. This latter is particularly important in view of ·the 
general reliance placed on feed for livestock in the farming system, 
and the need of shipping animals out of the area when shortage of 
feed occurs. 

PROJECr 4-B. Types of Farming in Nebraska. 
(By F. F. Elliott and Harold Hedges.) 

The particular objectives chosen to be stressed in the study of 
types of farming in Nebraska were 8S follows: 

(a) Mapping of typ~f-farming areas with counties and 
townships as units. 

(b) A qualitative analysis and appraisal of the factors in
strumental in determining the types of farming in each 
such area. 

(c) The selection of typical farming systems for each impor
tant size group, and determining the amount of disper
sion existing in farm organization within each such area .. 

In segregating the various counties into t~f-farming areas, a 
study was first made of the geography of Nebraska's agriculture. 
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The distribution and concentration of the various crops and animal 
enterprises grown in the state were shown by means of dot charts 
and hachure maps using state and federal agricultural statistics 
as a basis: The relative importance of each group for each county 
or township was shown by relating its acreage or production to the 
total farm acreage in that county or township. The numbers of 
each class of livestock were shown on a per-square-mile basis. The 
counties or townships having about the same amounts and propor
·tions of these various enterprises as shown by these ratios were 
grouped and were tentatively designated as type-of-farming areas. 

The soil and physical conditions in these areas were next studied 
to determine the degree of uniformity existing. A study likewise 
was made to see if the historical changes in the acreage of crops and 
numbers of livestock in the areas had been the same or similar. 
Modifications in the first grouping of the counties occasioned by 
these additional checks were made and the final boundaries established 
as shown in the published bulletin (Nebraska Bulletin No. 244). 

After the boundaries of the different areas had been established, an 
analysis was made of the specific conditions determining the type 
of farming in each area. This was done on a qualitative basis taking 
into consideration the various physical and economic conditions ex
isting within the area and the possible alternatives available. 

In determining the typical farming systems prevailing in each area, 
townships were first selected typifying the conditions found within 
the area. The acreage and production of each crop and number of 
each class of livestock were then obtained from the original files of 
the iederal census for every farm in each of these r~presentative 
townships. Approximately 90 townships, having a total of 7500 
farms, were selected in the state. The farms in each of these t,own
ships were sorted by size and then arrayed and sub-arrayed on the 
basis of the most important enterprises. This groupiJlg resulted in 
getting the farms .together which had the same or essentially the 
some organization. The mode of these groups was then taken as 
the farming system typical of that group. 

This method of approach works fairly satisfactorily in a state 
such as Nebraska where the physical conditions within local areas 
are fairly uniform: It is probable, however, that the limits of the 
type-of-farming areas could be more definitely established were the 
approach made from the individual farm standpoint rather than 
from the total township or county standpoint. The use of county or 
township totals will tend to sh~w a greater degre~ of ?niformity 
within an area than actually exISts. It may.be mIsleadmg, there
fore to assume that counties have the same type of farming simply 
bec:use they show a high degree of similarity in their enterprise com-
binations based upon county or township group totals. • 

Were individual farms first classified by type, this delimitation 
of areas probably could be made considera,bly more definite. For 
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-example, it would be possible to show areas in which a specified 
- number of farms were of a given type, and at the same time show 

the relative importance of other types in the same a:rea. As sug-:
gested in Project 1, the number of areas so designated would be de- . 
termined by the degree of precision desired by the classifier. 

This latter method of determining type-of-farming areas, is, we 
believe, superior to the m~thod used by us in the Nebraska study. 
Furthermore, it would be considerably easier to show variations in 
farming systems within an area if individual farms were first classi
fied by type. To show such variations it simply would be necessary 
to select a representative township within the area and go to the 
original rues of the census and take off the organizations of all the 
farms which had been classified by particular types, and then group 
them so as to show differences in the magnitude of operations and 
variations within each type. It it· difficult to relate the type of 
farming in an area to the physical and economic conditions pre
vailing within such areas when the dispersion in type is not shown. 
Classifying the individual farms first by type and then grouping into 
areas would greatly reduce this difficulty and give more tangible and 
precise results. The typical farming systems as set up in the 
Nebraska Bulletin, No. 244, in the main are satisfactory, yet they 
lack somewhat in precision. A more detailed study of practices 
should have been made, particularly in the intensive feeding area. 

PROJECf 4-C. Type-ot-Farming Study in Connecticut_ 
(By I. G. Davis.) 

While rainfall and general climatic conditions are nearly uniform 
throughout eastern areas of Connecticut, there is marked hetero
geneity in soil topography and length of the growing season within 
townships. Differences in critical frost dates and in soil and topog
raphy give rise to important differences in farming within distances 
of three or four miles. The area is studied with cities and industrial 
villages, and the position of farms relative to these centers of popu
lation has an important relationship to type. While the state is 
covered with a network of hard roads, .large numbers of farms are 
located on dirt roads and are less accessible to markets and cities. 
The urban and industrial character of the entire area has given rise 
to much use of farms for residential purposes and recreational pur
poses, and to manifold types of part-time farms, all of which must 
come within the scope of any type-of-farming study. 

The purposes of the Connecticut tyPe-oE-Earming 5tudy are: 
1. To classify the farms found in certain areas into classes 

sufficiently homogeneous so that some fairly specific gener
alizations can be made concerning the nature of the 
adjustments to given price or technical changes. It is not 
essential that all the farms should fall into the classifica-
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tions set up. Indeed, it may be and probably will be true 
that numerous farms will defy classification. ' 

/2 .. To determine the degree of association of farms of each 
main type with factors of the natural or economic envi
r?~ment, such as soil, size of fields and farms, distance to 
cItIes or towns, etc. 

3. To determine the trend of changes in type of each important 
. class of farms in each of the more important environments 

in which it is found. Studies in farm organization and 
management and in land utilization are related to these 
studies. 

The steps taken in the study thus far have been as follows: 
1. Attempt. to define area, by the use of township data. Town

ship census data were compiled and averaged on a per-farm basis. 
Land utilization, values of land, buildings, etc., acreages of crops 
and numbers of livestock were mapped. The trends of agricultural 
development were studied. An attempt was made by the use of 
productive man-work units to picture the average type of farm for 
each township in the state. Topographic and soil features and pop
ulation centers were mapped and an attempt made by inspection 
and comparison of maps to arrive, at conclusions. Storrs Station 
Bulletins Nos. 121 and 146 are devoted to results of these studies. 
'Vhile they yielded results. of some value and importance in the 
orientation of general agricultural policy, they proved of little use 
in helping farmers in their adjustment problems or to either public 
or private agencies in projecting specific enterprises demanding 
definite localization. It was realized that even the township 
"average farm" was a composite of a number of farm types, and that 
it described none of them. 

2. Classification of farm types. The next step was an attempt 
to find a method of farm classification which would meet the. re
quirements set forth in Project 2 of this report. The use of census 
data relating to individual ,farms was discarded for the reasons 
there stated. For the preliminary studies, farm account data from 
about one hundred farms were employed. Various data describing 
the farm business were entered into classification charts and the re
lationships of these data inspected and studied. Various sugges
tions as to methods of classification were studied and discarded, and 
a method somewhat like that described in Project 2 finally evolved. 
The next was a trial survey in one township. ' A schedule (shown 
in Project 2, was set up intended to yield the requisite data in most 
convenient form, and nearly three hundred records were secured. As 
a result of this trial study, the tentative method of classification 
described in Project 2 was adopted. 

Data have now been secured from twenty three hundred farms in 
twelve townships. ' The tentative system of classification will 'be 
checked by these records before finally adopted. Frequency distribu-
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tions will be made of different enterprises and their characteristics, 
and as fIIr as possible the classifications will be made to conform to 
the distributions thus found. It is probable that with this- number 
of farms, new classifications or subclassifications other than those 
noted in Project ~ will appear. 

3. Ezplaining the ezistence and location of type, of farming. 
The existence and location of the various types of farming can un
doubtedly be explained as an adjustment or economic orgMlization 
to the relatively fixed factors of their natural surroundings and to 
the less stable factors of their economic and social environment. The 
trends of types in different situations can be explained as their 
adjustment to shifting prices, techniques, and methods of organiza
tion. The first step in the explanation of types of farming will be 
to examine the association between type of farm, and soil, topog
raphy, distance to market, and other measurable factors of the 
environment. Correlation studies may also be employed to help 
explain the size of business and enterprises under varying conditions . 

.Association analyses of this kind may be made not only between 
the type of farming and the environmental factors, but between 
specific characteristics of farms and of the environment. 

These cross-section studies are likely to be much more illuminating 
if they can be supplemented by similar data taken from earlier 
periods, and analyzed in a similar way._ The researcher should not 
be deterred if these earlier data are incomplete or fragmentary. 
They are likely to throw much light on the relationships being 
studied. Attention should be given to all the factors entering into 
an explanation of present types and their locations, those not capa- -
ble of statistical measurement as much as those which are. 

These association analyses and historical studies will not only 
afford a ·basis for explaining the present character of farming in the 
townships selected for the study, but they are a basis for the de
scription of the agriculture of the entire region, and for projecting 
the trends in farm type somewhat into the future for each soil and 
set of local conditions. As a result of such studies, it should be 
possible to describe for any part of the area for which soil type, 
topography, size of farm and the general economic and historical 
background is known, the types of farms that probably will be found 
and their probable relative frequence of occurrence. 

Comment. Oft Type-of-Farming Strulie,. (I. G. Davis.) 
The purpose of research in farm management and organization 

is to make possible certain generalizations capable of being applied 
to known groups or classes of farms. The tiner the classification of 
farms and the more homogeneous the farms within a group, the more 
specific and detinite these generalizations can be. 

Project No. 1 is justitied from the standpoint of agricultural 
economists who wish to understand the organization of the agricul-
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ture of ~ region in ~.large: Project No. 2 yields a description of 
the farDll~~.type~ ~thin regions a.nd affords lin accurate description 
of the ~arlIlUJg Wlt~n an area. It IS, however, only when such studies 
are 10 mtegr.ated .wlth other I~udies that result. of specific value in 
the formulation elthe~ of .pubbc policy or farm management policy 
ensue, that they are Justified. They should therefore be viewed as 
an essential basis for the development of a research program directed 
at .the problems of farm management and public policy within a 
region. 

In urban areas like the state of Connecticut, such studies al~o 
constitute the point of departure for studies in land utilization. 
Usually two and often more major uses of land are found in one 
landholding. Little or no land is submarginal for all uses. The 
problem of defining the margin does not appear in the form that it 
does in more remote areas, and the definition of areas adapted to a 
major use are complicated by the multiplicity of uses. Under such 
conditions the point of departure is the pattern of economic organi
zation of landholdings. This is similar to the type-of-farming con
cept e~cept that it allows for non-agricultural sources of income 
and types of use. The problems of land utilization and farm organi
zation tend under these conditions to become merged. Broadly 
defined, type-of-farming studies, which include within their scope 
agricultural, seIni-agricultural and even non-agricultural types or 
patterns of econoInic organization, are the initial phase of both 
studies. 

The present sample used in crop reporting is to a considerable 
extent self selected. With adequate types-of-farIning studies, the 
farmer reporters Inight be segregated in accordance with the type 
of their farms and the reports from different types so weighted as to 
give a properly weighted final estimate and one more likely to be 
correct. 

The extension organization faces the problem of conducting the 
agricultural outlook and working out the best adjustment for the 
particular outlook situation. The same adjustment policy cannot 
wisely be applied to all forms in a region of diverse farm types. 
On the contrary, it is essential that advice as to adjustment pro
cedure be adapted to each important type of farm in an area and 
that each farmer possess the means of identifying the type of his 
own farm. While farm classification probably cannot be carried to 
a degree of refinement which perInits adjustment policies to be 
adapted in detail and specifically to the exact needs in individual 
farms nevertheless type-of-fal'lI\ing studies properly conducted with 
farm ~rganization research should make possible adjustment policies 
much more specific and useful to particular farmers than heretofore. 

Commenb Oft Type-of-Farming Studie,. (H. R. Tolley.) 
The space devoted. to diacuss!on of typ~f-farming studies is out 

of proportion to their present Importance m the research program. 
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Only 11 of the 48 states had such studies in progress in 1931. In 
some states those responsible for the formulation of the farm man
agement program prefer to proceed directly to studies &Uch as those 
presented later in this report without waiting to make the more 
general type-of-farming studies. In some of the, states where a 
comprehensive program of, farm management research has been 
under way for a number of years, the research workers have gained 
through their intimate contact with and studies of the systems of 
farming in the state, much of the knowledge that would have been 
obtained from some of the phases of type-of-farming studies. 

A consider~ble part of the analysis that has been made in many 
of the studies of the farm business analysis type is closely related 
to the analysis called for in Projects 2, 3, and 4. In fact, Dr. 
R. McG., Carslaw, an English student of farm management, who 
spent several months in the United States in 1929 studying the 
organization and methodology of farm management research, appar
ently failed to see any distinction between type-of-farming studies 
and farm business analysis studies in which the data were' collected 
by the survey method. In his book Farm Jla1U1gement Research 
Technique, he uses the terms "type-of-farming studies" and farm 
business survey studies interchangeably. 

The data obtained from individual farmers in the farm business 
analysis studies are, of course, considerably more comprehensive 
than the data obtained in the Census of Agriculture, and if it were 
possible to obtain suitable farm business survey schedules from every 
farmer in a state or region every five years, they would form a more 
satisfactory basis for type-of-farming studies than do the census 
schedules and tabulations. But on account of the great cost in
volved this is out of the question, and serious, difficulties are involved 
in, obtaining by the survey method a sample of farms that will be 
representative in every particular of all the farms in an area. 
(See discussion of sampling in farm management surveys in Research 
Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economics.) 

Increasing emphasis is ,being placed bymany research workers on 
(1) obtaining a more scientific basis for determining the extent of 
the' applicability of results obtained and conclusions drawn from 
intensive studies of small samples of farms, and (2) understanding 
the forces and conditions which have been responsible for the dE;
velopment of the systems of farming in different areas and regions. 
Type-of-farming studies unquestionably can be of great value in 
both connections. 

A classification of farms by types has been 'made in connection 
with the 1930 Census of Agriculture, and tabulations of the major 
items on the census schedule have been made by farm types for each 
county. While the classification and tabulation is not in as great 
detail as might be desired by many research workers, it will be very 
helpful in the future type-of-farming liitudies. 
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The methodology of type-of-farming studies is still in the de
vel?pmental stage and the discussions should be helpful in stimu
!atmg further develo~me~t, as well as in giving to those who may 
maugura~ such studies m the future the benefits of the viewpoints 
and expenence of the workers who were responsible for some of the 
studies which had been completed or were in progress at the time 
of writing. 

PROJECf 5. Current "Changes in Farming. 

OBJECflVE: To measure, and analyze ehanges in systems of 
farming praetiees in an area or state. 

(By L. H. Hauter.) 
The objective of this project will be to determine changes that are 

taking place in systems of farming and farm practices a. they occur. 
and to analyze them from the standpoints of probable C/luse, sound
ness and probable economic effect. 

Its value will be to keep research and extension workers, farmers 
and others informed regarding changes that are taking place, and 
the causes and desirability of the changes. It may also be used to 
provide information that will help to show the effect of outlook and 
other information that is being disseminated. It can also provide 
information that can be used to hasten or retard the changes, as may 
be desirable, and to suggest the need of meeting the effect that the 
ehanges are likely to have on the economic structure of the area. 

It may cover an area of any size for the purpose of gathering 
the information, but when a large area is covered, including different 
types. of farming, it .will be desirable to make homogeneous subdi
visions when making the analysis. A state will no doubt commonly 
eonstitute the unit. 
Source, of data and method, of coUecting it. 

Suitably planned farm management surveys conducted in succes
sive years in a representative subdivision of a type-of-farming area 
or in a representative sample of the farms of the area would yield 
the information needed in this project if the results could be sum
marized promptly. If changes in farm practices are to be covered, 
however, some information will be needed which is not included in the 
standard conventionalized farm business survey; and much of the 
information of such surveys will not be needed. Similarly, farm 
account books for successive years would supply much of the informa
tion on crop acreages, numbers of livestock, yields, etc., if the 
accounts were from representative farms and if they eould be 
summarized promptly at the ~nd of the year, an~ if they were 
similarly supplemented by cert:am data ~n f~rm.practIces. How~ver, 
since it has not been the pnmary objectIve m the farm busmess 
surveys and the faim accounting projects to measure and analyze 
changes a, they occur:. the methods of selecting farms have not been 
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such as to insure representative samples, and often the data have 
not been summarized and analyzed promptly enough to meet the 
needs envisaged h~re. Moreover, such procedures for collecting. 
data are so expensive as to rule them out for any project that is 
to be continued year after year over a large area.1 

The tabulations of the Census of Agriculture if analyzed by the 
methods which have been developed in connection with type-of-farm
ing studies would yield much information for census years; but the 
federal census is taken only every five years, and the tabulations 
are not available until at least a year after the time of taking the· 
census. It might be possible for some states to work out a co
operative arrangement with the agencies making the annual state 
censuses so as to have collected most of the data needed. No doubt 
the experiment station would have to tabulate them so as to get the 
results promptly and in the form desired. Sampling could be. 
resorted to to reduce the labor involved. The annual estimates of 
crop acreages, yields per acre, and numbers of different kinds of 
livestock in each state which are made and published promptly at the 
end of each year by the state and federal crop reporting services 
are useful in this connection, but the estimates are made for each 
state as a whole. With present crop and livestock reporting methods, 
reliable estimates cannot be made for subdivisions of a state. 

Ail annual agricultural census of sample townships throughout 
the country, as has been advocated for several years by many agri
cultural economists in the United States Department of Agriculture 
and the agricultural colleges, would give an excellent measure of 
year-ta-year changes in systems of farming and farm practices in 
every area of the country. One or more representative townships in 
each type-of-farming area in the country would be selected, a com
plete agricultural census of each of these townships would be made 
every year-the schedules and method of enumeration resembling 
those used in the regular agricultural census-and the results sum
marized and made available immediately upon the completion of the 
enumeration. , 

For the present, apparently, most institutions wanting to keep 
abreast of current changes in their agriculture, will need to develop 
machinery of their own, less elaborate and less expensive to operate 

(1) This type of project is particularly important if the farm management' 
research program of an experiment station follows the lines indicated in Projects 
I, 2, 8, 9, 140 and 17, that is, of classifying the systems of farming, working out 
the more permanent physical relationships involved in such farm set-ups, and 
combining these with the constantly changing price and other economic data, into 
farm organizations that best fit conditions at the time. making use of the 
synthetic or budget method outlined in Project 8. Given carefully worked out 
physical data, and carefully reported economic data, the resulting farm organi
zations cannot fail to fit, except in so tar as they may be forecasts. The 
contrasting program, advocated by Professor Myers--See Project 8-is to repeat 
• standard farm business survey every five years or so. This fails to recognise 
the differences in the nature of physical and economic data, and employs pro
t:eeiures particularly suited to neither. (EDITORS.) 
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than the ab?ve. Two ~rocedures are possible for obtaining the data, 
one to begm by sending mailed questionnaires to a large list of 
farmers and gradually develop from this their own list of farmers 
who .will make usable reports year after year; the other, to begin by 
makin~ farm-to-farm surveys in selected areas, intended to be repr~ 
sentabve, and follow this with mailed questionnaires to the same 
farmers in subsequent years. This survey at the start will establish 
the contacts needed, stimulate interest in the project, and instruct 
the farmers as to how to make accurate reports. This second 
procedure is the better if it can be afforded. 

It will be apparent that type-of-farming study of the state or 
region will ~urnish an excellent basis for planI)ing and laying out 
such a proJect. Any farm organization and management studies 
that have been made in any of the typ~of-farming areas will also 
be useful in furnishing a background for interpreting. the data of 
annual change. \ 

A limited amount of supplementary information can also be 
secured from dealers, cooperative associations, etc., regarding 
products bought by and sold by farmers, sales of supplies and farm 
machinery, etc. 

The organization for carrying on a project following the lines 
last suggested and covering an area such as a state can be a simple 
one, so far as the collec.ting and summarizing of the data are 
concerned. Ordinarily one man in charge of the project with suit
able clerical help will be all that is necessary, and since most of the 
data will be gathered only once a year, it will require only a portion 
of his time. The man in charge should be intimately acquainted 
with the systems of farming and farming practices. Since this is a 
type of study that might well be extended into several states, a 
cooperative agreement between several states, or between a state 
and the United States Department of Agriculture, to carryon 
similar projects, would· greatly increase the reliability and 1,lseful
ness of the study. 

Selection of farma. 
The method of selecting the farms and the number to be selected 

will depend on the area to be covered. Since most of the information 
is to be gathered with mailed questionnaires, a random sample 
would not be possible even if it were sought. Only certain types of 
people would fill out the ques~ionnaire regularly. A hig~ de~ee of 
selectivity usually develops usmg such methods. (See dIScussIon of 
this in Research Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economics.) 
Under these circumstances, one might as well set out deliberately 
to secure farmers who are willing and· able to cooperate, but who 
when selected will represent the agriculture of each typ~f-farming 
area. This will require that the representatives of the farmers 
reporting will need to be test~ out emp!ricall! or by checking the~ 
against censuS data and the bke. (See diSCUSSIOn of such methods In 
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Research Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economics.) Such 
a selection might be made with the assistance of the county agents 
or others who ar~ acquainted with a great many of the farmers, in 
case it is not possible to start out with a survey. If a survey is 
made, it should include as a vital part the selecting of farmers who 
indicate their willingness to continue the cooperation by filling out 
mailed questionnaires, as well as securing the needed representative
ness. If the questionnaires are merely sent out to a random list of 
farmers, the final list being Duilt up· of those who continue to co
operate, it will be even more necessary to test for representativeness, 
and revise the lists as needed. Regardless of what method is used to 
obtain the original list, a certain amount of elimination will be 
necessary, as there ·will be some on the list who will later prove un
willing or unable to fill out the questionnaires properly and regularly. 

Regardless of the method used in selecting the reporters, their 
distribution should. be based on the importance and homogeneity of 
the area. For a type-of-farming area that is reasonably homo
geneous, which ordinarily means rather limited in territory, 100 to 
200 reports should give fairly reliable results. To the extent that 
the area is not homogeneous, or that it needs to be subdivided, a 
larger number of reports should be secured. 

Period to be c-overed. 
The period to be covered will usually be indefinite. In some cases 

it might be desirable to secure the information for a limited time 
only, during the development of an area or during an important 
transition p~riod. Again it might be desirable to secure informa
tion of this kind for a limited period, one to five years, for the 
purpose of studying the effect of outlook work or other efforts of 
the extension service to secure a change in practices. In most 
cases, however, the project will want to be continued as long as it 
is giving valuable information. The value of the information and 
the analysis will usually be materially increased as the length of the 
period is increased. 

Measuring changes in systems of farming. 
Changes in systems of farming involve principally changes in the 

acreages of crops, and changes in the number and kind of livestock 
kept. For both crops .and livestock, the farmer should be asked to 
report each year the actual situation on his own farm. For the 
purpose of measuring and analyzing the changes from year to year, 
the acreage used for different crops should be converted to percen
tages of total land or total crop land. For livestock~ one may use 
the number of head of different kinds and classes of livestock per 
farm, or per hundred acres of land, or per hundred acres of crop 
land, according to which best fits the area. Possibly all three of 
them may be needed to tell the whole story. The percentages or 
ratios can be based on the average of the farms reporting, if there 
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are but few changes in reporters from year to year. For a state 
average, the reports by districts need to be weighted according to 
the importance of the district'which they represent. Census figures 
for crop acreage might be used for weighting. With this method, 
both frequency and average figures can be used; 

It there is a considerable change in the reporters from year to 
!ea.r, it would be more satisfactory to use the reporting farms to 
mdlcate the percentage of change from the preceding year, using 
only those reports each year where reports were also available for 
the previous year. These percentage changes could then be con
verted into actual figures for the whole area by applying them to the 
census or some other reliable data, in the same way as is' done by 
the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates. If this procedure is 
followed, the area must be subdivided to correspond with the divisions 
used by the Bureau of the Census for its reporting, unless other data 
are available that can be used as a basis for breaking up the census 
totals. 

The livestock classification to be used would depend on the area 
studied. In most cases ,it would be desirable to report milk cows, 
brood sows, ewes, etc., separate from the young stock, as the num
ber of head of breeding or producing stock is usually the more 
significant in reflecting the system. Where livestock is purchased 
for feeding, this should be reported separately. 

Receipts from different products might be used to measure changes 
in the system of farming, but since receipts are influenced both by 
yields and by prices, they would not be a reliable basis for measuring 
changes from year to year. Physical units, sucQ as acreage and 
number of livestock, reflecting the farmers' intentions, are more 
satisfactory for measuring annual changes, and they are much more 
easily secured with ,a mailed questionnaire. . 

Changes in farming practices. \ 
Changes in farming practices may pertain to many things, and 

the practices to be included will depend on the area cov~red. The 
use of tractors, the size of implements, the depth of plowing, the 
number of cultivations, the time of planting, the method of harvest
ing, the use of fertilizers, the use of silage, the method of feeding, the 
time of breeding, and the method of housing are a few of a great 
many practices that might be included. Question~ should. be made 
very specific and in such a way that the answers will be swtable, for 
group analysis. 

Farmers should be asked to report the practice used on their own 
farms with such quantitative and qualitative description as may 
be deJrable. That is, we may be interested not only in knowing how 
many farmers are using tractors, but we may a~so want. to know 
the kind and size of tractor used. Most of the mformatlOn could 
be tabulated on a percentage-of-total basis for comparative purposes 
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from year to, year. For instance, the percentage of all farmers 
that are using tractors could be determined, and then the percentage 
of those who have tractors of different sizes could be determined. 
Such a tabulation would require some grouping, but it would be 
more satisfactory than average figures for making the comparisons 
and the analysis, although average figures might also be determined. 

In case of equipment, information should be secured on new 
equipment purchased as well as on equipment used. Farmers fre
quently use old equipment for many years after they realize it is 
obsolete because they do not feel that they can afford to discard it 
for the new. The type of new equipment purchased is much more 
significant in indicating the change that is taking place than the 
type of equipment used. This is of special importance when looking 
into the future . 

...4.nalyaia. 
A project of this sort should not content itself with merely 

collecting the data of change. It should attempt to account for this 
change, and see to what extent it reflects needed readjustments of 
farm organization and farm practice to changing economic and 
other conditions. If this analysis is going to be as effective as 
desirable, one should have information as to the history of the same 
types of changes in the period leading up to the present. This 
means that at the beginning of this study, one really needs to make 
some sort of a historical study of the changes in each type-of-farm
ing area. Such a project as No.3 will provide exactly the kind of 
information and analysis that is needed. The new data each year 
can then be added on to the series already established, to see 
whether they continue these trends, modify or reverse them. One 
can then relate these results to the causal analysis developed in 
Project 3, and if the trends are changed in any way, set about dis
covering the new influences present, or changes in relative weight of 
the old ones. 

As in the case of price forecasting, this year-to-year checking 
of the results of the historical analysis is of great value in testing 
the validity of the historical analysis, and its applicability to the 
future. 

In practice, of course, an experiment station may want to start 
a project such as No.5 before one like No.3 has been undertaken; 
and it should not be discouraged from doing so. But as much 
historical work as possible should be done, in the early years of it 
especially. 

Cross-section comparisons of the changes in different type-of
farming areas, and relating of these to old and new influences, will 
be as helpful as the historical analysis. 

The method of determining what part a given environmental 
change has had in producing given changes in farm organization and 
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farm practice, that is likely to be most conclusive is that of relating 
. h ' It to t e effect on net farm incomes, in the manner outlined in Project 
3. The results of all 'studies in farm management and related fields 
sho~d be useful in explaining changes which are occurring. An 
earli~r study of the effect on net income of growing different pro
porbons of corn and wheat would furnish data and analysis to use in 
explaining why farmers are changing from one crop to another. A 
study of the relative advantage of horses and tractors might furnish 
the information needed to explain why there was a change from 
horses to tractors. There may be a definite correlation between the 
price of cotton and the use of fertilizers which accompanying analy
sis shows, which may explain a change in the practice of using 
fertilizers. 

If changes are taking place that are likely to continue, the analysis 
might point out some of the effects that such changes are likely to 
have on the economic structure of the area. Such an analysis will, 
help research and extension workers, farmers and others to be ,pre
pared to meet the change. ,-

Obviously such a project as this would keep a staff constantly 
informed as to new, developments needing to be studied. It might 
therefore largely furnish the basis for laying out the whole research 
program in farm management. This might prove' to be its most ' 
important value. 

PROJECT 6. Interregional Competition in Agricultural 
Production. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the nature and extent of the com
petition between two regions producing the same product, 
the changes that have taken place in this competition and 
reasons therefor, and present trends in the same. 

(By J. n: Black.) 

Many situations arise calling for an analysis of the form and 
nature of the competition between areas in the production of some 
product, and of the probable outcome of ~uch co~petition. T.he 
commonest situation is where an area finds ItSelf losmg some of Its 
market to another, as New England is now losing some of its market 
for cream to the Midwest, and devclops an interest in the reasons 
for this and in whether or not to attempt to meet the competition, 
and if s~, how. The obverse of this develops when an area becqmes, 
interested in invading further a market now largely held by some 
other region. Questions?f regional ~ompetition arise' wherever. one 
starts planning a long-tIme productIon p.rogram f?r an area. or 
the nation begins planning for the producbon of a given crop. The 

, Federal Farm Board should have had such studies at hand before, 
setting forth 'on a campaign to redu~e the acreage of ~heat to the 
point where no wheat is exported. WIthout such analYSIS, the Board 
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was in no position even to guess whether or not the wheat growers of 
the United States would continue in the export market. 

The objectives Qf this project as here outlined are, first, to furnish 
the understanding of the competition in question that is needed as 
a guide to production activity in any of the foregoing situations; 
and second, to elaborate the body of principles of economics relating 
to such competition. 

The actual planning of the agriculture 10r a region is reserved 
for Project 12. 

Scope of project. 
The five preceding projects deal with type-of-farming analysis~ 

This project and Project 7 are primarily upon a commodity basis, 
albeit the commodity always as tied with others in systems of farm
ing. In the various competing areas involved, the commodity in 
question will probably be tied in with almost as many different sys
tems of farming as there are areas. For example, compare the 
systems of farming in which wheat is combined in eastern and 
western Kansas, in Indiana, in Maryland, in Minnesota, in western 
North Dakota, and in the Palouse area of Washington-to say 
nothing of the areas in other countries. It is this variety in systems 
of farming in which the product is included that makes this project 
extremely complex. 

A fl,lrther reason for its complexity is the manner in which natural 
and economic and other social factors. became combined in it. This 
same combination has been noted in Projects 1 to 4; but in none of 
these was the interaction of natural and social factors so intense and 
so vital to the solution of the problem. 

Physical factors change in some measure over a period of years no 
longer than may come under the purview of this project-for ex
ample, the soil in an area may be depleted by erosion. Biological 
factors may change much more in such a period-at least, in ex-. 
treme cases such as the boll weevil infestation. But the major shifts 
in areas of production for most of our farm products have not come 
because of changes in physical or biological factors. They have 
resulted from changes in economic conditions that have revealed 
themselves in changes in relative prices of different products in the 
area, or in relative prices of production factors, or in both. A 
relative decline in local price of wool in the New England states and 
a relative rise in price of milk has accompanied the shift from sheep 
to dairy cows in that section. Wool could be produced in abundance 
in the broad prairie- regions of the earth and shipped to Boston; 
and its price decline in consequence. As the population of New 
England grew in numbers, more and more fluid milk was needed, and 
it is expensive and difficult to transport; in consequence, local prices -
of milk rose relati"ely in New England. Price changes of this 
nature will generally be found accompanying all shifts between 
major lines of production in a region. In some cases, however, 
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changes in supplies and prices of labor or other cost-factors have 
contributed as much to these shifts as changes in prices of the 
products, or perhaps changes in the technique of production have 
made it possible to get along with less labor, or secure larger out
puts per unit of labor. The relationships that are most vital will 
therefore usually be found essentially economic in character in most 
cases; and hence the analytic methods will need to be those suited 
to economics. 

Since the main objective of the project relates to explaining 
present competition, the project must be essentially a cross-section 
analysis. The cross-section approach, however, should be reinforced 
by a certain amount of genetic or historical approach. The com
petition between regions will thus be accounted for in two ways, one 
by showing the factors and circumstances that are associated with 
it now; and the other, by tracing the stages by which it grew to be 
the way it is now, and the other changes that have been associated 
with these stages. 

The cross-section analysis will be in terms of variables associated 
with difference in space, but this does not make it just geography. 
Likewise the analysis in terms of variables associated with differences 
in time will not be just history. Not all analysis in terms of space is 
geography; and, not all analysis in terms of time is history. If they 
were, then nearly all of science would have to be classified as either 
geography or history. (See classification of scientific methods in 
Research 1Il ethod and Procedure in .Agricultural Economics.) 

A project of this kind can be undertaken on four levels of in
tensity and thoroughness, as follows: 

A. A largely qualitative analysis that contents itself with 
showing the trends in production in "the competing a~~as 
considered, and such ,.elated factors as the competItIve 
price structure, and th~ market and transportation set-ups 
for these areas, with changes in them. 

B. An approach from the standpoint of some one producing 
,area and its market outlets, this area being given a 
thorough analysis, with trends carefully delineated and 
explored. 

; C. A thorough analysis of competition between two or several 
areas that are in close competition with each other, proba
bly all in the same country. 

D. A thorough analysis that covers all important areas in 
actual or potential competition with each other. 

All four of these will be discussed, the most thorough and com
plete one first, so that in discussing the remaining three, we shall 

J always understand what is omitted. 
The procedure in this project depends absolutely and entirely 

upon the theory upon which it is based. This theory is presented in 
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textbooks and treatises generally available; but not all in one of 
them. Accordingly, it needs to be briefly outlined here, with 
references to fuller discussion elsewhere. 

Basic qualitative analysis. 
The economic, analyses involved in this project relate basically 

to the principles of Specialization and of Comparative Advantage, 
the first of which affirms, when applied to land, that any given area 
within which conditions are homogeneous tends to be used in pro
ducing one product and one only; and the second of which affirms 
that the product which tends to predominate in such an area is the 
one which has the highest ratio of advantage in production there, 
account being taken, however, of the relative demand for the prod
ucts competing for the area. Thus the land in a certain tract may 
pasture nearly as many cattle per acre as any within ~ach of com
petition with it, and be outdone by several in its returns when 
planted to grain; and yet it may be used for grain if grain is 
relatively the scarcer of the two in the market place. The price 
of grain will be high enough so that enough will be produced to 
satisfy the consumer's wants for grain as well as they are supplied 
for cattle products. (For an explanation of this principle, see 
Black, Introduction to Production Economics, Chapters V and IX; 
and Garver and Hansen, Principles of Economics, Chapter 
XXXVL) 

The competition between farm products in anyone area and be
tween the same products in different areas, is an exemplification of 
the foregoing principles. In practice, of course, the land in many 
areas varies greatly in soil, topography, etc., and in consequence 
different products have advantage in different parts of the area. 
The problem therefore may not be as simple as if one could assume 
each area to be homogeneous. In practice, also, conditions from one 
part of one area to ,another shade into .each gradually; and hence 
advantageous uses shade into each other gradually. Also as prices 
change, due to changing relative demands for the different products,. 
or because new regions begin producing any of these products for the 
same market, or drop out of production, the margin between the 
parts of an area where any product has advantage will shift. 

If land always at once found the uses at which it has comparative 
advantage, there would be no need for any studies in regional com
petition. But it fails to find such uses promptly. It fails because 
the utilizers of it do not know enough about its natural qualities, 
about the regions with which it must compete for a market, and 
about the nature of the demand for the various products to which 
it might be devoted; because they fail to foresee the' changes t?at 
will take place in competition and demand; and because of the bme 
it takes to shift to a new use even after it is recognized as needed. 
Shifts commonly make useless some previous investment, and it may 
even be good economy to make them in such a way as to realize 
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part of ~e remaining val?es' in· the old, investment. (See Black, 
introductaon, toProduchon' -Economics" Chapters' XXII and 
XXVIII, for a fuller discussion of maladjustment in production~) 

The oper,,:tioD of the principles of Specialization and Comparative 
.Advantage IS profoundly affected ~ agriculture by the circum
stance that ~ifferent species of crops and livestock supplement each 
other, that IS, they use land, labor and management, and buildings 
and equipment at different times of the day, in different seasons of 
the year, and in different years in a crop rotation; they also use 
some land and labor that would otherwise not be used at all. Thus 
livestock grazing on waste lowlands and uplands may provide the 
only possible use of the grass growing there. The compZe1rumtary 
relationship involves the use by one line of production of the prod
ucts of another, as the dairy herd uses the crops as feed, and the 
crops use the manure from the herd. The joint-product relation
ship involves obtaining two or more ,products from one source, a,s 
milk and meat from cows, or breaking up of a product into several 
physical components, as the cotton ball into cotton and cotton seed. 
The term conflicting is also used in such analysis, in large part as an 
opposilt, of supplementary. Thus two products which use labor 
or land at the same time are said to be conflicting in that use. The 
use of land for woodlot and pasture at the same time is conflicting 
to the extent that one use reduces the income from the other. (See 
Black, Introduction to Production Economics, Chapter VIII, for 
a fuller discussion of these relationships.) 

The effect of these relationships on analysis in terms of com
parative advantage is that the advantage compared may not be 
between individual products, but between the different combinations 
of products in which these products are included. Thus in a given 
area, systems of farming in which a fourth of the land is in corn 
will be compared with systems in which a third or a half is in corn; 
'and similarly for the other areas that are being considered as in 
competition with this one. At any given set of prices for the com
peting products, and for the input factors that must be purchased, 
some one of these combinations will yield the largest net income to the 
farm family and its investments. This combination has comparative 
advantage under these circumstances. It derives this advantage 
from the fact that its soil and other factors combine with the 
relative prices of the different products, and the lines of production 
supplement and complement each other, in Ii certain way that gives 
maximum economic product. The supplementary and comple
mentary relationships, and for that matter the joint-product re
lationships have no small part in determining what combination has 
advantage.' There is likely to ~ time in the !ear's operations, ~r 
space in a crop rotation, for ~ ~e of productIon only of a ce~tam 
size; if it isjarger, it will con~ct m the use of IB;bor or land WIth a 
more important line of productIon and reduce the Income. Too large 
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a .grazing unit supports more cows in summer than can be kept over 
wmter on the forage grown on the crop land; and too small a 
grazing unit leaves a surplus of f~age to find an outside market. . 

Within an area' having about the same type of land throughout, 
one normally will find a 'Considerable range in proportions between 
products. These may be justified because of differences in the rela
tive abilities of the different farmers as crop husbandmen and animal 
husbandmen; in the available supplies of family labor, or the farmers' 
abili~ies to handle hired labor; in the available supplies of capital or 
credit, etc. But many of the differences in the proportion of prod
ucts will represent maladjustments-farmers using combinations 
which do not represent relative advantage for them. These malad
justmentsgreatly complicate the analysis of regional competition. 

Textbook discussions of comparative advantage usually illustrate 
the principle, for simplicity's sake, in terms of labor only. All 
economists recognize that relative returns to all the factors of 
production must be taken into account. In practice, this is some
times attempted by combining all the production factors into a com
posite unit-cost figure--that is, the amounts of the input factors 
used in producing units of each of the competing products 
are combined on a value basis. This procedure is feasible where a 
plant is turning out one product only, or several if there are no 
supplementary, complementary or joint-product relationships within 
the producing units, and further if all the input factors are pur
chased for these specific uses in the open market. Thjs situation 
would maintain if one were comparing the advantage of all-wheat 
and all-beef-cattle farms on which all the labor was hired. The com
posite unit-cost procedure is not feasible where two or more uses are 
combined in one producing unit and the same land or labor is used 
for the different products. The farming units which are compared 
in studies of regional competition nearly always have several 
products, as diverse perhaps as milk, eggs, beef, potatoes, and hay. 
The unit-cost procedure therefore has very little use in comparative 
advantage analysis of regional competition in agriculture, and 
where used has commonly pointed to irrational conclusions. (See 
the fuller discussion of this in the projects on tariff duty analysis in 
the report on research in Agricultural Policy.) 

The alternative procedure suggested by the foregoing discussion 
is to compare the net incomes obtained from the different ,ystema of 
farming in which the product in question is included in different 
proportions. Obviously this procedure is but the mathematical 
reciprocal of the above. Advantage is compared in terms of output 
over input in place of input over output. The gain is that the out
put over input does not have to be reduced to a unit-of-product 
basis-the unit can be the whole farm business. The result is ex
pressed in relative incomes per farm from the different systems of 
farming. 
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00 this basi., however, the incomes should be net incomes, to take 
account o! the fa~t that the different products or C(lmbinationa of 
pr?d?c~ mvo~ve different expenditures for hired l/!obor and supplies, 
buildings, eqwpment, etc. The net income figures can be obtained 
merely by deducting current expenditures for hired labor and 
supplies. Net incomes on this basis would represent returns to the 
entrepreneurs and their family labor and their investment in build
ings, equipment and land. The products to be compared may be 
such that these net income figures will be most satisfactory. In 
more cases, a deduction will want to be made also for at least the 
annual cost of the investments in buildings, equipment and livestock, 
since the ratios of investments in these to land and to labor will vary 
considerably between different products and systems of farming. 1 

\Vhat will be left will be returns to the entrepreneurs for their 
management, and labor if any, to the labor 'hot hired, and to the 
land and its improvements. No doubt this will be the most satis
factory basis of comparison in many cases. 

If, however, more family labor is commonly used in some systems 
of farming or areas being compared than in others, some method of 
allowing for this may be needed. No method as now practiced would 
be satisfactory. Valuing family labor at what it would cost to hire 
a substitute nearly always results in over-valuation. Family labor 
is ordinarily used in less valuable ways than hired labor. (See 
Scope a1Ulllfethod of Research Relating to Agricultu.ral Income for 
the further. discussion of this subject.) A safer procedure would be 
to m .. ke comparisons only of farm businesses using about the same 
amount of family labor; or isolate by statistical methods the effect 
on income of varying amounts of family labor and adjust the income 
on the basis of this. The simplest statistical procedure would be to 
group the farms into classes according to the amount of hired labor 
employed, and for each group construct a dot .chart with net .income 
and amount of family labor as the two abSCissas, from which one 
would be able to determine at what rate on the average farm incomes 
were increased by additions of family labor. 

The results of such an analysis will no doubt show different levels 
of income in the different regions. The various combinations of 
pork, beef and dairy products in the Midwest region may continue 
to show for generations B range of net income per enterprise a half 
larger than those of some compe~i~g region. The large~ incom~s ~n 
one region may be due to prevailmgly larger farm busmesses In It 
than in those competing with it; or to a higher order of ability as 
farmers. or to the use of better methods of production. If these 

-differenc'es were to disappear through shifting of the population and 
in other ways, the differences in incom~ would disappear. But such 
differences seem to abate only slowly m a country as new as ours. 

(1) In the shon run, investments in buildings can be ignored as a factor in 
regional competition.· 
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But we are not concerned in this study with the absolute levels of in
comes. in any region-only with the ratio between 'incomes from 
diffe~ent systems of -farming in the same region. If expanding the· 
dairying will increase the net farm incomes of one region by a larger 
percentage than it )'Till those of another, then this region apparently 
has a higher ratio of advantage in dairying, regardless of the 
absolute size of the incomes, and will out-compete the others in 
dairying. , 

The incomes from the different systems of farming competing with 
each other in each competing region can also be reduced to a man
unit basis, and these can be reduced to ratios for each region, which 
ratios can be compared to.see which is the larger, in the manner of the 
conventional illustrations in textbooks. (See Black, Introduction to 
Production Economics, pp. 132-44.) But these comparisons will 
not take account of all the factors of production unless incomes to 
labor are reduced to a net basis ; and if this were done, the assump
tion would be that maximizing the return to labor was the impelling 
motive in farming readjustments. 

Metkods of aMlysis. 
Method D: Ideally, before starting on a project of this type, one 

, sQould have available the results of Projects 1 to 3 for each of the 
regions competing with each other in the markets for the product in 
question. One would then know the boundaries of the various com
peting regions, the type-of-farming areas within each, the types of 
farming within each type-of-farming area and their relative numbers, 
the probable reasons for the existence of these systems of farming 
where they are, the historical changes in the foregoing and the 
probable reason for them, the current trends in production and the 
probable reasons; and from the foregoing the outlook for each 
region and the various parts of it, in so far as these can be determined 
on the basis of evidence 'Within eack area. 

The orthodox procedure for doing this is to work with one product 
at a time, not a whole type of farming, and determine the nature of 
the competition between the dilferent areas or regions producing 
this product, and the probable outcome of such competition-that is, 
how much of the product will be produced by the competing areas, 
and how this volume will be divided between them. The only way 
that types of farming enter into such analysis is that the product 
being analyzed is a component of different systems of farming in dif
ferent regions. If the product is pork, it is produced along with 
beef in the heart of the corn belt, along with milk on the northern 
edge of the corn belt, along with wheat on the southern and western 
borders of it, and along with cotton farther south. The analysis' 
will have to take account of the fact that pork competes with a dif
feren! set of products in the various competing areas. 

Following this procedure; the steps in the analysis are as follows: 
First, construct supply schedules for pork in each of the different 
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competing areas or regions, and then combine these schedules into 
wh~t is essen~ially a composite lupply schedule for all the areal or 
regI?ns combmed; then analyze limilarly all the markets or' con
lummg a~eas for which these regions compete, and derive therefrom 
a composIte. demand Ichedule for pork for all these markets combined; 
then combme the~ composite supply and composite demand 
schedules for pork mto an equilibrium analysis, deriving therefrom 
an equilibrium price; and then figIIre back from these curves and the 
equilibrium price to see how much each of the competing areas should 
contribute to the markets. The competition between pork and other 
~ro~ucts w~thin each of the competing regions enters into the analy
SIS m that It affects the slope and shape and position of the supply 
curves.2 

What we are interested in, of course, is the outlook for com
petition in the future. The foregoing analysis fits future conditions 
only to the extent that the supply and demand curves fit the future. 
In practice they are commonly based on supply, demand and price 
relationships in the past, and may describe even the present only 
very approximately. Recently, however, methods have come into 
use for showing shifts in supply and demand curves. If such analy
sis furnishes evidence that the pork supply schedules for the dif
ferent areas are changing according to an ascertainable trend line, 
and likewise that the demand schedules are so changing, then one 
may project a series of composite supply and composite demand 
schedules, • with the resulting equilibrium points. Obviously these 
projections will all be forecasts, with all the usual possibilities that 
they may be in error. But one is in a position where one must 
choose between two alternatives, one that tlie present set of con,
-clition&, as near as it can be described by obtainable curvei of lupply 
and demand, will be repeated next year and the year following; and 
the other that the new conditiona will differ from the present ones 
according toa trend line that has been carefully surveyed and 
analyzed. Obviously both are forecasting--the latter: on much the 
more reasonable basis. 

In using supply and demand curves in this way; one must make 
allowance for the usually occurring lag in the relponse of produc\ion 
and consumption to changing prices. The amount of pork which 
producers bring forth at any given time is likely to be less if the 
price of the product is rising, and more if the reverae is true, than 
they will be producing at the lame prices a few years later when 

(2) TbeoreticalIy aU right, but I fear impracticaL The objections to 
statistical danand and &t1pply cunei! are well knOWll and have not been I11CCe88-
fully answered. It would be practically impossible to derive. these cunea far 
Mareas'". They are questionable enough when derived far a market or far a 
uation in which total &t1pply and demand are oonsidered and where the supply 
is made up of contributions of product from innumerable areas. This proposal 
_ to me to be an endless job and one whose conclusions would be almost use
leas when completed owing' to the prad:ical impossibility of aecuring IUl!iclent 
reliable data with which to work.. (A.. G. Black.) 
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they have caught up ,in these responses. These changes in responses 
app~ar as shifts or trends, if the movement continues long enough, 
in the position of the pork-supply curves. The forecasting proce
dure above outlined is' therefore necessary also on account of this 
element of lag in respOIllles. 

Unless this, forecasting is done, in the final step in the analysis, 
that of calculating the contributions of each region to the markets, 
one will find that when the supply schedules of the different regions 
are combined, in most cases more of the product, or less of it, will 
be available at present prices than the markets have been absorbing 
at these prices. Present prices are as high as they ,are because lag 
in adjustment to prices has kept supplies down. If the situation calls 
for less of a given product, the lag has kept supplies high, and 
prices Inw. As lag disappears, the supplies will increase and 
prices decline ;or the reverse of this. At the lower prices, less will 
be produced in each of the competing areas. At the same time, how
ever, consumption will be likely to expand. For other products com
peting in the areas, the opposite of the foregoing will happen. These 
processes make toward an equilibrium point at which a somewhat 
larger amount of one product will be produced and consumed than 
at present at somewhat lower prices; and a somewhat smaller amount 
of the others at somewhat higher prices. The readjustments to
ward such new equilibrium points appear in the analysis as changing 
supply schedules and demand schedules, whose direction of change 
must be forecasted. 

This whole analysis of supply and demand in relation to price 
which is basic to analysis of interregional competition is usually 
considere4 as coming in the field of Prices of Farm Products, and 
will be discussed in the report in this series bearing that title.' The 
projects dealing with supply responses, however, draw heavily upon 
production analysis, and are indicated as joint with Farm Manage-

(3) Following are a few useful references on the subject: 
Bean, 1.. H'I "The Farmers' Response to Price," JOUf"flal of Farm Economic •• 

1929, pp. 868-385. 
Black, J. D., "Elasticity of Supply of Farm Products," Joumal of Farm Eco-

nomic" 1924, pp. 145-155. , 
Elliott, F. F" AdjUllting Hog Production to Market Dsmatld. Illinois Bulletin 

293. . 
Ezekiel, M., "Statistical Allalysis of the Laws of Price," Qt.I4rterly J oumal of 

\ Eco_mic" 1928, pp. 203-212. 
Leontief, W., "Ein Versuch zur statistischen Analyse von Angebot und Nach

frage," WIlltwirt8chaftlichllll Archiv, 1929. 
Schultz, H., "The Shifting Demand for Selected Agricultural Commodities, 

1875-1929," Journal of Farm EcotlOmiclI, 1932. 
Schultz, H., Statilltical Law. of Supply and Demand. 
Waite, W. C., ''The Effect of a Business Depression on the Demand for Live

stock Products and the Outlook for these Products," J oumal of Farm 
Economics, 1932. 

Working, E. J., "What do Statistical Demand Curves Show?" Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, 1927, pp. 212-227. 

Working, H., "The Statistical Determination of Demand Curves," Quarterly 
Journal of Economic., 1925, pp. 503-539. 
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ment.- Some of the ~roject. dealing with demand responses draw 
heavily. upon marketmg analysis and are listed as joint with 
M~rketing of Farm Product.. Lag in response of consumption to 
pncc: changes may be almost as important as lag in response of pro
dUC~lOn, and hence forecasting analysis is vital to this part of the 
proJect also. If no studies of market areas similar to those out
lined in Project. 1, 2 and 3 above for producing areas have been 
made, then one will have to begin the demand part of the study 
with an analysis of market. and consumption somewhat parallel to 
the studies outlined for supply areas. The data will be obtained 
from records of carlot shipment., boat shipments in some market., 
and tnIck shipments, and from records of wholesale receivers, 
dealers and other handlers of the product. in question. These 
recorda will furnish evidence as to the amount. of the product being 
consumed or otherwise absorbed in the market supplied by these 
.regions, or likely to be supplied by them, at various prices. Data wi~ 
also be needed as to transportation charges from the cbmpeting areas 
to the difl'erent markets and handling charges within the markets. 

With !lupply and demand schedules for the product that are 
in terms of aU the competing regions combined and aU the market 
outlet., and data as to transportation and handling charges, it 
should be possible to establish equilibrium prices for each region and 
each market, and volumes of production for each region; and follow
ing this to allocate the volume of pork to be contnouted by the 
various competing regions--not forgetting, however, that if the 
supply and demand curves are shifting in ascertainable directions, 
then volumes of production will need to be forecasted for the com
ing years in accordance therewith. 

If such an analysis is comple~ it will take account of all the 
different types of farming in a region, and also of all the different 
competing regioDl. In practice, however, one would ordinarily not 
include minor producing area.. Care should be taken, however. to 
omit none which is important potentially, though furnishing little 
competition at piesenL 

The sampling of the areas studied is highly importanL The 
different types of farming in a region need to be represented in the 
data in sufficient numbers to provide for all the important variatioDl 
in conditiODl associated with them, in approximate proportion to 
their frequency of occurrence. What is really desired is a sampling 
of the pri~nsitivene&8 of the producers. This manifest. itself in 
two ways-producers swing in and out of production of the various 
products as prices change, or they merely change the proportioDl 
of their products as prices change. In some competing areas, it 
will take the first form mostly; in others the second. For main 
crops in the heart of a type-of-farming area, it will take the first 
form; for less important crops in IJUch areas, and for most crops 
in "twilight zone" areas, it will take the second fonn. The sampling 
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must include all the important conditions affecting price-sensitiveness 
of either of these two forms, and ordinary combinations of the two, 
in rough proportion to their frequency. : 

To determine competition for a 'lDhole type of farming accordinlJ' 
to the above procedure, one will need to make a separate analysis a~ 
above outlined for each of the products making up the type of 
farming. Having done this, one will have to forecast how much of 
each of the products will be produced on farms practicing this type 
of farming, and hence the relative importance of each product in the 
type·of farming. In practice, however, the data needed for supply 
curves will commonly be for areas or regions as wholes, in which 
several types and perhaps many systems of farming are found, and 
the analysis will in effect merge all these into one average system 
of farming for· the region; and the results will be expressed as an 
average. proportion between products for the whole area or region. 
It may well be that some systems of farming will need to look for
ward to producing more pork, and others less, all in the same type
of-farming area. This is because the competition of pork may be 
with different other products in the different types of farming. 
Accordingly, the forecasts are not of great value until tliey can be 
reduced to a type-of-farming basis. The procedure apparently must 
be that of testing out various likely modifications of the different 
types of farming, by the method described as the "farm set-up". 
method in Project S,under the set of forecasted equilibrium prices 
determined as above outlined. This procedure will probably indicate 
the direction and approximate magnitude of the changes in products 
and proportions of products that are needed for each of the types of 
farming in the area, under the conditions of competition forecasted 
to develop. 

Synthetic supply and demand curves. 
It is apparent that the foregoing is an elaborate and difficult 

procedure for analyzing competition between areas or regions in 
production. Not only this, but it has definite shortcomings, the 
principal one being that last outlined, that its end results are not 
on a type-of-farming basis, as they need to be if they are going to 
be put to effective use; and no altogether satisfactory method for 
converting them to a type-of-farming basis is available. Also in 
many cases it will not be possible to obtain the data needed to 
illustrate the supply and demand curves needed; and the whole 
technique for doing this even after the data are available is seriously 
questioned by many students., As will be pointed out in the report 
on Prices of Farm Products, we probably are not sure in some cases 
whether our curves really have separated supply-price relationships 
from demand-price relationships., 

An alternative procedure for part of the above analysis is there
fore suggested here, namely, that of using the farm set-up method 
to construct "synthetic" supply curves; that is, to build up for any 
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.~stem of farming a let of quantities of each of its products that 
will be produ~ at ~eatest profit to the farms producing this 
aystem of famung, at different sets of relative prices for the different 
produc~. One w~uld no doubt begin with the existing set of prices, 
then raIse the pnce of the major product, leaving the price of the 
othera al now; and for each set of prices detennine by observing the 
probable effect on the net income the proportion of products that 
would be mOlt advantageous. Out of this would come a leries of 
pain of prices and quantities from which could be constructed a 
aynthetic supply curve. The writer believes that this alternative 
procedure will obtain results that will serve as a check on the usual 
method, ana tha~ in particular it will throw a strong light on the 
probable trends m the supply curves because it will reveal elements 
?f lag.in readjustments. B~t considered as a complete method by 
Itself, It has the defect that It assumes that producers have shifted 
their production. in accordance with what is to their economi~ 
advantage. The supply schedule actually needed must be in terms 
of how producers actually do respond, not in terms of how they 
should respond. Moreover,as pointed out in Project 3, economic 
advantage is itself a complex thing and difficult to determine fully, 
involving much more than apparent money income; and other things 
thlln economic advantage determine production responses. But if 
thil procedure reveals that present farm set-ups are not. in accord 
with economic advantage in 80 far as it can be detennined by the 
aynthetic method, either because of lag in adjustments or because 
of other factorl than economic advantage, this information will be 
of great value in forecasting future developments. 

An outstanding advantage of the synthetic approach to the 
problem is that it gets its results directly in the form neec!ed for 
forecasting changes in specific types of fanning; and no doubt in 
more dependable form, in so far as the type-of-farming analysis is 
concerned.· . 

The synthetic method probably can be used for determining 
demand curves as well as supply curves; but the detailed procedure 
for it has not been developed; and the objections to it are more 
serious. It would take the form of estimating the relative advantage 
or economy of including different amounts of the product in question 
in the family budget at different ~ricel for it. ~ ~ulty is t~at 
economic advantage is even more difficult to detenrune m consump~~on 
than in production. It must take account of man~ fonnsof utility 
besides ability to satisfy the need for food and drink, warmth, ele. 
One might detennine with fair certainty that including more cereal 
and vegetables and less meat in the budget '1'ould result in a lower 
expenditure of effort for food at no loss in apparent real quality 

(4) Project 12 in the report in this series on research in Land Utilization 
outlines in more detail the use of the synthetic method in analyzing competition 
between major uses of the Jand-crops. grazing, timber. For full discussion, also 
see Project 8 following. 
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of living; but, could one be sure that consumption would change in 
that direction? Nevertheless, evidence is abundant that the con
sumption of food, budgets and of other budgets does change with 
relative price changes; It would seem, therefore, that this procedure 
is worth trying as a supplement to the historical price-consumption 
type of studies of demand. If properly made, they should reveal 
much about the relative stability of use of different articles of con
sumption that will help in estimating the extent to which consumption 
will respond to economic advantage. 

The synthetic approach to this problem of competition may be 
looked upon as an additional feature designed to check and refine . 
results; and hence as a luxury to be dispensed with in most cases. 
But no doubt projects will be undertaken in which it will be more 
important to add this part of the analysis than some others. There 
also will be projects in which the synthetic method for the supply 
curves will obtain more useful results than the method first described. 

Method c. 
In practice, this is the form which Method D will frequently take. 

The order of work in this type of project will commonly be to take 
two areas that are in close competition with leach other, like New· 
England and Wisconsin-Minnesota in dairy production, and work 
out the analysis for them first. This may reveal the presence of 
important additional values from bringing in a third area' and a 
fourth. Of course the supply curves set up will represent only a 
part of the production; but supplemental study may furnish a 
basis for judging as to how well this part describes the rest. Ordina
rily the region taken first will be competing directly in the same 
market. Hence one demand curve may largely suffice. 

Method B. 
The real question with this method is as to how valuable the 

conclusions are which one can reach without having supply curves 
for the competing regions. For the other areas one can construct 
historigrams showing the relative course of local prices of the 
product, acreage and production, and possibly of some of the im
portant input factors. In some cases, ratios can be devised between 
prices of the product and of major expense factors 8uch as feed; 

. between the price of the product in question and i~8 principal 
competitors in the area. Careful study of the historigrams of these 
ratios, and comparing them for similar charts for competing areas, 
may show price situations more favorable to the product in some 
areas than in othersz or expense ratios, and resulting trends in 
production already under way. Such analysis may indicate very 
clearly the future history of competition in the product; and enable 
one to forecast in general terms the relative changes in volume from 
the competing areas. The careful study of the one area will pro
vide supply curves for this one area which will enable one to forecast 
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with considerable more definitenen its outlook for a share in the 
market. Development of demand curves for the market which this 
area supplies will be a valuable additional feature. 

Method ..4.. 
Like Method B except that supply and demand curves for the 

one area and market are omitted, the whole analysis being in terms 
of historigrams of prices and ratios for all the competing areas . 

./ 
PROJECT 7. The &onomia. of Production of a Commodity. 

(By M. R. Cooper and R. D. Jennings.) 

EDIToa'. NOTa: A project fitting esactly under the above title would 
QOver all the aspects of the economics of production of a particular com
modity that are 'presented in the various projects in this report; and 
it would confine itself to production, excluding marketing, prices, etc., 
except as affecting production. Such a project would be very compre
hensive in its scope, and probably unmanageable if the analysis was at 
all detailed or thorough. In practice, such projects are likely to select 
particular aspects for more careful study, these having become important 
in the area or at the time. The other aspects are likely to be treated in 
a very general fashion. 

Also in practice, such projects are likely to include many aspects other 
than production-price factors and price trends, consumer preference, 
marketing methods, etc., these being important at the time or in the area. 
In effect, the studies of these other aspects are almost separate projects, 
since they are usually undertaken by other groups of workers with 
appropriate training for thelD. They are related to the production 
studies ,in that they are carried on at the same time, and with the products 
of the same area, and in that an effort is made to coordinate the results 
into conclusions and recommendations in which price, marketing and 
production factors are brought to bear upon each other. Our concern 
here is of course only with the production aspects of such joint projects
the methodology of the associated marketing and price research will be 
discussed in separate reports. 

It stands to reason, also, that projects as comprehensive as indicated 
in the foregoing are likely to be undertaken only with minor crops, 
usually specialty crops, and crops produced on highly specialized farms. 
Thus the crops in which the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has co
operated with the states along the foregoing lines are apples, peaches, 
strawberries, grapes and pecans. 

A very important aspect of the production of many crops is inter
regional competition. This is well illustrated by the case of apples and 
peaches. Hence such projects can with advantage be undertaken on a 
national basis. This accounts for the interest of the Bureau of Agricul
tural Economics in such projects. If thoroughly done, such analysis 
would follow the lines of analysis outlined in Project 6 above. In prac
tice the analysis of the competitive aspects of such projects seldom gets 
bey~nd discovering trends in production, consumption and prices in 
competing areas and markets. 
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.The discussion following is 8. description and .!lppraisal of the 
commodity projects in which the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has 
engaged. 

Most of the commodity studies in which the Bureau of Agricul:" 
tural Economics has cooperated have been limited to intensive crops 
grown in widely ~eparated areas.. These studies have usually been 
undertaken in ,response to a demand for help from the producers 
and marketers who are having difficulties on account of over-expan
sion of production, changes in demand or other causes. In general, 
the objective is to provide the producers of the commodity and those 
interested in its production in ihedifferent areas; with information 
as to prospective supply, -demand and' price, interregional competi
t,ion, etc., that will be helpful in making plans for the future. 

The. data ordinarily compiled and analyzed in these studies in-' 
clude: A; Statistics of production, imports, exports, carry-over, 
'price trends,freight rates, etc, B, The amounts hf labor, power, 
equipmel,lt and mate;dals used in production and the prices of these 
elements; different practices and their effe~ts on costs; the place of 
the commodity in the farm organization; acreage, yield and farm 
prices of commodities; dates of harvest and their variation. C, Local 

/ marketing agencies; methods of grading and packing, seasonal 
supply for different markets; channels of trade used in distribution; 
class of trade served ; competition with other products; marketing 
margins; consumers' preference as to varieties, packages, etc. Anal
ysis of the above information should develop the present status, 
recent trends and probable future developments in each area; the 
demand and prices' for different varieties, types and grades; the 
competition between different areas; types,. varieties and grades for 
each of the important markets. 

The list of agencies that would normally be cooperators in such 
a study are the departments of agricultural economics and the hor
ticultural (or other) departments of the experiment stations in the 
states in which the study is to be carried on; the Division of Farm 
Management and Costs and the appropriate commodity marketing 
division of the Bureaus of Agricultural Economics and of Plant In- • 
dustry (or Animal Industry) of the U. S. Department of Agricul
ture. Both the state and federal extension specialists should be kept 
in active touch with the progress of the work so that when the time 
. comes for utilizing the results, they will have a greater interest in 
the extension of this material. 
. The bulk of the informa tion obtain~ in such a study falls as a 
ruie on the farm management and marketing departments. The 
usual practice is to list the information desired and assign it to the 
various cooperating agencies. General statistical information such 
as from the census, crop estimates and market news reports will, 
usually be allotted to the federal agencies. Most of the information 
used in developing the farm management aspects of the problem is 
usually obtained by farm management surveys on a representative· 
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group of fa~1 .i~ each of the producing areal, with some speciai 
Itudy of the mdivldual enterprises of these farms. The supplemen
tary data needed on local marketing practices may be collected 
by t~e farm m~nagement workers unless it is so specialized as to 
requIre the servIces of a marketing specialist. 

In working up the data, the principal thing to be kept in mind 
is that ~he us~fulness of the work depends to a large extent on the 
speed WIth which the results are published and utilized. Therefore 
~he aim should be to obta.in ~ broad view of the situation facing the 
mdu~try. and the effect thIs will have on each of the producing areas. 
PublIcatIon of the results is ordinarily divided between the states 
and the federal agencies. The state publication may present the 
findings with particular reference to the status of the commodity as 
produced in the state and its relation to competing areas. It should 
point toward a definite program for producers of the commodity 
within the state. The federal publication may take up the subject 
from the national viewpoint, giving special emphasis to the trend of 
supply and demand for: the different varieties and classes. 

)
. pple.. . 

. If an analysis of apple production is to be helpful, it must be 
made separately for each important apple section, and each major 
variety. Since changes are consfantly going on in the relative impor
tance, the organization and the operation of commercial and farm 
orchards; changes in the two classes frequently being in opposite 
directions, the data for the two must be kept separate. It is not 
enough to have data on acreage and number of trees as indicators 
of production trends. The data on the number of trees must be by, 
ages, and show the relation of age to production. 

Data are available on annual production of apples for each state 
since 1889, and on commercial production since 1917 .. For the census 
years, 1890-1930, information is available by counties on total pro:
duction and number of trees of bearing age. For the census years 
beginning with 1910, additional information is available showing 
number of trees not of bearing age. Mailed questionnaires were used 
to obtain i.nformation as to ages of varieties, the lists being made up 
from memberships in horticultural associations and individual census 
returns. Two follow-up letters were 'sent out. The orchards re
ported in the returns were considered as commercial if having more 
than 100 trees. 

In the end this survey resulted in the classification of apple trec:s 
in 25,264 orchards, containing 14,583,249 trees, according to age 
and variety, in such detail that almost any combination with respect 
to geographic unit, variety, size of orchard, age of .trees, etc:, co~d 
be obtained. These sample data were made the baSIS for estImatIng 
totals for the United States and for the different regions in the 
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United States, after being supplemented by special tabulations from 
the census returns of 1925 for important apple counties, showing 
~e number of or~ards of various sizes. The tree survey was made 
m 1926 and 1927, and the schedules included questions with respect 
to plantings and removals during 1926 and 1927, so that the final 
estimates were made as of January 1, 1928. The final figUres were 
estima tea of the total number of trees of each variety and each age 
in commercial and farm orchards in each geographic unit. The 
results indicated where the young trees and the old trees of each 
variety were, how numerous they were in the various sections, and 
gave a fairly good idea of periods of heavy and light planting of 
the different varieties in different sections of the country, and hence 
showed whether the future bearing capacity of orchards already 
planted was likely to increase or decrease, and where. This informa
tion readily ties in with information already available and furnished 
periodically on domestic disappearance, exports and prices, and 
with the information obtained by the Foreign Service of the Bureau 
on conditions in the apple industry abroad, showing prospects for 
future production in competing countries. 

Although the part of the joint project here discussed does nof 
include marketing and prices, it will be well to indicate what mark .. '\ 
ing and price information was collected in the other parts of tht:, 
study. The Division of Fruits and Vegetables assisted by various 
persons in other divisions of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
assembled information relating to the following subjects: sources of 
market supplies, shipments of apples by carload and by motor 
trucks; cold-storage holdings and time of movement to market; 
important commercial varieties in 41 markets and sources and dis
tance from which these markets drew their carlot supplies; and the 
relative quantities of the different varieties taken in each market. 
Other information collected in the markets of specified cities had 
'reference to: containers used for apples; channels of city distribu
tion; distribution in trade territory surrounding carlot markets, and 
retailing practices. Under market prices, the following factors 
were treated: price level as influenced by supply; prices as influenced 
by varieties; effect of grade on price; size of apples as a price 
factor; variation in price during the season; relation of container 
to price; origin of supply as a price factor; and prices in different 
central markets, particularly Chicago and New York. The annual 
apple price series collected by the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates relates to prices at the farm. Although this series of 
prices is useful, it does not indicate anything with respect to variety, 
size and grade, method of sale, or kind of package. It was recog
nized early in the study that what was needed was an understanding 
of the effect on price of varying supplies of apples of different 
varieties, grades, etc. But the project as yet has not progressed 
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to. the point where such a regioDal or Dational aDalysis of apple 
prl~ has beeD mad~ . But in a Dumber of states1 price aeries were
compiled over a penOd of years for different grades aDd sizes of 
each importaDt varietYt in some cases also for differeDt parts of 
the state. 

The work dODe varied by states. In ArkaDsas, a cooperative 
study aDalyzed treDds in prOductioD by varieties as related to 
ArkaDsas aDd competing states. In the orchard-operation aDd 
maDagemeDt phase of the study, the costs connected with developing 
an orchard to bearing llge aDd of operating the orchard thereafter 
were assembled. The data on deVeloping aD orchard--crews rates 
of work, materials, ete.-were set forth in detail for each ~f nine 
years. The data OD operatiDg an orchard of bearing age were 
preseDted by varieties and included the details of operation, such as 
crews, rates of work, materials, yields, etc. The depreciation of 
the orchard was based on the costs of developing aD orchard and its 
productive life, for each of a Dumber of important varieties. 

The Utah apple study followed the lines of the Arkansas study, 
but included a farm business analysis of the organizatioD aDd opera
tioD of apple farms. This was important since Utah apple farms 
are somewhat diversified and rather intensified, being OD irrigated 
land. 

In Virginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania, a regional project 
was set up extending over a 5-year period ending in 1932. For some 
time it had been felt that the reason that many of the orchards in 
this region were Dot profitable was that the trees produced little 
fruit. The first object of the study, therefore, was to determine 
something about this· phase of producers' problems. The work was 
carried on cooperatively by the three state agricultural experiment 
stations, aDd the followiDg federal agencies: Office of Horticulture, 
Bureau of PlaDt Industry; Division of Agricultural Meteorology, 
Weather Bureau; DivisioD of Farm MaDagemeDt aDd Costs, Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics. Approximately five hUDdred bloc~~ of 
apple trees were included in t.he study. T!tese orch~rds we~e V1S~ted 
by representatives of the ,'arlOus cooperatmg a~ncles aDd lI~forma
tion obtained fo·r each importaDt variety. PartIcular atteDtioD was 
giveD to the ages of the trees, the care which had beeD given them in 
the past the yields which they had produced, aDd the causes of low 
yields, w'hich included data aDd discussioDs. on s!lch topics a~ fro~t, 
hail and drought, slope, soil, cultural pra~tIces, msects a~d. diseases, 
off year, failure of fruit to set, plaDtiDg distances, and nussmg trees. 

Ao aDalysis was made of price differentials for differeDt varieties 
grown in the region ~ both d:omestic and foreign ma~k~ts, as well ~s 
of variations in prices received for the same varietIes grown m 

(1) Arkansas. Idaho, Utah. ~.as~~gton, Oregon, California, New York, 
Virginia, Pennsylvania and West '\ lrguua. 
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d!,ffe~ent pa~ts of the. region; also pLtime of sale,: and grade :and 
size In relatIon to price; of methods of sale, containers used, and ... 
charges for marketing services both dopiestic and foreign. : 
, In the management phase of the- study, the production data were 
collected by the route method,' a temporary office being established 
at Winchester,. and three men, and one clerk were assigned to the 
project for full time. Approximately eighty apple growers scattered 
throughout the apple-gr9wing region of the three states cooperated 
in the study. Detailed information on each of the operations in
cident to the running of the farm and the details of expenditures and 
receipts together with complete inventories were obtained. In addi
tion to the actual figures obtained from these farmers, the route 
men spent a great deal of time studying the individual orchards. 
They plotted the various orchard blocks for the purpose of deter
mining numbers of trees per acre and how these trees were set with 

- respect to distances and combinations of varieties. Considerable 
attention was given to the slope of the orchard, pollination methods, 
and to the condition of the soil and of the trees at the time the 
survey was started. The route men visited the farmers while they 
were spraying, pruning, harvesting, grading and packing, for the 
purpose of determining how well they did each particular job and 
the relative efficiency of the different cooperators in performing 
these tasks. Throughout the study special attention was given to 
each major problem with respect to varieties and type of orchard. 
The types of orchards studied were those planted in the valley, on 
the slopes, and on the elevations. 

Other phases 'of the project included market outlets, prices received 
at final destination, cold storage facilities and trends in production. 

The main factors developed in the New York study were the effect 
on price at country shipping point of variety, grade, kind of pac.k
age, time of shipment, IItarket, method of sale, and selling in 
straight or mixed cars. The information collected in the apple tree 
survey was used in connection with a study carried on by Cornell 
University relating to varieties, prices, yields and acreages of apples 
in the Newfane-Olcott area of western New York. 

The Indiana study related particularly to the Indianapolis apple 
market, and included quantities of apples taken by rail and by truck, 
varieties received in Indianapolis from local and distant areas, 
varieties handled by chain stores and independent retailers, varieties 
used by fruit stands, peddlers and restaurants, varieties preferred 
by various classes of consumers, advantages and disadvantages of 
various containers for local and distant supplies, sizing practices 
and grades by wholesalers, consumers' purchases with respect to 
size of purchase and varieties bought, the time of the year when 
different varieties were on the market, and prices at which the 
different varieties sold. This is essentially marketing analysis, but 
the results are useful in planning production. 
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T?ese studies b~ing out the fact that the major problems con
cermng a commodity may not be the same in all areas at the same 
time. Certain phases of this type of study are, however, of most 
use if made in a number of areas at the same time and in comparable 
form. It is felt that the part of the apple study relating to local 
problems would have been of much more use had the types of local 
studies been more uniform and had such studies been conducted in 
more of the major apple-producing sections and at approximately 
the same time. It is realized, however, that for many obvious 
reasons such a project would be difficult to. arrange. 

Peache •• 
In the study relating to peaches the problems and the methods of 

study were ~uch the same as indicated for apples, except that the 
project was regional in character rather than national. The study 
may be considered as having three phases. One included a tree 
survey, in which peach trees were classified in all important peach 
states by age .and variety. No attempt was made, however, to 
estimate and cfassify all trees in a state, district or region. The 
final figures were only for the orchards reporting; but in many cases 
these represented a very large part of all trees in commercial 
orchards. The analysis of the tree survey and other data was made 
by districts and regions, in order of date of "ripening of peaches. 
The analysis also included a discussion of varieties~ The study of 
peaches was made in 1925-1926 by the Divisions of Farm Manage
ment and Costs, Crop Estimates, and Fruit and Vegetables, and 
state agencies. In 1929 the tree survey was repeated in the southern 
peach states, where changes had been most pronounced. 

Another part of the study had to do with the assembling of 
available information relating to production areas, competition, dis
tribution, marketing and prices. Study was also made of "Factors 
Affecting the Price of Peaches in the New York City Market'" 
two important market factors being particularly considered, namely,. 
peach supplies, and variations in individual lots of peaches. " 

The third phase of the study related to costs and practices in 
developing an orchard in 21 peach districts and the costs connected 
with producing peaches after the orchard had come into bearing in 
22 districts. Production costs were considered for the bearing life 
of orchards in each district and were related to returns fro!D peaches. 

These various data were used to set forth the peach situation in 
the southern states at the time of the survey with respect to produc
tion, carlot shipments, competition among the various areas and 
varieties. The tree survey information was used in an analysis of 
theoutIook for future production. 

Pecans. 
The tree survey part of the pecan study included estimating total 

trees by state and by age for improved varieties and for 
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seedlings and wild varieties. Improved varieties were also classified 
according to the numbers of trees of each, major variety. The 
marketing part of the study included the attitude of the trade 
toward pecans, channels of market distribution,' preferences and 
opinions of the wholesale trade, retail outlet and practices, and 
pecan marketing conditions in 22 cities. 

A survey study of practices and costs in the development of 
pecan orchards and in the production of pecans was con
ducted by the Division of Farm Management and Costs and state • 
agencies in nine pecan districts of five southern states. Considerable 
attention was given to yields of pecan t~ees' and to the production 
that was necessary to meet expenses, since one of the major problems 
of the pecan orchardist is that of obtaining a paying production. 

Strawberries. 
This commodity study was regional in character and had applica

tion to the southern and eastern competing strawberry districts. 
One. phase had to do with the origin and distribution of the com
mercial strawberry crop. Another included farm management, farm 
practices and costs, in twenty districts in eleven states, particular 
attention being given to the acreage of strawberries grown, frequency 
distribution of yield per acre, yield by age of field and production 
of leading varieties. A third related to facto:t;,s affecting prices of 
strawberries in the New York City market, particular attenton being 
given to prices in New York City for berries from different districts 
coming on to the market at the same time. 

Grapes. 
This project was conducted by the Division of Farm Management 

and Costs in cooperation with the state agricultural experiment sta-
.tions of New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Arkansas, and a 
principal object of it was to determine the effect of western grape 
production on the eastern situation. The farm management part of 
the study covered 550 vineyards in much detail, each farm practice 
being treated at length and related to various cost factors. Particu
lar attention was given to varieties, ages of vineyards, yields by age, 
variety and on different soils, and prices received for different vari
eties of grapes classified by various methods of sale. 

The marketing and distribution parts of this study related to 
,quantities and qualities desired by grape juice manufactur~rs and 
others, general market preferences, consumers' pr~feren.ces as between 
eastern and. western groups, and methods of assembling, packing, 
grading and distributing the crop by country marketing agencies. 
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PROJECT 8. Most Advantageous Organization and Vn Practices in an Area. 1 
OBJECTIVE: To determine the combination of enterprises an4 

the practices for each major enterprise which will yield the 
most advantageous results, within a specified area. 

(By Mordecai Ezekiel.) 

Anyone farm at any time is ordinarily being operated with a 
certain combination of the several enterprises; while each flum 
enterprise is being conducted with methods, practices, physical re:
sources in the way of quality of seed, and of character of livestock, 
which combin~ result in a certain level of enterprise efficiency. In 
changing the combination of enterprises to try to increase income, 
the farmer has the additional alternative of changing the enterprise 
efficiency. There are, therefore, three different types of new situa~ 
tions which may be considered: 

1. Improved combination of enterprises with present 'enter
prise efficiency left unchanged. 

2. Present combination of enterprises left unchanged, with 
improved' enterprise efficiency. 

3. Improved combination of enterprises, with improved enter
prise efficiency. 

There are almost an infinite number of modifications which can 
be considered under (1), (2) and (3) in any individual case. The 
resqurces of the particular farm, and the resources, capacity and 
preferences of the individual operator must be considered in selecting 
new combinations. 

Any metliod of research' which aimed at providing conclusions as 
to the desirability of various modifications in the combination of 
enterprises on the farms for an area must clearly recognize the 
differences between changes of Type 1 and of Type 2 above. In-: 
creased returns 'that are really due to changes in enterprise efficienc~ 
should not be ascribed to changes in the combination of enterprises; 
yet such a false conclusion is likely to be reached if the study makes 
a direct comparison of the present income from a farming business 
with the income which would result from simultaneous improvements 
in the combination of enterprises and in the efficiency with which the 
enterprises are conducted, without first considering the' chang!!s in 
income resulting'from (1) and (2) separately. 

The theoretically ideal way to determine the combination of en
terprises on the farm and the organization that would be most ad
vantageous on a particular farm under a given set of external 
economic conditions would be to experiment with a number of 
different combinations, trying each one out in turn for enough years 
to determine its usual output, while simultaneously keepingprice$ 
and costs at a fixed unchanging level. After trying out ,a number of 
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such combinations, and keeping careful rec6rds of the receipts and 
expenses under each one, it would be then possible to conclude with 
scientific accuracy which one of the combinations tried would have 
yielded that farm and that farmer the highest average income as 
long as economic conditions continued unchanged. The farmer 
could then use these results as a guide in selecting his system of 
farming-if external economic conditions had not changed too much, 
or if he had not meanwhile grown so old that the results no longer 
applied. . 

In practice, the operations of one farm cannot be observed wider 
such a succession of different organizations, for economic conditions 
are constantly shifting. That is one reason why adjustments in 
farm organization constantly tend to lag behind the changed eco
nomic conditions which make them necessary. It would therefore be 
impossible to take many years to work out the best organization for 
a given farm, for by the time the answer was obtained, it would no 
longer be correct. 

Since the form of organization which doe& yield the best returns 
for a given farm cannot be directly determined, some sort of a judg
ment as to the organization which i& likely to yield the best returns 
must be arrived at instead. Instead of observing the results on the 
particular farm under a variety of·di1Ierent organizations, we may 
study a variety of farms with their variety of different organizations, 
and from the results of the study make inferences as to the organiza
tion that is likely to be most advantageous. 

Method& of Studying Farm Organization. 
The methods which have been developed for studying farm organ

ization may be classified into two groupsf' The comparativ~d, 
and thll;yntketic method..1 By the comparative method, differences 
in income on the different farms are compared with differences in 
their organization, the. relations between various changes in organ
ization and associated changes in incomes are determined, and from 
this study generalizations are made concerning the organization 
best suited to the farms of the area. The &yntketic method attempts 

(I) At one stage in the development of farm management research the cost
accounting method was rather widely used in studies to determine the most 
advantageous combination of enterprises. The procedure was to compute the 
costs of production in money terms of each commodity produced on the farm 
and subtract the cost from the selling price to obtain a measure of the "relative 
profitableness- of the different enterprises. The assumption was that the 
enterprises showing the greatest margins of "profit" should be expanded and 
that those showing low "profits" or "losses" should be curtailed or d~ppe~ 
from the organization entirely. It is now recognized that such au assumption IS 
not valid. The reasons that costs of a given enterprise are high may be (1) 
that it is not expanded enough to realiu economies from a larger scale of opera
tion (2) that it is over-expanded so that it encroaches upon and conflicts with 
oth:r enterprises, or (3) that it is being conducted u~on a low plane of ~fliciency. 
The profits may be low either because costs are. hl~h o~ b~cau.se prlc«:, have 
recently declined. The action needed to correct this sItuation IS different m each 
case. Moreover, no ·procedure for determining the cos~ of each of several 
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to provide aU .the detailed information necessary for constructing a 
f~rm .budget, I. e., a forecast of receipts and expenses, for the com
bmabons of enterprises characteristic of the farms of the area and 
by constructing budgets for typical farm organizations in the' area 
and for promising modifications of those organizations to determine 
the mcomes to be expected on farms with different organizations. 
A comparison of these returns will indicate the combinations of 
enterprises (the farm organizations) which are likely to be the most 
advantageous on the farms of the area. • 

The comparative method shows the o~ganizations and practices 
used by the farmers who make more money than their neighbors, as 
contrasted to the organizations used by those who make less money. 
By inference it thus suggests why some men make more money than 
others, and so may provide explanations of differences in income. 
The .ynthetic method shows directly the probable effect upon in
come under a given price situation of specific changes in any partic
ular farm organization or on similar farms of which it. is repre
sentative. 

No matter which method is to· be used in a study, preliminary 
work is needed as a basis for ..selecting the area and becoming ac
quainted with the local conditions. If the results of type-of-farming 
studi~s as outlined under Projects 1, 2, 3 and 4 are available, ruost 
if not all of the information needed for planning a study will be at 
hand. In any case, the forms to be used and the specific problems 
upon which attention is to be centered should be checked by a 
reconnaissance of the area, on a smaller or larger scale as conditions 
demand. 
A. The Comparative M ethoa.2 

The fundamental elements of the comparative method are: <a) 
collection of information showing earnings on each of a number of 
different farms in the same area, together with relevant information 
as to size, resources, crops and livestock organization, enterprise 
efficiency and labor efficiency; (b) stat~stical analysis of these data 
to determine how far differences in income were associated with 
differences in the factors named; and (c) generalization concerning 
products produced on the same farm has ever been devised that indicates relative 
profitableness correctly for many 01 the products. For example, the oat enter
prise nearly always appears at a disadvantage in the results, and yet all admit 
that it cannot be dropped without loss to the farm income over a period of 
rears. As shown In the discussion 01 recent trends in farm management research 
m the earlier pages of this report, cost accounts are still being kept and money 
costs computed at a considerable number of the state colleges; but few workers 
in the United States are now attempting to use the cost-accounting method to 
determine the most advantageous combination of enterprises.- But see pp. 861-8. 
Proceedings of Second International Conference of Agricultural Economist8. 
(H. R. Tolley.) 

(2) Studies in which this method is used ~re U5U~Y called "fann ~usin~ss 
analysis studies." Dr. George F. Warren and hiS asSOCIates at Cornell Umverslty 
first made atensive use of the comparative method in connection with their 
early work in fann mansgement in New York State, and the method was later 

, - (Continued on Page ll~.) 
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the effect of various differences in organization and efficiency on 
the incomes received. 

(a) Collection of information: The collecting of information by 
farm management surveys is discussed at much length in Research 
~t.fethod and Procedure in Agricultural Economics, under the heads 
of "The Survey Method" and "Farm Management Surveys", and 
all 'of this discussion must be considered as applying especially to 
this type of project and the "comparative method." This discussion 
was prepared by Professor E. G. Misner of Cornell University.' 
The data may cover one year or a series of years. Such data may 
also be collected by supervised records or from account books kept 
by farmers. Since, ,however, for adequate analysis, 100 or more 
records are usually required, and in areas of complicated or hetero
geneous types of farming, several hundred may be needed to give 
stable results, the more extensive survey methods are ordinarily em
ployed. The survey schedule is so designed as to build up, from 
the farmers' mempry and available records, a complete and accurate 
record of the financial operations of each farm for the year; together 
with such information as to physical operations as is necessary in 
understanding and analyzing the farm 'and enterprise organization 
and level of efficiency. 

The sampling aspects of this type of project are of great i:npor
tance. The discussion under the head of "Sampling" in Research 
Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economics lists thirteen 
different procedures that are followed in obtaining the farms to be .
included in cross-section studies in agriculture. Some of these pro
cedures result in a random sample, or something which is near enough 
to its equivalent to satisfy scientific standards. But these pro
cedures are the ones that are least used. In practice, the farms are 

(Continued) 
widely used in all parts of the country. The data essential to the particular 
form of analysis followed at Cornell, and with a few minor changes formerly 
followed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. were described in U. S. D. A. 
Farmers' Bulletin 661, by E. H. Thomson and H. M. Dixon (1915), and Farmers' 
Bulletin 1139, by H. M. Dixon and H. W. Hawthorne (1920). Dr. W. I. Myers 
of Cornell gave his views as to tht: value and uses of these studies in an article, 
~Farm Business Analysis" in thQ Journal, of Farm Economics, January, 1926; 
as follows: ' 

" "The object, (of farm businei;s analysis' studies) should be to show actual 
economic conditions on farms and to point out ways in which these conditions 
may be improved. 
, ' "As long as agriculture continues to be dynamic, farm bqslness analysis 
J;tudies will continue to be an important part of any well considered program 
of farm management research. In every state, comprehensive studies should be 
made periodically in each of the important types of farnling (areas) in the 
commonwealth. These studies should reveal the application of the principles of 
farm management under varying environmental and economic conditions. • • ',' • 
The 'most important factor is to keep continually in mind the object of farm man
'agement research-to show farm operators how to organize their farms so as 
to obtain the greatest continuous. profits." , " 
, Professor Myers' most recent statement on the subject is in his paper read 
at the Second International Conference of Agricultural Economics. (H. R. ToIley.) 
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most~y "selected" rather than obtained by valid sampling procedures, 
and 1D most cases, as is demonstrated by evidence given in the dis
cussion of "Farm Management Surveys" cited above, in such a way 
~s to secure a group of farms differing considerably from the farms 
In the area. For example, the 1115 farms includ~d in the North 
Carolina survey cited in the foregoing reference averaged 128 acres 
as compared with 66 acres for the census of the same area. Com
pletely random samples, however, are needed, only if the objective is 
that of de.cribing the agriculture of the area. The objective of 
this project is not description, however, but the specific determina
tion of the most advantageous combination of enterprises in the 
area, in other words, the determining of economic relationships in. 
the area. In an area of varied conditions, a random sample will 
usually have too few of the ~nusual types and sizes of farms to 
reveal adequately the nature of all the relationships present.· A 
group of farms taken in such a way as to include :r;elatively more of 
specified or unusual cases may· therefore give a more satisfactory 
basis for analytical work. But the principles of random sampling 
cannot be altogether ignored even in such cases. The group of 
farms to be included must be planned in advance in such a way as 
to include all the variants needed. The best procedure perhaps is 
to t8lke a random sample, perhaps ruling out certain classes of farms 
as not having significance for the quest in hand, and then supplement 
it by adding more farms at the extremes or of types likely to reveal 
desired relationships. 

It will be noted that the objective of this project is to determine 
the most advantageous combination of enterprises for the farms of 
an area rather than to describe the conditions in an area. For this, 
the investigator must have the knowledge of the systems o-f farming 
prevailing in an area, and of methods used in conducting the different 
enterprises that this type of project provides. But he must also. 
know the yields of different crops with different cultural practices 
and of the different soils of the area, the production of different 
classes of livestock with various feeding practices, and many other 
things which can be learned only partly, if at all from a series .of 
farm business records such as those suggested for use in this project. 

If mere description of the systems of .farming and farm practices 
in an area is all that is wanted, this can be obtained more readily 
and at much less expense from secondary sources than as a part ·of 
the particular study outlined here, or from these sources supple
mented by an inexpensive type of reconnaissance survey. In this 
report, projects designed to describe and classi~y sy.stems of farming 
in an area (See Project 2), to account for their eXistence (See .Pro
ject 3), and to measure the changes in s!stems of farming an~ in 
farming practices as they occur (See Project 5) have been outlmed 
separately from projects such as this one ~Project 8), .and several 
of those outlined in the later pages of thiS report, which may ~e 
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thoug?t of as b~ing designed primarily to determine desirable changes 
c;>r adJustments in the combinations of enterprises and the methods 
of production OD the farms of an area. 

In some of the studies by this method which have been carried on 
for a number of successive years on the same farms, or which have 
been repeated ,at two or more intervals in the same area, a consider
able part of the analysis has been given over to the changes that 
occurred during the period covered by the study in the level of 
incomes from farming in the area. (See, for example, Farm Profits. 
Figure, from the Same Farms for a Serie, of Years, by H. M. Dixon 
and H. W. Hawthorne, U.S.D.A. Bulletin 920, 1920; Farm Organi
zation aM Management in Clinton Co., IMiana, A bu,;ne88 analyai, 
of 100 farms for eight years, by H. W. Hawthorne and H.l\1. Dixon, 
U.S.D.A. Bulletin 1258, 1924; and Income, from Farming aM Cod 
of Apple Production in the Shenandoah YaUey, by C. R. Swinson, 
U.S.D.A. Bulletin 1455, 1927. Measuring the incomes from farming 
in an area and accounting for the historical changes that have oc
curred in it is a problem distinctly different from that of determining' 
the systems of farming best suited to the. area, and it seems that 
this difference should be recognized in planning the research program, 
and organizing the research project. (Studies designed to deter
mine the general level of incomes from farming and to account for 
changes are discussed in the bulletin in this series dealing with re
search in Agricultural Income.) 

The foregoing statements are not to be interpreted to mean that 
one should n~v~r attempt to conserve time and funds by collecting 
the data for two or more projects at the same time. On the con
trary it is frequently wise to do this, especially if the data for the 
different projects pertain to the same period of time and if they \ 
are to be obtained from the same sources. But one must keep the 
different objectives distinct in one's mind; and above aU not confuse 
the analysis.· 

If the survey method of collecting the data is used, the inaccura
cies of the farmer's memory may be partly guarded against by such 
devices as checking the acreage in different uses against the entire 
farm acreage; the production of each crop or livestock product 
against its disposition as sales, feed, family use, seed, or carryover; 
the opening and closing livestock inventories against sales, births, 
and deaths; the farm-raised and purchased feed used by important 
classe.s of livestock against the production; the yields of the different 
crops on each farm against each other and against yields on adja
cent farms; and prices paid or received against prices reported (for 
the same dates) on neighboring farms. At the same time, such 
supplementary records as check-book or other records of expendi
tures; and records of milk purchased from or feed sold to individual 
farmers, or grain or other products purchased from individual 

'(3) The last four paragraphs were supplied by H. R. Tolley. 
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farmers, which may be secured from local shipping Itations, eleva
tors, or feed dealers, can be used to fill in details of the survey 
records or to put the record of principal items of income or expendi
ture on a more reIiabl.e basis. Where the records are collected by the 
lIurvey ?tethod,. especIally by ~ large crew of men, this checking and 
~omparlson of Items should be completed in the field, so that missing 
Items may be secured and inconsistent or erroneous items corrected 
while still on the spot. 

The essential groups of items usually included in a study of farm 
organization by ~he comparative method are as follows: 

Location and description of the farm. 
Crop acreage, production, home use, and distribution. 
Livestock inventories, births, deaths and sales. 
Production, home use, and sales of livestock products. 
Family and hired labor supplies, distribution and types. 
Character and use of purchased materials (seed, feed, fertilizer, 

etc.). . 
Other cash expenditures. 
Other sources of income. 
Tenure arrangements. 
Inventory and value of farm property, including real estate, 

buildings, and machinery, and estimated rates of depre
ciation. 

Besides these items, other supplementary information concerning 
production practices in handling the principal enterprise or enter
prises may be secured; such data are often essential if the effects 
of differences on enterprise efficiency upon the farmer's success are 
to be allowed for. Additional information has sometimes been ob
tained, such as the education, history and experience of the operator, 
,the price paid for the farm, the farmer's indebtedness, and the in
dividual items of farm equipment. Frequently a great part of such 
information has not been used after burdening the farmer and record
taker with it. 

The record should be such as to provide a complete statement of 
cash expenses and receipts; of quantities of farm products used by 
the family; of amounts of famil-! labor used on the far,?; and changes 
in inventory value of crops, livestock, or farm eqwpment due. to 
physical changes in farm resources (but fUJI those due to changes 
in the prices of those reso~J.rces); and .value of farm capital em
ployed in production. It IS then pOSSIble to comp~te th~ excess 
of cash receipts over cash expenses; or to add to this the Increase 
in inventory and subtract from it appropriate charges for the 
family labor'if such can be determined and interest on capital, and 
so secure a final net figure which indicates the estimated economic 
success of the farm for the year, after making allowances for farm 
products consumed on the .farm, unpaid labo~ ~nd the use of capital. 
There are various accountmg means of combmmg these several Items 
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into specific net \ figures, such as labor income, operator's earnings, 
management wage, e~c. All give roughly the same results as compari
sons between farms so far as statistical averages and correlation 
coefficients are concerned; but the particular measure used may 
affect greatly the ranking of any farm which is at all abnormal in 
any of several ways, such as in fixed investment, in amount of 
family labor employed, and in system of farming. 

V The effect upon the estimated income of two of the different 
methods of accounting which have been proposed is shown in the 
table below. . 

~! The more important di. stinctionsbetween the "1!!!;wJ:..income" figure 
• ' and the "o~rator's ~e_ll:.~ni~gs" are as foll~ws: .-
t 1 1. In the metliod of charging for capital: labor income charges 

, interest, taxes, and depreciation at the going rate on the estimated 
".Y'- . value of the whole farm; operator's earnings charges working capital 
; ( 

at the rate currently paid for bank credit and real estate at the 
uS'ual rate for cash rented' farms. 

2. In the charges or credits for special items: labor income L makes no allowance for family use of farm-raised· products, and 
includes income from non-farm sources; operator's earnings includes 
an allowance for family use of farm products, and excludes outside 

i. earnings. . 
As a consequence of these differences, the operator's earnings 

measure provides a more exact indicator of the economic' success of 
each individual farm than does the labor income. At least a num
ber of statistical studies have sho"wed that labor income is but 65% 
to 75% as sensitive to differences in size and efficiency of operation 
as operator's earnings.~ 

If labor income is used as a basis for ranking individual farms, a,. 
fa'rmwith a large family might consume considerable produce at' 
home which would be sold on a similar farm. no more efficiently 
operated, with a small family-the labor income would be larger on 
the latter than on the former. Or one man might be a poor farmer, 
but do much outside work; including this, as in labor income, would 
make him appear an unusually successful man. The operator's 
earnings measure gives a fairer weight to such items. 

J ,. But not even the operator's earnings measure as ordinarily used 

I discrimina. tes between a farm where labor is used inefficiently or at 
less important work merely because much unpaid family labor is 

/

' available, and those where labor is used sparingly because it is 
hired. This is unfailingly the case if family labor is valued at what 
it would cost to hire labor of the same age and type for the same 
period of time-as is still done in some business surveys; and even 

(4) See "A Statistical Test of Measures cif Farmers' Financial Success" by 
Mordecai Ezekiel, Journal of Farm Economics, October 1925; and "Farm Busi-
ness Analysis" by W. I. Myers. Journal of Farm Economics, January 1926. 
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true if the family labor is valued at what it would cost to hire the 
.ame work done, since considerable of the work would not be done if 
labor had to be hired for it. In some business surveys, the basis of 
valuation sought is what the farmer would have been willing to pay 
out for kired labor to do the same work. If a reasonably correct 
answer could be obtained to the laUer question, the results would be 
comparable for farms with different proportions of family labor. 
But it is doubtful if such a question is properly answered by most 
farmers. A safer procedure is to handle family labor in the analysis 
the same as indicated in the table for values of farm dwellings, that I 
is, to correlate the physical amounts of unpaid family labor with the • 
net earnings before any deduction for family' labor is made, an~ 
deterniiiie statistically tku:g[ession line.for contrrnution of family 
labor to net earnings, and from the regression line determine the 
deduction for each farm. The net earnings figure for each farm 
will then be comparable with that of all other farms with the same \ 
proportion of unpaid family labor. 

COMPARISON OF HANDLING OF DIFFERENT ITEMS UNDER THE 
"LABOR INCOME" AND "OPERATOR'S EARNINGS" BASIS. 

(270 dairy fanns Chester County, Pa., 1922-23) 

ITEMS 
Total fann capital •.•...••••...••••.••. 
Working capital ••.••...•••.••.••.•••••• 
Real estate ••••..••.••.•...•..•..••...•. 
Real estate used in agricultural production1 

I Labor Income 
basis 

Items Totals 
$16,269 

3,619 
12,650 

Products sold ..•...••.••..•..•..•.•••••• $3,4031 
Fann products used by fann family •• _ •. 
Gains in inventory ....•.••..•..•.•..•••• 
Gains in inventory less adjustment for 

horse depreciation ••....•.•••.••••••••• 
Income from outside sources •..•••.•.•••• 

Total value product ............... ,. 
Cash expenses other than on real estate 

or interest ••.••.••..•....••.••.•.••••• 
Cash value ot family labor .•.••.....•..•.. 
Value of fann products used by f~ily 

labor .•.•••••.••.••• ; .•••...•••••.••. 
Taxes, insurance, building repairs and 

depreciation ••.••..••••••..•••••.•••.• 
Interest on capital at 5 percent ••.••••• ,. 
Interest on working capital at 6 per cent .. 
Interest on productive real estate at 4 

150 

80 

1,941 
262 

,M6 
818 

8,611 

lopera?or's earnings 
basis 

Items Totals 

$3,4031 
274 

132 

1,941 
262 

26 

211 

$3,619 

9,422 

$3,8403 

'percent •..• •.••.••• ••• ..•• •••.• •••••. I 
Total charges •..••.••.••.••..•.•••.•. 3,568 

Labor income ••••..•..•••••...•••.•••••. 49 
Operators' eamings •.•.•.•..••.••.••••••• 1,014 

811 
2,829 

(1) Obtained by eliminating contribution of dwellings to farm value on a 
multiple correlation basis. ' . - , 

(b) Analysis of the data: In the procedure usually followed 
in these studies, the data are, summarized to show the variation~ in 
the net incomes and in: the items thought to be associated with vari-c 
'ations in incomes on- the farms i~cluded in-the' study: - They 'are 'then 
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.analyzed to 'obtain measures of the amount of change in net income 
associated with' each item and the degree to which net income is 
correlated with the various items. Various measures of net income 
have been used as mentioned above, and the a,ssociation between cer
tain factors ("factors affecting profits" or "factors affecting finan
cial success," pretty well standardized in the conventional studies) 
and net incomes has been shown \n the many studies by this method 
which have been conducted. Dr: W. I. Myers in "Results of Farm 
Management Research in the Northeastern United States," pub
lished in the Proceedings of the SecoM International Conference of 
.Agricultural Economists held at Cornell University in 1930, stresses 
as important business factors affecting financial success in farming: 
(a) size of the farm business ; (b) yields of crops and rates of 
production of animals; (c) labor efficiency; and (d) organization 
of enterprises. Dr. A. F. Vass, of the University of 'Wyoming, in 

. "Research Investigations on the Livestock Ranches of the United 
States" in the same publication stresses (1) size of business, (2) 
percent of investmenLin cattle, (3) calf crop, (4) calf loss, (5) 
cattle per man, (6) cow loss, and (7) cows per bull; and shows for 
some Wyoming cattle ranches coefficients of gross and net correla-' 
tion between each of these factors and net income measured as rate 
of return on investment. 

It .should be noted that data of this sort reflect all factors causing 
differences from farm to farm, and therefore reflect differences in 
enterprise efficiency as well as differences in the farm organization . 

. Unless both types of factors are recognized and are properly allowed 
for in the analysis, differences in income which are really due to 
one set of ,factors may be ascribed to another. Thus in one area 
the data showed an apparent relation between acres in crops and 
operators as follows: 

Acres in crops A verage income 
Acres Dollars 

16 to 80 680 
81 to 45 870 
46 to 60 970 
61 to 75 1050 
76 to 90 1110 
91 to 105 1280 

Such. evidence might be interpreted' ( and in many studies has been) 
to indicate that inc~me varied directly with number of crop acres. 
When, however, the number of cows was considered as well, the data 
appeared as follows: . 

Nwnber Acreage in crop 
of cows 16-30 81-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
6 -10 600 670 670 710 

11-15 980 810 950 960 610 290 
16 - 20 1870 950 1340 1120 1670 
21 - 25 1480 660 1320 1550 
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When viewed in this way, it is evident that it is not number of 
acres in crops, but the size of the dairy herd which determined income 
that year. For farms with the same size of herd, the income was 
about the sa~e, regardless of the number of acres in crops. 

But carrymg the matter still further it was found that it was not 
so ~uch the .size of the herd as the differences in the efficiency with 
,,:hlCh the dalr'y enterprise was conducted, which really were respon
sible for the differences in income. This shows clearly in the follow
ing table: 

Dairy index 6 to 10 10 to 16 15 to 20 20 to 25 25 to 30 
in dollars' C!OWB C!OW8 C!ows cows C!ows 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
--60 to 0 -1700 

o to 60 590 no 820 1280 300 
60 to 100 590 800 970 1340 770 

100 to 150 960 1270 1690 1680 1730 
150 to 200 1200 2150 2870 2300 3750 
200 to 250 2000 2700 

(6) Value of milk and calves per cow less value of feed consumed, other 
than pasture. , 

On farms with each cow returning less than .$50 above feed costs, 
those with 25 to 30 cows showed no larger operator's earnings than 
those with 5 to 10 cows. But even on farms with small herds, income 
was much larger when the "dairy index" was at 100 or 150 than on 
those when it was below 50. In every size-group the same relation 
holds tru~xcept that the additional return with additional 
efficiency became even greater as the number of cows was larger. 

Even this analysis does not answer the final problem as to how 
farmers in the area may increase their incomes. What must the
dairyman do to raise the efficiency of his dairy enterprise? In this 
investigation, this question was answered by a .direct study of the 
details of the dairy enterprise, as shown by the survey records. 
Proper balancing of ration, freshening at the proper season of the 
year, proper adjustment of butter-fat content of the milk to the 
econOinic conditions, and the use of cows of good productive ability, 
were all found to be important items, and the relation between each 
item and the feed cost of milk production was shown from the farm 
records themselves. (The relations were determined by an input
output study using multiple correlation analysis.) This gave a 
concrete answer as to what practices were necessary for increased 
income.s 

In most studies using the "comparative" method, where a similar 
complete analysis has been made, parallel results have been obtained. 
Where one enterprise is dominant, it is the size of that enterprise 
and the efficiency with which it is conducted. which is most important 
in detennining incomes .. It may be acr~s 10 tobacco an~ Yield per 
acre in Virginia, acres In cotton and Yield per acre of cotton and. 

(6) See FactorB Affecting Farmertl ~amingB in Southeastern Pennsylvania, 
by Mordecai Ezekiel, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1400, pp. 20 to 35. 
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supplementary ,crops in the South, or number of sows and pork 
produced per sow in the Corn Belt. Unless the records are full 
enough to go into ~fficiency as well as organization, and unless the 
statistical technique is adequate to reveal such underlying relation
,ships, farm management studies using the comparative method are 
likely to fall far short of determining the true situation, or of being 
of real use to farmers. Where such a complete study is made, the 
queston _,of the relative advantage of changes in combination of 
enterprises versus improvements in enterprise efficiency may be 
definitely appraised, at least to the extent that variations in both 
types of factors were present on the farms included in the study in 
sufficient numbers to permit of reliable conclusions. T -

The actual analysis of the data collected involves the techniques 
and principles presented in detail in Research Method and Procedure 
in Agricultural Economics, and in the textbooks on statistical 
methods. The analysis is especially difficult because of the many 
variables which influence incomes on individual farms. Some of these 
have alteady been suggested. In addition, incomes reflect the economic 
and natural conditions of the particular year or years covered by 
the record. In a beef and hog area, hog farms may show to advan
tage in a year when hog prices are high, and beef farms in a year of 
favorable beef prices. Or some cattle feeders may make money 
because they happened to buy and sell cattle at such times as to 
secure a favorable margin, while other feeders in the same year, 
equally efficient as producers, happ",ned to sell just at the wrong' 
time for the prices of that year. -In a year of crop failure, a corn 
belt area might show that the more acres of corn a man had, the more 
money he had made (or at least the less he had lost), while in a 
year of good crops, the reverse might be Jrue. 

These peculiarities of the period covered by the survey may be 
allowed for in three different ways: (1) by analyzing the data from 
a single year as they stand, but interpreting the results with refer
ence to the representativeness of conditions that year, and the possi
bility of different conclusions with other conditions; (2) by spread
ing the study over a series of years. so as to try to average out 
conJitions and secure representative or "normal" results; or (3) 
by adjusting the individual farm' data so as to make them more 
representative of normal or expected conditions. Examples of this 
last procedure would be substitution of normal yields on each farm 
for actual yields, and normal or expected prices for actual prices, 
and then computing an "adjusted" income from these modified data. 
Where this difficulty has been faced at all in practice, it has usually' 
been by the second method. The last method has been tried out to 
some extent, however, and seems fairly promising. 

(7) For a fuller discussion of the possibilities of enterprise-efficiency studies 
see "Studies of the Effectiveness of Individual Farm Enterprises" by Mordecai 
Ezekiel, Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 8, pp. 86-101, 1926. 
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· In addi~ion to the difficulties of analyzing the data.so as to elim
~nate .the mfluence of the peculiar conditions of the year or years 
In which the records were secured, care is necessary to handle the 

- data so that results are not imputed to variables with which they 
happen to be associated but to which they' are not due. For example,
the best farmers in a particular area might happen to have Holstein 
cattle while the poorer farmers happened to have Jersey cattle. 
Classifying the incomes with respect to the breed of the cattle, the 
conclusion might be reached that Holstein cattle produced high in
comes and Jersey cattle produced low ones. Multiple correlation 
and other elaborate statistical techniques may be called upon to 
eliminate the influence of factors which happen to be associated in 
this way. But where such methods are used in practice by persons 
familiar only with the mechanics of such techniques, and not under
standing this significance, they have as often confused as clarified 
the results; Furthermore, even a statistically significant correIa.;. 
tion coefficient is no proof that causation exists. The fact that the 
men in a given are'~ who follow certain practices obtain higher in
comes is not in and of itself proof that if other men followed those 
same practices they would increase their incomes. Only experiment 
would determine whether the poorer men were capable of using to 
good effect the more advanced methods. 
Advantage. and diaadvantage •. 

The principal advantages of the comparative method are that its 
data represent the results actually secured by farmers in the area 
in so far as these results can be measured. Any conclusions based 
on these data, even for the area as a whole, are of course only statis
tical probabilities. The averages represent a number of different 
farms, and even with a detailed cross-classification it is difficult t9 
arrive at satisfactory figures for any individual system of farm or.,. 
ganization or set of natural conditions. For that reason, although 
the results may in general hold true for the average of the area, it 
is frequently difficult to tell how they should be interpreted for any 
one individual set of conditions. • 
Comment.. (J. D. Black.) 

While it will be impossible in the space that can be made available 
here to develop properly the statements made in the foregoing two 
paragraphs, it will be worth while to amplify them a little. The 
difficulty of establishing true relationships is well illustrated in the 
case of the commonly stated relationship between size of busines~ 
and farm income. Larger incomes are as much due to size of farmers 
as to size of the farms. (This discussion assumes any reasonable 
measure of size of farms that one wishes to use.) In general, 
farmers with large capacity tend to get on large farms, and farmers 
with small capacity on small farms. The increase in incomes with 
size of farms is due in part to the increase in. size of the farmers 
operating them. Of course it is difficult to provide proof for this 
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in quantitative terms-for the reason that size of farmers is difficult 
,to express quantitatively. But almost any set of survey records 
furnishes a strong presumption of its truth by reason of the wide 
scatter about the liIle of regression with size of farms. " In particu
lar, there will usually be found a considerable number of rather 
large farms with 'low incomes, which strongly suggest cases of 
farmers on farms too large for them. The common method of 
analysing such relationships, or at least presenting them, in the form 
of tables of average income per farm for farms within a series of 
size groups, has the effect of concealing the am~t of scatter about 
the regression line. This was well illustrated bJ'i'olley and Mendum 
in their analysis of the income and size relationship for 320 farms 
in Chester County, Pennsylvania. The income by size groups in
creased with beautiful regularity from $547 to $1488. But the 
actual scatter was so great that a Pearsonian coefficient of correla
tion wa!l only +0.32. Probably most of the farm management 
surveys would show a higher coefficient than this. In" effect, such 
coefficients are as much an indication of the extent to which capacity 
of farmers is associated with size of farms as they are of the associa
tion of size of farms with incomes. 

This whole relationship is also further complicated by the differ
ence between capacity and efficiency of farmers. Some of the good 
incomes for small- to medium-sized farms are due to the superior 
efficiency of the farmers, and they might or might not have larger 
incomes on larger farms, for many such farmers have higher relative 
efficiency than capacity. Space does not permit fuller development 
of the line of thought. (But see textbooks of H. C. Taylor, C. L. 
Holmes, or J. D. Blaok for definitions of capacity and efficiency.) 

It follows from the foregoing that one cannot reason from the 
usual statement of relationship between size of farm and income to 
a conclusion (a) that any particular farmer should increase the size: 
of his business, even though it may be rather small now; or (b) that 
the whole group of farmers in the survey would be better off if they " 
were on larger farms. There may be as many farmers in a particu~ 
lar area who need to decrease the volume of their business, as increase 
it (although on a priori grounds the odds are in favor of large!" 
sizes ). 

This foregoing conclusion receives much support from the evidenc~ 
of agricultural history in the United States. In spite of the large 
volume of preaching in favor of larger farms based on the farm 
business surveys made since 1908, farms have failed to increase in 
size measured in acres or improved acres, except that since 1920 the 
tractor and tractor-combine have been a powerful enough influence 
over a considerable area to overcome contrary influences. Of course 
scattering counties or larger areas may be found in many sections 
where in~reases have occurred. Livingston County, New York, is 
apparently in this class. 
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Measured in terms of inputs of capital or labor, or of outputs, 
ho~ever, the size of farms has increased over a large part of the 
Umt~d S~ates ~rom 1900 to 1910. This was a phenomenon of in
cr~asmg mtenslty of agriculture, associated with increasing relative 
prices of farm products, increasing land values and the like, and 
cannot be thought of merely in terms of size of the farm business. 

This latter points to the fact that the prevailing size of farms, 
however measured, is a function of the ratio of the population to 
natural resources, in particular, of the ratio of farm population to 
land available for agriculture. In a period when the population is 
increasing faster than the land supply, and yet at the same time 
per-capita real incomes of the nation are increasing, as in the United 
States from 1910 to 1917, one will find acres of land per farm de
creasing, and also acres of land per person engaged in agriculture, 
and other evidences of intensification; and at the same time an in
crease in income per farm family. Farmers generally did not get 
more land to work in this period because they could not take it away 
from other folks who needed it more. The market functions even 
in such matters. Persons with 'more ability than the average were 
of course able to outbid others for more land. But on the average 
there was no increase. The way to increase the average size of 
farms in any area, it follows, is to increase the ability of farmers 
in it to outbid other farmers for it. The way to increase the 
average size of all farms is to make farmers abler persons than they 
are now. Certain .advantages which farms have as places of resi
dence, and that family labor gives to all family farms, are much 
more important in farm organization than is recognized in conven~ 
tional farm business surveys, and are relatively much more important 
on small farms than on large ones. This is one of the reasons that[2 
the farmers with larger capacity have not been able to outbid smaller • 
farmers for mor~ land. Changes in technology, such as toward the 
use of more power, may, however, work to the opposite effect. They 
appear to be doing so now. 

The commonly stated relations between output per acre, per man, 
per horse, per cow, etc., and farm income, are also subject to serious 
qualification. The logical application to make of such a generaliza
tion is that each farmer in the area ought to use more labor or more 
fertilizer or otherwise increase his inputs so as to increase his output 
per acre; and that all farmers in the area ought to do so. But 
neither of these would be a safe recommendation. The scatter about 
the line of regression of inputs per acre and net income.is too great. 
There are too many conditions that are special to each farm that 
affect yields. The correlation itself is partly due to a number of 
circumstances that have no element of cause and ,effect in them 
whatever. For example, high yields generally occur on the best 
land and also the best farmers and highe~t net incomes. TJte deduc
tion'in the form of higher interest on the more valuable land allows 
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for this only for a fraction of its importance. Anything that may 
happen anywhere in the area that mllikes yields higher on some 
farms than on others without making the expense proportionately 
greater--differences in loss from crop damage, in planting at the 
right time,etc.-will produce a bias in favor of a correlation between 
yields and net income. Similar elements of spurious correlation are 
involved in the analysis of relation between product per cow and net 
farm income. (See note in the Journal of Farm Economics, October, 
1930, "On the Relation of Yields to Income," for a fuller discussion 
of this point.) 

B. The Synthetic Method.s 

The essential feature of the synthetic method is the estimation of 
probable income from specified variants in systems of farming by 
the use of budgets of prospective receipts and expenses, and in this 
way determining which variant promises the best results. Various 
systems of farming and combinations of enterprises found in an area 
milY be studied in this way, and conclusions reached as to the extent 
fo which a particular change in th~ system of farming or combina
-tion of enterprises is likely to influence the income from a farm of 
specified size and resources. Furthermore, modifications in the 
efficiency with which the different enterprises are conducted may be 

(8) The method here outlined has been called the "Method of Substitution" 
1w. J. D. Black in the Introduction to Production Economic. (p. 237), the 
"Estimate Method of Cost Analysis" by C. L. Holmes in Economic. of Farm 
Organization and Management (p. 355) and the "Budgeting Method" by J. B. 
Hutson in his Progress in Development of Budgeting Method of Planning in 
AgfjQult'Ural Economic. (Ph. D. Thesis, Columbia University, published in 1930). 

As a member of the Division of Farm Management and Costs of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics between 1925 and 1929, Dr. Hutson took an active 
part in the development of this method. In the publication mentioned above 
(page ") he summarizes the point of view and procedure in studies in which 
this method is used, as follows: "There has developed the point of view that 
the research worker in farm organization must interpret his results in the light 
of present conditions and prospective developments if they are to be most 
useful. The budgeting method . . . . is suggested as a definite and logical way 
of aiding in making this interpretation. 

"In using the budgeting method the research worker in farm organization 
studies past relationships, some of which may be revealed by his own special 
studies, and some of which may be revealed by the studies of others particularly 
in the field of prices and farm practices; some of each group may be revealed by 
long-period and some by short-period data; in addition he considers conditions 
that prevailed during each of these periods, existing conditions, prospective de
velopments, and makes estimates as to relationships that appear probable during 
the period of years just ahead. More specifically he uses such research results as 
are available, outlines systems of farming for the most common sets of resources 
in a local area, and prepares complete budget statements for each system out
lined. In preparing these outlines he considers a local area a unit of study and 
makes long-time forecasts or estimates as to cost factors, production, and prices 
for the different farm commodities that are being produced in this area and in 
other areas under similar conditions. These outlines, including the budget state
ments, represent, in summary form, his conclusions as to the possibilities, during 
the period of years just ahead, of the various systems of farming that are being 
01' that may be followed in the section. He also in most cases shows the actual 
relationships upon which his conclusions are based." (H. R. Tolley.) 
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considered, and the relative influence of a change in the efficiency of 
production determined. 

The ~ynthetic method depends for accurate results upon obtaining 
a sufficle~tly complete knowledge of the details of farm operation in 
th~ particular area so that the results of a year's operation may be 
!alrly accur~tely forecasted on the basis of this knowledge. It 
mvolves settmg up representative standards or input-output ratios 
for' crop and livestock production with the various methods and 
practices followed in the area, the materials, labor, and expenses per 
unit used with each practice, and the yield or product obtained in 
the community with these practices. Thus in setting up standards 
for dairy cows, the prevailing inputs of feed, labor, etc., may be' 
shown separately for cows producing 150 pounds, 200 pounds, 250 
pounds of butterfat per year and so on. Where there are several 
different practices in the conduct of an individual enterprise, such 
as, for example; cultivating corn with a I-row cultivator, a 2-row 
cultivator, or a 3-ro~ cultivator, the standards should cover each 
commonly prevailing practice and show the changes in the inputs and 
in outputs on farms of various sizes for each such practice. 

These data on labor and material inputs may be based partly 
upon the actual farm experience in the area and partly upon the 
results of feeding experiments, soil and fertilizer experiments and 
other experimental work which can be directly interpreted with re
gard to the possibilities of the area. Thus, for example, agronomic 
experiments in Texas have shown that rotating cotton with another 
crop materially increases the average yield on certain types of soils. 
Few farmers are as yet following this practice, but by incorporating 
the results of these experiments in the analysis, it is possible to work 
out the probable income under a revised system of farming and to 
estimate whether or not it is likely to pay the farmers in this area 
to shift from the present system, which is typically almost all cotton, 
to a system involving a much smaller proportion of cotton (but with 
higher yields per acre) and a higher proportion of other crops. 

The material and labor inputs for the different enterprises may 
be obtained in part by means of special surveys and in part from 
records kept in cooperation with the farmers themselves, with varying 
degrees of supervision. (See discussion under Projects 8A and 21.) 
In areas where the farmers specialize in growing one dominant crop 
or a few important crops on each farm, and where supplementary 
and complementary relations between the several enterprises are of 
relatively slight importance, the labor and material standards can 
sometimes be establis~ed with a high degree of reliability'by the use 
of enterprise survey records. On the other hand, where farmers are 
following a highly diversified system of farming with a good deal of 
conflict between the different enterprises, the farmer's memory may 
not be adequate to recall the amounts of labor used on the different 
crops. In such cases it may be necessary to use data from records 
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which have been kept under the supervision of the agency conducting 
the research. A full discussion of this point will be found in the 
statement by J. B. Hutson on "Supervised Records of Farming 
Operations" in Research .J.llethod and Procedure in Agricultural 
Economics. 

In collecting data from farmers to use in determining input
output ratios, or production standards, the farms should be so 
selected as to provide adequate information on all of the enterprises 
which are to be considered in studying the possibilities of difl'erent 
systems of farming.9 Adequate information must also be secured tn 
indicate the influence of different methods and practices upon the 
'relation between input and output for each enterprise, so that the 
standards and ratios can be obtained that will be applicable not only 
to the methods and practices most common in the area, but also to 
other improved methods and practices which yield a higher level 
of efficiency, All of this means that the data cannot be collected by 
mere random sampling, for then there may be insufficient data to 
work out standards for the less frequent enterprises and the less 
common practices; at the same time more data than are needed for 
reliable conclusions may- be obtained for the most common methods 
and practices for the important enterprises. Instead, a. purposive 
sampling must be used. The groups of farms must be so constituted 
as to cover all the variety of conditions that are to be considered, 
with a sufficient body of data for each different enterprise and prac
tice to provide a reliable basis for determining standards and ratios. 
The necessity for this purposive sampling makes a preliminary or 
reconnaissance study of the area very important, This preliminary 
study must provide enough information about the conditions in the 
area so that the systems of farming to be compared, the enterprises 
to be considered, and the variations in methods and practices for 
the different enterprises are known before the actual collection of 
data is begun. 

The reconnaissance may be based largely on census information 
already available, or on a special tabulation of individual census 
schedules, as suggested in Projects 1, 2 and 4 of \,his report, suppl~ 
mented where necessary by an appropriate survey covering the entire 
farm business. The survey could be simplified somewhat and use a 
smaller number of records than would be necessary were the survey 
itself to be made the basis of the final conclusions. Such a recon:" 
naissance survey should be aimed at determining the principal 

(9) 1'0 provide all the information needed for thoroughly dependable results 
in this part of' the analysis a series of speeific projects ,similar to those out
lined in Projeets 17 to 21 in this report would be required-one project for each 
enterprise and each farm practice to be considered. In areas where such studies 
have not been made, information obtained from farmers after the manner sug
gested here must be relied upon to furnish the basis for approximating input-

, output ratios for the various enterprises and practices considered in the analysis. 
This latter is the proredure which has been, followed in most of the studies by 
the ,ynthetic method which have been made to date, (H. R. Tolley,) 
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By.stems o~ farming now in use, the modifications which are being 
tned, the unportant enterprises, and the variations in methods and 
practices. It should thus determine what points are to be emphasized 
In the ~ubsequent analysis, rather than itself providing the answers. 
If studIes such as those outlined in Projects 1 to 5 inclusive in this 
report have been made in the area, the reconnaissance should nof be 
necessary. 

Once a decision has been reached as to the variety of systems of 
farming, enterprises, and methods and practices which are to be 
considered, sufficient information must be secured on each point to 
indicate accurately what farmers in the area are doing and the re
sults that can actually be secured. Experimental data should be 
examined and compared with the farm experience, and both con
sidered in setting up the standards, especially for improved methods 
which may not have been yet tried out in the area. The results of 
studies BUCl1. as those outlined in Projects 17 to 21 inclusive in this 
report are needed at this point. 

When the input-output ratios or enterprise standards have been 
established in sufficient detail to cover the range of differences in 
equipment, efficiency, so~, topography, size, etc., of the farms of the 
area, the l'lext step is to decide on the prices, of products and prices 
of cost goods to be used in working out the budgets. Here the 
results of research relating to prices are needed. Studies designed 
to measure and explain prices, and studies concerQed with forecasting 
production, consumption and prices, as outlin~d in the report in this 
series on research relating to Prices of Farm Products will all b.e 
helpful. Still more helpful would be studies like those discussed in 
Project 16 of this report designed to develop a basis for forecasting 
prices ,at the farm. Also .studies relating to the prices of farm sup
plies are needed as a basis for judging the probable prices of cost 
goods. 

The average prices which seem likely to prevail in the immediate 
future (say, the next year ot two), or the probable average for a 
longer term of years, maybe used. The price.to be used will depend 
upon the specific objective being pursued., Thus if in 1929 a farmer 
in southeastern South Dakota were considering whether to shift from 
beef 'cattle as the principal livestock enterprise to dairy cattle, he 
would need to consider the long-time prospective prices for beef and 
for butterfat to reach a decision as to which promised the greater 
long-time return. But he would also need to consider the prospective 
prices for the immediate future, for it might well be that even though 
dairying offered the most promising long-time returns, beef would' 
pay better during the next two or three years. 

In addition to the average prices expected to prevail, the probable 
, highest and lowest prices to be expected might be determined. These 

would provide a basis for considering" for any given system of 
farming, whether or not it w~uld pay to ,make a specified change in 
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the combination, of enterprises under extreme price conditions, ev~n 
if it did not pay under average price conditions. On the 9ther hand, 
this procedure might demonstrate that a given combination of enter
prises offers the most satisfactory returns for the farms of an area 
under extreme price conditions as well as under average conditions. 
For example, in certain areas of New York, farms organized so as 
to produce fluid milk to best advantage might readily have the best 
combination of enterprises no matter whether milk prices were high 
or low, or feed prices were low or high. On the other hand, farmers 
in some areas of Illinois might ordinarily make the best returns by 
raising hogs and feeding most of their corn, yet be at a considerable 
disadvantage in periods of low hog prices and high corn prices unless 
they reduced their hog enterprise to the minimum necessary to main
tain the breeding herd and sold as much corn as possible. 

Constructing budgets. 
With th~ input-output ratios or enterprise standards and the 

prospective prices worked out, the next step is to construct the 
budgets for the various sizes of farms and systems of farming which 
are to be considered. 

The technique of cQnstructing farm budgets and the computations 
involved have been discussed fully by J. B. Hutson in U. S. D. A. 
Farmers' Bulletin 1564, Farm Budgeting, and in his Progress in 
Development of the Budgeting Method of Planning in Agricultural 
Economics, above cited. 

Where the study outlined in Project 2. of· this report has been 
made, the typical systems of farming for the most common sizes of 
farms in the area might be the first o,nes to be considered, since the 
results would then lleof value to the largest proportion of farmers. 
The budgets should first be worked out with the level of enterprise! 
efficiency characteristic of the present farmers. Then the system 
should be modified to change the combination of enterprises in various 
ways that may seem feasible, but still maintaining the same repre
sentative level of enterprise efficiency.l0 This will indicate the prob
able influence on income of changes in farm organization as 
distinguished from changes in efficiency. Following that, variQus 
modifications in methods and practices (or changes in efficiency) may 
be considered. In introducing these improved practices, with the 
resulting higher level of enterprise efficiency, the specific production 
methods and practices which will result in higher efficiency must be 
shown. If the improved results can be secured only by a long process 
of development in building up the quality of cows, the fertility of the 
fields, or the ability of the farmer, that must be clearly indicated and 
allowed for in working out the results to be expected on the farms 
of the area during the years when the new level is being developed. 

Once the probable returns from a given combination of enterprises 

(10) This would of course be futile if this level of efficiency was so low as to 
,have no practical value. (John J. Hopkins, Jr.) 
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hal b~en determined for one set of prices, such as for the expected 
long-time average, the returns which could be expected in years when 
other price combinations prevail can be readily determined by merely 
recalculating the values of the products sold at the new prices, and 
changing the costs of feeds, etc., so far as they are affected." By 
comparing the probable returns under several different combinations 

,of prices in this way, an~ comparing alternative organizations which 
represent only such changes as could be made over short periods in 
response to price outlook indications, one can reach conclusions as 
to how far it would pay typical farmers in the region to maintain a 
given combination of enterprises without regard to cyclical price 
changes, and how far it might pay to shift from time .to time in 
response to changes in the outlook. 

In areas such as the ~emi-arid regions, where crop yields are un
certain and vary greatly from year to year, the standards may be 
set up to show the highest and lowest yields to be expected as well 
as the average.. The budgets can then be worked through to show 
the probable return in years of low yields and high yields as well as 
in average years. In this way it should be possible to indicate the 
risk involved in different alternative systems. It might well be that 
the system which offered the best returns on the average would be so 
much less profitable than others in unfavorable years that it could 
be followed only by men who had unusually strong financial reserves. 
The probable returns over a series of poor years might also be 
worked out, to indicate the relative desirability of different systems 
during cycles of poor yields such as have occurred in the past. 

~est~ results. 
The final I step in studying farm organization problems by the 

synthetic method is to test out the budgets in actual operation. 
This may be regarded as an essential portion of the research work. 
If cooperating farmers can be selected whose farms approach closely 
the typical or representative systems used as a basis of departure, 
and who are willing to test out one of the proposed reorganizations, 
records may be secured comparing actual results year by year on 
each individual farm with the prospective results shown by the budget 
computations. This procedure 'I'I-ill determine how closely actual 
results can be expected to follow the estimated results, and whether 
the conclusions reached by the budget computations as to the rela
tive advantage of different systems of organization are sustained in 
practice.12 (See Project 15 in this report.) 

(ll) This would not be sufficient in periods of extreme price changes, for 
these might necessitate modifying the production standards as well. (See dis
cussion under Project ll.) 

(12) I suggest pointin~ out here or elsewhere that many "set-ups" have been 
unsuccessful because (although hased on reliable data as far as these went) 
they were mere "paper" plans and not workable. Testing would readily show up 
such defects. Also, perfect tests m,y be difficult to arrange for; but imperfect 
or partial tests will help greatly. The experimental method will probably help 
out here-when it is further developed. (J. D. Pope.) 
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A less elaborate checking of the conclusions reached by compari~ 
sons of calculated budgets may be obtained by having the standards 
and computations subjected to the scrutiny of a group of leading 
farmers in the area. 'If any errors have crept into the systems, or 
if any standards have been set higher than farmers in the area can 
possibly attain, they. will be discovered and remedied by the farmers. 
In this w~y the practical experience and knowledge of successful 
farmers can be drawn onto insure that the conclusions, based onthe 
entire mass of data, are thoroughly sound and practicable. 

Advantages and disadvantages. 
The synthetic method has the disadvantage that the conclusions' 

are ordinarily not applicable in total to many of the farms of an 
area; also that the conclusions are based on forecasts of 'what is 
most Ii·kely to happen, rather than on deductions from what has 
already happened. But deductions from what has already happened 
are of no value until applied to future situations. And when so 
applied, one is no more sure as to what is going to be the' outcome 
than if an out-and-out forecast were made. Hence in effect there 
is no essential difference in this respect between the comparative and 
the synthetic method. , 

, The advantages of the synthetic method are that for the partic
ular enterprise combinations and organizations studied, conclusions, 
can be reached as to the probable direct effect upon the income of 
particular changes in combination of enterprises or in methods and 
practices of operating an individual enterprise. It is thus possible 
to examine separately each particular change in combination or in 
operation which may be considered and so to determine'directly its 
desirability or undersirability, as measured by probable influence 
upon income. Furthermore, changes in prices may also be intro
duced, and conclusions reached as to the most desirable combinations 
for any given set of price conditions, as discussed in Project 9 of 
this report. 

Finally the synthetic method has the great advantage that it 
provides a mechanism for focusing price outlook information directly 
upon the problem of determining the most advantageous combination 
of enterprises for the farms of an area. 

,Comments. (H. R. Tolley and J. D. Black.) 
There are'many conflicts of opinion among farm management re

search workers as to the relative merits of the two methods of 
,studying the combination and organization of enterprises outlined 
in this project. Both methods are being widely used. As shown 
in the statement in the introduction on "Recent Trends in Farm 
Management Research", 35 projects of the "farm analysis" type 
were in progress in 21 states in 1931, and 36 projects of the "re
organization" type were in progress in 23 states. In practically all of 
the "farm analysis" projects the comparative method of study was 
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being used, and in practically all those of the "reorganization" type 
the ,ynthetic method was being used. 

In a letter commenting on Dr. Ezekiel's statement, Dr. W. I. 
Myers says: 

"As .s method. of research in farm management; I think the 
synthetic method IS at present vastly overrated. Without a most 
care.ful and painsta~g method of control, I believe that the 8yn
thet~c method may easily become the best means yet devised for mis
leading farmers. One of the most serious weaknesses in this method 
is the fact that the casual reader cannot determine the adequacy or 
accuracy of the data upon which the results are based. It seems to 
me that the synthetic method does not provide as ad~quate checks 
and safeguards as the comparative method. While any method of 
research is dangerous in the hands of a careless worker, the results 
of carelessness are more easily concealed by the synthetic method. 

"The financial success of a farm operator is affected by many 
economic factors. In order to show the effect of all of the important 
factors and also of various combinations of factors, an endless num
ber of budgets would be required. This would make teaching more 
difficult and would tend to obscure rather than clarify the results 
of the study. It seems to me that the synthetic method is an ex
cellent way of showing the effect of various changes in price level 
on income with any given farm organization, but that it is not a 
useful way of showing the important business factors affecting the 
incomes of farmers." 

On the other hand, there are many, including the writers of this 
comment, who believe that the synthetic method is under most cir
cumstances the best method yet devised for use in the combination
of-enterprises and farm-organization phase of farm management 
research. It is unavoidably forward-looking. In practice, the com
parative method seldom yields more than a summary of the present, 
or rather, of the past. Rarely is .any adequate analysis presented 
as to its application to the fut.ure. The syn.thetic method makes ~se 
of all available information which has a bearmg on the problem being 
studied. The research worker who bases his conclusions on the 
'showing of a series of ~arefully constructed bu.dgets is viewi~g his 

/ problem from the standpoint of the farm proprietor endeavormg to 
make the best use of his resources.18 

It is true that there are some obvious defects in the present use of 
the synthetic method; but research workers can if they will do much 
to overcome these defects by planning their research programs to 
obtain the information which is now lacking, and by more precise 
statements of their results and conclusions. The project above out
lined is free of the more important of these defects. 

(13) I suggest emphasizing this further by pointing out that the farmer 
must follow this kind of procedure if he is to. apply "pri?ciples" su<;cessfully an.d 
intelligently no matter how the~ were arrIved at. 'I he synthetic method 18 
essentially the intelligent farmers method of planned progress. (J. D. Pope.) 
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The farm budget as a research device was introduced in this 
country only a few yea:rs ago, although it apparently has been in 
use in farm management research in Germany for a great many 
years." . 

With respect to Dr. 'Myers' comments, it is only proper to remark 
that the comparative method cannot serve as a control in the ac
curacy of the conclusions of the synthetic method. Enough has been 
said above to indicate that the comparative method is also capable 
of producing seriously misleading conclusions as to the past and 
the present, to say nothing of what it might not do if used as a 
basis for conclusions as to future actions. If the two methods so 
applied were to lead to opposite action, there are no valid reasons 
for thinking those based on the comparative type of analysis are 
more dependable than those based on the synthetic type. If the 
da ta upon which the budgets are made, and the methods of combining 
them, are presented as required in all good scientific work, there is 
no more difficulty about checking the accuracy of the analysis than 
with any other type of procedure. A prevailing characteristic of 
the ~sual presentations of material in comparative studies of farm 
businesses is that one is provided with no basis for judging the valid
ity of the conclusions. Rarely are the data presented in scatter 
diagrams so that one can judge the real nature of the relationships. 
Seldom are the several very important assumptions stated. Com
monly no reference is made to important variables omitted in the 
data and the analysis; or to important intercol'relations. Frequently 
the reports do not present even the simple coefficients of correlation 
between the variables. It is rare to find any recognition given of 
the severe limitations upon the applicability of the generalizations 
to individual farms. Hence much of the apparent conclusiveness of 
such analysis is specious. The accuracy of the synthetic method 
is determined absolutely by the accuracy of the data which are put 
together in making the budgets; and these data are as accurate as 
the survey data or records from which they were obtained, and the 
subsequent analysis made of them. The accuracy of the conclusions 
derived from the comparative meth.od are likewise as accurate as the 
data obtained, and the analysis of them. There is no difference be
tween the two methods in this respect. On the whole, of course, tne 
synthetic method as above outlined caJ.ls for more careful data than 
ar~ ordinarily obtained by the survey method; and surely for more 
thorough analysis of the data. 

It is true that a good many farm set-ups are needed in order to 
• test all the possible combinat~ons of the important variables. Why 

not test them all? It is just as worth while to be spending time and 
money this way as in collecting data in the field. The prell,entation 
of the results can take the form of tables, except for a few of the, 

(14) See the article by Walter J. Roth, "Farm Budgeting in G~rmany,", in 
the J01U'n(l,1 of Farm Economic8, October 1929. 
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set-ups that are finally selected as best suited to the more important 
sets of conditions prevailing. 

v' PROJECT 8A. An Example of a Synthetic Study.l 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the systems of farming likely to 
give good results in the area over a period of years, includ. 
ing enterprise combinations which appear advantageous; 
practices giving good results in the principal enterprises;' 
and adjustments between and within the enterprises likely 
to be desirable with changing conditions. 

(By L. P. Gabbard and C. A. Boimen.) 

This project uses the statistical method so far as the collecting 
of the data and working out relationships are concerned. This 
means that the principles of sampling must be observed, and that 
enough farms must be included to represent the area included. The 
final step in the analysis, however, consists in employing the data ob
tained from the statistical analysis in constructing budgets for 
various farm set-ups, according to the methods outlined in the second 
part of Project 8, in order to discover the more promising systems 
of farming, practices, etc. 

Projects of this type should be confined to well-defined agricul
tural areas (the method of determining such areas is outlined in 
Project 1) in which a high degree of similarity in soils, topography, 
climate, and market facilities exists. However, if it seems desirable, 
the project may be limited to a subdivision of the area. It should 
also be limited to a particular type of farming, as this term is defined 
in Project 1, unless it seems wise to include additional types of farm
ing in order to make comparisons, or to provide for difference,s in 
available labor, in combinations of land types, in size of farm, that 
are likely to be found in most areas in the region. The more types 
of farms that are included, the more farms that must be included. 

i Enough farms need to be included so as to give a representative 
frequency distribution according to the major variables for each type 
of farming. Type of farmipg should not, of course, be defined too 
narrowly-variation within a type of farming is needed in order to 
observe the variable effects under study. When the study is planned, 
a decision should be made as to which characters are to be held 

(1) This discussion follows in many details a project w?ich has been com
pleted at the Texas Agricultural College, the results of whIch have been pub
lished in Texas Station Bulletin 395, System8 of Farming for the Black Wazy 
Pra[rie of Texa8 by L. P. Gabbard, J. B. Hutson, and T. L. Gaston, Jr. It 
corresponds mor~ closely with a current project in the High Plains cotton area. 
The scope of this project and the method of procedure are typical of a number 
of studies now in progress or recently completed. It is presented here in order 
to show the present state of development of this method of stuely. Dr. Ezekiel 
feels that it does not measure up to the requirements of a good budget set-up 
study as outlined in ,the second part ~f Pr~ject 8, be~ng especially deficient in 
recognition of long-bme outlook conSIderatIons. (Editors,) 
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more or less constant and which are to be allowed to vary. The 
first set of characters constitutes the definition of the type or types 
of farming to be'included in the study. Size will ordinarily be in the 
group of characteristics that are allowed to vary. In any case, 
extremes in size or other variables will need to be omitted; also 
farms that are abnormal in any significant respects. Farms follow
ing unusual systems of farming should not be included, at least not in 
the statistical analysis; there may be purpose in including a few of 

. them for supplemental study by the case method. 

Organization. 
In addition to the specialist in charge and a field representative, 

a certain amount of clerical help is required in tabulating, summa
rizing, and preparing reports. The scope and technique of the proj
ect is ordinarily improved 'through cooperation between state and 
federal research agencies. Such an arrangement should be particu
larly helpful in states where such projects are being undertaken for 
the first time. , 

Procedure. 
1. If no study of the types of Projects 1 and 2 have been made 

in the region, one will need to begin with a careful examination of all 
available descriptive information such as census reports, crop and 
livestock estimates, soil surveys, weather records, etc~, supplementing 
this information with suggestions from extension agents and others 
familiar ,with the character of farming throughout the area, and in 
this way drawing 'the boundaries around the area that is to be in
cluded. Some of this may be needed in any case, since studies of the 
type of Project 1 may not be in sufficient detail to provide a small 
enough area for the purpose of this project. 

2. As a first step in the selection of cooperators, a prospective 
list of farms conforming to the above requirements should be pre
pared wjth the aid of county agents and others. Each farmer on 
the list should be visited for the purpose of securing further informa
tion relative to his farm organization and to explain the nature of 
the project being planned in case the system of farming practiced 
makes it eligible for the pr.9ject. In order to furnish a basis for a 
representative' sample in the cooperators finally selected, from three 
to five times as many farmers will need to be visited as the number 
of cooperators desired. Since the sample is to be a "selected sample", 
one must have determined in advance, from census and other data, 
the shape and range of the frequency distribution desired, and check 
the distribution of farms selected against the desired range and 
frequency. Care will need to be observed in this process not to get 
a sample that is lop-sided as to other characters not covered in the 
check distributions. At the best, some of this cannot be prevented
for example, the less intelligent of the farmers will not be able to 
keep the needed records. 
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3. In most cases, it will be desirable to make a farm-ta-farm 
lIurvey of the area as a supplement to the more detailed study of 
the smaller number of farms. This will reduce the number of the 
farms that need to be studied in detail because it will make it 
p?S8i~le ~o tell where the farms studied in detail fit into the frequency 
distributIon for the whole area; and from this small number to con
struct frequency distributions for the whole area for attributes, such 
as labor distribution, covered only in the detailed studies. In most 
cases, this survey should be made in advance of the selection of thl7 
farms for detailed study. The choice of data to be collected in the 
survey and in the detailed study is an important matter, which we 
cannot take space to develop here. The discussion of collecting data 
by the survey method and by "supervised records" in Research 
Method aM Procedure in Agricultural Economics will furnish a 
basis for such a decision. Bulletins cited later will also be of con
siderable assistance. 

4. Records obtained in the detailed study should include a com
plete financial record, crop yields, livestock production, products 
from the farm used in the home, and man-labor, horse-work, materials, 
and miscellaneous expenses involved in growing different crops and 
livestock. Records showing the practices followed in growing each 
crop and class of livestock should also be secured. Information 
relating to local prices of products sold and amounts paid for 
material purchased by farmers in the area should be assembll!d for 
the period of the study and for as many years previous as local 
data permit. As accurate records of significant weather data as 
simple devices will permit should be secured on each farm. Records 
of this kind are useful in explaining variations in yields and quality 
of crops produced. 

5. The period of time covered by the project will normally be 
from two to five years, depending on the year-to-year variations in 
climatic conditions. At Longview in Northeast Texas where the 
average annual rainfall is 43 inches, the deviations from year to 
year average only 17 percent, while at Big Spring at the southern 
end of the High Plains cotton area, the deviations average almost 
40 percent from an average annual rainfall of 18 inches. It is 
obvious that a longer period of years will be required to obtain 
adequate data in the latter area than in the former.* 

Analysis. 
1. The first step in analyzing the data is to reduce them to 

convenient tabular form, first by systems of farming" then according 
.Of course it is not possible in either type of area to include enough years so 

that the actual data obtained will represent average conditions. What one must 
do is to adjust the actual data obtained to the basis of an average season in the 
area as indicated by the climatic records for it. To make this adjustmeBt, how
ever one must have examples of different sorts of weather-years to see how in 
prac'tice fann operations are affected by them and how farmers adjust themselves 
to them. (Editors.) 
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to the more important variables of the study, such as investments 
in various forms of farm property, classified farm sales and pur
chases showing quantities and values, amounts and values of farm
grown products used in the home, crop data showing fo~ each crop 
on each farm the acreage, yields, quantities and values of materials 
used per acre, crop 'practices revealing total labor used per acre and 
for each operation, number of times and the dates for each operation, 
and the duty of the different sizes of machines and power units used. 
Livestock tables should show for each type and class of livestock: the 
number, weights, etc., per farm, hours of labor and power, quantities 
and values of feed, pasture, and miscellaneous expenses per head 
and per unit of. product. The data in these tables should be so 
arranged as readily to indicate significant variations arid permit 
conclusions as to normal inputs and yields for different methods of 
production·t ' 

2. As a basis for further analysis and conclusions, standard 
yields, livestock production, production inputs, and normal price 
relationships must be established. These norms should reflect, in so 
far as possible, the effect of differences in systems of farming and 
enterprise practices.2 

3. The full significance of the relationships established in the 
above data may be better visualized if reduced to chart form. Such 
devices are particularly helpful in giving a picture of the distribution 
of the labor requirements for each crop and the competition among 
crops for the available labor at different seasons in the year. Similar 
charts may also be prepared for the livestock enterprises. 

4. Local prices over a period of years for commodities sold and 
purchased by farmers of the area should be considered in relation 
to long-time price series of central market prices to indicate as 
nearly as possible normaI'price relationships between the commodities 
and between central and local markets. 

5. We are now ready to analyze the systems of farming included 
and their variants so as to bring out the details of their' organiza- ' 
tion and operations and to indicate possible weaknesses .. The details 
of each system may be outlined in budget forms and amplified with 
charts showing in physical units the distribution of labor between 
enterprises. Similarly, the effect of changes designed to correct 
these weaknesses may be shown. Excellent illustrations of this type' 
of analysis are contained in Minnesota Bulletin 205, above cited; 

:J:A rather large sample will be needed to make such data as these accurate 
enough for practical use. (Mordecai Ezekiel.) 

(2) For illustrations see Texas Station Bulletin 395, Gabbard, L. P., Hutson, 
J. B., and Gaston, T. L., Jr., SY8t6'm8 of Farming for th/l Black WlUl'y Prairie 
Belt of Texas; Kentucky Bulletin 292, Hutson, J. B., Finn, W. G., and Galloway, 
Z. L., SY8tem8 of Farming for the Purchas/l Region of Kentucky; Minnesota 
BulletiD 205, Pond, George W., and Tapp, Jesse W., A Study of Farm Organi
zation in Southwestern Minne8ota; South Dakota Bulletin 235, Bonnen, C. A., 
and Rogers, R. H., Profitablll Farming SY8ttrm, for the Intllfln'O. Spring Whllal 
Area in South Dakota. . . 
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and variation. from this treatment in the South Dakota and Ken-
tuoky Bulletin. also mentioned: ' 

~OJEcr 9. Effect of Price Changes in Farm Organization. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the combination of enterprIses that 
would be most advantageous on the farms in an area (or 
for particular combinations of farm resources) at diJl'erent 
levels of prices for the products and for the input factors. 

(By Oris V. Wells;) 

This project is designed to show the effect of (a) changes in the 
prices received for farm commodities, and (b) changes in the prices 
paid for goods and services used in the farm production process, upon 
the returns to be secured from a wide range of typical or possible 
farm organizations within a given area. 

The chief value of this type of project is derived from the cir
cumstance that our agricultural price system has. as its dominant 
feature tlie continual changing of price changes through time. The 
usu!ll. farm organization has b~en b~ought to a close in the past by I 
. deCIding that systems of farmmg mIght be expected to be the most ' 
profitable in the future on the basis of what prices have been in the 
past--often in the past five years. 

The defect of this system is apparent. The conclusions with 
reference to the single set of prices used may have been correct; but 
as soon as prices have materially changed, the value of the study 
has ~en much reduced, since (a) no consideration has been given 
to the changed price situation, since (b) changes in prices require 
marked changes in the combination of the various productive elements 
to maintain efficiency and profits, and since usually (c) the basic in
put and organization data have not been presented in such a manner 
as to enable one to make a re-analysis. As a result, the study mal: be 
out-of-date before the report is completed. Also the conclusions 
have often been given wif1l"reference to the average crop for a 
single year, and as a result they have had only limited application, 
since the yields to be expected may change somewhat from season to 
season and may change materially from farm to farm within the 
same general area. 

In contrast to this method of limited interpretation, the type of 
project which we now have under consideration is designed to intro
duce an elastic element into the interpretation and use of our farm 
organization data by considering what system or systems may be 
expected to be the most profitable under a wide range of possible 
yield and price conditions, and by presenting the conclusions in such 
a manner that the farmer and the extension man may be placed in a 
position to determine easily and quickly the most profitable system 
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to be followed with respect to any given prospective yield or price 
situation on farms similar to typical farms in the region or area. 

Scope and relati!Jn to other researcft. 
In one sense the scope of this project may appear to be very 

narrow; but within the specific field under consideration, the scope • 
of the project should be quite wide. Although the work, OIice the 
necessary farm organization and input data have been brought to
gether and organized as described in Project 8, will seem to be 
largely routine, and although the final product may seem to be only 
a long series of comparative tables, it is in the results of this routine 
work and these comparative tables that we are interested. We want 
to make an exhaustive study of the po·ssible yield and price combina
tions which the farmer may face in the future. 

In: relation to the other projects presented in this bulletin, this 
project will belong between such basic farm organization and man
agement studies as those outlined in Projects 8, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 
and 22, upon which it will be based, and such studies as are con
cerned with forecasting the most profitable future systems of farm
ing as outlined in Projects, II, 12 and 13, and in part in Project 8, 
to which it will in turn be basic. 

Basic qualitative analysis. 
The basic concept upon which the price part of this project is 

based is as follows: Since sales and cost prices may vary indepen
dently of the physical input-output ratios, which tend to remain 
constant through time, the highest-profil: combination of input fac
tors within any enterprise, and of enterprises for any given set of 
resources within any generalized farming system may and likely will 
vary through time as the individual commodity prices fluctuate in 
.relation to each other. In short, the rates of input or the combina
tion of enterprises which may be most profitable wider a given price 
situation mayor may not be the most profitl:'-ble practice or com
bination under a changed price situation. 

Such characteristic relations as those between yields realized or 
gains secured and the amount of seed used or the amount of feed 
fed, are physical relations which remain unchanged while prices 
fluctuate from season to season. This means that, once we have 
determined the physical relationship between the rates of input and 
the rate of output for any given enterprise in a given area in a year 
of average weather and disease loss, we can, by applying varying 
cost and sales prices to the input-output data, estimate the returns 
which may be expected in such an average year with the rates of 
input and the prices at various levels, and that our estimates will be 
correct and valid-provided the price conditions are fulfilled and 
provided the measure of input-output relationship is correct. Ex
treme price changes such as of the past two years may of course 

, require input-output combinations that fall outside the range of the 
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data actually studied, and one may not safely extropolate for them. 
To date, there have been almost no studies that have adequately 

m~asured and represented the complex system of relationships which 
eXIst betw~n the variat.ions in rates of input and resulting output 
for even a Single enterprise. The usual so-called "unit requirements" 
or :'standards" are only approximations. Before the investigator 
begins to calculate returns to be expected from various farming 
systems, he should know to what extent he may rely upon his basic 
data. 

Since a marked variation in the yield or output may be secured 
from the same physical pre-harvest input combination, because (a) 
of differences in the quality of the soil from farm to farm, and (b) 
of differences in the management factor from farmer to farmer, the 
project should consider not only the income to be expected with cost 
and sales prices at different levels, but also with different levels of 
yields-thus making the conclusions applicable in cross-sections as 
well as through time. 

It! ethod of analysi,. 
To begin, it is assumed that the investigator has the necessary 

input-output data at his command (secured from such studies as 
those outlined in Projects 17 and following) and that he has 
organized them as outlined under the "synthetic" method in Proj
ect 8. The next step is to select the systems of farming to be used 
as a basis for the calculations, to consider the varying yields which 
may be secured, and to apply varying prices to the sales and cost 
items in order to secure a series of estimated farm returns for each 
system which can then be compared with a similar series of estimated 
returns for every other system. 

For example, let us suppose the study is in an area where the 
dominant crop is cotton, but that there is an alternative corn-hog 
enterprise.1 We may begin our analysis with the consideration of a 
4G-acre owner-operated farm unit which has 30 acres devoted to the 
main enterprise or enterprises, and calculate the returns to be ex
pected from two systems of farming: 

System I-in which the entire 30 acres are in cotton. 
System II-in which 15 acres are in cotton and 15 in corn. 

If we consider three grades of land yielding 125, 150 and 175 
pounds'of lint cotton per acre respectively when no fertilizer is used, 
and that no fertilizer is used, we may make a series of calculations 
that will enable us to construct Table I. For the purposes of illus
tration we Olnit income from any minor enterprises. 

(1) In this discussion, we shall, use the term "farm return" in a general 
sense. Anyone of several measures of farm retum mig~t be used. Also. ~e 
illustrative data which we have assumed are purely fictIonal-for example, ill 
the case of cotton there is a joint product, cottonseed, which we have not 
considered,' but which would have to be considered in an actual problem. 
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TABLE I: ,FARM RETURNS TO BE EXPECTED FROM 
SYSTEM I WITH COTTON SELLING AT VARyiNG PRICllS. 

With cotton at: 
Farm return to be expected 

(cents per lb.) 
with the yield per acre in pounds at: 

125 150 175 
6 $187.50 $225.00 $262.50 

10 375.00 450.00 625.00 
16 562.50 675.00 787.50 

From this table, we can easily secure the estimated farm return 
(provided our input-output data were correct and provided that all 
the important factors which affect the farm return have been taken 
into consideration) to be expected from several yield and price 
combinations. , 

But let us next suppose that the application of fertilizer may be 
used to increase the yield, and that the application of one-half ton 
of low-grade fertilizer per acre will increase the yield of cotton on 
average grade land from 150 to 210 pounds per acre, and that the 
application of one ton per acre will still further increase the yield 
to 240 pounds per acre. We can then construct Table II. 

TABLE II: FARM RETURNS TO BE EXPECTED FROM SYS
TEM I WITH (1) COTTON AT DIF~ERENT PRICES, (2) WITH 
DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF FERTILIZER PER ACRE, 
AND (3) WITH FERTILIZER AT DIFFERENT PRICES. 

Farm return to be expected with 
fertilizer at: 

With cotton at: $10 per ton $20 per ton 
(cents per lb.) Rate of application per acre Rate of application per acre 

0.0 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

6 $225.00 $165.00 $ 6000 $225.00 $ 15.00 ---{jl240.00 

10 460.00 480.00 420.00 450.00 330.00 120.00 

16 675.00 796.00 780.00 675.00 645.00 480.00 

A table such as this is evidently of more value than a table such 
as Table I in that allowance is made for three instead of two varia
bles. Apparently it pays to fertilize heavily only when cotton prices 
exceed 10 cents, and fertilizer costs less than $20 per ton. The exact 
point at which fertilization begins to pay at various yields and 
prices requires more calculations. In case we wanted to include 
another variable in the table, we might.use a double-classification stub 
just as we used a double-classification head. For example, for farms 
where the cotton is picked by hired labor, our stub arrangement 
might be: 

With the picking charge 
per cwt. at: 

$l.IiO 

$2.25 
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(cents per lh.) 

5 
10 
15 
5 

10 
15 



, 
By this arrangement a fairly compact four-variable table can be 

construl:ted into which the results of our calculations can be system
atically entered and which can be used to present the result of our 
work in convenient tabular form. 

Now let us suppose (a) that a yield of 20 bushels of corn per 
acre can be secured on average grade land and (b) that the corn "can 
be marketed as pork at the rate of 100 pounds of pork for each 
10 bushels of corn, and construct" Table III with reference to 
System II. 

TABLE III: FARM RETURNS TO BE EXPECTED WITH (1) 
COTTON AT DIFFERENT PRICES AND (2) PORK AT DIF
FERENT PRICES. 

With cotton atl Farm return to be expected with pork at: 
(cents per lb.) $6 per cwt. $10 per cwt. $15 per cwt. 

/; $262.50 ~12.50 $562.50 
10 875.00 525.00 675.00 
15 487.50 637.50 787.50 

.> 

By comparing the returns listed in Table III for System II with 
those listed in Table 1 for System I, we can now draw some con
clusions as to which system may be expected to be the more profitable 
under a given price situation. For example, we may conclude that 
with hogs at $5 per hundredweight and cotton at 5 cents per pound, 
System II is the more profitable. Or, if we consider that 15 acres of 
corn has been substituted in System II for what was fifteen acres of 
cotton in System I, we ma'y conclude that Tohen the ratio of the price 
of cotton per pourul to the price of hogs per hurulredweight is 1 :1, 
the farmer will profit by increasing the.size of his cor'Tlr-hog enterprise 
at the expense of his cotton enterprise. When the price of cotton is 
10 cents per pound or the price ratio is 2;1, however, the situation 
is reversed. 

For any specific project, this type ·of" analysis can be extended 
to any desired limit (provided adequate data are available) by the 
multiplication of the number of systems considered and the number 
of variables considered with reference to each system. It can be 
used to estimate and compare the farm returns to be expected from a 
wide range of differential input-output combinations with regard to 
an equally wide range of price phenomena. The final result, however, 
will necessarily depend upon the amount of reliable basic data which 
is available and the individual ingenuity and common sense of the 
investigator. " . 

Although the general method of analysis may appear to be quite 
mechanical, there are certain problems connected lwith calculating 
the comparative returns which must be carefully checked both before 
and after the routine calculations are made. The competitive, com
plementary and supplementary relationships which exist between the 
enterprises under consideration must never be forgotten. Only in 
case there are no such relationships can one compare the returns 
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fo be secured from two enterprises on the basi's of any of our. present 
input-output data, which have taken no account of such relationships. 
Otherwise tp,e conclusion from the above process may easily appear 
to be that when there is any considerable price differential in favor 
of either enterprise, the entire farm acreage should be devoted to the 
favored enterprise. Actually, this might be grossly incorrect. The 
data used must be adequate to show what happens to the care of the 
corn crop as it increases to the point where it conflicts with others 
in the use of labor, and what happens to corn yields in consequence, 
and similarly for the' other crops competing with corn. The data 
upon which such determinations are based must be collected and 
analY2:ed in such a way as to show the effects on the dist~ibution and 
amounts of labor and other input factors as ,propo~tions between
enterprises change; and also the effects on physical outputs. The 
imalysis outlined in the second part of Project 8 contemplates pro: 
Vliding such data. Also account must be taken of the expense of 
shifting from one system of farming to another. 

Some of the relationships involved are difficult if not impossible to 
measure. Perhaps the long-run effect on the soil is in this class. 
The extra demand on the time and energy of the farm operator is 
another. In general, the more enterprises combined, the more of 
such factors. 

Presentation of results. 

Since the ultimate aim of a project such as this is to help an 
individual farmer select a profitable farming system, either directly 
or indirectly through an extension agent, the research man should 
realize that his input-output data are rarely exact and that prices 
areusually thought of in even cents or nickels or dollars. ,In making 
the calculations, then, convenient measures should be used, and once 
the calculations are made, the investigator should realize that little 
weight is to be given to small differences in estimated returns. 

Also inasmuch as the detailed presentation of the results of such 
a study as is outlined in this project would require a great amount 
of space and might easily obscure the main conclusions simply b~ 
cause the typical farmer or the busy extension man does not have the 
time (or will not take it) to study through a long series of complex 
tables, the research man in preparing, his results for general presen
tation should select those systems and practices and yields which 
ar!! clearly differentiated and present them in relation to the ranges 
in prices that are pertinent in any given situation. In explaining to 
a farmer or the extension man the importance of prices in determin
ing choice of enterprises, one will present effects on' returns to be 
secured from 5-cent cotton in comparison with 100cent rather than 
in terms of comparison of 5.5 with 6-cent cotton. But in analyzing 
a given situation any year, one will need to wOl'k out his tables in 
terms of the prices then prevailing. 
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, ~ROJECf 10. Adjustments to Obtain a Given Income •. ~ 
OBJECfIVl;S: To determine the adjustments i~ the organiza9 

lion and operation of the farll18 of an area lhal will be 
necessary to provide' a designated net income. 

(By Oris V. Wells.) 
In a project of this type, a fixed or desirable net farm income 

·would be assumed, and the objeCtive would be to determine the 
change~ in the organization .and the operation of the more typica~ 
or specified, farms in an area, which would be necessary to raise the 
farm income to the desired level. The farm organization plans 
resulting from a project of this tJlPe might serve as a goal toward 
which progressive farmers and extension men might work, and in~ 
dicate the type of changes needed to attain such a goal. It would 
seem that this would be particularly helpful in areas wh~re 'mala4: 'll 
jUftJ!!~,~d low ~!!~II.1~s,._~r~l'revalent=--unles's the farmers are 
willing to conITDUi"l!La_c,:=el'L~ l<>.w 4tcome: t ~ ---~ . , , .. -

The desired income would be thought of iii"terms of what is needed 
to attain certain living standards,· these o~run-;;Iryoemgaetermliiecfll 
for ~e project by specialists iii research in farm family li~!!i, '-(See 
report in lhis series on this subjec£.r"In an 'area'wlierethe typical 
farmer buys the greater part of the goods consumed by his family, 
these standards might be largely converted to a monetary expres
sion; but in .. an area where sm, all, holdings are predqminantl1n<l,theJ~ I 
is,~ concerfed movem~nt tow~~d a ''liv~,home~,r~fin, it. w,o~ld 
be .!niij~!!~,ed largelym physlcaMerms. Both forms 0 expreSSIOn 
would probafily be needed in either'case: 

The source of the suggestion of such a project is obvious enough. 
Ext~sL.OI!.. worker.s in several. sta~e~,..!!:a.vl! bee., .n.a., ttrac!ed, to, . it as a" 
way of relating the farm faooly livmg to the farm,busmess ant! pro-
vidin1t,a goal that will serve as an inc:enti~~~.!l~ adju~~. 

The 'method of analysis to be used in a project ot this nature 
would be essentially the reverse of that used in Project 9. In Proj-J 
ect 9, we were interested in determining the effect on income of holding! 
. the physical organization of the farming system or systems unde! 'I 
consideration constant and varying the price factors; in this project, 
we would be interested in raising the income to 'a desired level while 
holding the price factors constant but varying the physical organ- j 
iza tion as need be. 

Unfortunately such a project is by no means as simple to execute 
as appears at first glance. Those who ha:ve conceived it have been 

. (1) Some members of the committee doubt the research value or possibilities 
of this project. For example. Dr. Ezekiel says of it: "Its general sociological 
objectives are commendable. But it will be difficult to work out satisfactorily, 
and probably bas more value as an extension lead than as research." 

, (2) Distinction is here made between "living standards", refer:ring to the 
content of living which others think a population group should have, and the 
"standard of livlng", referring to what a group itself feels it should havfj. and 
strives for. ' 



1 thinking' in terms of' an analysis of farm organization that is' aIto-

( 
gether too much simplified for reality; as will be made, apparent by 
the discussion in Project 8 above. It, however, one could accept 
the explanation of variations in farm income that is developed in 
many of the farm business analyses using the "comparative" method 
described in Project 8, the task would be relatively simple. One 

-(!ould look at the sets of tables showing how net incomes apparently 
increase with either yields per acre, or per tree, or per cow, or per 
hen; with size of business measured in terms of dollars of investment, 
numberot'""l!ows,flllIliber-oIacres or of productive man-work units; 
and with perhaps one or two other items such as work-units per man 
and proportion of income from crop sales; and ordinar~y from any 
one of these tables pick out the magnitude needed to produce the 
desired income. At least one could nearly always get the amount 

~
f income needed merely by taking a high enough yield, or a large 

enough busi~ess. In prll;ctice one would ChOOS, e ~ome combination of 
hese, planning to obtain s'ome of the larger Income fJ"om better 

yields, SOjIle froni}arger volume of business, etc. Moreover, one 
would commonly choose several different combinations, some with 
more of the increase coming from .volume, some with more of it 
coming from yields, etc., in order to provide for the variety of con
ditions prevailing on different farms. 

One would, of course, need some other measure of income thaD 

I "labor income" for this purpose. The measure would need to be 
in the same terms as are used for expressing the desired income, I which, as indicated above, would be net cash income, plus ceftain 
quantities of consumption goods obtained directly from the farm, 
the proportion between these depending upon the practice in the 
area, or some departure therefrom that might be determined upon in 
advance as superior to present practice in this respect. Some allow
ance would need to be made for loss of inventory in equipment items, 
and changes in inventory in certain other items, if the data used 
are based on a single year's record. _ 

If the synthetic method formed the basis for such a project, the 
beginning step in the analysis would be to take the typical ~ystem 
of farming or series of typical farming systems in the area and 
estimate the income to be s~cured using such farm organization, input 
and prospective price data as are ayailable. The next step would 
be to compare the income to be secured from this' typical system 
with the desired income and then roughly to estimate the changes in 
yields, in farm acreage, in the kind of crops grown and in the kind 
and number of livestock, that would be necessary to provide the 
income desired. The new system with these changes incorporated 
could then be budgeted and the estimated and desired income again 
compared. The process would be repeated until the desired answer 
was secured; or several sets of desired answers, as above indicated. ' 

In some cases, the systems found on some larger or better planned . \ ,,' 
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farms than those typical of the area might be taken as the starting 
point in such an analysis. . 

It would seem necessary to have as a basis for such a project a" 
cl«:!lrerjdell:.,than is ordinariIy possessed as to what th~ fadors a";:
that stand }~the way of increasing the incomes_ofth~._dift'erent 
fartrrerifin an area. Onwhaf farms 'is the amqJ,mt of l;~d--the 
limiting factor?"" arur'on which of these where this is the liiiiiting 
factor can the amount of land be increased by buying additional 
land, suitably located, on reasonable terms? or by renting it instead? 
On what farms is quality of land the limiting factor, or a wrong 
combination of types of land (high land, low land, rough land and 
smooth land, etc.)? And on which of these can this deficiency be 
remedied by securing the other kinds of land needed on suitable 
terms? '_I 

One can of course recommend that farmers with too little land, or 
with the wrong kind of land, sell out and buy wl].at they need else
where. But that does not Ilolve the problem for the area; someone 
else has to buy these small or poor farms. 'l'he incomes of the area 
as a whole will be improved only if after the transfer there is a better: 
combination of efficiencies and capacities of farmers and efficiency' 
and capacity of land than was formerly the case. (See Chapter l\ 
VIII, Production Organization, J. D. and A. G. Black, for discussion 
of this point.) . / 

Or a~ alternative)s that the smaller and 'p~or«:!.. fa~~s be ~?llKh} I\:../' 
out by tne neIghbors ~_nd ,the pr~~nt ?per~t.?~s,.!>econie ~~ploy~ of 
fti"e new larger farmers. But this raIses some important questIons. 
It"1ISsQmU-thiiCfJiese"'"farmers would be better oft' as employees on 
larger farms than as operators of their own small or poor farms. 
In'some cases, this would no doubt be true; but in other cases, , 
probably more, it would not be true. All the data that have been 
collected that may seem to indicate advantage in changing to em
ployees from small farmers are subject to serious qualificatiens. 
Some of the more important factors in the problem are not even 
capable of quantitative expression. 

The same objections can be raised to any assumption that th~ 
families woul<!.b.~, beUeroft' jn __ 9thI,!L!l~Cup.ations.:. There is no \,. 
conclusive evidence to indicate that relatively Incompetent people do 
better in city occupations than as operators of small or poor farms. i 

Misfits there are among these relatively incompetent-millions of \ 
them no doubt-farm families that would do better in cities; but 
the, re' are probably as many city families of this type that would do \ 
better on farms. Agriculture must always expect to have'its due 
share of the ;ncompetent. 

Other limiting factors of the same type as the above are qu~ity 
of liYestock and equipment. To change this requires capital or 
cr;dit in the first place; and this many farmers do not have. In 
the case of livestock, quality is not reproducible at will, although 
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/ much can be done to raise the general level of it in a few years 'if 
all the available resources are utilized in breeding operations. In 
practice, there is nq quick way of getting additional quality into 
one farmer's herd without taking much of it from other herds. 

The most importa~E1itation is of course the ability of the 
farmer himself and his famil1 Incomes of the less capable can "be I in'i!l'easeitffirn.any cases-by no means all-by getting them supplied 

; ',with more land; but the same land will probably add more to the 

\
, incomes of the more capable farmers. There are cases, of course, 
of farmers with more land than they can use to as good advantage 
as some other farmers with less land, and these ought to be adjusted. 

(

But the only way to give small farmers more land generally without 
robbing farmers with more capacity is' to re~uce the number of 
farmers bX sh~ting them to employees or city occupa:t1ons in the 
manrier-'above scussed. A similar analysis applies to the question 
of getting the less competent supplied with better land. In practice, 
of course, if the poorer farmers buy first-class land, they are likely 
to find themselves unable to meet the interest payments on it, and 
hence to lose it very shortly; or unable to meet the rent if they 
lease it. 

L/ If something can be dl?l!!: to raise ~J:!:e whole level of capacity and 

, 
eBiciency of farmers in an area;-or~to_, jncr~, ase--,lhe~jipac.m,~~_~.~d 
efficiencies of the poorer farmers in the_area, .. they c!ln and 
will acquire more and better land by reaching out and taking-it 
away from farmers in . surrou.ndingareas; but this process cannot 
be carried out in all areas at one time. 

V. The capacity and efficiency of the faJ,'mers in an area can be 
increased considerably in a very few years. (There is not space 
here to discuss the ways and means for it.) Such increases com
monly occur. They are l however, constantly held in check by the 
lower prices accompanying the increases in output resulting. This 
's particularly true of products that have a somewhat local market. 

ven in the case of staple products like wheat and cotton, improved 
echnique in production has recently spread with surprising rapidity, 

/ Anyone who has worked out some simple arrangement, such as 
increasing the number of cows, by which the incomes of farmers in 
an area can be increased, should therefore ask himself at once if 
these changes are taking place, and if so, why so slowly; and if not, 
why not? He will in most cases find that factors such as above 
suggested have ,stood in the way; and before he has a real answer 
to his problem he will need to determine what are the limiting factors 
in each' case, an,d then work out ways and means of removing these 
imitations. 

Obviously any conclusion that is not based upon this latter type 
of analysis is certain to be fraught with great danger in its applica
tion to the individual case. Many farmers who set out to increase 
their incomes by taking over more land would be making a serious 
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mistake even from t~eir own standpoint-the price or rent they 
would have to pay uught reduce their net income. Such a decision 
must be based on the capacity of the individual farmer· his credit 
condition, and his labor supply, or his ability to use hir~ labor to 
advantage. There would be even more hazard in buying .or renting 
bettc;r lan~. Increasing outputs per acre must also be carefully 
considered 1D each cas~the type of the soil and its present condition 
of fertility are vital considerations. The capacity and efficiency of 
the. cows in a given dairy herd must in considerable measure control 
the rate of feeding. 

Even though the individual farmer might increase his net income 
by adopting such recommendations, the average net income of the 
whole area might be lowered; or of the farmers in other areas pro
ducing the same products. Any properly conceived farm or area 
extension program must look beyond the individual. 

Further discussion which bears on this project will be found in 
Projects 12, 13 and 14. 

Adjustments Based on the Outlook. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the adjustments needed in the 
farming of an area in the light of the outlook. 

(By Mordecai Ezekiel and J. D. Black.)l 

The project assumes as vital a distinction between an outlook 
statement and the adjuatmenta that may be needed in the light of 
the outlook statement. This distinction has not always been recog
nized. The whole process of outlook and adjustment analysis may 
be thought of as consisting of four steps or operations as follows: 

1. Securing and presenting the facts as to past and current 
supply and demand and prices and conditions affecting 
these. 

2. Interpreting these facts in the form of forecasts of demand" 
supply and prices for a period such as needed for planning 
adjustments. 

3. Securing and presenting the needed facts as to production 
in the area in question. 

4. Determining the adjustments which are needed in the pr~ 
duction of, the area in the light of the forecasts. 

This project as here stated assumes that Nos. 1, 2 and 3 of the 
above are undertaken in other projects, the first two ia projects in 
Prices of Farm Products, and the third in projects outlined above. 
This raises the important question· as to how complete and thorough. 
the information and analysis concerning an area must be before one 
can undertake to determine the adjustments that are required by a 
change in the outlook. All the analysis outlined in the foregoing 

(1) See paper by H. R, Tolley in J01IIfTI(JZ of Farm Economics, October 1931. 
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ten projects would be helpful. Nos. 7 and 10 could most easily 1 
spared; next in order, No. 3 and then No.6, at least the intensh 
parts of the analysis in No.6. This does not mean that a know 
edge of why certain types of farming prevail in an area is not ( 
great value in considering future adjustments; it merely means th~ 
the information and analysis of No!!. 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 can even lei 
be spared. Obviously any statement covering the adjustment neede 
in an area must take account of the meaning of the same outloo 
facts in other. areas producing for the same market; but somethin 
less than the full analysis outlined in Methods- D and C undE 
Project 6 will make some useful, consideration of these aspects ( 
the problem possible. A project such as No.5 as indicated belm 
is absolutely essential-the information about the area must 1 
current. 

In practice, adjustment analysis is being made following outloo 
statements with far less information and analysis than included eve 
in Projects 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9. But each experiment station shoul 
seek to provide t~s information and analysis as a minimum at tl 
earliest possible date. • 

In the meantime, various partial. substitutes are resorted to wit 
varying degrees of success. A common one is to call a meeting in 
locality, perhaps representing all of a county or more, of the inte] 
ested farmers, bankers, county agents, etc., at which are presente 
the general outlook facts and whatever additional local informatio 
is available, and this is combined with whatever knowledge and unde] 
standing of the area the farmers, bankers and the county ageni 
can bring to it, under the guidance of economists who are suppose 
to have a larger comprehension than they of such factors in tl 
problem as the effect of price changes on farm organization, an 
interregional· competition. The value of this procedure depenc 
greatly upon the amount of real understanding which the assistin 
economists possess, and how effective they are in guiding the dii 
cussion, but also depends upon the quality of the understanding ( 
the thinking farmers participating in the meetings. One only hf 
to compare the recommendations coming out of different conferencl 
in the same general area to realize that there is a wide range in tl 
usefulness of such conferences. Professor A. W. Manchester of tl 
Connecticut Agricultural College, Storrs, Connecticut, is using sue 
conferences very effectively. No doubt this is partly due to tl 
extensiveness of the information and. analysis already available j 

that state. (See Project 4C above.) But it is also due to a prl 
gram of extension in that state pointed at developing thinkin 
farmers. 2 Professor Rex E. Willard, now of Washington State Co 

(2) Professor Manchester wrote as follows .concerning these local outlo< 
conferences in March 1932: 

"You might be interested to know that we are planning to follow this stal 
conference with two sets of county conferences and then move down to individu: 
communities. Here we hope to set up conlllUnity councils to put into effect tl 
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lege, Pullman, Washington, and Mr. P. V. Maris of Oregon have been 
leaden in developing this method of local conferences. a 

H.owever complete the information and analysis available, the 
~olding of these. local confere.nces should always continue to play an 
lIDpo'rtant part m outlook adjustment analysis. Those most closely in 
touch with conditions in an area will always have significant con
tributions to make to the adjustment conclusions reached.· 

Some may have difficulty in recognizing these conferences as 
scientific research; they should not if they agree with the discussion 
of the "Nature of Farm Management" in the introduction to this re
port in which the final stage of refinement of generalizations to make 

, them fit a particular area, even the testing out of these refined 
generalizations by applying them, is designated as ·science. A con
ference may be as good a place to collect some kinds ofinformation 
and to make certain types of analysis as is a laboratory. But to 
contribute to research, these conferences must be conducted with the 
research end in view of developing generalizations.out of the~' and 
testing these by relating them to the experience of the farmers who 
participate in the conference. It is highly important that all the 
facts and analysis bearing upon the situation in the area are made 
available at these conferences, and that these be organized in ad
vance so that they can be readily coordinated with the information 
which the farmers bring to the conference. 

Another substitute, in the writer's opinion a very poor one, and 
one which in itself contributes nothing to research, is merely to send 
out the outlook information, and then let the individual decide upon 
his own adjustments without further aid. Unfortunately only a 
small fraction of the farmers have had sufficient good instruction in 
farm organization anAlysis to be able to make such application with
out guidance. This is amply demonstrated by the rather blind way 
in which the mass of them respond to prices of their products in the 
preceding year, largely without regard to whether the price was high 
or low because oof short or large supplies. (See report on Prices 
of Farm Products for analysis of this problem.) 

. It is recognized, of course, that in the last analysis each farmer 
must make his own decisions as to adjustments. No one can or de
sires to take that responsibility from him. ,Each farm has certain 
special circumstanc~s as to soil, c?mbi.nation of land types, ~uildings, 
equipment layout, mdebtedness, credit, labor supply, and mterests, 
abilities a~d skills of the farmer and farm family, that must have 
their influenc.e upon the adjustments; and no outsider can know these 
recommendations of the various committees. ~hings are going very ~ell, ~o fa~, 
and the outlook for securing much more adJusbnent to changed situations IS 
better than at any previous time." 

(3) See note by Professor Willard on "Economic Conferences in North 
Dakota", in Journal of Farm Economic., April 1930~ p. 330. .. . 

(40) These conferences also have great value as deVices for gettmg Information 
as to outlook "and adjustme?-ts o~t to the farmer~; but this is aside from their 
value as a research device, m which we are here mterested. 
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well enough to consider them properly in making decisions involving 
them. But admitting all this does not force us into the position of 
leaving the adjust~ents to the unaided analysis by the individual 
farmer. 

The procedure outlined. in this project assumes that individual 
farmers will be helped in deciding upon their own adjustments if: 

1. They are shown what adjustments are needed on farms that 
are much like 'their OW1lr-on farms following the same system of 
farming, of about the same size, and with about the same equipment. 

2. They are shown how to figure out the needed adjustments, 
especially if it is done on farms much like their own. This is at its 
best if also it includes an explanation of.the method of making allow
ance for the major characters commonly peculiar to individual 
farms-such as farm layout, labor supply, indebtedness, etc. 

Any outlook adjustment analysis which results in conclusions so 
positively stated as not to allow for special conditions on individual 
farms, is bad adjustment analysis. No doubt there is some danger of 
such analysis; and one must be a little on guard against it. 

Even this does not mean, however, that a situation will. not fre
quently arise in which it will be proper to conclude, to use an illustra
tion, that in view of the present ratio of feed and milk price, pro
ducers of milk on a large majority of the farms in a whole state, or 
of the whole nation, should shift in some measure to their most 
favorable alternatives. In other words, some adjustment conclusions, 
properly phra~ed, can be stated for very large areas. The funda
mental criticism of the Federal Farm Board's one-time wheat acreage 
reduction program is not so much with respect to the generalness of 
it as in that it was not based on an adequate analysis of the problem 
to see whether or .not it was a sound recommendation-that is, 
whether the wheat farmers had any better alternative. 

In general, however, conclusions as to needed adjustments are ~ot 
very helpful until they a.re broken down into special statements for 
each type of producing. area. If they can be narrowed down -to 
particular types of farming, they will be ev('n more helpful. 

Since the preparation of outlook statements is already an accepted 
part of our program of public aid to agriculture, and is not likely to 
be dropped for a time while we are making the analysis of production 
that is. needed as a basis for the adjustments to go with it, the 
rational procedure is to make the best adjustment analysis we can 
'With '{chat analysis and information we have, proceeding according to 
the two foregoing assumptions. 

Federal agencies should lead off in such analysis by indicating the 
general direction that adjustments should take; and assist the state 
agencies as much as possible in adapting the general recommendations 



t~ regions and type-of-farming areas.5 State agencies should work 
~th the federal agencies in determining the form of the general ad
Justment statements as well as the regional and type-of-farming 

. statements. Necessarily the state agencies will have to assume most 
of the responsibility for the latter. Finally, the state and local 
agencies should take to the locality all the federal, stille and local 
outlook information and interpretation (meaning forecasts) that it 
can as to supply, demand, markets, prices, etc. ; and all of the general 
and regional adjustment conclusions that have been developed; and 
all of the analysis of what the foregoing mean in terms of the princi
pal types of farming in the locality, and variants thereof, in so far 
as the basic data are available; and then in session with the farmers 
themselves and other local agencies develop the final form of the 
adjustment conclusions for each locality. 

The county agent should be able to give guidance to individual 
farmers on their problems of adjustment following the local con
ference. 

Problem, involved in determining adjustments. 
When we come to the actual analytical process of determining 

what adjustments are needed, we must make careful distinction be
tween different types of adjustments. Sometimes adjustments can 
be made advantageously to meet short-time fluctuations or cyclical 
changes in prices, if these changes can be foreseen. The long-time 
outlook will govern other changes-those which involve investments 
in machinery, buildings, or livestock or major changes in the systems 
of farming. Such changes can only pay for themselves over a series 
of years. The farm managemen,t research program to determine the 
necessary adjustments must therefore consider both the short-time 
and long-time outlook, and immediate and long-time adjustments to 
it, and provide and keep currently up-to-date the information 
necessary for calculating budgets to show the relative advantages of 
both short-time and long-time alternatives. 

The desirability of some short-time changes may be studied with
out going into a full budgeting of the entire business-simply by con
sidering the additional returns and additional expenses connected 
with the changes on typical farms in the area. These would be 
changes not involving new capital.outlays, and which would not dis
turb seriously the system of farmmg as a whole, or the balance be
tween the various enterprises. Substitution between wheat and flax, 
or between closely similar truck crops, or perhaps even between two 
litters of pigs per sow and one litter (where the necessary equip
ment was already available) might be illustrative cases. 

(5) The 1932 Federal outlook report has no adjustment statements in it. 
The earlier outlook statements could properly be called "outlook and adjustment 
statements" although the adjustment part of them was necessarily limited be
cause of ll\~k of information concerning production by areas. Most of the state 
reports prepared in 1932 contain considerable adjustment analysis. (See reports -
for Kentucky, for Louisiana -and for the New En~land states.) 
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In considering long-time changes, however, or situations in which 
investment in equipment, buildings, or livestock is involved, or 
where the complementary or supplementary relations between enter
prises might be disturbed, the business as a whole would need to be 
considered. Budgets would be calculated, using the prices indicated 
by the outlook, for various adjustments in each of the typical sys
tems of farming in the area to find what particular adjustment in 
each system promises the highest return. In shifts involving major 
changes in types of farming, such as going, from cash-crop farming 
to dairying or hog production, the probable long-time swings and 
trends in all the products involved should be carefully appraised. 
There is always the danger of getting out of some enterprise just at 
the time it begins to pay, and of getting into some other just at the 
time it begins to be less advantageous. 

The price outlook data needed bear on the prices the farmers 
within the area will probably receive. These must be farm or local 
market prices, as is discussed under Project l6 of this report. Defi
nite research is needed in many areas to provide a basis of forecast
ing local prices. 

The local price outlook must cover not only prospects for the year 
or season immediately ahead, but for the -natural production period 
(probably 18 months to two years for hogs, perhaps two to three 
years for beef cattle, and many years for fruit trees). Such data 
are required in computing probable returns resulting from current 
changes- in planting or breeding. Even a longer look ahead may be 
necessary to judge of the desirability of major changes in systems 
of farming. Outlook information covering 5, 10 or 20 years ahead 
is as yet almost wholly lacking; such information .must be provided 
before valid conclusions can be reached as to the probable returns 
from farming readjustments involving long-time commitments. 
Locally, however, the situation frequently may be clearer. The 
growth of cities, in particular, is accompanied by shifts in agriculture 
in adjacent territory, as for example with respect to fluid milk pro
duction. Local geographic-historical studies may provide a definite 
basis for long-time outlook statements in such cases. 

Farm management data for use in deter~ining adjustments in the 
light of the outlook must be representative of the current situation. 
The problem might be stated as that of currently reviewing existing 
information in its entirety, determining to what extent it is still 
applicable, and securing new information where the old is antedated. 
Obviously, the rate and speed of obsolescence of data-will vary be
tween the factors. The input-output relations of feed, fertilizer, 
number of cultivations, etc., to product will tend to remain the same, 
or'change slowly and in a relatively progressive fashion. 

But drastic changes in price relations among the cost factors may 
necessitate equally drastic shifts in the proportions of different 
factors which it is most economical to use in production, and require 
corresponding significant changes in the quantities used in budgeting 
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pro~uction expenses. This has been especially evident during the 
TapI~ and unequal changes in wages, fertilizer costs, machinery costs, 
pac!cing and material costs, and transportation costs during the 
period from 1929 to 1932. Not only the prices of the cost factors, 
but the prices of the product, determine what combination of the 
various elements in production will produce at greatest profit. Not 
unless the so-called "standards" used are valid for current and pro
spective conditions, instead of for some past period of radically dif
ferent conditions, will the analysis be of value for current use. 
Similarly the materials used in the physical operations of harvesting 
and marketing (such as twine, bagging, containers) may change sud
denly as production methods change. Labor inputs similarly may 
be radically changed by the adoption of new techniques, or by the dis
covery of new economies in using old techniques. 

After all of the information is obtained and the budgeting cal
culations are completed, the investigator must consider questions 
such as the following before reaching definite conclusions: Will it pay 
on the principal types. of farms in the area to modify the present plan 
of operation solely to meet the prospective conditions within the com
ing year? Will the modification be a permanent one, or will the 
previous plan be 'resumed later on? Will the modification be the first 
stage toward a subsequent complete change in the farming system 
through a series of successive modifications? Will/the cost of the 
change repay itself within the immediate future? Are new outlays of 
operating capital required to make the readjustment proposed? Is 
that capital available? These are but a few of the questions which 
must be borne in mind in reaching a decision as to desirable readjust,. 
ments. 

Extreme care, in particular, is necessary when considering com
plete changes in system of farming as an adjustment to cyclical out
look conditions. Every analysis in which fundamental changes in 
organization are involved should take into account the additional 
cost of capital required to make the change, the successive steps in
volved in shifting from the old organization to the new, the period 
required before the new organization would be on a functioning basis, 
and the probable incomes during that period of transition. 

The foregoing is not a complete discussion of the ways and means 
of determining needed adjustments in the light of the outlook: For 
the most part, this discussion is presented in earlier projects, par
ticularly Projects 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9, and more particularly the latter 
part of Project 8 and Project 9. What is included here is supple
mentary detail as to actual .procedures ~der ~onditions of con
tinuing year-by-year changes ill the economic envlronm~nt. 
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/ PROJECT )2. Planning the Agriculture of an Area. 

OBJECTIVE: To develop a plan for the agriculture of an area. , 
.cBy J. D. Black.) 

Outlook adjustment analysis as discussed in Project 11 will never 
be altogether successful until it is reduced to a definite area basis, 
and enough information is obtained concerning each area ,so that 
one can determine specifically for it the changes that probably will 
prove most advantageous in the run of years just ahead and follow
ing thereafter. Outlook work cannot be of great value to farmers 
so long as it takes the form merely of trying to' forecast what the 
market is going to do, and so long as the farmer looks upon it as 
such. What we need rather than this is the formulation of produc
tion programs for the different areas, in the light of what informa., 
tion the market affords as to the future. 1 

The foregoing calls for a dual aproach to the problem of outlook 
and readjustment: one approach from the standpoint of the market 
situation, both the general market situation and the local market 
situation; and the other from the standpoint of the area. It requires 
that while ~e are working away at one end on the problem of better 
and better outlook .information and forecasts, at the other 'end we 
must be at work at building up for carefully mapped areas the basic 
information and relationships that are to be used in converting' 
outlook statements into terms of specific production programs for 
these areas. 

The term program connotes a cours~ of action over a period of 
years. The emphasis in butlook and adjustment analysis should be 
upon programs thus understood. But programs need to be modified 
constantly as new developments appear. Nothing is more essential 
t,o effective outlo()k and adjustment 'Work than noti'ng such develop
ments the moment they appear in the offing and evaluating them and 
then modifying the program to fit them as nearly as it is safe to 
do so. The moment that the program for a, period of years is 
modified to fit anticipated changes, then the year-by-year farming 
plans, ordinarily beginning with the plan for the on-coming year, 
need to be adjusted in order to get the new program adopted as soon 
as is advantageous. 

It is also true, of course, that some circumstances affectin~ most 
advantageous farm set-ups are highly temporary in their nature, such 
as high prices for pork because of a short pig crop of the year ' 
before, or high prices for butter because o~ drought in the dairy 
region during the summer, or an abundant supply of hay and forage, 
or temporarily large stocks of the product; and these frequently 
make advantageous certain departures year by year from the gen-· 
eral program for the period. 

(1) See H. R. Tolley's discussion of this problem in Ths J o'Urnal of Farm 
Economics, October, 1931, "History and Objectives of Outlook Work." 
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Oth~r transient circumstances may not be so temporary as the 
foregomg, such as a surplus of the crop that has been accumulating 
for several years and which it will take two or three years to reduce. 
If these s~rpluses. ~re due to essential changes in the production or 
consumptIon conditIons, they of course require a modification of the 
whole production program. But often they are due to temporary 
factors, such as two or three years of favorable weather, or business 
recessions; and in this case the farming program needs to be modified 
only while the surplus is being consumed. 

The project here outlined concerns itself with outlining a program. 
for an area, in the light of the now prevailing or now anticipated 
conditions in the area and in the market, this program to be followed, 
except for the departures jlllit indicated, until developments appear 
calling for its modification. The project does not concern itself 
except incidentally with the departures made desirable. because of 
temporary circumstances such as above outlined. 

The most essential p~ases of this project are as follows: 

1. Mapping out the type-of-farming areas, discussed in Proj
ect 1. 

2. Describing and classifying the types of farming in each 
area, discussed in Project 2. 

3. Analysis of demand and price outlook for the products of 
these areas, discussed in the report in the ~eries on Prices of 
Farm Products. 

4. Analysis of competition in production and outlook foJ;' same, 
following lines laid out in Project 6 above; It is probable 
that in most cases this analysis will need to be confined to 
the simpler procedures there indica ted in Methods A and B. 
This type of analysis is closely related to the price outlook 
analysis indicated under 3 above. The outlook for produc
tion will need to take account of impending developments 
in the technique of production. 

5. Determining the most advantageous combination of prod
ucts and farm practices for the important types of farm
ing in each area, following the lines laid out particularly 
under the second method in Project 8 above. 

As the research program of an experiment station becomes fuller 
and richer, it can include projects such as No.3 above, designed to 
account for 'the existing types of farming in each area, and for 
historical changes that have occurred, and projects such as U and 
15 below, designed to test out more thor~ughly the types of farming 
and practices included in the suggested program for each area. Also 
better data can be collected on local prices, as indicated in Project 
16; and the analysis of interregional competition can be carried into 
its more refined phases. . 

Such a project does not need to be carr~ed out all at once. In 
practice, a project of the type of No.1 WIll be followed by No.2 
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for one area, perhaps combined with parts of the fourth phase, and 
then by the fifth phase, with varying degrees of intensity. It will 
commonly be best to carry additional areas through the. earlier 
phases above outlined before doing the intensive work on the later 
phases for th~ first area studied. It must be remembered that each 
year the. U. S. Department of Agriculture is coming out with a 
general outlook statement, which represents mostly the third phase 
above indicated. The research program for any state should be 
directed at getting this state as quickly as possible in position to 
supplement the federal outlook statements by analysis of the outlook 
conditions special to this state, and by such analysis of production in 
the various areas as will make possible the development of feasible 
production programs for each area, and modifications thereof from 
year to year as the outlook changes. Such an objection will not be 
realized if too much effort is concentrated on one area. 

Once such a production program has been worked out, it should 
be given as effective publicity as possible. It should be taken up as 
the major extension enterprise in the area. But grea.,t care is needed 
in presenting it. First, it must always be explained that it may 
need to be changed either temporarily or permanently for reasons 
above indicated. Second, it must be made clear that each farmer 
must adapt it to suit the particular conditions on his farm. Third, 
individual farmers must be shown how to make this adaptation. 

! PROJECT 13. An Agricultural Program for a "PrQblem Area". 

OBJECTIVE: To develop a plan for an area where agriculture 
, is retrogressive and farmers are not prospering. 

(By H. R. Tolley and M. L. Wilson.) 

This project may be looked upon as a special case of Project 12. 
Project 12 has been written to apply particularly to areas which 
might be classed as "better farming areas", i. e:, areas where agri
culture should continue presumably without violent major shifts,in 
lines of production and farm organization. This project is written 

(

to apply particularly to areas where farmers in general have not 
'been prospering, where the a, griculture h,as been retrogressing ,and 
where presumably some major shifts in agr"icUTtural production and 
some major changes in farm organ~zationare call~d f~!: " - -

Tnere are many areas where the farmers and those interested in 

[\

farming believe some reorganization of the agriculture might be 
made which would increase the general level of incomes and make the 
community more prosperous. It is from such areas that requests 
for help often come to the agricultural colleges and to the United 
States Department of Agriculture. Such an area is sometimes 
characterized as a "pathological" area and the college or the federal 
department is asked t;;·udiagnose~the case and "prescribe" a remedy. 
It is usually found that a considerable amount of research is pre-
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requisite to any general conclusions and recommendations. Es
pecially is this t~ue if the conclusions and recommendations are to 
take the form of a plan or program for the area. As stated in the 
opening paragraph of Project 12, enough information must be ob
tained con.cerning the area so that one can determine the changes 
that promise to be most advantageous in the years ahead. 

I. The area may be one where much of the land is poor and of 
low productivity and where topography makes its cultivation difficult • 
.kreas of this kind are found in many parts of the Appalachian 
Mountain region and in the mountainous regions of the West. In 
such areas, inputs o. f. land, labor and capital per unit of product are \ 
usually high when compared to more favored, areas, and one of the' 
major problems of the investigatio~ust b~kUI!!tf1"mine. whether 
all oc...par1ll.Of the area might be used more advantageously for some 
pu!pQ.s.!: otherI1ulii Tarining:-The proCOOu~ed 
closely w"'tna.ioutlined in Project 36 in the bulletin of this series 
dealing with research in Agricultural Land Utilization: To determine 
a plan for an area in relation to desirable modifications of land 
utilization. Land economists and possibly forest economists shoUld 
cooperate with the farm management workers.· in the study. The
transfer of land from agriculture to another use usually will be 
accompanied by a movement of population out of the area or a 
transfer of part of the population from farming to some other occu
pation, and this phase of the problem must receive consideration also; 
likewise the support and maintenance of roads, schools and other 
public institutions in the area. . 

Studies in a number of areas of this type have been Vlade in recent 
years: but most if not all of them ha,ve not progressed. to the point 
of developing a plan for the area under consideration. This has been 
due in some instances no doubt to a feeling on the part, of those 
responsible for the ,study that the development and promulgation of 
a plan as contemplated in this project is not a function of a research 
agency, but more often it has been due to the fact that the research 
workers have not attempted to synthesize the results of the various 
phases of the study and focus them on a program or plan for the 
area. 

II .. Again, the area may be one where a recently introduced pest, 
such as the boll weevil, the corn borer, or the alfalfa weevil, has 
reduced the yields of an important crop to the point where major 
shifts in pr;duction or changes in farm organization seem to be 
necessary. The project in an area of this type will follow rather 
closely the procedures outlined in Project 12 above, except that 
special attention will be given to the crop or crops affected by the 
pest and forecasts made as to the likelihood that the pest will be 
intr~duced into competing areas, the likelihood that effective methods 
of control will be devised, the cost of control and related items. 

III. The area may be one where the demand for the principal 
product or products of the area has declined Jo such an extent that 
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shifts to other products and hence major changes in farm organiza
tion seem desirable. For example, the- demand fop timothy hay has 
declined so greatly in, the past decade that marked changes have been 
necessary in the production programs of many of the areas in New 
York and other eastern states where timothy hay formerly was one 
of the principal sources of income. The research should be directed 
in such cases toward (letermining that the change in demand is not 
merely a cyclical phenomenon. Also the nature of the competitio.n 
between- the area under consideration and other areas producing for 
the same market must be considered. It might be that even though 
demand for the product has been reduced, it will ~ontinue to be pro
duced in as large quantities as before in the area being studied-and 
that the reductions will occur in other areas. 

IV. Or again the area may be one where changed prices of the 
products or change~ in the technique of production or both are 
makirig necessary a reorganization of the farming, but where -there 
are no alternative lines of production. This can be illustrated in 
the case of Montana: 

In some parts of Montana, analysis indicates that areas which 
yield an average of 10 to 15 bushels of wheat on fallow per acre are 
best adapted to straight wheat and fallow farming. The rainfall in 
such areas, while sufficient to produce a crop of wheat, is not suffi
cient for diversification. Weed control in such areas is comparatively 
cheap. All such faCtors tend to discourage diversification and to 
induce straight wheat farming. However, in areas where the rain
fall is sufficient for wheat on fallow to yield over 20 bushels, weed 
control becomes a factor, greater diversification becomes possible, 
and the tendency is for more livestock, inter-tilled crops and other 
measures of weed control. At the other extreme, where the rainfall 
is so slight that wheat on fallow yields less than 10 bushels, the land 
tends to go ou~ of production and remain idle or go back to graz
ing crops such as sweet clover, crested wheat grass and similar 
forages. 

The pI:oblem in the first of these types of areas, in a straight wheat 
farming area, becomes not so much one of forecasting what the price 
of wheat is going to do from year to year as of forming a basis of -
some minimum price to which production expenses must be adjusted. 
Such an analysis should indicate the price the farmer can pay for 
rent or purchase of land, for taxes in support of local, county or 
state government, to what extent the community can support im
proved roads and modern schools, etc., the amount which the farmer 
in such sections will have available for the purchase of agricultural 
implements, gas, oil, labor and other materials of production, and 
finally, the size of farm and management practices- necessary to get 
the cost below, the anticipated price level. 

For -an area of the third type, the problem consists in part of 
determining the minimum price at which wheat can be sold and how 
necessary costs can be reduced to a basis that maintains a reasonable 
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livelihood, and in part of determining the most advantageous system 
of grazing and wheat farming combined, that is the alternative to 
wheat farming and competitive with it. In the latter phase, it takes on 
the form of procedure indicated in Project 1~ above. In areas of 
the second type, where there are several alternative systems of farm
ing, the analysis clearly follows the lines indicated in Project 12. 

1\Iany other examples could be given. Basically, the procedure 
will be the same for all areas, but the points of emphasis will be 
determined by the characteristics of the particular area being 
studied. The objective is to develop the plan which will afford the 
best utilization of the resources of the area in the years ahead. The 
project will be completed only when this plan has been formulated 
and promulgated. 

PROJECT 14. Testing Reorganization Plans. 

OBJECTIVE: To test the applicability on individual farms of 
recommendations for improved farm organization.1 

(By Walter J. Roth and R. S; Kifer.) 

Objective, of study. 
1. To determine the farmers' reaction to proposed suggestions 

or recommendations for farm planning. ' 
2. To determine the extent to which proposed plans for. farm 

reorganization can be executed. 
3. To determine a measure of the benefit resulting from. fimn 

replanning. 

Value of project. 
To re8earch force.: 

(a) It will direct farm management research to specific pl"ob-
lems both of limited and of widespread application. . 

(b) It will .point out the significant differences between individual 
problems and region-wide problems and their Isolution. 

(c) It should lead research workers to lay greater emphasis on 
the more significant farm management problems and to give 
less attention to those of minor importance. 

To the e.rtenaion force,: 
(a) It will demonstrate the effectiveness of this method of bring

ing the results of farm management research to individual 
farmers. 

(b) It will point out the barriers to the acceptance of generalized 
recommendations by individual farmers. 

(c) It will vitalize farm management extension by making the 
recommendations direct, concrete, concise and effective. 

------:" (1) Professor A. G. Black considers this project to be more largely extension 
than research. 
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To the farmer: 
(a) It will assist him in perfecting the method of planning in 

advance. 
(b) It will give him a method of utilizing more effectively the 

results of farm management research. 
(c) It will give a measure of tlie effect of proposed changes upon 

individual farms. 

Scope. 

This project should' be carried on in an area for which general 
recommendations of the kind contemplated in Projects 8, 11, 12 and 
13 have been made. It should be limited to one type-of-farming area 
in order that the general recommendations already developed will 
apply at least in some measure; and preferably a type-of-farming 
area in which one type is clearly dominant. The reorganizations 
contQmplated will ordinarily be such as to leave the farm still in the 
s8cme type-of-farming category. This may, however, require a rather 
broad definition of the type of farming. The findings of this project 
as regards methods of carrying on similar studies will be applicable 
wherever a similar background of information exists. ' 

The number of farms to be included in the study will depend upon 
the furids arid resources available for the project. The farms should 
be selected to represent all the varied conditions in the ar~a or merely 
the particular conditions which exist in a section of the area. The 
selection will necessarily be from among those farmers who are willing 

. to undertake (a) the effort of replanning the farm organization and 
(b) the execution of this plan once completed. It is quite conceivable 
that the payment of a monetary reward to the farmer for his time 
and effort might be a justifiable expenditure to be included in the 
research budget. 

The study must usually continue for a number of years in order 
to attain conclusive results. The period should be long enough, to 
give an indication of the influence on farming plans of weather varia
tions from year to year, and cyclical and seasonal'movements of, 
prices. 

s'ource, of information. 
The information necessary for developing the reorganization plans 

for the farms included in the study is available, in: 
1: The trends of prices of the products grown in the area. 
2. The forecasts of price variations from their trends for the, 

same products and area, 
3. The normal yields in the area and on the farms in question. 
4. The generalized reorganization plans for the area, stated 

as systems of farming for typi<;al sets of resources. 
5. Budgets as a means of "advance estimate calculation" for 

the farmer. 
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6. A knowledge of effective practices, cropping systems and 
livestock combinations on the part of the research worker. 

7. The background of knowledge posse~sed by the farmer based 
upon his ~xperience and his records. 

C A rather detailed record of at least one year's operation should 
be available for each of the farms to be included in the study. _ 

Method of analysis. 
The method of analysis is primarily the case method. The 

measures used are in part of the informal quantitative or approxi
mate type. The study requires a consideration of the resources of 
each farm and the idiosyncrasies of the individual farmer. 

The procedure assumes a shift from the existing farm organization 
to a more or less different plan of organization. This stipulates the 
development of a plan of farm reorganization. The details of this 
reorganization will be developed from: -

I. The general recommendations for the type-of-farming area. 
2. The specific recommendations for the farm in question. 
S.. The compromise necessary between these recommendations 

and the farmer's personal preferences, i. e., his acceptance 
of and his ability and willingness to proceed with suggested 
plans. 

These steps may he illustrated by the following: 
Let "A" represent the current plan of operation as shoWl\. by the 

records of the farm "R". 
Then "B" may represent the general farm plan suggested for 

similar resources in this area based upon the background of farm 
management studies in the region. This may be termed the 
"standard" farm organization or type of farming for farms with 
such resources in the area. There may be other types of farming 
in the area, but these are not included in the project. 

With "B" as a guide, a farm organization plan is prepared by 
the research worker for the exact resources and conditions on'the 
farm in question in terms of say a IO-year period. This plan, which 
may be called "e", is the long-time plan .for this farm, representing 
"A" revised in the light. of "B", taking account of the specificre:
sources available in "A". 

n is to be presumed that "e" is a departure of some magnitude 
from "A". A period of time is necessary for the. consummation of 
this change. For this intervening period, several immediate plans of 
operation to cover the transition from "A" to "e" will be necessary. 
These intermediate or transition plans may be termed D I , D., .. Do. 

However, it may be that the plan developed and proposed by the 
research staff will have features which cannot or will not be developed 
by the farmer. This resistance- on his part may be due to physical 
or mental limitations, it may merely be a matter of '!will", or it may 
be a result of his judgment as to whether jt will "pay" him enough 
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more to overcome the inertia of doing business in the old way. 
These last two obstacles may be the same in the final analysis. 

In so far as this opposition of the farmer exists and is a factor 
which must be considered, it will have an effect in modifying the 
plans "C" and "D". When the farmer'~ preference has been con
sidered, plan "C" will be revised and termed "E". FlO F 2 , ••••• Fn 
represent plans for the year immediately ahead that will be prepared 
at the completion of each year's operations. In addition to the 
information used as the basis for plans "A" and "E", these year-to
year plans will take into account the accumulating knowledge of 
desirable adjustments on this particular farm during the progress 
of the ,study. These are the plans to be expressed as annual budgets 
which are put into effect-or which are attempted. 

Circumstances, both those under control and those not under con
trol, will militate against the complete execution of the plans, Fl' ... 
Fn, as conceived. , This variation will appear in the annual records 
which may then be designated as R I , R 2 •••• Rn, thus correlating 
these actual achievements with the previous proposals Fl'" .Fn 
through the reconstructed farm plan entitled AI' ... An. 

These various farm organization plans may be listed as follows: 
A Current farm plan as per records R. 
B=Standard plan for the type of farming in the area. 
C=Standard plan for this farm. 
D I , D 2 •••• Dn==Transition plans between A and C. 
E Revision of C to 'fit farmer's will to do. 
F .. F 2' ••• F n Annual revision of D to fit farmer's will to do. 
R I" R •.... Rn Actual operation of farm as shown by the 

records of performance. 
A" A2 •••• An~Farm organ,ization plans reconstructed from 

records R I .... Rn. 
In elaboration of what has been outlined above, itmay be pertinent 

to point out that "A" will present the details of the cUl:rent farm 
orgaruzation, the information relative to its resources" type of 
farming, organization, operation-i. e., complete details as to the 
facts necessary to explain and interpret the farm business fOJ; each 
year. 

The farm plan "B" jnvolves a budget for the generalized or 
standardized plan of farm organization which has been developed 
for resources similar to the resources of the farm in question. This 
standard plan is the outgrowth of the farm management research in 
a region or an area and is based upon what may be termed "normal" 
relations. It represents a point of departure which shall be used 
in developing the budgets for the more specific plan of organization 
for an individual farm, for a given time period. 

The modification of "B" to fit the individual farm evolves as a 
budget for the.J>lan "C", the long-time plan for the farm. Whereas 
"B" is presumed to b~ a farm plan, already available, and the prod-
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uet of previous research, plan "C" is newly computed to fit the 
reso.urc~s of the farm in question, but still on the basis of the gen
eralizatIons and recommendations of the research study previously 
made. 

"C" is still an idealized plan and represents something to be 
achieved over a period of years. The physical difficulties of changing 
from "A" to "C", coupled with economic limitations on the feasibility 
of shifting quickly from one plan of organization to another, dictate 
the several intermediate steps involved in the transition. These in
termediate steps, worked out as annual budgets for the farm, plans 
D 1 •••• Dn, are based on the annual variations in prices in so far as 
they can be foreseen), prospective yields and available resources. 
They represent the adaptation of "C" to the temporary conditions 
existing and mark the

t 
steps in the evolution of "A" to "C". 

The procedure up to this point has been primarily the product of 
the research worker. Such test as has been made has involved the 
use of the farm budget aIT a means of farm planning, but only in so -
far as the research forces are concerned. No attempt has been made 
to determine the acceptability of thes-e plans to the farmer or of the 
extent to which these farm plans can be executed in practice. 

The next step in the procedure is to present the budgets for plans 
A, B, C and D to the cooperating farmer for his approval. Plan A 
is his current operating plan and presumably has his sanction. Plan 
B will ordinarily be recognized by him as hllving a relation to his 
own farm, but it may deviate enough from it so that he cannot 
accept it. Plans G and D should appeal more fully because of their 
direct relationship to his own resources. It is at this point that.the 
opportunity to determine the farmer's reaction to proposed sugges
tions and recommendations appears. Plans C and D may be con
ceived as physically possible and economically feasible programs by 
the research workers. They will be based on what are considered to 
be attainable efficiencies for the farmer and his resources. Despite 
this, the research workers may find the farmer unwilling to accept 
these plans as proposals for farm reorganization. 

The inertia on his part may arise from real or imagined inability 
to carry out the proposed plans. In so far as this inability is real, 
it represents an error in the planning developed by the research staff. 
The detection of this error is of value in itself. In so far as the 
inability of the farmer is imagined, this may perhaps be overcome 
by explanation. Determining whether this can be done will be of 
value. . Since the farmer is the last court of appeal the acceptance 
or rejection of the plan depends in the final analysis upon his judg
ment. This determination is in part the objective of the study. 

The farmer's reluctance to accept the proposed reorganizations 
"C" and "D" may also arise from a judgment as to the lack of eco
nomical feasibility in the plans. This may similarly be real or 
imagined. In so far as the non-feasibility is real it r:presents an error 
on the part of the farm management resea:rch staff and is of value 
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as a determinant. In so far as the lack of economical feasibility is 
imagined, this also may ~e overcome by explanation and guidance. 
Here, as above, the degree to which the real can be distinguished from 
the imagined will. be open to question. This determination is also in 
part the objective of the. study, and at this point is obtained a 
measure of the farmer's reaction to suggestions and recommendations 
proposed for his farm organization. . 

Plans E and F l, F 2 •••• Fa evolve out of the presentation of plans 
C and D, and the farmer's response to them. Plan F, the finally 
accepted plan for the first year, represents "C" and "D" corrected to 
fit the farmer's idiosyncrasies and his judgment. 

Plans F l, F 2 •••• Fn are now put into operation in successive years 
in, an attempt to achieve the ideal "E". Due to controllable and 
uncontroQable forces, plans FlO F 2 •••• Fa will not be achieved in their 
entirety. Changes in acreage will be encountered due to failures 
occasioned by insect, disease, or weed pests, climatic forces as freezing, 
winter killing, etc. Livestock numbers will be altered due to similar 
causes and their effect upon rate of birth, death losses, rate of gain, 
etc. These deviations from the proposed plans Fl' ... Fa will appear 
in the books of record for the y~ar's operation R l .... Rn and may be 
reconstructed into the farm plan actually achieved, Al, As .... An. 

The comparisons between plans Fl' ... Fa and Al .... An will 
represent the determinations sought as one of the objectives, i.e., 
the extent to which proposed farm plans can be carried out. 

To summarize the foregoing it may be helpful to present graphic-
ally the steps involved and the objectives to be achieved: -

A=The original farm plan as revealed by the records R 
B=The standard plan for the general type of farming as a long-time plan 
C=The standard plan for the specific farm as a long-time plan 
Dl ••.. Dn=The intermediate plans for the specific farm as transition plans be

tween the current plan and the long-time plan 
E=The plan C as modified by the farmer . 
F1 .... Fn=The plans Dl .... Dn as modified by the farmer in the light of E aiJd 

the forces dictating it 
Rl •••• Rn=The farm records resulting from the operations of Plans Fl ••.. Fo 
Al •••• An=The actual operative plans as reproduced from the records R1 •••• R ... 

From the preceding will be available as determinants for each 
farm arid farmer: 

1. ( a ) The discrepancies between the budgets or the proposed . 
long-time plan "C" and the accepted long-time plan 
"E." 

(b) The discrepancies between the budgets of the proposed 
short-time or annual transition pla,ns Dl .... Dn and 
the accepted plans Fl' ... Fn. 

(c) The discrepancies between the budgets of the accepted 
plans Fl' . : . Fa and the achieved plans A l .... An. 
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2. The changes in plans "C" and "E" as shown by the budgets 
for these based upon revisions induced by the experience of 
the ye.ara during which the study is in progress. 

3\ The discrepancy between the budgets for both plans E and 
_Fl'" .Fn as actually worked out in A l •••• An and as this 
would have appeared if unexpected (1) natural factors and 
(2) price factors had been considered. This would leave 
the farmer's response as the sole variant. 

4. The proportion of these discrepancies due to 
(a) Managerial ability or lack of it. 
(b) Conscious replanning after budget of plan was ac

cepted. 
5. The effect of weather on departures from the ligures com

puted as normal crop yields. 
6. The effect of unexpected price changes on organization, 

operation, and farm earnings. 
7. The effect of plant and animal diseases and weed pests on 

physical and economic. returns. 
8. The same for accidents and other influences. 
9. The effect of 5, 6, 7 and 8 on farm earnings or income. 

Thus in a period of say 5 years during which the projects were 
kept active the available data would include: 

1. A test of long-time farming plans for an area. 
2. The same for a specilic farm. . 
3. A record of the modilications of the long-time plan through 

the intervening short-time or· annual farm plans. 
4. An historical record of all the variations from the original 

plan lirst proposed, through the modifications to suit farmer, 
and modifications made necessary by weather, unforeseen 
price changes, etc. 

POllible 'Oariatiom in co'TUluc' of the project. 
In practice, expediency may dictate certain variations in pro

cedure. Thus, given "A", the current plan, based on the records 
of the past year, the research staff wO:J:king jointly with the farmer 
may proceed directly from "A" to "E", the long-time plan, and "F", 
the plan for the year immediately ahead. This obviously eliminates 
the opportunity of recording the farmer's reaction to proposed 
recommendations except as these are reported. by the research staff 
from impressions and from memory. . 

In similar manner, one might determine which method of replan
ning yields reorganizations that are most favorably reacted to by 
the farmers. 

1. In order to determine "the farmers' reaction to proposed sug
gestions" a measure of the farmers' acceptance of the 
preferred farm organization plans will be necessary. This will 
not appear as a definite quantitative measure' such as 75 per-
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cent, or 3 out of 4, ,but rather as an approximate statement 
representing the degree of acceptance under various types of 
suggestions. The entire plan may be refused due to one or 
several items even though the major aspects of the plan are 
satisfactory. Thus, "the plan is not acceptable because the 
acreage of wheat proposed is' larger than it is deemed wise 
to handle in view of the reduction in forage and the resulting 
curtailment of livestock feeding." Here the acceptance hinges 
upon one item, whiGh when altered, brings the entire plan into 
line with the farmers' personal and economic makeup and 
represents the difference between acceptance and refusal. 
Listing the farmers' reactions under appropriate classifica
tion headings measures "the farmers' reaction to. proposed 
suggestions" or his degree of acceptance. 

2. The "extent to which the proposed farm organization plans 
can be executed" likewise falls into a listing of the results 
under appropriate classified headings in a descriptive manner. 
Specific items of 'deviation represent the elements going to 
make up the "extent" to which proposed farm plans were not 
executed, i. e., the extent to which farm plans can be executed 
may be measured by the extent to which failure in executing 
appears in different specific items. 

3. The benefits from farm planning presumably are reflected in 
larger farm earnings. To measure how much larger these 
are, it is necessary to measure the returns which could have 
been achieved had the planning not played its part. This 
measurement is provided for in the analysis by the computa
tion of budgets for the organization and operation of these 
farms if they had followed the former system, and the com- . 
parison of these results with those a.ctually achieved. under 
the new. The plan of having similar farms in the same 
neighborhood following the old systems and keeping records 
on them, to serve as "check farms", as outlined in Project 
'15 on "The ~xperimental Method", may also be used to ad
'vantage. 

In addition to be reported here may be other items of return.of an 
'economic riature although not of monetary character. These will 
include the saving or releasing of time of the operator and his family, 
the farm power and the equipment. Many of these items presumably 
should show returns of a financial character by increasing the in
come. This may not always be the case, yet ease of work, freedom 
from drudgery and greater opportunity for effective effort on the 
current tasks may be objectives worth achieving. ' 

Test of method of determining reorganization needed. 
It will be obvious that this project may also furnish something of 

a test of the method used in forecasting the most advantageous plan 
of farm organization, To the extent that the new plans return 
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larger incomes than the old plans, the methods of analysis by which 
!he new plans are determined are tested and proved useful, and by 
mference, probably sound. The project as outlined calls for use 
of t.he ~udget method for determining the most promising farm or
gamzabon. It would be interesting to use other methods and see 
which new plans prove to be most advantageous in case there is a 
difference in the plans indicated. But this would be an additionai 
objective of the project. l · . 

Similar project •. · 
Past research in this field has not been conducted on the scale or 

in the detail presented in this project; however, a nu~ber of studies 
have reported the success attained by farmers from following the 
recommendations of farm management research. Illinois Bulletin 
252 compares the earnings of 19 farmers who for 7 years had kept 
farm business records and during that time had the benefit of record 
analysis, farm demonstrations and exhibits. The analysis does not 
include a study of the degree to which recommendations were ac
cepted nor does it measure specifically the results of changes in farm 
organization, but by comparing earnings on 19 farms with earnings 

. on a group of "controls" in 1916, and again by comparing earnings 
.of the same 19 farms in 1922 with a second group of "controls", a 
'measure of the value of the service to farmers is obtained. 

As a result of a 2-year study, general recommendations were made 
in Virginia Extension Bulletin 96 and Virginia Station Bulletin 255. 
The value of these recommendations to farmers adopting them is 
reported in Virginia Extension Bulletjn 112 by making the following 
comparisons: 

1. Returns from the group of farms in 1922 with estimated re
turns from the same organization but with prices for the 
year 1927. . . 

2. The earnings of a select group of farms in 1922 with the 
earnings on these farms in 1927 after changes had been made. 

3. For individual farms on which certain of the recommendations 
had been adopted, the organization of the farm and the 
operator's earnings in 1922 and in 1927 are compared. 

Virginia Bulletin 272, reporting the results of a 3-year study, 
attempts to measure the effects of recommendations by comparing 
changes on individual farms from year to year. The analysis of 
the records obtained the first year yielded suggestions for .changes 
to meet the immediate and the long-time situation. The advantage 
to the farmer was measured by comparing the difference between the 
operator's earnings for the two years with the difference on a similar 
farm on which similar suggestions were ignored by the farmer. . 

(2) C. L. Holmes in commenting on this project very properly remarks that 
although the new plans yield larger net incomes than the old, they IDay not be 
the plans that have highest comparative advantage; and that some additional 
procedure will be necessary for this. (Editors.) 
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In these studies ,effort has been to measure the benefits accruing 
from a change or a series of changes in the organization and man
agement of the farm, but a measure of the extent to which the gen
eral or specific recommendations are applicable to certain conditions 
has not been attempted. 

An incompleted study in North Dakota with a purpose similar to 
the type of study just discussed has deviated from the procedure (1) 
by omitting the budget for a system of farming generally recom
mended for a given size of farm in the area, previous studies having 
shown the desirable practices and the type of organization most 
likely to succeed in the area; (2) by omitting the standard plan for 
the organization of resources of a given farm. Instead, the records 
of the first year with the production and outlook information are 
the basis for a long-time plan of operation developed directly with 
the farmer. The long-time plan for each farm, the annual budget, 
and the records of operation of the farm are comparable to the 
stages "A", "E", and "R". The general suggestion now ,made to 
farmers in the area substitutes for the standard plan "B". 

Similarly in Minnesota, research patterned after the outline here 
has deviated as follows: The project for testing the applicability of 
farm budgets in farm planning was set up as an integral part of the 
study in farm organization and not separate and apart from it. In 
this way the preliminary records, the suggested regional standards 
and the farm standards were computed as part of the going project. 
In addition, the intermediate, short-time plans were achieved with 
somewhat less formality than is outlined in the body of the text 
preceding. The response to these suggestions, the changes necessary 
due to the farmer's personal eciuation, and the rearranged plans are 
at present all a part of the current work; hence no significant re
suIts are as yet available for dissemination. This one conclusion is 
definitely an outgrowth of the study thus far:· Farmer concepts of 
possible improvements a~d research worker concepts are rather far 
apart .. , This may be due to over-exaggeration on the part of the 
research worker and lack of proper information as .to' former 
limitations. Again it may be due to under-estimation on the part 
of the farmer or even to lack of knowledge as to facts, relationships 
and possibilities. Evident also is the trite psychological fact that 
human beings will exert themselves far more to achieve and carry 
out the plans of their own conceiving, be they good or bad, in con
trast to the effort apparently forthcoming to support the plans of 
another. For this reason the final phase of the project must be 
definitely based on the development of a farmer-conceived and farmer
sanctioned plan if it is to be executed even in part. The farmer will 
often, if not always, put forth the needed extra effort to bring "his" 
plan through successfully. In many cases this extra effort involves 
items of small moment absolutely, but items which are of extreme 
significance relatively and items which mean the success of the ven
ture. Timeliness, the care necessary to effect proper combinations, 
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or the application of special skill or technique all may contribute to 
the success or failure of the proposed change. 

PROJECf 15. The Experimental Method in Farm Management 
Research. 

(By Virgil D. Gilman and l\I. L. Wilson.) 

Objective •. 
(a) To set up and test out hypotheses of farm organizati~n and 

management. This contemplates looking upon the farm as an 
organism in the sense expressed by Dr. Friedrich Aereboe/ and 
selecting and testing out prospectively advantageous combinations of 
the factors of production under field conditions in the area, the 
hypotheses so set up and so tested being based upon suggestions 
growing out of studies such as those outlined in Projects 8 to 13 
of this report, and upon careful consideration of physical character
istics of the area, probable demand for its possible products, and 
possible applicable results of experiment station research in crop 
and livestock production technique. 

(b) To set up and test out such prospectively advantageous 
combinations (or systems of farming), under such conditions and in 
such time as to anticipate the on-coming changes in farm organiza
tionand management in the area and to provide a basis for giving 
farmers definite concrete guidance in making adjustments for those 
changes. 

(c) As a part of the above two objectives, to give experiment 
station workers dealing with crop and livestock production technique 
an opportunity to observe the behavior of their results as utilized 
in farm combinations in the area and to analyze the need for ad
ditional technical research which may be thus uncovered. 

Valae and uses. 
Such a project provides a means whereby the research worker in 

farm management can test the systems of farm organization and 
management which, in view of existing trends, seem likely to develop 
in an area or which might be desirable in the area. He is thus able to 
make a scientific analysis of anticipated changes in farm organization 
and management, and of proposed plans for their redirection, in a 
concrete way. His science is no longer confined to a study of actual 
farms. He may thus combine the factors of production in new 
proportions, thereby peering into the future and scrutinizing 

(1) See Friedrich Aereboe, A Ilgume11Ul lO.ndwirtschaftlilihe Betriebslehre, 
Chapter III "Die Betriebsorganization oder die zweckmassigsten Verhaltnisse 
der Betriebsmittel". Heinrich H. Stippler of Berlin Agricultural College in 
"Philosophy of Aereboe as Related to Scope and Method;of Research in Fann 
Management," published in the Journal of Fa.rm Economics, October, 1931, says: 
"(Aereboe) considers the farm as an inseparable organic entity and shows how 
this unit assumes and must assume different forms under the changing inftuence.ll 
of external and internal conditions." 
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anticipated developments in much the same way that the research 
worker in production technique mixes a new feed or fertilizer com
bination which he anticipates will develop or be proposed and studies 
the use of it. The testing of proposed or anticipated systems of 
farming does not imply that any particular or "best" system be 
dictated to farmers, but simply that a body of facts will be de
veloped which will be ready and available to farmers as an aid to 
them when they begin mwking choices necessary to adjustment. 
. Obviously this project also offers a method of testing proposed 
budgets, adjust¥lents, and plans of farm organization and manage
ment such as would be indicated by Projects 8, 9, 10 and II. Studies 
to determine the most economical rate of use of different input 
factors and the relative economy of different farm practices as out
lined in Projects 17 to 20 in this report can often be included as a 
part of the experimentation in farm organization and management. 
It may not be possible to include the complete results of a study in 
an experiment; but the main features can be included. In either case, 
experimentation in farm' organization and management provides' a 
testing ground for results of these analyses. . 

In a somewhat similar way, workers at the experimen~ station 
engaged in technical production research are provided with means of 
testing and observing· new adaptations and departures from 
orthodox or "standard" crop and livestock production methods. 
Peculiarities of the physical environment of the area, the combining . 
of crops and livestock into a farm organism, and new developments in' 
varieties, breeds, practices, and methods, all call for compromising 
and adaptation of so-called "requirements." Experimental farming 
offers an opportunity for the research worker dealing with crop 
and livestock .productiol), technique to identify pertinent and some
times unsuspected problems worth including in his regular program 
of technical research. 

Farmers of the area would benefit by having prospectively ad
vantageous systems of farming, input-output relationships, and. pro
duction techniques tested and the results assembled and awaiting 
them as they approach each problem of redirection or adjustment of 
their in,dividual businesses. Such information being systematically 
tested, it could be more scientifically applied, and some of the waste 
resulting from individual trial and error experimentation by farmers 
would .be eliminated. . 

Extension workers, specialists in both crop and livestock pro
duction and in farm management have in such research a source of 
information enabling them better to shape their extension programs 
to meet the oncoming problems of the area. 

The -formulation of public policies ill such subjects as land utiliza
tion and .credit, based as they are upon some estimate of future pro
duction, could well utilize results of research concerning the possi
bilities of probable or proposed systems of farming in an area. 
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Scope of project. 

It will be well to begin the scope of this project by listing a few 
of the things which it is not: . 

1. It is not a demonstration. 
2. It is not limited to a study of the existing situation. 
3. It is not necessarily related to or dependent upon successful 

or representative farms now existing. 
4. It does not involve manipulation of privately operated farms. 
s. It is not primarily experimentation in the technique of agri-

cultural production in the usual experiment station sense. 
6. It 'is not coexistent with surveys or route studies. 
7. It is not a type-of-farming study. 
8. It does not contemplate the setting up of a model or "going 

concern" farm. 
It assumes that information on the types of farming in the area, 

the methods of production, the historical changes and trends in types 
of farming and methods of production, the input-output relations 
in the various enterprises, the price outlook and many other items to 
be considered in planning a system of farming, have been or can be 
made available through economic, biological and technological re
search applicable to the area. In short, in this project the results of 
farm management research such as that outlined in many of the 
other projects of this report-and research in related fields as well
are considered as raw material. It attempts to carry the chain ot 
research into a new phase--a stage beyond-combining experimen
tally techniques and factors of production into systems of farmin~ 
and studying the interrelationships and results. 

Such research is peculiar in that it concerns itself with bringing 
together unrelated or loosely related results of many lines of research, 
coordinating them in systems of farming, and observing the results. 
In the second place, it is peculiar in that it is concerned with 
"scouting" routes for the future rather than describing the past or 
present. . In the third place, it deals with a highly dynamic problem 
and must be not too slow to shift its experimentation when necessary 
to conform to anticipated or possible changes in farm organization 
and management' in the area. It is not peculiar in that it deals 
directly with problems which will confront the farmer of the area and 
about which he must make advance judgments. 

In scope, then, the project concerns itself primarily with the 
proportioning of the factors of production probable or possible on 
farms in the area. 

Below are 'a number of illustrations of clear-cut situations where 
in the near future farmers will likely redirect their farm organization 
and management, and where the results of a study of the kind here 
outlined would be very valuable. 

A. ..4. farming area now in smaU specialized wheat farms. Trends 
indicate two probable lines of adjustment, one toward large-scale 
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specialized wheat' farms, the other toward mote diversification on 
farms of the same ilcreage as now'exist. Farmers will shortly begin 
making choices which will commit them to one or the other system. 

B. A range area, mostly range country, but with s,ome farming 
land intermingled. At present the land is owned in small tracts as a 
result of homestead settlement, and range grass, feed crop land, and 
stock water' are in awkward, unstable combinations. Every indication 
points to eventual utilization of the area by large range livestock 
units. How should these be organized and operated? 

C. An area where corn is the crop of major importance. The 
general-purpose tractor offers to each farmer the possibility of 
handling three tim_es his former acreage of corn. Trends indicate 
that there may soon be more cattle feeding and less hog feeding. How 
are these new forces going to affect the farm organism? 

D. A truck crop or smalt fruit area. Research studies of the 
experiment station have uncovered new techniques of production, 
which, if adopted in the area, mean reorganization of farms. How 
will they work out under actual farm conditions? 

E. An area where it is proposed to initiate new types of pro
duction through irrigation, or by the subdivision of estates. How 
will proposed or possible systems of farm organization and manage
ment work out? 

F. An area where soil erosion or abandonment has left agri
culture at low ebb. What new systems of farming, if any, are suited 
to the area? 

In each of these cases, reproportioning of the factors of production 
is involved. New supplementary and complementary relationships 
will arise, redistribution of labor emphasis and new budgets and 
calendars of operation will be necessary, some old conflicts will dis
appear, new conflicts between enterprises will emerge, and the factors 
of production will have to be proportioned to form ,a whole new 
"front line" of margins. 

In each case these oncoming changes cast some shadow, greater 
or less, before, and this should be, in fact must be, anticipated by re
search workers. In each case there are results of research and other 
factS\ available which have a:;bearing upon the anticipated develop
ment and which will provide the basis for a research project of 
experimentation in farm organization and management. 

Many other illustrations in addition to those enumerated above 
could. be given of situations where experimental research in farm 
organization and operation would yield valuable results. On the 
other hand, in many areas there may be a question as to whether the 
important farm organization problems or the impending adjustments 

\ are of such a nature as to lend themselves to experimental research 
that will be significant. Trends may be so mixed and developments 
move so cross-wise as to make systematic analysis seem impossible. 
(Yet it is in just such situations that farmers are most bewildered 

. and most in need of research that will "scout" the way.) The pro-
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du~tion of ~he are~ may be of some type such as orcharding with 
which experimentatIon, for the problems at hand, cannot deal. Again, 
some e~ternal for~e, such as residential land values, may overshadow 
8.nd d~stort ordinary farm organization and management con
SideratIons. Furthermore, basic data upon which this project must 
be founded may be wholly inadequate. Finally, the temper of the 
farmers and other people of the area may be such as to render the 
development of the project inadvisable. 

Organizat"ion. 

It is contemplated that tins project be organized under the ad
ministration of the experiment station, specific direction of organiza
tion and operation to rest with the department of agricultural eco
nomics. At every step in the project it must be kept strongly in 
mind that experimental research in farm organization and manage
ment has yet to develop much of its technique of investigation. This 
technique is in many respects peculiar, enough so that the mere 
dropping of such a project into the experiment station hopper of 
routine will not lead to any significant results. 

The active cooperation of the experiment station divisions engaged 
in technical and biological research is a part of this project. The 
inclusion of new, forward-looking results, of "hunches" of the techni
cal workers in crops and livestock production, and engineering, will 
often be essential to the experiment. The stake of these wOl'kers in 
the project is an important one in that the results and hypotheses 
emerging from technical and biological research can be injected into 
the systems of farming and tested out. Nothing in this close co
operation implies that the experimentation becomes a series of 
loosely or unconnected experiments or demonstrations in production 
technique. The central and dominant procedure is setting up and 
testing systems of farming. In farming systems, the "best" method 
of producing an individual crop or animal, "best" dates of 
operations, rates of input, rations, etc., are in part dependent upon 
the "requirements" of the other crops and livestock, within the farm 
system. The research worker in production technology has. a vital 
interest in such compromising of "requirements," because it is the 
practical process used by farmers. 

Farm mortgage companies, life insurance companies, banks, farm 
implement companies, and merchants, often are willing or unwilling 
dictators of systems of farming through their control over land and 
equipment. In most cases they are as anxious as farmers are to dis
cover the most advantageous proportioning of the factors of pro
duction for anticipated syst,ems of farming. The project is hardly 
worth undertaking unless the good will and cooperative assent of 
such agencies can be secured. Often it will be possible and desirable 
to secure much more substantial support in the form of use of land 
arid capital equipment for the experimentation. 
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While it is vitat'to the success of the project that the cooperation 
of such agencies be enlisted, yet it is just as vital that they clearly 
understand the experimental character of the project in farm 
organization and management and that the chips must be left free 
to fall where they may. For this reason it is essential that all con
tributions of equipment, supplies, use of land, etc., be covered by defi
nite contract agreements wherein the experiment station is left with 
a free hand to use such factors of production as it sees fit. 

Sympathetic understanding of the objectives of the project by 
farm and other business leaders is of course desirable. The danger 
is that experimentation will be mistaken for demonstration and that 
public opinion will become impatient and critical of negative results. 

Responsibility for the conduct of the experimental work carried 
on must be very clearly defined and understood by everyone from the 
start. From within the department of agricultural economics. 
responsible for the project, the definite ~hannel of responsibility ex
tends unbroken "down through the farm manager or foreman to the 
laborers. The cooperative efforts of other departments and private 
contributors flow through this channel. 

While delegation of responsibility and cooperation can be very 
definitely set forth before the project is started, the actual manage
ment of the project cannot be so predetermined. Those to whom 
responsibility for management of the project has been delegated 
must have considerable freedom of action in making decisions re
garding the management within the system of farming being tested. 
This is essential. since weather and price conditions cannot be fore
told for the period of the experiment. Paradoxical as it seems, the 
research is much more scientific and systematic if operations are 
adjusted to varying conditions as theyarise. 

It will be noted that in this discussion there is no mention of the 
entrepreneur. Experimentation in farm organization and manage
ment will be most fruitful if the ever varying, elusive force of en
trepreneurship is eliminated or held constant. This project as
sumes that it is feasible to set up and operate a system of farming, 
observing and measuring interrelationships and results in much the 
same manner as the animal husbandman sets up and observes a fee"d
ing experiment and measures the results. In both cases the results' 
are interpreted in action in the area by individual entrepreneurs. In 
both, the difficulties arise in the use of results by entrepreneurs with 
varying ability rather than from the method of r,esearch. . , 

Units and coefficients. 
Since research in farm organization and management as con

templated -in this project has not been developed to any extent, it is 
very desirable that no rigid system of terminology be set up. Con
sequently, in laying out the project it would be best simply to forget 
about the terminology commonly \lsed in farm management studies. 

The greatest mobi~ity of thought will be maintained and the 
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greatest progress made if the problem and the project are set forth 
in terms of economic principles involved. Of course in each particu
lar case. caref~ly detailed planning and analysis is necessary. How
ever, ~his partIcular procedure should not be jammed into the termi-' 
nologlcal compartments of other farm management research. Termi-

. nology will evolve out of experience. 

Location and lengtk of e;rperimenf. 

The geographic location of the "proving ground" whereon systems 
of farming are to be tested will have to be in harmony 'With the ob:' 
jectives and the scope of the project, and the conclusions arrived at 
in the qualitative analysis of the situation. For the most part the 
principles determining the location are the same as those involv!!d 
in the location of plots for agronomic experiments. The testing 
should be set up under physical conditions of soil, topography, e~c., 
which will be representative of those under which the system of farm
ing being tested might develop. -The twilight zone of indeterminism 
at the edge of a type-of-farming area should be avoided. Not only 
factors of soil and climate, but also the relatively stable economic 
factors of distance to market, transportation, highways, etc., mus~ 
be taken into account in so far as they influence representativeness 
of the location. 

The length of time which the experiment should run needs to be 
considered from several angles. 

The first is that of the biological. cycle of production. Truck 
crops, corn-hogs, range cattle, orchards, all differ in this respect, the 
first completing a cycle each year, the last requiring many years. 
The length of the biological cycle will influence, although not 
necessarily rigidly determine, the period of testing for a given system 
of farm organization and management. 

The next consideration, and a more important one, is that the 
project is dealing with a highly dynamic situation. The attempt is 
to test hypotheses of organization· and management for anticipated 
systems of farming. After the project has been launched with given 
objectivell and plan of procedure, a shifting ec~nomic situation may 
necessitate a redirection of the experimentatio~. Later developments 
may clearly indicate that farm organization and management in the 
area cannot advantageously move in the direction at first anticipated 
as .possible or probable. In suck case, e;rperimental researckrm.£8t 
redirect ita testing activitiea to tke new anticipated sY8tems of farm
ing. No concept in the whole project is more fundamental to its 
success than this. It may mean recasting the experiment in terms of 
time and it may involve relocatiQn geographically. In any circum,
stance, this mobility of the research machinery is vital to the de- , 
velopment of a body of facts which will be ready and available for. 
farmers as they begin making choices leading to new systems of farm
ing. 
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The final consideration follows obviously from the above. It is to 
the effect that while any given experiment is redirected from time to 
time, experimentation in a dynamic agriculture should be continuous. 

Recording and analyzing· data. 
At the beginning ~f the experiment a comprehensive plan of 

operation, expressed as a farm budget or series of budgets similar 
to those suggested in Project 14 of this report, should be set up com
panionate to the setting up of objectives and definition of scope of 
project. Within this budget, the hypotheses of the project are ex-:
pressed concretely. 

Records kept during the experimentation will verify these hypoth
eses expressed in the budget or provide the basis for this modi
fication. Analysis and interpretation must follow closely upon the 
heels of recording, for crude figures and facts quickly become 
obsolete in a dynamic agriculture. There is little chance here, as in 
biological research, for long-period analyses. 

Both the budget and records are much different from those kept 
by an ordinary farmer. The farmer's farm is a going concern, and 
as emphasized in Project 14, his budget and record are fitted to 
serve that given concern. On the ,"proving ground" of an experi-
mental farm, on the other hand, there are likely to be more "enter
prises," more equipment and more labor. Some testing is under:
taken even when negative results are expected. Also because of the 
experimentation with variations in proportions of the factors, both 
budgets and records are much more detailed and voluminous. The 
experimentation endeavors to measure the effect of variations in 
production, in dates, in methods, in relation to farming systems, to 
reveal those most advantageous. Analyses must set forth these 
results with interpretation so that they become a bo'dy of basic 
"control" ·data which the farmers of the area can use in making 'Up 
their larm budgets., I 

Although the emphasis in analysis will vary according to the 
specific objectives and scope of the project, the basic analysis will 
be concerned with the interrelationships in the particular system of· 
farming being tested. For this particular case, the time relation
ships, the input-output relationships, the complementary and supple-
~entary relationships can be worked out. '. 

From this as a base the analysis can proceed to variations such as 
the effect upon the farm organization and management of one change 
in the proportion of the factors, for example, more land or less land, 
a' larger power unit or a smaller power unit, more labor or less 
labor. Analysis is also needed from the viewpoint of calendar of 
operations, shifting "best" dates forward or backward, and use of 
night labor. .' 

The data on numerous variations of farming systems may be set 
forth from the physical data secured and the probable results calcu
lated, after the manner indicated in Projects 9 and 10 in t~is report. 
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But to avoid complications in both analysis and presentation, it 
should be limited to the more important systems. 

Inference •. 

, These topics have been touched upon in preceding sections. The 
inferences drawn can be classified. into three groups, those pertaining 
to the type-of-farming area,· those pertaining to individual farmers of 
the area, and those pertaining to time period. The geographical 
location of the experimental growid is to be such that it will be 
representative' of the'type-of-farming area. As a consequence, ,the 
experimental results should be generally applicable for the area. 
The closer the physical environment in all parts of the area comes 
to being identical with that of the location selected as "representa
tive," the more nearly will the results be applicable to all parts of 
the area. ~ 

Inferences as to individual farms must be based upon the varia
tions in the abilities of the entrepreneurs. It must be recognized 
that farmers are of different capacities and efficiencies and all 
gradations between. To classify carefully all farmers' according to 
these and then to match each grade of ability with research specially 
designed for it would be an impossible task, whether in animal hus
bandry or farm management. However, it is to be kept in mind that 
the experimentation with variations in the system of farm organiza
tion and management turns out an assortment of input-output 

\ techniques which farmers, particularly farmers whose proportioning 
of the factors does not diverge too far from that of the system being 
tested, can use in planning their own production. As a matter of 
fact, it is very "likely that adjustments in the area will be initiated' 
by a small minority of farmers with high ability who can readily 
utilize the results of. experimental research. 

Inferences as to period to which the results will be applicable are 
dependent upon the speed with which, the anticipated development 
in the area is taking place. 

Presentation of results. 
The 'Selection and presentation of material will be determined by 

the needs of the farmers of the area for data to guide them in their 
choices. Extension specialists in, crop and livestook production will 
make valuable use of all material bearing upon the adaptation of 
the "standards" of production to the systems of farming being 
studied. These and other results of the experimentation logically 
flow' out into the extension program and thence to farmers. 

The concerns and agencies with special financial interests in the 
area should be supplied with results as fast as they develop. Per
haps most important of all are the leading farmers who are out in 
front of the procession in making adjustments. They will eagerly 
use the results of the research, and its ~evelopment at their hands 
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will .give opportunities fot farm management and organization 
studIes of the usual tyPe to supplement experimental research. 

The experimentation with probable and prospectively advan
tage~us proportioning of the factors of production into systems of 
!armmg should be continuously ejecting up-to-the-minute data serv
mg to gUide the farm organization and management of the area. 

Costs. 

The costs of such a project will vary greatly according to the 
systems of farming placed under test and according to the proportion 
of the experimental set-up which can be secured by contribution. In 
general, the initial outlay is large, but from the standpoint of area 
served and significance of results in reducing the wastes of trial and 
error, .it promises to be an extremely economical form of farm 
management research. 

Comments. (H. R. Tolley.) 
The foregoing state~ent has been written in the light of six years 

experience in farm management research by the experimental method 
at the Montana Agricultural College~ Brief discussions of the proj
ect in progress there will be found in an article, "Experimental 
Method in Economic Research", by M. L. Wilson in the Journal of 
Farm Economics, October, 1929, and in the chapter on "The Ex
perimental Method" in Research Method and Procedure in Agri
cultural Economics. 

There are differences of opinion among farm management workers 
as to the use of the experimental method in research in this field. 
Some apparently hold the opinion that the method is not applicable 
to farm management research. Others feel that the difficulties in
volved in carrying on farm management research by this method are 
too great to warrant attempts to use it. On the other hand, it must 
be admitted that many promising hypotheses concerning possible 
improvements in farm organization and operation have been formu
lated which could be verified only by the experimental method. 

For instance, many farm management workers have at one time 
or another, when studying the farm management problems of an 
area, formulated hypotheses that some form of farm organization or 
some method of management not to be found even on a single farm 
of the area would result in a better utilization of the resources of 
some or all of the farms of the area, than any of the existing organi
zations or methods. Since no facts are readily available to prove 
or disprove such hypotheses, they usually remain in the realm of the 
"theoretical" and "hypothetical" until some farmers "try them out" 

. and provide the facts. Even if the researcher undertakes to study 
by the case method "innovations" in farm organization and mana~ 
ment concurrently with the first trials by farmers, the researcher has 
placed himself in the position of a foUo'Wer rather than' a leader in 
the development of improved organization and management. When 
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we realize that now ·ther~ are to be found in many parts of the 
country, systems of farnung and methods of operation which were 
not in existence a decade ago, and that many of these newer systems 
and methods are better adapted to present conditions. than were even 
the best of those in existence ten years ago, and that in most cases 
results of farm management research have not been used in the de
velopments of these new systems and methods, we are compelled to 
admit that our work has not been as useful and helpful to farmers 
as it might have been. I venture to predict that in the next decade 
we will see even greater changes in the fami organization and manage
ment in most parts of the country than have occurred in the past 
decade. 

A more general use of the experimenta1 method would certainly 
help farm management research to "get at the head of theproces
sion". To be sure, there are many difficulties to be overcome before 
"economic experimentation" becomes an established method for re
search. However, this proj~ct dis<!ussion shows that a good be
ginning has already been made in developing the technique of the ex
perimental metho!! in farm organization and farm management re
search. Probably it is as well developed now as the technique of the 
statistical 'method in our field was two decades ago. Even though 
use of the experimental method may be quite expensive, the necessary 
funds may in some cases be more readily available than for statistical 
research. Certainly the large funds that have been spent on "demon
stration" farms could well be turned to this use! 

v" PROJECT 16. Prices to be Received by Farmers. / 

OBJECTIVE: To develop a basis. for forecasting annual prices 
at the farm for the commodities produced in an area. 
(Joint with Prices of Farm Products.) 

(By H. R. Wellman.) 

Stated in more detail; the objectives of this project are to discover" 
measure, and explain the major factors that have caused prices ., 
the farm for commodities produced in an area to vary from year t. 
year and to develop a basis for forecasting at the time of planting 
or b~eeding the probable level of prices of the various commodities 
at the time of marketing. These are the prices to be used in deter-

(2) Professor W. I. Myers's comments on this project are as follows: 
"I am in complete disagreement with the suggested use of the experimental 

method as a means of verification of the results of research by other methods. 
Because of the grave difficulties inv~lved in carrying on farm .management re
search by the experiment~1 method, It would s~ to me tha~ Its value is very 
greatly over-rated in ProJec;t .15. Rather than usmg the experlIDental method BfI 
a' means of testing the validity of hypotheses reached by a study Qf farms, It 
would seem to' me more appropriate to say that the results of the experimental 
method might well be c:onsider~ as hypotheses to be checked by farmers in the 
actual operation of their farms. 
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mining the most. advantageous combinations of enterprises and 
methods of production in an area in the years ahead and the ad
justments needed in the light of the outlook. 

Value arul U8e8. 
In order to use the outlook reports issued by the federal and state 

agencies to the best advantage in making adjustments in their 
production, program, farmers need to be able to translate the price 
forecasts for the nation or state into price forecasts for the sections 
in which they live. The federal and state outlook reports must of 
necessity be concerned primarily with the forces of demand and 
supply that determine prices in the central markets at the time the 
bulk of the product is being marketed. The farmer, however, is 
interested in the forces of demand and supply that determine the 
prices in his particular market place at the particular time h:s prod
uct is ready for market. Only if the forces that determine local 
market prices coincide with t.hose that determine central market 
prices, and if the costs of transportation and handling from the local 
to the central market are known, can the farlI1fr use the federal 
and state outlook reports directly. Similarly, it is only under these 
conditions, that the farm management research worker can use with
out modification the' results of research 'in central market prices in 
studies such as those outlined in Projects 8 to 13 in this re~rt. 

Scope. 
This project can be limited to a single commodity in a given area, -' 

or can include' all of the commodities in a given area, or can include' 
all of the commodities in all of the areas in the state or region. At 
least in the ,beginning, however, it is desirable to confine the research 
to a single commodity in a given area.\ When this is completed the 
study of a sec~ndcommodity can be undertaken and so on. 

A. nalY8i8. 
Marshall points out "that in a perfect market there is a strong 

tendency for the same price to be paid for the same thing in all 
parts of the mal'ket," allowance being made for differences in the 
cost of· transportation. The markets for many agricultural com
modities, however" are not perfect markets. Consequently, prices 
in any given locality may vary considerably from central market 
prices, -even after transportation and handling charges are accounted 
for. 

Two methods of attack might be used in developing a basis for 
.forecasting prices at the farm: (1) analyze the factors that have 
affected the year-to-year changes in farm prices and appraise the 
future. positions of these factors; (2) forecast the annual prices in 
'the central market or markets in which the product is sold and then 
forecast lhe spread between the central and local market prices. The 
second method is the one most likely to yield satisfactory results for 
the majority of farm projects. -
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Before starting the analysis, it is necessary to determine the time 
of the year that the specific commodities from the area under con
sideration are marketed. Potatoes grown in the Shafter district of 
Kern County, California, for example, are marketed during the 
months of May, June, a~d July. A forecast of the annual prices 
of potatoes at San FranCISCO or Los Angeles would not give Shafter 
potato growers adequate information. What is needed is a forecast 
of the prices of new potatoes at San Francisco or Los Angeles dur
ing the months of May, June,and JUly. This forecast of central 
market prices together with a forecast of the spread· between the 
prices at the .central market' and at Shafter would, if reasonably 
accurate, give potato growers in that district reliable price infor'-
mation upon which to base their planting program. . 

The first phase of this analysis will be to develop a basis for fore
casting prices in the central mal"ket in which the bulk of the com~ 
modity from the area is sold and at the time it is sold. The proj
ects whose objectives are to explain the major variations in the 
price of a product in a given wholesale market; and to forecast the 
annual average price and the seasonal movement in the price for a 
given annual crop in a wholesale market, in the bulletin of this series 
dealing witli research relating to Prices of Farm Products, provide 
the basis for this phase. The second phase of this project will be 
to measure and explain the spreads and changes in spreads between 
prices in the central market and prices at the farm in such a way as 
to have prediction value in forecasting future spreads. This is dis
cussed in a later project in the same report. Although considerable 
progress on the first phase of this project has been made, there has 
been very little work done on the second phase. To explain and 
measure the influence of the various factors that have caused the 
fluctuations in price differentials between local and central markets 
is a difficult task. - Until this is done, a possible procedure is to use 
spreads based upon transportation and handling charges in estimat-

T''':..~ .ttho fann f,..,.. tho fo",~" of pri", m tho """.1 

PROJEcT 17. Proportional Combination of the Factors of 
Production.1 

(By A. G. Black.) 

Eorros's NOTE: The discussion in Project 11 is general, intended to introduce 
the more detailed analysis outlined in Projects 18 ·and 19, the~ first of which is 
in terms of the experimental method, the second in terms of the statistical 

(*) "It will always be impossible to forecast local price variations from 
central market variations because in general the spreads vary because of noo
predictable local. causes .. Local price variations can be Bzplained; but not fore
casted." (A. G. Black.) 

(1) See Analysis 405 in Methods 'n SocialScte1lCe Beaearch-a Case Book, for 
an outline of the research relating to this subject. 
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method. Such a project as this ean confine itself to purely physical and bio
logical relationships: However, it will then be only a. fragment of the whole 
analysis needed; and it will not really be a. project in economics. As outlined. 
the necessary economic analysis is included with the other, which requires that 
the whole farm business be brought into the analysis. But the concentration is 
upon one set of relationships. those of inputs to outputs, the rest being brought 
in to supply the background, in the manner indicated in the statement in the 
introduction under "Suggested Procedure for Specific Research Projects." 

One of the fundamental problems met infarm management research 
is the proportional combination of the factors of production. The 
study of this problem is not only of extreme interest to the economist 
interested in the theoretical aspects of production but is of interest 
as well to the farmer who faces the day-ta-day task of combining the 
production elements with which he works. A thorough understanding 
of this subjedt is necessary to guard against a blind acceptance of 
production "standards" and "unit requirements" which have so often 
been presented in farm management .bulletins of the past (and un-
fortunately of the present). . 

The term "proportional combination of the factors of produc,tion" 
has a most formidable appearance, but it means merely the propor
tion of the various "raw materials", be they acres of land, hours of 
labor (man or horse), amounts of machinery, seed, fertilizer, feed, 
etc., used in combination to produce a bushel of wheat or a hundred
weight of beef, or some other product. It might easily be concluded 
that the amounts of the various raw materials combined to produce 
a bushel of wheat, for example, are quite constant, that one hundred
weight of beef must contain about the same amount of raw materials 
as another. If only the finished product is examined, this conclusion 
would appear quite valid, and in a certain sense is quite valid. A 
bushel of wheat will contain about so much protein, carbohydrate, 
moisture, iron, phosphorus and all the other elements found in wheat. 
There may be consideral;lle variation in these from year to year or 
from place to place, but on the whole there will be a reasonable 
degree of constancy regarding the physical and chemical constitution 
of the wheat, . 

Although the final product may contain a relatively fixed amount 
of its constituent elements, the amoun,ts of these elements used)n 
producing the product may vary widely. The finished pairs of shoes 
will ahvays contain about the same amount of leather. But there 
may be a considerable variation in the amount of leather that was 
used up in making these shoes, depending upon whether the cutters 
were trying to save leather or save labor, according to how much 
work was done by machinery, etc. If machines are run at maximum 
speed, more spoilage will result than if operated at moderate speeds. 
Similarly, there is a wide range in the amount of feed, that is fed 
in producing a hundred pounds of milk, depending, upon the type of 
cow, the ration, the skill of the feeder, the detailed attention given 
to the f~ing. This variation is due in part to the possibility of 
substituting one production element for another within limits. If a 
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large number of shoes are produced per hundred pounds of leather, 
we would find that a large amount of labor has been used. In a 
sense,. therefore, labor has b~n substituted for leather. Similarly, 
gasohne power may be substItuted for horse-labor and man-labor 
in producing whea~ Or a large amount of wheat or cotton per acre' 
may be due to lavIsh use of labor or fertilizer. These factors have 
been substituted for land. When we have a large return per man, 
we frequently find a small return per acre. This represents a sac#-

. fice of land and is in a sense a substitution of land for labor. 
Statements of "unit requirements" or "standard requirements" do 

not recognize the possibility of varying the amounts of production 
elements used. They are therefore poor guides to follow if the 
most profitable combination of the factors is the objective. 

It is obvious that the principal reason for varying the amounts 
of cost factors used is the relative prices of those factors. When 
raw materials are low priced, they are used more wastefully (phys
ically), and labor and the other factors are economized. When raw 
material prices are high, the reverse is true. 

Research work in farm management which attempts to throw some 
light upon the proportional combination of the factors of production 
must be planned to bring out the differences in the amounts of the 
physical factors used under varying combinations of the factors in 
production. With such basic data' at hand, it is comparatively 
simple to calculate expenses of pz:oduction under various price situ
ations. 

It should be evident that the final objective of a project of this 
nature is the lowering of costs ·aM increasing of net incomes. We 
hear much these days of the need for lowering costs in agriculture. 
Research is needed as a basis for it. Higher yields are commoruy 
assumed to be a most important means of lowering costs. Sometimes 
they Ilre, and sometimes not-less often not than commoruy sup.posoo.. 
Were this not so, we would have made more progress in lowering 
costs by increasing yields. The fact is that on very many fields 
under very many circumstances, the extra inputs needed to increase 
yields will not pay for themselves. or will not reward the farmer 
sufficiently to induce him to put forth the extra effort. (As explained 
in Project 8, the usual correlation analysis of yields and net incomes 
are spurious in considerable measure.) A project such as this if 
properly conducted should indicate what increments of what pro
duction factors will lower costs, on what kinds of land, with what 
sorts of livestock; and what increments will reduce costs to their 
lowest possible figure. But it should also show how and where in
comes may at times be increased by increasing the volume with costs 

ris;u~h information is essential to the study -of intensity problems. 
It should be noted that "intensity" is one aspect of "proportional 
combination of the factors of production." Land, for example, is 
used more intensively 'When larger amounts of the other factors are 
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used in combination with a fixed or constant amount of land, and 
less intensively when labor and capital are applied more thinly to 
the fixed amount, of land. The relative intensity with which land or 
labor or equipmen,t is worked is always closely related to the relative 
prices of the input factors and to the price of the product. Which 
is cause and which is effect is a question we need not discuss here. 
Given a set of prices for his input factors and for his product which 
he cannot change by his volume of production, any farmer can in
crease his profits by increasing his intensity to the point where the 
last unit of the production element added just equals the returns 
received from the unit of product which maybe imputed to the ad
ditional increment of the production factor. This is of course the 
familiar marginal productivity analysis. 

Objective. 
A project set up to study the proportional combination of the 

factors of production will have for its objectives the following: To 
determine and analyze the methods of production of the leading enter-

. prises in the important type-of-farming areas, such analysis to take 
the form of determining the most effective combination of input 
factors both With respect to qualities and amounts, and the relative 
importance of the input factors in the enterprises, from the point of 
view of both physical and economic returnS. ' The final step ,is to 
construct tables or graphs showing the physical amounts of the input 
factors used in varying combinations required to produce the fina~ 
product. 

Scope. 
Such a project may be limited to only one of the products pro

duced on the farms in an area, such as cotton in the South, and 
to on~ of the input factors, such as fertilizer; or it may be expanded 
to include all the input factors used in producing one product~ and 
all of the products in the type of farming followed. If it is limited 
to ,one input factor and one product, then the other input factors 
must be held constant, as they may be in large part by experimental' 
procedures; or they must have the effect of their variations removed 
(in so far as possible) by statistical m~thods. In the latter case, 
they are therefore really included in the analysis, and one might, as 
well in most cases attempt to mearure the effect of variations in them 
on the product the same as of the input factor that has been put in 
the foreground. 

If a type of farming could be found consisting of enterprises that 
are almost completely non-conflicting, non-supplementary and non
complementary, then one could analyze the input-output relationship 
for anyone of the products separate from the others. There are 
cases where this situation is nearly enough realized so that one can 
abstract one product from the combination and determine its input
output relationships separately. In most' cases, however, there are 
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too manY.interrelationships between enterprises to m·ake this possible. 
(See Pr~Ject .8 for further discussion on this point.) One can get 
the relatIonships between the pure physical inputs and physical out
puts for each product; but one cannot determine from these the most 
economical combination of inputs. The amount of labor which it 
pays to devote to a given product depends upon what other demands 
there are for the same labor at the same time; the same thing may 
even be true for some types of feed for livestock, particularly pasture· 
feed. Under such circumstances, it is necessary to analyze· the input
output relationships for all the products, and at the same time 
determine the supplementary, complementary and joint-product re
lationships with considerable care. Data must be collected for each 
farm that will enable the investigator to determine the effect on the 
receipts, expenses and net incomes of the business as a whole of 
varying the amounts of any input factor for any product; in other 
words, to set up various budgets each representing different amounts 
of some input factor. The variations may take the form of hiring 
extra labor; or of taking labor away from other products. It i~ 
also obvious thaf combination of enterprises is a major factor in 
the problem. Reducing the acreage of one crop will make more 
labor available for others, or for a livestock enterprise. The more 
livestook, the more manure available for the crops, etc. It is clear 
from the foregoing that any input-output analY8is that i8 to .be put 
to U8e under actual farming conditions must be 8upported by data 
and analysis for the farm. busines8 a8 a whole, unless the enterprises 
are almost completely independent of each other. The fact that 
two enterprises receive attention of the farmer at entirely different. 
seasons of the year does not make them unrelated-the operator 
makes a larger income from having two enterprises supplement each 
other in this way. 

M eth-ods of procedure. 
Either the statistical or experimental methods may be used in 

carryinO' such a project to completion. In certain cases, perhaps 
both methods may be used in conjunction. Data for analysis by the 
statistical method may be secured from farm surveys, supervised 
records or from experiments. The physical and economic phases of 
the problem must be given careful separate consideration. The 
results should be first stated in physical terms; that is, the amounts 
of product resulting from the us~ of successive physical increments 
of input factors should be determmed. In theory, once such reslilts 
are tabulated for all reasonable amounts of the production factors 
in combination, cost rates (expressed in money terms) may be 
applied, and the costs so determined of th.e several el~ments ~sed in 
combination may be added, and the resultmg sums will constItute a 
series of unit costs under varying combinations of the elements of 
production. The combination result.ing.in the smalle~t total unit 
cost is known as the least-cost combmatIon. In practIce, however, 
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usable cost-rates are not available for many of th~ input factors
commonly not for most of the man-labor, horse-labor and machine 
labor, for much of the land, and even for a considerable part of the 
feed. Even if labor is hired, it is commonly hired for a period and to 
work on several different pJ,'oducts. One does violence to the facts if 
he charges the same rate per hour for labor on chores and field work, 
on oats planting in April and haying in June, etc., in case a man is 
hired by the season to do both. Land in different uses in a crop rota
tion cannot be properly valued at the same rent. Many farm-grown 
feeds have no rea} market value--they are worth what each farmer 
can get out of them at his most valuable use. The concept of least
cost combination is therefore. purely theoretical under most actual 
farming conditions. 

However, this is a matter of no great moment. Farmers are in
terested in producing at the highest profit rather than at least cost, 
unless the two happen to coincide. Usually it will pay to carry 
production to some point beyoD(~ least cost. The highest-profit point 
may be deterIl.lined by comparing the cost of producing an,additional 
unit of product with the selling price of that unit. The two are 
equal at the highest-profit combination. Stated somewhat differently, 
it is profita~le to add increments of input factors to a fixed factor 
up to the point where the value of the added product is equal to 
the added costs.2 Even this procedure, however, is not possible in 
ease no values can be determined for the marginal increments of the 
input factors; and as explained above, this is the case with many of 
the input factors. The actual procedure which must be followed i~ 
therefore that of balancing against selling price only those for which 

• values can be obtained. For the others, the results take the form of 
datementa that these marginal incrementa of input if added to this 
product will increase by so much the net income of the farm (net 
income being calculated so as not to include deductions for non-cash 
items such as family labor). One can then decide if this addition to 
the nel income is the largest that can be obtained from any possible 
use of it. The operator may finally decide that it is not enough of 
an addition to net income to warrant t.rying to use it. 

a. Statistical method. 
If the data for such analysis are to be obtained by surveys, a 

special effort must be made to secure as detailed and accurate in
formation regarding methods of conducting the enterprises as pos
sible. If the combination of factors in a bee! cattle feeding enter
prise is involved, the data collected should include the n\llIlber, weight 
and age and grade of cattle when put on feed; the amount of labor, 
man and horse, used per day; the ration fed in as detailed form as 
possible, including period for which each ration was fed, total length 
of feeding period, pasturage and weights of cattle, as frequently as 

(2) John D. Black, Production Economics, Chapters IX and XII. Henry 
Holt & Co .• 1926. 
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possible. Such other data as size of feedlot, type of buildings, 
whether or not cattle are confined to dry lots, size of farm, crop. 
acreage, pasture acreage, other livestock enterprises (sizes, etc.), 
and amount of labor available, may be found useful in a study of 
this kind if special phases of the problem are considered. Such data 
are helpful in explaining unexpected deviations in some of the major' 
characteristics of the enterprise. It mU8t be remembered that the 
enterpri8e u not uolated, but u (In mtegraZ part of the w1wZe farm 
bU8ine,,; hence the other enterprises with fohich the one under CO'llr 

sideration u combined are important m determining results within 
anyone enterprise. The more supplementary, complementary and 
joint-product relationships there are in a type of farming, the more 
the results for anyone enterprise will be influenced by the others. 

When methods of production change, the amounts ot the factors 
also change. For example, the factors used in a dry-lot steer
feeding enterprise are not strictly comparable with those used in a 
pasture-feeding enterprise. There is a differ!nt amount of land used, 
to be sure, but the significant change is in the nature of the land use. 
The two methods cannot be compared 'on the basis of the mere amount 
of land used. This same illustration suggests that the form in which 
feed is supplied will give widely different results. Thus the gain 
per pound of concentrates or per pound of roughage will differ under 
the dry-lot and pasture systems of feeding. .Similarly, when' crop 
production is highly mechanized there are differences in amounts of 

... factors used; but t,pere are also differences in the quality or char
a&ter of the factors. The quality of labor will probably be quite 
different when combined with power machinery than when combined 
with horse-drawn equipment. 

Enough illustrations have been given to suggest that the input
output relationships should be determined for each -of the different 
types of farming and techniques of production, and for the varia
tions possible under each technique or method. 

It will be apparent that a considerable number o~ records is 
needed for a statistical study of this problem, especially if the data 
are collected by survey. There is likely to be a considerable scatter 
about the line of regression for some of the input factors. The 
extreme cases will exert a smaller influence relatively if part of a 
large number of observations than if part of a smaller number of 
observations. This involves the whole question of sampling as it 
applies to economic data, which has been discussed at length in, 
Research Method and Procedure. in AgricuZtural Economics. The 
complexity of. the problem as evidenced by the number of products 
and of cost factors involved is a further reason for a large number 
of cases. The standard method of measuring the influence of the 
various factors is by multiple and partial correlation. With such a 
method the number of observations needed increases with the number 
of variables. Inasmuch as the addition of increments of input 
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factors to a~other factor results typically in diminishing returns, 
the re.sults will usually show a curvilinear relationship. 

b. Experimental 'method. 
The so-called experimental method of studying the proportional 

. combination of the factors of production involves more direct pro
cedure than does the statistical method. All the input factors are 
held constant in fact except the one which is varied; likewise the 
other enterprises are eliminated. In the statistical method an at
tempt is made to eliminate the effects of the variations·of the other 
factors, with an uncertain prospect of success. The exp~rimental 
method is slower, does not, in general, require as many observations, 
is probably more accurate, but is conducted under conditions not 
found in actual farm operation, and is'probably as open to question 
regarding the adequacy of the sample as is the case with the statis
.tical method. This is because in experiments with plants and animals, 
not all the conditions are under complete control. In effect, therefore, 
statistical procedure ne~ds to be used even in experiments. Enough 
observations must be made so' as to furriish a basis for calculating 
averages, thus tending to eliminate the effects of experimental error 
(due to measurements '01' to uncontrolled factors) upon the results 
as finally published; or to' make possible various correlations and 
adjustments for the uncontrolled factors. 

Experiments should be an effective way of determining the effect 
of different practices with respect. to feeding, llPplying fertilizers, I 

spraying, cultivating, preparing soil, date of planting, etc. Manyet 
these experiments wilJr show diminishing returns clearly .. 

Most experiments now being conducted in animal husbandry, 
soils, crops, etc., are not planned to provide data necessary to' 
determine the results needed in wOl'k of this kind. They could be 
easily planned, however, to yield such results and at the same time 
fulfill the purposes for which they are now being conducted. S They 
s~ouldwherever possible be planned and executed jointly by econo
mists and agronomists, animal husbandry men, soil or other, special
ists who might be interested in the technical side of the problem.' 

Although most of the published results of experiments have not 
been in form to use in this work, it would no doubt be profitable to 
inspect the original data from experiments that have been conducted. 
In many cases a different method of analysis will yield usable data. 
Much effort could no doubt be profitably expended in such work. ' 
Any results from this source would reduce the necessity of consider
able lengthy and expensive experimentation. The analysis of the 
results of the use of fertilizer on tobacco discussed in Project 18 of 
this report illustrates this point. 

(3) W. J. Spillman and Emil Lang, The Law of Diminishing Returns, World 
Book Companr' Also see Project 18 following. • 
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Re,ulll. 

The results from either the experiment8.J. or statistical method of 
analysis can be presented in tabular and graphic form. It would 
appear that tables setting forth the results obtained from various 
combinations of the production elements would serve as useful a 
purpose as have feeding standards in the past. The usefulness of 
graphic presentation will, however, be limited to those cases where 
two or three variables enter the problem. More than this number 
cannot be shown graphically. The alternative procedure is that 
outlined in Projects 8 and 9, of setting up typical farm budgets as 
illustrations. The pioneer study in this subject is U. S. D. A. 
Bulletin 1277, Input a, Related to Output in Farm Organization 
and Colf-ot-Production Studie" by H. R. Tolley, J. D. Black and 
M. J. B. Ezekiel. Research workers are advised to study this publi
cation carefully before beginning work in this field, as well as the 
other references cited in Projects 18 and 19. 

As previously indicated, this method of analysis is rather technical. 
The individual farmer, county agent or extension specialist has 
neither the data nor the technical training necessary to develop a 
study o( this type. The research worker, therefore, must analyze 
the problems completely, and must then put his results in such form 
as to be easily understood and applied. A tabular statement giving 
the variations in the output of gains or yields resulting from varia
tions in the amounts of the input elements used is one method of 
presenting the results of research in this field for the use of farmers. 

'-'''When all the input factors have definitely ascertainable values, tables 
", can also be constructed showing the effect of price variations-such 

as in Table 26 from the United States Department of Agriculture 
Bulletin 1277. Where some of the input factors do not have such 
values, the presentation had better be in the form of budgets. 

PROJECT 18. Dr. W. J. Spillman's Project for 
Experimental Determination of the Most Eco
nomical Rate of Use of Fertilizer.1 

OBJECTIVE: To determine by the experimental method the 
most economical rate of use of fertilizer in the production 
of a specified crop. (Joint with son and Plant Sciences.) 

(By H. R. Tolley.) 
(Thi, project outline, methodology proposed 

by Dr. W. J. SpiUman.) 
At the time of Dr. Spillman's death in July 1931, his investigations 

of the Law of Diminishing Increments (or Diminishing Outputs) in 
(1) Including this project in this report does not, any more than in the case 

of all of the other projects, carry with it the complete endorsement by the· 
Committee of all the details of the analysis outlined or of its underlyinl!; assump

(Continued on Page 190.) 
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agriculture had progressed to the point where he had outlined in 
detail and put in manuscript form a metho<2 of obtaining by experi
ment the data on the relation between the yield of a crop and quan
tities of fertilizer applied· that are needed to determine the most 
economical rate of use of fertilizer of different kinds, on different 
soils, in the production of different crops, at varying prices of fer
tilizer and varying prices of the product. The Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics is planning to publish this manuscript entitled Use of 
the Exponential Yield Curve in Fertilizer Experiments at an early 
date in substantially the form in which Dr. Spillman left it. 

In his earlier work on the subject Dr. Spillman had concluded 
that the increments in yield due to additional applications of fertilizer 
form a decreasing geometric series. With this conclusion as a basis 
he had developed a mathematical expression of the Law of Diminish
ing Increment (as he called it) which he believed expressed the under
lying relationship between the quantity of output and varying 
quantities of one input factor (when all other input ractors remain 
constant) for a wide range of agricultural commodities.2 

. Dr. Spill
man recognized, of course, that the case with one varying input 
factor, all others remaining constant, repl'esents the most simple 
statement of the Law of Diminishing Increments, and proceeded in 
his studies toward the development of a mathematical expression of 
the law when two or more of the input factors vary at the same time.8 

In the manuscript referred to above, he developed a mathematical 
expression for the relationship between the yield per acre of a crop . 
and the varying amounts of each of three fertilizer ingredients (as-J" 
suming, as in the earlier work, that the increments in yield associated 
with additional units of each fertilizer ingredient, form a decreasing 
geometric series), and presented a method by which,. if the proper 
experimental data are available, the yield to be expected on a par
ticular soil from any specified quantity of each of the three fertilizer 
ingredients-nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash-alone or in com
bination can be computed. 
(Continued) 
tions. The Committee is in agreement, however, in the opinion that experi
mental work with fertilizers, feeds, etc., can be planned in such a way that 
mathematics can be brought to its aid in the general manner outlined by Dr. 
Spillman, and thus make such experimental work achieve more valuable results 
at Jess cost. Its disagreements with Dr. Spillman's presentation would have 
to do with the question as to whether one mathematical function, the geometric 
one, always will give the best fit, or one function will fit best all parts of any 
series, and hence as to whether safe results can be obtained with as few plots as 
Dr. Spillman has thought. Agronomists have commonly disagreed with Dr. 
Spillman on this same point. Unfortunately, some of them have not stoppeil 
with this, but have wanted to reject the whole method. (Editors.) 

(2) See Spillman and Lang, Law of Diminishing RotUTnII, and review of 
same in JouTnal of the American Statistical A,qsociation, by J. D. Black. Also 
see especially "Analysis 45" by J. D. Black in Methods in Social Science-a 
Casebook, prepared by the Social Science Research Council. This relates the 
statistical to the experimental method of research upon this problem, and states 
some of the underlying assumptions. 

(3) An analysis of this problem in non-mathematical terms is given in Intro
duction to Production Economics by J. D. Black, Chapter II, "The Principle of 
Diminishing Physical Outputs." 
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The equation which Dr. Spillman used to represent the relation 
between yield per a£re and the quantity of each of three fertilizer 
ingredients is: 

Y = A(l - Rt+a
) (1 - Rl+ b) (1 - R3k+O

) 

Where Y Yield per acre 

A-Theoretical maximum yield of the crop as the quantity 
of three fertilizer ingredients applied is indefinitely 
measured 

Rl Ratio between increments of yield due to application 
of additional units of first fertilizer ingredient 

R2 Ratio between increments of yield due to application 
of additional units of second fertilizer ingredient 

Ra Ratio between increments of yield due to application 
of additional units of third fertilizer ingredient 

n, p and k ar.e the number of units of the respective in
gredients available in the unfertilized soil 

a, band c are the number of units of the respective in
gredients in the fertilizer applied 

On a series of experimental plots, the yield per acre (Y) on each 
plot and the quantity of each fertilizer ingredient applied (a, band 
c) will be known, and Dr. Spillman's method enables one to compute 
from these data the values of the seven cop.stants or parameters 
(A, R 1 , R 2 , R s, n, p and k) for the crop and soil in question. 

Using the results of this computation as a basis, Dr. Spillman 
developed formulae for calculating, for specified prices of the product 
and specified prices of the fertilizer ingredients: 

1. The most profitable fertilizer analysis for a particular soil, and 
2. The most profitable quantity of this analysis to use. 

Experimental data needed. 

Dr. Spillman's formula for determining the relation between the 
amounts of each of three fertilizer ingredients (say nitrogen, phos
phoric acid, and potash) and yields contains seven constants, or 
parameters. Hence the yields from at least seven plots suitably 
fertilized are necessary to determine the values of these constants. A 
larger number of yield plots with suitable check plots and replications 
would probably be necessary for accurate and reliable results. 

All three fertilizer ingredients are to be applied in varying pro
portions to all plots, at least one plot to have one unit of each 
ingredient, one plot to have two units, one plot to have three units, 
and so on. The accompanying Table I of six alternative series of 
plots which was prepared by Dr. Spillman illustrates some of the 
ways in which the fertilization of the plots might be made. 
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*In a paper, "A Plan for the Conduct of Fertilizer Experiments", published in 
ING THE INFLUENCE OF VARYING QUANTITIES OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHORIC ACID AND 

POTASH ON YIELDS. 

(By W. J. Spillman.)* 

A. 7-Plot Series D. 9-Plot Series 
Plot Units of Plot Units of 
No. N P

2
0

S 
K

2
0 No. N P

2
0

S 
K

2
0 

1 1 1 1 ch. 1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
8 8 1 1 8 1 2 1 
4 1 2 1 4 1 1 2 
5 1 8 1 ch. 5 1 1 1 6 1 1 2 
7 1 1 3' 6 8 1 1 

7 1 3 1 
D. 10-Plot Series 8 1 1 8 

ch. 1 1 1 1 ch. 9 1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 
8 8 1, 1 E. IS-Plot Series 

ch. 4 1 1 1 ch. 1 1 1 1 

5 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
6 1 8 1 3 8 1 1 

ch. 7 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 

8 1 1 2 ch. 5 1 1 1 

9 1 1 8 6 1 2 1 

eh. 10 1 1 1 7 1 8 1 
8 1 4 1 

C. I9-Plot Series ch. 9 1 1 1 

ch. 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 2 
11 

I 
1 1 8 2 2 1 1 

8 8 1 1 12 1 1 4 

ch. 4 1 1 1 ch. 18 1 1 1 /'" 
5 4 1 1 F. 17-Plot Series 
6 5 1 1 ch. 1 1 1 1 

ch. 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
8 I 1 2 1 8 1 2 1 
9 1 8 1 4 1 1 2 

ch. 10 1 1 1 ch. 5 1 1 1 
11 1 40 1 6 8 1 1 
12 1 I) 1 7 1 8 1 

ch. 18 1 1 1 8 1 1 8 
140 1 1 2 ch. 9 1 1 1 
15 1 1 8 10 4 1 1 

ch. 16 1 1 1 11' 1 4 1 
17 1 1 4 12 1 1 4 
18 1 1 5 ch. 13 1 1 1 

ch. 19 1 1 1 140 5 1 1 
15 1 5 1 

N-nitrogen 16 1 1 5 

ch=--cJteck plot ch. 17 1 1 1 

P
2
0

5
-phosphoric acid 

K
2
0-potash 

*In a paper, "A Plan for the Conduct of Fertilizer Experiments", published in 
the Jowrnal of the American Society of AgTonomy in 1921, Dr. Spillman pointed 
out the desirability of planning fertilizer experiments so that the results will 
show the "influence on yield." ...... of the various fertilizer elements in differe.nt 
combinations", and presented a plan of plots for fertilizer experiments wit~ 
varying applications of each fertilizer ingredient. . 
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~h~ amount of ~itrogen, phosphoric acid 'pr potash to use as a 
Unit In each case IS more or less an arbitrary matter. The units 
should be large enough {)r the number of plots great enough that 
dim.inishing output will be plainly in evidence with the heavier appli
.catIons of each ingredient. Unless something is already known of 
the response of the crop and the soil to the fertilizers used, it may 
be necessary to conduct a preliminary test before "deciding how many 
pounds of each ingredient per acre shall be taken as a unit. It is 
not at all essential that the unit of nitrogen be the same as the unit 
of phosphoric acid or potash. The number of units of each in
gredient to be .used on the various plots of the series is also a more 
or less arbitrary matter! 

Dr. Spillman has provided detailed directions for computing the 
constants and determining the curve of diminishing increments for 
additional applications of each ingredient. 

An example. 
A series of experiments begun several years ago with varying 

quantities of fertilizer- applied to tobacco at Tifton, Georgia, was 
so planned that the increments in yield due to additional quantities 
of each fertilizer ingredient can be determined by Dr. Sp'llman's 
method. 

The arrangement and fertilization of the plotS and their yields for 
the six years 1924 to 1929 are shown in the accompanying table. 

TABLE II. TOBACCO EXPERIMENTS AT TIFTON: GEORGIA 

(Rate of fertilizer application, 1000 pounds per acre.) 
Plot Analysis (%) Yields, Ihs. per acre 
No. NHa P 2O. K

2
0 1924. 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 

1 IS 8 5 1235 1571 1219 1329 1182 14.1i2 
2 4. 8 5 1281 1572 1224. 1201 1051 1262 
8 8 8 5 1206 14.99 1157 1252 975 1073 

• II 8 5 1094. 1398 1092 1351 930 972 
Ii 0 8 5 867 1129 914. 1427 693 966 
6 0 0 0 519 769 4.84. 593 4.01 501 
7 3 12 5 1115 1653 1236 1306 973 1133 
8 8 10 5 1214. ' 1670 1150 1165 1065 1134 
9 8 9 5 1237 1550 1047 1236 979 1163 

10 8 7 5 1214. 1797 1173 1256 1057 1086 
11 8 6 5 1223 1629 1091 1226 928 1276 
12 8 4. 5 1285 1669 1098 1206' 895 1100 
13 3 0 5 1219 14.07 935 559 509 4.4.Ii 
14. 0 0 0 785 770 729 530 495 518 
J6 3 8 8 1293 1733 1239 1441 1132 1039 
16 3 8 6 1156 1735 1187 1318 1040 1138 
17 8 8 4. 1199 1752 1064 1211 1026 930 
18 3 8 3 1115 1518 1102 1249 943 1190 
19 3 8 I 2 1184 1347 1074 1166 856 909 
20 3 8 0 590 1018 697 981 576 834 

(4.) Mr. Einar Jensen, formerly- of the Royal 'Agricultural College, Copen
hagen Denmark, states that in recent years it has become general practice in 
Denm~rk to conduct experiments in such a way as to measure the effect of 
increasing quantities of each fertilizer and thus ascertain the input-output ratios 
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A preliminary analysis of these data by Dr. Spillman gave the 
results .shown in Tables III, IV and V for varying quantities of each 
fertilizer ingredient'with fixed quantities of the other two ingredients. 

TABLE III. YIELD OF TOBACCO PER ACRE WITH VARYING QUANTITIES OF AMMONIA 
(NH > AND 80 LBS. OF PHOSPHORIC ACID (P ° ) AND 50 LBS. OF POTASH (K 0) a 2 5 2 
PER ACRE. 

Ammonia (NHa) per acre Yield per acre 
Increments in" yield 

due to addition of 11) lbs. 
of ammonia per acre 

o 
10 
20 
30. 
40 
50 
60 

887 
1019 
1111 
1175 
1220 
1251 

132 
92 
640 
45 
31 

\ 
TABLE IV. YIELD PER ACRE OF TOBACCO WITH VARYING QUANTITIES OF PHOSPHO-

RIC ACID (PeOs)' AND 30 LBS~ OF AMMONIA (NH3> AND 50 LBS. OF POTASH (K
2
0) 

PER ACRB. 

Phosphoric acid per acre 
Ibs. 
o 

10· 
20 
30 

Yield per acre. 
Ibs. 

504 

40 1067 

Increment due to 
10 lbs. of phosphoric acid 

per acre· 

50 1110 47 
60 1143 31 
70 1163 20 
80 1176 13 
90 1185 9 

100 1191 6 
110 1195 40 
120 1197 2 

·Yields for 10, 20 and 30 lbs. per acre were not computed by Dr. Spillman. 

TABLE V. YIELDS PER ACRE OF TOBACCO WITH VARYING QUANTITIES OF POTASH 
(KaO)ANb30 LaS. OF AMMONIA (NHa> AND 80 LBS. OF PHOSPHORIC ACID PaOs) 
:PER ACRE. 

Potash per acre 
Ibs. 
o 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 

Yield per acre 
Ibs. 
732 
908 

1021 
10940 
1140 
1170 
1190 
1202 
1210 

Increment due to 
10 lbs. of potash per acre 

176 
113 

73 
46 
30 
20 
12 
8 

needed for determining the economic limit of application.: For methods employed 
and quantities tested, see Annual Reports on Plant Industry Work of the 
Federated Danish Farmers' .Societies for the different sections of the country
for example, Beretning om Planteavlsarbejdet , De Samvirkende Jyd3ke Landbo
foreninger, Aarhus; Planteavlsarbejdet i de Samvirktmdtl Fynak, Landboforen
inger, Odense; Landboforeningernell Virkaomhed for Planteavlen paa Sjalland, 
Kobenhavn 1930, Aug. Bang. 
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In .the .complete analy~i.s of these data the yield of tobacco for all 
combmabons of t~e fertIhzer ingredients would be computed. From 
the result. of this complete analysis, a series of tables similar to 
Tabl~ III co~~ be prepared~ one showing the yield per acre with 

, varYIng quan ti bes of ammoma and 80 lbs. of phosphoric acid and 
40 lbs. of potash (instead of the 50 lbs. as in Table III), another 
with 30 lbs. of potash, another with 20' lbs. o. potash, and so on; 
also a series of tables similar to Table IV; and a series similar to 
Table V. 

In a complete analysis, the cumulative effect of continued heavy 
fertilization year after year would also be taken into account. The 
difference in yield between a lightly and a heavily fertilized plot 
after a test has run for several years is due partly to difference in 
current application and partly to unequal accumulations of plant 
food elements in the soil. Dr. Spillman recognized this difficulty and 
suggested ways of planning experiments to overcome it. 

Further, a complete analysis would take into account the effect 
of fertilizer on the quality of the tobacco produced as well as upon 
the quantity. This involves developing measures or indexes of quality 
that can be used in arithmetic computations. 

Economic analY8i8. 
The data used thus far in the analysis are entirely in terms of 

quantities of fertilizers and quantity of tobacco. Hence up to this 
point the work under a project such as this would be entirely in the 
field of the plant and soil sciences. The final step in the problem of 
determining the moat economical rate of use of fertilizer on tobacco 
will be made by combining the quantities of fertilizer used and the 
quantities of tobacco of different qualities produced" with prices of 
tobacco, prices of fertilizer and prices of other cost goods used in 
the production of tobacco. 

This can be done in one of several ways: 
1. By finding the selling price of the increments of tobacco 

produced as shown in the last columns of Tables III, IV 
and V, and by finding the purchase price of additional 
quantities of fertilizer required to produce the increments, 
and from this, the points, with different prices of tobaceo 
and fertilizer, beyond which the price paid for the additional 
fertilizer will be greater than the value of the tobacco 
produced, having due regard for the additional other' ex
penses incurred in producing the additional quantities! 

---:--
(5) As explained in Project 17, the input factors for which valuations cannot 

be made, such as family labor, should not be included in the formula for detel'
mining highest profit combination, nor in any tables such as those indicated in 
Project 17. The additional physical product due to increments of such labor 
should be determined, and the value of this product; but from this point on the 
analysis &hould consist of comparing this additional value of product with other 
additional values of product that might, be obtained from other uses of this 
increment of labor. 
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2. A series of tables similar to the illustrative table shown in 
Project 17 of this re~rt could be constructed, all the other 
input elements entering into tobacco production being taken 
into account in the computations.5 Dr. Spillman in the 
manuscript referred to at the beginning of this .statement 
gives a method by which he believed the other cost elements 
could be cQIlsidered along with the fertilizer, and the most 
profitable amount of each fertilizer ingredient determined in 
a given case. His analysis provides for determining not 
only the fertilizer formula (the propOl:tions of the different 
ingredients) that will give the largest return per dollar 
expended for fertilizers for aIlJ' given amount of plant food, 
but also the most profitable quantity of fertilizer to use.8 

3. The data on quantities of fertilizer and tobacco, as in 
Tables III, IV and V, together with prospective prices for 
fertilizer and other input factors and the prices of tobacco, 
can be used, along with similar data pertaining to other 
enterprises5 in the farm organization, as cotton, corn, etc., 
to determine by the synthetic method as described in Proj
ects 8 and 17 the most advantageous methods and prac
tices, as well as the most advantageous combinations of 
enterprises for the farms of an area.? This assumes, of 
course, that the results obtaiIJed from the experimental 
plots are fully applicable to the farms of the area under 
study. Some careful study would usually be required' to 
substantiate this assumption, or to provide the information 
needed to modify the results obtained from the experiment 
so that they would be applicable4'to actual farm conditions. 

PROJECT 19. Statistical Determination of Economi
cal Rate of Feeding Dairy Cows. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the eft'ect of variations in the qUan
tity and quality of the ration and on the physical and 
economic feed costs of milk production. (Joint with Dairy 
Husbandry.) 

(By George A. Pond.) 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The project as stated assumes that the dairy enterprise ean be 

abstracted from the farm business as a whole, and that feed inputs ean be 
analyzed separately from other inputs. Such analysis is helpful because feed 
represents so large a part of the values entering into milk production, and because 
dairying occupies a dominant position on many farms. In practice, however, it 

(6) The method for the case with one variable input factor. aU' others 
remaining constant, is discussed in Spillman's Farm Management, Chapter 22. 

(7) This will require, as explained in Pro.iect 17, that data be obtained for 
the farm business as a whole. The experimental' method may provide the 
physical data needed; but it will not provide the data needed for economic 
application of the results. 
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will usually. be .best !» collect data for the fann business as a whole and analyze 
pro~t combInations 10 t~nns of the effect on the net income of the farm. (See 
ProJect 17.) I~ the MInnesota study to which Professor Pond refers, detailed 
data were obtamed for all the enterprises. 

Present feeding standards 'do not provide allowance for all the 
variations in the !nputs involved in milk production. They permit 
?f allowance for size of cow, for fat test of milk, for quantity of feed 
mput as me~sured in total digestible nutrients or net energy value, 
and for qualIty of ration as measured by digestible protein content; 
but not for variations in feed input at different levels of production. 
There are other important variations in the feed input such as 
source of nutrients (number and ·kinds of concentrates, dry rough
ages, succulent roughages and pasture, and their relative importance 
as sources of nutrients), and the proportion fed on pasture. The 
time of the year that a cow freshens is also a factor affecting the 
feed input. It is the purpose of this study to secure the best possible 
measure of feed input factors and their effect on milk production in 
order to compute as closely as possible the highest-profit combination 
of feed factors for any given situation. The other input factors 
involved 'in milk production-labor, shelter, sire--are left out of the 
analysis. 

Previ0'U8 investigations with similar objectives. 
Previous studies of a similar nature are reported in Chester 

County, Pennsylvania/ in the Shenandoall. Valley of Virginia,2 in 
Illinois: in Walworth and Washington Counties, Wisconsin,4 and in 
Pine County, Minnesota.s In these cases, however, the data were 
collected primarily for other p!1rposes and were used orily inciden
tally for this type of. analysis. The data of the studies in Pennsyl
vania and Vi~ginia as well as much of that in Wisconsin were 
collected by the survey method. The Illinois study and a'portion of 
the Wisconsin study were based on dairy ~erd and improvement 
association records. A portion of the data used in Wikconsin and 
all of that in Minnesota were collected through supervised accounting 
projects. Only herd records were available except in the dairy herd 
improvement association records. Not only is it dlfficult to secure 
the required degree of accuracy of individual reports by some of 

(1) Ezekiel, Mordecai, Factor. Affecting Farmera' Earning. in 80utheaatem 
PenfUlylTJania. U. S. D. A. Bulletin }4.00, April 1926. 

(2) Ezekiel, Mordecai, and Vernon, J. J., Factor. Affecting Returns from thB 
Dairy Enterprise. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. D. A. and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute, Preliminary Report, May I, 1926. 

(3) Gaines, W. S., and Davidson, F. A., Relation Between Percentage Fat 
Content and Yield of Milk. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 
245, 1923. 

(4) Ezekiel, M. J. B., McNall, P. E., and Morrison, F. D., Practices Respon
Bible for VariatiofUI in Physical Requirements and Economic Cost of Milk Pro
duction on Wisconsin Dairy Farms. Wisconsin Research Bulletin 79, August 19~7. 

(5) Pond, G. A., and Ezekiel, Mordecai, Factora Affecting the Physical and 
Economic Cost of Butterfat Production in Pine County, Minne80ta. Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment S~ation Bulletin 270, December 1930. 
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these types of studies, but it is practically impossible to get suffi
ciently detailed information regarding some of the factors that merit 
careful consideration. Although there is a fair degree of correspon
dence between the results of these various studies, there is some 
question of the adequacy of the data on which they are based, and 
they lack the comprehensiveness that should be possible in a study 
set up for this particular purpose. 

Information needed. 
This project necessitates the securing of the records covering at 

least 500 dairy cows' for one year. It would be highly desirable to 
have at least double this number. This statement assumes that the 
500 or 1000 cows are made up by taking whole herds. With 15 cows 
on'the average per herd, this would mean from 33 to 66 herds. If 
only a few cows were taken from each herd, and these by random 
methods, fewer individual cow records would be needed, say for 300 
cows from 100 different herds. The sampling theory which is in
volved in'this is that all the cows in one herd are subject to many 
common conditions-particularly, they are under the same manage
ment. In consequence, a small number of cases, say 100, from a few 
herds does not afford anything like a normal frequency distribution 
for conditions like management. The results in such a case would 
not be sufficiently applicable outside these few herds. In spite of the 
need for getting a reasonably representative frequency distribution 
of such conditions, however, it is not wise to attempt to include herds 
handled under widely different systems of dairy management" unless 
one wants to make the project large enough to get a sample of each 
and compare the results. Neither should too widely different systems 
of pasture management or types of pasture be included, because of 
difficulties of measuring, the feed value of pastures, and because of 
the great danger that pasture variations will be intercorrelated with 
other factors. It will have to be recognized that these limitations 
restrict the application of the results to systems of management and 
types of pastures similar to those included in the study. 

Records covering an experiment station herd, even though they 
might be highly accurate, would hardly be satisfactory for this study. 
Most experiment station herds are too small. Furthermore, they are 
not usually kept under representative conditions, and in many cases, 
most if not all of the herd is already being used in other experimental 
~~ , . 

It is highly desirable that records be secured for individual cows: 
If only herd records could be obtained, at least 100 herd records 
should be secured, but these would not lend themselves to the type of 
analysis as satisfactorily as individual cow records. It would be 
well to include in the study representatives of different dairy breeds 
in order to get a satisfactory range in both weight of cow and fat 
content of milk.' The records might be taken all in one year, but 
there are advantages in ta'king them over a period of at least three 
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ye~n ~ ?rder to get a fairer &ample of pasture conditions. But 
this will mcrease somewhat the number of records needed since it 
will increase !he deviation. ~f the records are for one y~ar only, 
the results Will not be suffiCiently applicable in other years when 
pasture condition~ ~re different. An average of three years comes 
much ne~r~r t6 glVlng results that are generally applicable in this 
or any slDular area. 

The records should include a report of-
1. The quantity of each kind of feed received by each cow 

during the 12 months. 
2. The amount of time on pasture. 
3. Some measure of the quality of the pasture. 
4. The proportion of concentrates, dry roughage and succu-

lent roughage received while on pasture. 
5. The age, weight, lactation period, and breed. 
6. The date of freshening. 
7. The production in terms of milk and butterfat for each cow. 

It is desirable to have an accurate weight of each individual cow 
in order to eliminate those showing a wide variation during the year. 
Since stock scales are not available on most dairy farms, it is prob
able that a careful estimate would have to suffice. 

All feed records should be carefully checked with records of pur
chases, sales, inventories and yields as well as of quantities of feed 
used for other stock on the same farm in order to secure sufficient 
accuracy. Because of the amount of detailed record .involved, it 
would probably be necessary to make this a special study. There 
would be some advantage in using the records of a detailed route 
study covering all livestock on the farm in order to secure a more 
accurate feed check. The records of dairy herd improvement asso
ciations might be used if a special check was made to insure accuracy 
in the feed reports. 

This study should be made in a locality in which dairying is an 
important enterprise and in which the system of dairy management 
as well as physical conditions affecting production are representative 
of an important type of dairy farming. 

AfI(J,lysis of data. 
The first step in the analysis is a multiple correlation study of the 

physical factors .. Enough .work has alr~ady ~een done with this 
problem so tha.t the corr~lahon procedu~e, lDC~Uding the ~tatement of 
the variables, IS known 10 advance. With DIllie producbon per cow 
per year as the dependent variable, it is possible to study the effect 
of each independent variable air-

1. Total digestible nutrients per cow annually in addition to 
pasture. 

2. Nutritive ratio. 
3. Percentage of protein from "good" sources. 
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4. Proportion of total .digestible nutrients fed dJ¥'ing' the 
pasture season. 

5. Percentage of digestible nutrients from succulent roughage. 
6. Age of cows. 
7. Weight of cows. 
8. Dates of freshening. 
9. Percentage of butterfat in the milk. 

If there is considerable variation in the quality of management, 
this may also be included as an independent variable, provided it is 
found possible to obtain a quantitative measure. (See Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 270.) Curvilinear re
gressions should be determined for those independent factors showing 
significant relationships with milk production. Factors showing 
little or no significant relation to the dependent variable may be 
discarded. The importance of each of the factors retained for con-. 
siderat~on should be studied with respect to the proportion of vari
ance in milk production apparently associated with it and with 
respect to the reliability of the slope of the regression line from the 
linear solution. The "part correlation" between each factor and . 
. milk production should also be computed. A "net regression equa
tion" or a series of net regression curves can then be set up to 
show the approximate milk production per cow per year that will 
result from any given combination of the factors considered, under 
the conditions included in the study . 

. The second step is an analysis of the economic returns from the 
various combinations of feed factors with different prices issigned to 
these factors, assuming that all of these feeds have market values. 
Problems such as these may be worked out: 

1. The relative ~conomy of ratios with high- and low-protein 
content at different price levels for these feeds. 

2. The value of succulent roughages as a source of nutrients. 
3. The relative advantage or disadvantage of fall freshening. 
4. The relative economy of cows producing milk with a low 

fat conteht as compared with those producing high-test 
milk at different price levels for the product. 

5. The advantage or disadvantage of supplementary feeding 
during the pasture season. , 

6. The economic balance between concentrates and roughages 
,as sources of nutrients at different price levels. 

7. The highest-profit «ombination of feed input factors for 
any given set of conditions. 

A further discussion of both the statistical technique and the 
economic analysis may be found in Minnesota Agricultural Experi
ment Station Bulletin 270 and in Wisconsin Research Bulletin 79, 
above cited. 
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.Applic9tion of re.tilt •• 
The results of such studies as outlined can be applied safely 

only to dairy herds maintained under conditions prevailing in the 
area studied or similar thereto. Such studies as this need to be 
conducted in different areas to determine the uniformity of the rela
tions disclosed and their general applicability. Only after a good 
many are made ,vill we have a basis for determining how much varia
tion in the results is introduced by the varying conditions in different 
areas. These results should serve as a valuable supplement to 
established feeding standards for the dairyman attempting to secure 
the most effective set-up for his dairy organization and to keep it 
adjusted to changing price conditions. They will reveal the varia
tions from the experimentally determined results (repr!!sented by the 
feeding standards) that are needed to fit them to the actual condi
tions on dairy farms, and the variations in these from area to area. 

PROJECf 20. Relative Economy of Different Farm Practices. 

v6BJECTIVE: To determine the relative economy of different 
methods of production and. practices. (General statement.) 

(By J. D. Pope.) 

EDITOa's Non: Five project statements, 20, 2OA, 20B, 20C and 2OD, dealing 
with the. studies of the economy of different methods of production, farm prac
tices and the like, are presented following. Ecootnny is to be interpreted here 
88 including savings in costs in the first instance, but also increases in net income, 
since management must be economized, by getting good use of it, 88 well as the 
other factors. Projects of this nature, however, are commonly looked upon as 
projects in cost analysiS, designed to reduce costs. Project 20 is a statement 
applicable in a general way to all projects of this type. The four projects 
immediately fpllowing present in more detail mcthods of studying the economy of 
specific methods or practices. These four projects do not by any means cover 
the entire scope of studies of this kind. Research of this type may include such 
problems as harvesting grain with the combine as compared with other methods, 
the use of horses for power 88 compared to tractors and trucks, the use of 
multiple-row tillage machinery as compared with smaller machines, the use of 
hand tillage methods as compared with machinery methods, the use of the milking 
machines as compared with hand milking, and two or three cultivations of cotton 
as compared to four or five cultivations. 

Objective •• 
Such studies are designed: . , 

A. To deterlIline the"most p~ofitable methods and procedures in 
conducting farm operation" where the opportunity exists 
for making a change from present methods and practices. 

B. !J.'o determine the relation of the practices studied to the 
business organization and income of the farm as a whole. 

In all of these problems, the farm ol>erator must form a judgment 
with respect to a modification of his present practices. These studies 
seek to provide the farmer with a sound economic basis for arriving 
at a decision in the matter; and extension agencies with the facts 
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and an'alysis need~ to enable them to help the farmer m" making his 
decisions. /-

CoUectwn of data. 
The usual types of data which will be needed in making a study of 

this type are: . 

I. Background data. 
A thorough understanding of the problem and its setting is needed. 

This will consist in determining: 
a. The conditions which have led to the adoption of the prac

tice and which are associated with its use, including the 
physical and economic conditions surrounding it, the labor 
supply, the physical conditions of soil and surface, and 
climate, and the price elements, which have led to the intro
duction of the practice. 

b. The trend in the practice-the history and evolution of the 
practice and the rate of growth in its use over a period of 
several years. 

c. T~e distribution of the practice-the conditions under which 
. the practice is followed and the number and proportion of 
farmers employing it in different areas and localities. 

Among the .sources of information for the background data for 
the problem may be mentioned federal and state censuses, crop and 
livestock reports, special economic and natural science data collected 
by departments of state colleges and bureaus of the United States 
Department of Agriculture, farm machinery dealers and farmers. 
Some of these preliminary data may be collected through mailed 
questionnaires. In some cases a preliminary field survey may be 
advisable. (This point is discussed in Project 5 of this report.) In 
other cases data collected through records may prove of consider
able value. 

II. Detailed data on practices. 
a. Technique of the practice, in much detail ordinarily, sup

ported by facts as to the enterprises and operations in I,!on:
nection with which the practice is used, the man; horse and 
machine hours per acre or other units for each operation, 
and adequate description of the types and models of 
machines with accessory 'equipment. .. 

b. Comparison with alternative practices-which will require 
data on the labor and material inputs and outputs in phys
ical terms for the different practices. In a cost analysis, 
costs should be expressed in physical terms wherever pos
sible. Costs which will not be affected by a change in the 
practice being studied need not be . considered. Also costs 
that must be met currently (so-called cash or out-of-pocket 
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costs) should be analysed separately from deferrable ex
pendi!ures (e.g. depreciation of equipment). 

c. RelatIOn to fa.rm organization--which will require adequate 
data on the different types of farm organization in relation 
t? different practices-such data for .each organization as 
size of farm, relation between enterprises, and relation to 
labor supply. 

d. Special proble1lUl involved. In many studies of this type, 
problems such as the effect of the practice on the quality 
of products, the effect of rate of production upon wastes 
involved will arise. Perhaps in some cases a pertinent 
problem will be that of financing the investment involved in 

, the change of practice. (For a discussion of the relation 
between the purchase of a tractor or farm truck and cre'dit 
needs, see Project 25 in the report on research relating 
to Agricultural Credit.) 

Most of the data needed from farmers for this type of project 
will be obtained by the survey method. The schedule will cover in 
much detail the practices being studied, and enough general data 
for the farm as a whole to enable one to test out the effect of the 
alternative practices on the net income. While the optimum numbe~ 
of schedules will vary with the problem and the uniformity of the 
data, probably from one hundred to five hundred will be needed for 
most studies of this type. A smaller number of records might be 
sufficient in a study in a limited universe with homogeneous conditions. 
,The mailed questionnaire has a very limited use in farm practice 
studies. It may occasionally be helpful in obtaining a larger back
ground for Jhe problem. Daily records of farm operations kept by 
farmers will, where available, be useful. 

Anolysis of data. 
The quantitative statements of the physical and financial factors 

will need to be combined into summaries, frequency distributions and 
averages of the amounts and kinds of various materials and factors, 
entering into production. In this form, the data can be used in 
making comparisons of the inputs and cost rates and rates of pro
duction between alternative practices to determine the potential 
economies in labor, materials and other input factors that would be 
effected by changes under consideration. The special problems in
volved in the proposed change in practice, such as the effect on the 
quality of the product and the effect of weather conditions on the 
efficiency of the practice, should hi: given ,careful consideration. The 
analysis of the relation to farm organization will involve a deter
mination of such relationships as the optimum size of farIll favoring 
the efficient use of the practice; the most economical crop acreage or 
size of enterprise, or the shifts in enterprises, needed to obtain eco
nomical use, and the effects of the adoption of the practice under 
consideration on human and horse labor requirements, on the capital 
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and credit needs. of the farm, and on other phases in the business 
organization of the farm. A bas.is for recommendations .as to (the 
change in practice can be reached only after giving a thorough con
sideration to the various factors involved. Obviously it is not enough 
merely to measure the technical and physical requirements and accom
plishments of a given practice. The workability. of the practice 
under various conditions, the expense involved in adopting the new 
practice, and the effect on the farm income, are determining factors. 

Cooperation. 
Studies of fium .practices usually may be made more fruitful by_ 

cooperation with various agencies which are interested in the problem, 
including not only the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, but such 
other federal bureaus as the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, 
Bureau of Plant Industry and Bureau of Animal Industry; and 
likewise ~tate college departments in such fields as engineering, I1-gron
omy, soils, and animal husbandry. 

Utilization of results. 
One of the principal ways in which the product of these studies 

will be put to use is by farmers themselves in deciding whether or 
not to change from present practices. Extension agencies can 'plan 
educational programs that will assist individual farmers in making 
such decisions. These will provide some of the detailed data needed 
in making farm plans arid budgets in the manner outlined in Projects 
8, 9, 10 and 11 in this report. Research agencies can test out the 
relative economy of the various practices .under the more usual sets· 
of conditions found on farms in their areas, and the extension agen
cies can adapt these conclusions to different localities, and instruct 
county agents in helping farmers to adapt them to their special 
circumstances. 

Studies of this type in many cases 'will doubtless suggest new 
problems of farm organizatio~ in the region and provide a basis and 
background for further economic studies. They may also frequently 
suggest special technical problems for study by specialists in fields 
other than economics. . 

PROJECT 20A. To Determine the Economy of Using Tractors 
in a Specified Type-of-Farming Area. (Joint with Agricul
tural Engineering.) 1 

(By H. R, Tolley.) 

It is assumed that ,this project will be confined to a single type-of": 
farming area. Or, if it covers an entire state or several states, that 
each type-of-farming area will be considered to be a "universe," and 
tlie collection and analysis, of data planned accordingly. . 

(1) See Project 20 for general discussion of this type of project. 
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Some of the specific objectives should be: 
I. To de~er~ine the types or systems of farming in the area 

on which It would not be economical to use a tractor imd 
on which power can be supplied most economically by 
horses. 

2. To determine the types or systems of farmin",· on which 
power would be furnished most economically b; a tractor 
in conjunction with horses. 

3. To determine the types or systems of farming on which 
power would be furnished most economically by two trac
tors, e.g., a general-purpose tractor in conjunction with 
a heavy tractor and horses. 

41. To determine the'types or systems of farming on which 
power would be furnished most economically by tractors 
only (without horses). 

The above objectives can be stated concisely: To determine the 
most economical sources of power for the different types or systems 
of farming in a type-of-farming area. 

Since size of farm has such an important bearing on the economy 
of the tractor as a source of power, the farms of each type in the 
area should probably be classified by size, and the economy of the 
use of the· tractor on farms of various sizes in each type-group 
studied. In some type-of-farming areas, there may be so little varia
tion in farm types within the area that grouping by size would be 
more important than grouping by combination of enterprises. In 
such an area the objective might well be stated: To determine the 
most economical sources of power for farms of different sizes in a 
type-oC-farming area. 

It might be that a preliminary investigation would show that 
clearly on certain types of farms in the area-for instance, 20- and 
40-acre "general" farms-a tractor could not be used economically. 
In that case the small farms would not be included in the project. 

Since the cost of a tractor, the prices of horses and the prices of 
fuel for the tractor and feed for the horses have a direct bearing 
on the relative economy of tractors and horses, this point might well 
be recognized in the statement of .objectives in order that those who 
are to do the research would be informed that this point is to be 
investigated. The prices of the product are also involved, the ad
vantage of a tractor. usually increasing as the prices of products 
increase. The 'wages paid for hired labor also have a bearing on 
the problem. This point also might well be recognized in the state
ment of objectives. 

In view of these two points, the objective could be stated: To 
determine the most economical sources of power for farms of specified 
types and sizes (or for specified systems of farming) with varying 
prices for the products and varying prices for tractors, horses, fuel, 
feed and labor. 
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The stated obje~tives of many of the studies of the new machines 
or sources of power which have been carried on by the state experi
ment stations and the United States Department of Agriculture have 
been: To obtain and make available information that will enable 
farmers in the area to decide whether the new machine will be eco
nomical. (See statement of objectives for Project 20C.) This is a 
somewhat more restricted objective than those stated above and has 
usually led to a somewhat narrower study than would be necessary 
to reach the broader objective of determining the most economical 
sources of power on farms of different types under varying price 
conditions. . 

In these narrower studies the assumption has been that the farmers 
in the area already have a knowledge of the use of the machines and 
sources of power in common use in the area, and that if they (the 
farmers) can be supplied with reliable information on the output 
of the new machines and sources of power in different operations and 
under different conditions, the inputs of labor, etc., used by them, 
the life and depreciation of the new machine, and similar information, 
each farmer will then be in position to reach a correct decision as to 
whether the purchase and use of the machine in question would result 
in an increased income from his farm. 

The information obtained in these narrower studies is only a small 
part of the information \that the· investigator would need to reach 
the broader objectives stated in this project. A much more thorough 
type of analysis is needed also. If the objective is simply to make 
available information on the new machine, the analysis need proceed 
no further than determining input-output ratios in the different 
op.erations for which the machine is adapted, and similar informa- . 
tion pertaining to the machine itself. This phase of research is 
largely in the field of engineering, and in such a limited study agri
cultural engineers would have a leading part. All of the information 
obtained and analysis made in such a limited study is essential to 
the broader, study. Hence agricultural engineers have an important 
part in any broad study of this character. 

Data and analysis needed. 
For a complete analysis, to reach the broader objectives, a con

siderable range of data in addition to those pertaining specifically 
to the tractor would be needed. The analysis would be along the lines 
discussed in Projects 8. 9, etc., and all the .kinds of data needed 
there would be needed in this project. . 

For the various types of farm (or systems of farming) or sizes 
of farms in the area, data should be obtained that would make it 
possible to construct budgets shoVl--ing the. returns of the farm busi
. ness to be expected with the various combinations of power suggested 
in the statement of objectives above. The analysis should include 
the determination of returns to be expected with varying prices of 
products and of input factors, as outlined in ProjeCt 9. 
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Some of the principal lines of data needed in the analysis are: 
1. The rate of doing work per day or per hour for the different 

operations for which the tractor is orean be used. This 
~ill include the ra~e wi~ horses (possibly in teams and with 
lIDplements of varIOUS lilzes), and the rate with tractors of 
different types and sizes. . 

2. The amount of fuel and oil used per day or per hour bytbe 
tractor in vari\lUS operations. . 

3. The feed used by horses-kinds and quantities both under 
conditions where all of the work is done with horses and 
under conditions where varying proportions of the work' are 
done with· tractors. 

4. The quantities of man-labor used in the various operations 
when the different forms of power (horses, general-purpo~ 
tractor and heavy tractor) are employed. 

5. The rate of depreciation and the expense for repairs and 
upkeep of the tractors; the rate of depreciation of horses 
and the expenses connected with their maintenance. 

6. A calendar of farm operations for each type and size of 
farm in sufficient detail to enable the investigator to deter
mine the number of horses and number of men that would 
be needed to do the farm work at various times of the year 
with the various sources of power. 

Practically all of these data are physical data, e.g., hours, acres, 
gallons, bushels. They can be obtained in a number of ways-some 
from farmers who are using tractors, some from farmers who are 
using horses exclusively, etc. It may not be possible to obtain some 
ot the data from farmers in the area. For example, it might be 
desired to study the economy of general-purpose tractors in an area 
where they have not come into use. In such-a case the investigator 
would have to obtain the needed information from tractor users in 
other areas, or from the results of experiments .as suggested in Proj
ect 15. Such data will of course need careful scrutiny and possibly 
some revision in order to make them applicable to the conditions on 
the farms in the area being studied. For example, the quantity of 
fuel used by a tractor is influenced by soil and topography, and the 
investigator should carefully appraise data from other areas to be 
sure that soil and topography are comparable with that in the area 
under study. 

As another example, there is considerable variation between dif
ferent types and makes of tractors in efficiency in use or-fuel; and if 
experimental data are to be used, the investigator should examine 
the experimental data to determine if they are applicable to the types 
and makes of tractors that are being used or are likely to be used 
in the area under study. In lact, there may be such great variations 
in the efficiency of the different types and makes of tractors in the 
lise of fuel and oil, in the rate of doing work, in the price and in 
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other items, that· under some conditions a tractor of one type or 
make can be used economically whereas one of some other type or 
.make would not be economical. 

, . r~ 

. The efficiency of a tractor may be influenced considerably, by the 
SIze and shape of the fields on the farm. IIi areas where many fields 
are small or of irregular shape, or where there may be opportunities 
for rearrangement of fields in such a way as to increase the rate of 
work of the tractor, attention might well be given in the study to 
field arrangement as discussed in Project 24 in'this report. 

The adaptability of the tra'ctor to different farm operations must 
be studied, especially in projects designed to determine the economy 
of operating farms with tractors exclusively. Operations which 
seem quite simple and commonplace when horses are used for power, 
such as seeding winter wheat in standing corn, cultivating the garden 
or the vegetable patch, may be quite difficult to do at all or may 
require the purchase or construction of special hitches and implements 
if a tractor is used. The study of possibilities of using a tractor 
on'different operations will logically fall to the engineers, while the 
study designed to determine whether it would be economical to 
exclude from the farm organization the enterprises which call for 
work that cannot be done readily with the tractor, will logically fall 
to the economist. 

Information as to the reliability of the tractor as indicated by 
the amount of time lost from breakdowns or mechanical difficulties 
should be obtained if preliminary investigation shows that this is an 
important item for the types and makes of tractors being considered. 
Loss of time is often correlated with the skill and ability of the 
operator, and the collection of information on this point should be 
thorough enough to enable the investigator to determine, at least 
approximately, to what extent mechanical difficulties are due to lack 
of skill of the operator. Many improvements have been made in the 
design and construction of most tractors in recent years, and this 
point is not lik~ly to be so important in future studies as it was in 
earlier studies. ' , 

Reliable information on the rate of depreciation of tr~ctors will 
probably be very difficult to obtain. This is especially true for types 
of tractors which have been in use only a few years. The usual 
practice in projects where this item of information is essential has 
been to obtain the answers of tractor users to a question such as: 
"What in your opinion will be the life of your tractor?" or "How 
many years of service do you expect your tractor to give?" Answers 
to such questions are at best rather vague and unsatisfactory and 
do not furnish a very reliable base for determining the rate of de
preciation. Yet depreciation is one of the most important items in 
determininO' the economy of using tractors. It seems probable that 
some experimental research involving the operation of tractors under 
~ontrolled or semi-controlled conditions for considerable periods of 
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time, and the appraisal by engineers of the wear and tear on the' 
machines due to use in different kinds of work, would afford a more 
reliable basis than do the opinions of farmer-users for estimating the 
rate of depreciation. ' 

The information needed on prices of products and prices of input 
factors invQlves forecasting the trend of prices or the average level 
of prices of each product and each input factor. Of course if the 
study is confined entirely to determining the most economical sources 
of power under certain specified price conditions, it will not be 
necessary to use forecasted prices; but as pointed out in the dis
cussion of Project 9, it will involve the preparation and presentation 
of a long series of comparative tables based on a wide range of pos
sible prices of products and input factors. 1 

The following table illustrates for a very simple case--wheat 
farming in an area in Western Kansas-the type of analysis involved 
in this part of the project. The table is based on data contained 
in a paper by Dr. C. L. Holmes of the Division' of Farm Management 
and Costs, Farm Production Costs as Affected by Mechanical Farm 
Equipment (Mimeographed publication of the Bureau of Agricul
tural Economics, 1931). 

RETURNS TO OPERATORS ON TYPICAL HORSE-POWER FARMS 
AND TRACTOR-POWER FARMS IN AN AREA IN KANSAS AT 

VARIOUS PRICES FOR WHEAT 

Acres in crops ..................... .. 
Acres in wheat ..................... . 
Operator's share of wheat crop ...••.• 
Power unit ........................ .. 
Hours of labor hired in the year .•.•... 

Cash outlay: , 
Hired labor at DOc per hour ........ . 
Machinery and power .............. . 
Threshing .......................... --L<;::;------.=.__~,;.-.---

Total ......................... . 

Wheat at 40C pel' bushel: 
Value of operator's share of crop ••.• 
Less cash outlay ................... . 

Retums to operator's labor and capital.----;;;;;------::~:-----

Wheat at TOc per bushel: 
Value of operator's share of crop .. .. 
Less cash outlay .................... __ """"~-----=,;,::..:;:-----

Hetums to operator's labor and capital. 

Wheat at $1.00 per bushel: 
Value of operator's share of crop .. . 
Less cash outlay ................... .. 

RetumR to operator's lahor and capital ---;:;;;~----..... =.------

The example, applies to 280-acre farms with 200 acres in wheat 
operated entirely with horses and to 640-acre farms with 500 acres 
in wheat operated with, tractors entirely. On the horse farms, har- I 
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vesting is done with binders or headers and custom threshers. On 
the tractor farms it is done with combined harvesters. Both the 
horse farms and tractor farms are rented farms. The normal yield 
of wheat in both classes of farms is 12 bushels per acre, rent is one
third of the crop-4 bushels per acre-and three-fourths of a bushel 
per acre is deducted for seed, leaving seven and o_ne-fourth bushels 
for sale. AIl the feed for the horses is produced on the horse farms, 
and hence no expense is, involved. These farms are typical with re
spect to size, cropping system, power units, and tenure of a con
siderable number of farms in the area. The table shows (1) the 
humber of hours of hired labor needed in a year of average yields on 
these farms, (2) the expense for the hired labor at 30 cents per. 
hour, (3) the cash outlay for the year for power and machinery in
cluding fuel and oil for the tractors and combines and a calculated 
allowance for depreciation/ and (4) the returns to the operator's 
iabor and capital (the difference between the value of the operator's 
share of the crop and his cash outlay) with wheat at 40 cents, 70 
cents 'and $1.00 per bushel. ' 

The table shows not only the type of analysis to be followed but 
also illustrates how the advantage of the tractor increases as the 
price of the product increases. With wheat at 40 cents per bushel, 
the value of the operator's share of the crop on the horse farms is 
enough to cover the cash, outlay, while on the tractor farms there 
is a marked deficit. With wheat at $1.00 a bushel, the returns to 
the operator's labor and capital are nearly $2000 on the tractor 
farms, but only about $800 on the horse farms. 

A complete analysis would \inv~l~e computations similar to the 
above for farms of the various sizes found in the area, with various 
combinations of enterprises-some producing crops for sale in addi
tion to wheat as well as livestock products. The expenses would have, 
to be computed for each size and type of farm when operated witl! 
horses exclusively, with a combination of horses and trac~ors,an'd 
with tractors exclusively. Computations would be made for varIous 
sizes and types of tractors; also for various prices for hired labor 
and fuel, and various allowances for depreciation. A number of ad
ditional items would enter into the calculations for farms operated 

py their owners. 

(1) While strictly speaking, the allowance for depreciation is not a -cash 
outlay during the year, it must be included if the object of the computation is--
M in this case-to show the returns for the fanner's resources'. 
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PROJEC! 20B. To Determine the Relative Economy of Har
Ve8ting Small Grain with a Combined Harvester-thresher and 
a Binder, or Header and Stationary Thre8her. (Joint with 
Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering.) 

(By R. S. Kifer.) 

A study of this type would usually be directed toward first deter
~ning the pr~cticability of the new unaccepted method ~f bar~esting 
WIth the combmed harvester-thresher in the, particular area and for 
the crops under consideration, and second, determining the conditions 
under which the economic advantage of the new method is sufficient' 
to justify the replacement of the established method by the new o~e. 

The study should give to farmers in an area basic information as 
to (1) the rate of harvesting by each method, (2) the quantity of 
man-labor, fuel and other input factors required, (3) first cost and 
upkeep of machines, (4) the effect of the method of harvest on the 
quality of grain, (5) the effect of a change in harvest methods on 
the following crop or on the operation of the farm. 

From these ba'sic data and a knowledge of the acreage to be, cut, 
the kind of crop, and alternative uses of his labor, the operator 
should be able to judge the relative economy of harvesting,by various 
methods, and to anticipate the adjustments in farm organization 
which would follow from the adoption of a new method. 

Collection of data. 
Records of the performance of the combine and of the binder or 

header and stationary thresher should be 'obtained from farmers in 
- localities in which both methods of harvest are feasible and 'during 

a harvest season normal to the locality. The records obtained from 
farmers should report (1) the size and type of machine, (2) the num
ber of men in the crew, (3) the rate of operation per day, (4) the 
number of days of harvest, (5) the time lost and causes of delays 
in harvest, (6) the power used, (7) quantity and cost of fuel and 
oil, and (8) repairs on the machine. 

The record should include the acreage and variety of each crop 
harvested, the yield, and the manner of disposing of the crop.. A 
statement of labor and equipment hired and wage rates. is an essential 
part of the record. 

Data as to the normal repairs and as to the reasonable charge 
for replacement of the combined harvester-thresher are difficult to 
obtain in a region where the machine is not in general use and where 
the durability of the machine has not been proved through experience. 
Also in a case of this kind some allowance for difficulties due to in
experienced operators must usuall~ be considered. 

Daily records kept by the farmers showing the hours in the fie!d, 
the size of crew, fuel used, acres .cut, and the bushels ,threshed will, 
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if well kept, furnish data more accurate than ean be expected from the 
survey method; but a~ a rule these records are difficult to obtain. 

A check on th~ performances ,of the combined-harvesters can best 
be obtained through cooperation with agricultural engineers. Records 
of the effectiveness of threshing with certain adjustments may be 
made from observation, but information regarding the adjustments 
that will give best resUlts under specified conditions of moisture and 
ripeness of the grain can be best obtained through controlled ex
periment. 

The effect on the quality of the product of h~rvesting by d"fferent 
methods under particular conditions can be obtained through co
operation .with marketing and production specialists; Records of the 
moisture content of grain at different stages of ripeness, and with 
varying degrees of humidity, and the effect of this moisture content 
on the keeping quality or marketability of grain, may be obtained 
from samples taken under observed conditions, and sent in to the 
laboratory for analysis. 

Since the later cutting with the combine involves some risk of 
grain loss from weather not incurred by binding and shocking grain, 
some measure of this added risk should be considered. The weather 
records of the season or seasons in which the observatIons are taken 
should be compared with records of other sea~ons to test the variation 
from the usual with respect to total rainfall, distribution of rainfall, 
and degree of humidity. If the season is distinctly abnormal, ·no 
definite conclusions may be drawn. 

The length of the season in which grain. can be safely harvested 
depends somewhat on the weather and on the variety of the grain. 
Varieties adapted to a locality and which stand up best for com
bining should be studied through cooperaton with the agronomist. 

Records should be obtained on unusual methods of handling either 
machine, or on metho'ds employed to meet unusual conditions. The 
records should include a description of the methods and the additional 
cost of harvesting by these methods. For example, win'drowing un
evenly ripened grain or weedy grain may give the combine an advan
tage over harvesting standing grain, or the added cost may detract 
from the advantage of cheapened harvest as compared to the binder. 
The use of the combine in lo'dged or in weedy grain, the advantage 
of scattering straw or the added inconvenience 'of saving it under' 
certain conditions may be significant. 

Records of the amount of custom work done, the rates obtained, 
and the acres of other crops that can be cut with the combine are a 
necessary part of the studS. 

Analysis. 
The analysis of the data should be in sufficient detail to provide 

basic information as to the merits of alternative harvesting methods. 
The information needed is: 
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1. Acres cut per day by each machine. 
2. Size of tractor, number of horses, and number of men in 

the crew. 
3. Quantity of fuel and oil used per day or per acre. 
4. Influence of variations in yield on acre costs. 
5. First cost of machines. 
6. Rates of deprec.:iation and average repairs. 
7. Rate for threshing with stationary thresher and custom 

combining. ' 

From these can be computed at prevailing cost rates the compar: 
able charges for harvesting and threshing for different methods. To 
supplement the charges for harvest and threshing, information should 
be given on-

8. Loss of grain by the different methods. 
9. Effect of method on quality of the grain. 

10. Dates of completion of harvest. 
11. Added risk from standing grain. 
12. The effect on the value of the straw. 

With this information the individual farmer can develop for his 
own situation the approximate cash outlay, the amount of unpaid 
labor and the value of permanent investment used in harvesting 
different acreages by the alternative methods, and with the associated 
influences be able to judge the advantages of harvesting by· the 
different methods. 

The summary should indicate the changes in typical farm organiza
tions necessary to make the best use of the harvest equipment. In 
this way the study, although directed to comparative costs, would 
include the information essential to obtain some measure of the re
lation of each method of harvest to the farm organization and to 
the other farm enterprises. 

The analysis of cost proceeds from the ·different effects which 
cash costs (for instance, extra hired labor) and non-cash costs (as 
regular labor on the farm) have on the choice between two different 
harvesting methods. A further classification into fixed costs (those 
resulting from the investment in the machine) and the variable costs 
(those entirely proportional to the acreage cut) will aid in estimating 
the significant cost of harvesting a given number of acres. A large 
part of the costs of using t~e co.mbine is the c~arge for depreciation 
which is not likely to be m direct proportIon to the acres cut. 
Owner's estimates of depreciation and normal repairs as well on 
machines which are relatively new are, at best, only guesses not based 
on the experience of the operators. Furthermore, in attempting to 
draw conclusions from the data, one must rememper that a flat annual 
charge for depreciation accentuates the economy of harvesting large 
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acreages, whereas a flat charge per acre for depreciation would 
minimize the advantage of full use of the machine. 

A second classification which wlII be useful to the farmer in making 
his choice, is that separating the cash from the non-cash items. On 
a farm with relatively small acreage of grain, the binder permitting 
the operator to cut the small crop early, to use his own labor, and 
the power of horses, and to thresh possibly with exchanged labor, 
would probably be preferred to a combine with higher cash outlay, 
although with distim;tlyless total hours of labor per unit of product 
as ordinarily computed. With some crops a difference in the quan
tity of seed lost by one method would be sufficient to balance even a 
higher harvesting cost. In harvesting grass seed, soy beans, and 
similar crops, the extra product saved may be the deciding factor in 
a choice between two metho'ds. 

The value of cbst figures as a basis for choice between methods of 
harvesting is limited by the usual shortcomings of the cost analysis. 
The annual cost of the machine is strongly influenced by the assumed 
rate of depreciation, and the operating cost is influenced by the rate 
applied to hours of man-labor or horse-work. Only in the infrequent 
cases in which these are hired would the charge to the operator be 
definitely known; otherwise the applied rate would be only arbitrary 
and contain a certain margin of error. Interest, often included as 
an element of cost, must be applied not only at an arbitrary rate, 
but also to an estimated valuation incapable of being tested. The 
annual charge Jor depreciation of a machine is either an estimate -
based on expected life of the machine or an estimate made year by 
year of the decrease in value. The going rate for hired labor usually 
applied to unpaid labor mayor may not represent the use value of 
the time in question. The charge for horse=-work per hour is de
termined jointly With the charge for horse-work on other enterprises 
from feed grown on the farm, shelter, and labor to which arbitrary 
rates are applied; and a charge so determined may not be comparable 
to the use cost of a traHor based on known fuel and oil consumption, 
estimated depreciation, and repairs shared jointly with other activity. 

-Any composite unit cost figure therefore represents a sum of known 
items plus a sum of estimated and apportioned items not all of which 
operate in an equal way to determine choice between methods. Opera
tors are in nearly /ill cases more sensitive to' c~sh than to non-cash 
costs, particularly in those periods when the margin is narrowed be
tween selling price of grain and the immediate costs of operation. 

In the final analysis, the economy ofa machine is determined by 
the effect which its use has on the net income of the farmer. The 
cost to be charged is the added farm expense due to the use of the 
machine, and the credits are the saving in expense or additions to the 
farm income. The accompanying table adapted from Table 19 of 
Indiana Experiment Station Bulletin' 349 illustrates this Jype of 
analysis: 
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DIFFERENCES IN THE FARM INCOME RESULTING FROM THE 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE COMBINE FOR THE BINDER AND 

THRESHER ON A 88O-ACRE LIVESTOCK FARM. (59 
ACRES OF WHEAT AND '11 ACRES OF OATS.) 

Savings 

Labor (hired) 
One man shocking ••.••....... $ 30 
One man threshing. •. . . . . . . . .• M 

Board •..•......•.....•......•. 35 
Twine for 130 acres............ 40· 
Threshing bill ........•.......• 182 
Grain laved: wileat 33 bu. .•.•• 33 
Horse feed saved............... 20 

Total •... ~ ....•..••.....•. $394 

Increased costs 

Picking up straw, 30 tons ...... $ 60 
Increased depreciation and re-

pairs, $167-$30 ••.•••....... 137 
Increased taxes ................ 12 
Increased shelter .............. 7 
Increased fuel, oil' and grease .. 36 
Increased depreciation, tractor.. ' 30 
Increased grain loss (oats 57 bu.) 20 

Total •.................... $302 

Net caJ/h advantage of combiM, $92 

Other advantages 
Convenience to housewife 
Operator and men have two weeks 

more to devote to other work 
Opyortunity to increase income by 

doing custom work 
Easier work 

Othel" disadvantages 

Possibility of damp grain from weedy 
fields 

DifficllIty of cutting because of weeds 
Risk of leaving grain standing 
Heavier investment 

There is in this analysis a question as ·to the inclusion of interest 
as a cost, and of deducting depreciation on the binder from the 
depreciation charged to the combine. Expected repairs on the binder 
should, of course, be deducted; but unless the binder was disposed of 
at the farm value, the farm would still have to bear the charge 
through obsolescence. The table does show an admirable method of 
balancing advantages and disadvantages of a new machine on a par
ticular farm, provided the quantities of the cost factors and the cost 
rates used in the computation are the quantities and rates prevailing 
on that particular farm. Similar analyses for' each of the farm types 
(systems of farming) prevailing in the area (See Project 2 of this 
report) will give the research worker the basis needed for reaching 
a conclusion concerning the conditions under which each method 

_being considered would be the most advantageous. 
In practice, such analysis must also provide for variations in cost 

rates and prices, after the manner outlined in Project 20A. 

Summary of similar research. 
Studies of the relative economy of different methods of harvesting 

have been completed in nearly all of the major wheat-producing 
areas. Reports of surveys in the Great Plains region are contained 
in United States Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 70, 
Oklahoma Experiment Station Bulletin 162, Montana Experiment 
Station Bulletin 230, Texas Experiment Station Bulletin 373. Re
ports of studies under conditions directly competitive with binders 
are United States Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 224, 
United ~tates Farmers' Bulletin 1565, Minnesota Bulletin 256, 
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Missouri Bulletin 286, and Indiana Bulletin 349. These bulletins 
discuss use of adjus~\Ilents in combines, uses on crops oth~r than 
small grain, and particularly in North Dakota Bulletin 225 the re
lation of combine harvesting to weather loss and deterioration of 
grain. A comparison of methods of harvesting grain sorghum is 
made in United States Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 
121. Kansas Circular 142 is a study to show the acreages of crops . 
to which a combine is suited, and ~he adjustments in farm organiza
tion likely to be profitable following the adoption of the combine and 
other power machinery on the farm. The methods of analysis sug
gested in this discussion differ in certain particulars, especially in 
the matter of handling costs, from those used in some of these pub
lished reports. Progress in methods is evident in research of this 
type as well as elsewhere. 

PROJECT 20C. To determine the Relative Economy of Differ
ent Methods of Husking Corn in the Field. 

(By Kenneth H. Myers and H. C. M. Case.) 

The purpose of this project is to secure and analyze data on the 
different methods of huskiag corn in the field, and to present the 
results in such a way that the individual farm operator may deter
mine the most economical method of husking under the particular 
circumstances on his farm. This will involve: 

1. An analysis of the elements of costs involved in husking by 
hand, with a one-row mechanical husker and with a two
row husker, and of the relative economy of these three 
methods as reflected in farm incomes. 

2. An analysis of the relative importance of these cost elements 
in relation to their supply on the farm, and the bearing of 
this on incomes. 

3. A study of the 'Various factors affecting1 the costs of husk
ing by the different methods, such as the size of farm, the 
acreage of corn and other crops, the average yields of· 
corn, the kinds and numbers of livestock, the types of 
power available, supply of regular labor, etc. 

Value and uses of project. 
The acreage and value of corn in the United States indicates the 

relative importance of the crop. The high percentage of the crop 
. which is huske'd in the field, especially in the most important corn
growing regions, indicates the importance of this method of harvest
ing in the farm labor program. Mechanical corn huskers have been 
used for 25 years in the United States. Improvements in the husker, 
development of the power-take-off attachment, and the high rates 

(1) See Project 20 for a general discussion of this type of project; also 
compare this project with 20A. . 
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of pay for. hired labor for husking, have caused a great incre~se in 
theIr use SInce 1925. The two-row huskers were first used in 1928. 

The most satisfactory approach to the problem is to . estimate 
the net effect of the method now in use on the annual farm income 
and then add to or subtract from it an appraisal of alternative uses 
for labor, capital, and power. Final decision may be based on the 
operator'. appraisal of the value of the easier work or more leisure 
time. Some knowledge of the operating capacity of machines under 
average conditions, of the quantities of labor, power, and materials 
which may be required, and of the factors affecting machine capacity 
and cost, are important to the farm operator if he is to select the 
method best fitted to his conditions. 

Scope of project. 
This project is limited to areas where corn is an important crop 

if data on a sufficiently large number of machines are to be secured. 
It is believed, however, that the data will be equally applicable to 
other areas if important factors such as climatic conditions and 
.yield of corn are considered. 

Records should be secured on the operation of enough machines 
to give a reliable average or frequency distribution of the quantities 
of labor, power and materials used an~ to make cross-classification 
of the records possible in studying the factors affecting those. quan
tities, and to show variations in performance under different condi
tions. The records should cover more than one year if possible, to 
show the effect of differences in climatic conditions. 

It is the purpose of this project to present and analyze the factors 
which are important in determining what method of husking corn in 
the field is most economical.· The question of whether the corn should. 
be husked in the field, cut for fodder or silage, or hogged off is nof 
considered, since many questions pertaining to cropping systems 
and livestock production and feeding methods would be of greater 
importance than the cost of the harvesting operation. The acreage 
of corn which can be harvested per unit of labor by different methods 
may be calculated from data secured in this study. The relation 
between the kind and numbers of livestock and methods' of harvesting 
corn is often an important factor. 

Since the costs of husking corn depend to a certain extent on the 
organization of the farm, some data concerning the size of farm, 
the acreage of crops grown, and the kind and numbers of livestock 
produced are important. The supply of regular labor on the farm, 
as well as the wages of hired labor. in the area, and the equipment 
available are important. 

. The data collected should be as complete as possible as to the 
time required in husking, the nl1m~r of men used, the number of 
horses and wagons used, the kind and size of tractors, the amount 
of fuel and oil used, the time spent in repairing and caring for the 
machine, and the expense of repairs. 
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• 
Some measure of the effectiveness of the different methods of 

husking should also be secured from the farm operator. This may 
be in terms of clea.nliness of husking and of the amount of shelled and 
ear corn left in the field. In many cases corn left in the field is 
picked up by hand after being husked by machine and the amount 
is known. In others this must be purely an estimate. Where corn is 
picked up by hand, the costs of this operation should be secured. 

Few one-row huskers with power take-off, and practically none 
of the two-row machines, have been used long enough to determine 
the probable life of the machines. After one or two years of opera
tions, however, the average farmer usually has some idea as to what 
he expects the life of his machine to be. From these estimates some 
basis for determining the annual depreciation and interest charges 
on the huskers may be secured. 

~he records should cover the entire operation of each machine 
during a season. In many cases, custom work may be performed, 
thus lowering the overhead expense of husking a small acreage on the 
home farm. ' 

Source, of information. 
1. Records kept by cooperating farm operators on the quantities 

of man-labor, power, equipment, and materials used in husking by 
hand and by machine. 

2.' Available data from detailed supervised records or other 
records from which the quantities of labor, power, and material used 
in husking may be taken. 

3. Additional information on the size and organization of farm 
on which huskers are used, the supply of regular labor on the farms, 
and other important factors. 

Organization of project. 
Little organization work is required before actual work on this 

project is started. Contact should be made with equipment manu
facturers or sales agencies to secure lists of men in local areas who 
own machines. State agricultural colleges or county agricultural 
agents should be consulted concerning the number of machines in an 
area, their adaptability to local conditions, etc. It is not believed 
necessary to make any contact with the farm operator untH the 
field man makes his first visit..... ., 

Better cooperation may be secured if the prospective cooperator 
is promised a report of the various costs on his farm so that he can 
compare them ~th the average of these costs in the area. 

Sampling and choice of period. 
If sufficient numbers of records can be secured, they should be 

representative of as wide a variation of conditions as possible. The 
type of corn grown, th~ yield and quality, climatic conditions, and 
soil conditions all have a distinct effect on the relative advantages 
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of the different methods of husking. However, if sufficient numbers 
~a~ot be secured, which will usually be the case, it will be well to 
lmut the study to a smaller area with more uniform conditions. 

'Yhere less than a hundred records are secured each year, it is 
adVIsable to hold as many of the physical factors constant as possi
ble. But the data should cover the important types of mechanical 
huskers, one-row huskers, two-row huskers, huskers mounted on the 
tractor, machines with tanks to receive the corn, and any others. If 
possible, moreover, the data should be secured over two or more 
years to eliminate variations due to seasonal conditions. A year 
with normal climatic conditions provides the best records for deter
mining reliable average performance. However, records during years 
of adverse conditions and good conditions are valuable in deter
mining the adaptability of the machines to changes. 

CoUectioo of data. 
In most states sufficient data are available on hand husking from 

supervised records of various types. If no records are avail",ble, 
the data may be collected in the same manner as will 1;>e described 
for collecting those on machine husking. The bes\ method of col
lecti~g the data on machine husking is to have the operator keep a 
record during the husking -season. Forms for recording the data 
should be left with the farmer at the beginning of the husking season, 
preferably just after husking is started rather than several days 
before. The field men may then make some entries in explaining the 
purpose and method of keeping the records. At,this visit it is also 
advisable to get data on the kind of machine, the size of farm, 
acreages of the principal crops, and other supplementary data which 
will be needed. After the husking is completed, the field man will 
again visit each cooperato,:, check the records over with him to see 
if they are complete, and bring them into the office. The number of 
records which one man can secure in this way will depend on the 
distance which he must travel. In the important corn-growing 
regions, he should he able to get 75 to 100 records during the season 
with a total expenditure of time not to exceed four weeks for field 
work. It is believed that such records give the best results in securing 
this type of data. In many cases the operator may not keep an 
actual record during the season, but will have the data well in mind 
when the field man comes to collect the records. Data of this sort, 
however, may even be collected by survey if the farmer is visited soon 
after the husking is completed. 

Errora in records. 
Data collected in this way should he as nearly correct as it is 

possible to get them, particularly in so far as the amounts of time, 
labor; and other materials are concerned. In many cases the amount 
of corn husked is estimated, hut this error should be small. The 
greatest error is likely to be in the estimates of the probable life of 
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the machine, and the basis for determining depreciation and interest 
,charges. 'These estimates will be more reliable after the machines 
have been used ,a longer period. 
, The average age of a random sample of one-row huskers will be 
higher than that of two-row huskers, since they have been in use 
a longer time. This should be considered in showing the annual 
repair and upkeep costs. 

Schedule8 and forms. 
. Four schedules and forms are needed in collecting a~d summarizing 
,the data. The data in each of these forms may be summarized as 
follows: 

1. A record of the size of farm, or farms, if the machine is 
owned jointly, the acreage of crops grown, the numbers of livestock, 
the make, type, age and original cost of the picker owned, and other 
general information. If filled out by the field man at the first visit, 
this form provides a record of the type of machines and the kind of 
farms on which records are being secured. 

2. A record of the acreage and amount of corn husked, the 
time used, the number of men on the crew, the quantities of fuel and 
oil, and other material used; the number' of horses, wagons, and 
other equipment, and other such information. These data may best 
be recorded by fields rather than by days. . 

3. General information on acreage of corn harvested by other 
methods on the farm, repairs on the husker, rate paid hired labor, 
prices of materials used, and the general conditions of the corn and 
ground as they affect husking. 

4. A summary sheet. for each farm. This will show total 
quantities of labor, power, equipment, and materials used in husking 
during the season, and will also provide space for calculating the 
total machine costs per acre and per bushel. 

'r:' . 

Method of analysis. 

The following points need to be developed in the analysis: 
1. Average quantities of labor, power, arid materials used .with 

the common methods of husking and the variations around these 
averages. . 

2. The gerieral effect of changes in yield of corn, acreage husked, 
etc., on the amounts of labor, power, and materials used, and on the 
cost, measured in terms of effect on annual farm income. 

3. The relation of the cost, measured in terms of changes in 
the annual farm income, to par~icular conditions on the individual 
farm. . 

4. Typical conditions under which one method of harvesting 
is particularly advantageous, and the crew organizations best fitted 
to these conditiQns. 
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Some analysis of the initial cost of huskers and the estimated life 
must be made in order to arrive at some method of determining the 
rate of depreciation and interest charges. For this type of equiP": 
ment, it is believed that depreciation should be based on the acreage 
of corn husked ra ther than on an annual basis. Some machines are 
used two or three times as much as others, and it is believed their 
life in years will be cut 'down proportionately, at least within certa'in 
limits. 

Hired labor charges should be on a uniform basis to eliminate 
differences in costs due to bargaining for. cheap labor. An average 
figure can be arrived at from data secured, and applied to all farms 
employing hired labor, with such allowances as may be needed for the 
grade of the labor hired! 

SumTTUlry of aimilar research. 
The methods outlined here are similar to those used in illinois in 

1928 and 1929 in the cooperative study conducted by the United 
States Department of Agriculture and the University of illinois, as 
reported in illinois Bulletin 373. 

This project was continued by the University of Dlinois in ,1931 
to obtain information relative to changes in practices and costs. 

A preliminary report on the use of corn huskers in the Dakotas 
was made in 1926 by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United 
State Department of Agriculture. The data for this report were 
secured by the survey method on 100 farms in the fall of 1925. Only 
one-row machines were covered, however, and nearly all of these were 
the bull-wheel driven machines, a type little used today. 

A similar survey was made in Ohio by the Experiment Station in 
1929. Records 'Yere secured on the operation of 51 one-row machines, 
and 141 two-row machines. The results were published in Mimeo
graphed Bulletin No. 241, Department of Rural Economics, Ohio 
State University and Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. 

Studies of all types of huskers were made in Indiana in 1929 and 
1930. The results of these studies were published as a progress re
port on the Study of Mechanical Corn Huskers by the Agricultural 
Experiment Station. 

PRO]ECf 20D. To Determine the Relative E~onomy 
of Having Dairy Herds Freshen in the Fall or in 
the Spring. 

(By J. D. Black.) , 

This type of problem in d~termining the relative economy of dif
ferent practices is introduced merely as an example of a problem 

(2) "This discussion' would be' iinproved 'if it provided for diiferencesin 
make of machines and for variations in cos~ rates and prices, and if it covered 
the matter of sampling." (A. G. Black.>. 
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somewhat different- from the foregoing; and method and procedure 
for it will be discussed only in brief outline. . 

Three general types of analyses have been applied to the problem: 
A. Determining the relative costs of production per hundred

weight of milk in summer and winter and comparing these 
. with summer and winter prices. 

B. petermining the annual costs of :production per hundredweight 
of herds freshening mostly in the fall and mostly in the 

. spring, and comparing these with th~ average annual prices 
received. 

C. Estimating the eff~ct on net farm income of having cows 
freshen at different seasons, using the method of substitution 
(or budget method). 

A. Comparing seasonal cost and seasonal price. 
Nearly all of the early analysis following this line, and much of 

the lat~r analysis, took the herd as a unit and charged the milk pro
duced each month or season with the feed consumed by the herd 
during that season; and likewise for the labor and other costs. 

If the herd was one freshening more largely in theJall, the heavier 
winter milk flow was charged with the relatively high cost of barn 
feeding, including frequently a considerable amount of bran and 
other concentrates, and the lighter summer milk flow with the 
relatively lower summ~r feed costs, commonly with vp,.ry little pur
chased concentrates included. When the cattle were turned out to 
grass, the milk flow usually increased considerably, and this lowered 
costs still more. Nevertheless, since the herd was largely due to 
freshen in the fall, the milk flow was light during July and August, 
and the feed cost per hundredweight was high. Consequently for 
herds of this type, the winter production commonly" appeared some
what more profitable than the summer production even though the 
feed cost was higher. . 

If the herd mostly freshened in the spring, the heavy milk flow of 
spring and summer was balanced against the low pasture costs, and 
the .ighter winter flow against the heavy winter feed costs, with the
result that summer costs per hundredweight were very much lower 
than winter costs, and spring freshening appeared much the more 
profitable. 

If the herd had cows freshening throughout the year, with no pro ... 
nounced concentration any season; as in many of the market milk 
.sections, the summer production always appeared the more profitable 
because of the lower pasture costs charged against the summer pro
duction. The light summer flow from such of the cows as freshened 
in the fall was not enough to offset the very low unit cost in the 
summer for the rest of the cows in the herd. 

If herds of all three of the above descriptions were found in an 
area, and the cost data were averaged, as· was commo~y the practice, 
the summer costs were almost surely to appear much lower than the 
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winter costs, and summer production the more profitable in spite of 
the lower summer prices for the product. Labor and shelter costs 
worked out in much the same way. 

The defec.t of the method was of course that the cost of carrying 
~he cows while dry or nearly so was charged against the other COWl 

m the her~ or area which were in full flow or nearly so at the time. 
~e lOgIcal procedure for remedying this defect is to separate the 

mamtenance from the production ration month by month, charge 
the C?st of the production ration to the milk produced each month, 
combine the .~onthl! costs of the maintenance ration into a yearly 
total, and diVide thiS by the total milk production and get a main
tenance COllt per hundredweight of milk which will be constant 
throughout the year; and then cqmbine the costs of the production 
and maintenance rations month by month. Labor cost, shelter ,cost, 
etc., will similarly need to be separated into maintenance and pro
duction portions and then combined. 

But even this procedure does not avoid the apparently insuperable 
difficulties pointed out in Project 27 of determining cost-rates for the 
labor that will reflect the relative value of labor used season by 
season, to say nothing of farm by farm and enterprise by enterprise, 
and similar difficulties as to cost-rates for pasture land and farm
grown feeds. 

B. Comparing profits of herds freshening at different seasons. 
This procedure is likely to lead to more valid conclusions than A 

above; certainly so unless the production and maintenance rations are 
computed separately in using the A method. It requires that a good 
many herds be included in the analysis; that is, if the results are 

, to be sufficiently conclusive, and if the analysis is to be carried to the 
point of discovering reasons for variations between herds. These 
herds can then be sorted into groups according to the time of year 
when the majority of the cows freshen; and these groups can be 
compared as to production per cow, feed consumed per cow and 
per hundredweight, cost of purchased feed per cow and per hundred
weight, labor and shelter inputs, average price received for the prod
uct, etc., and a decision reached as to which system of dairying in 
general seems to pay best in the area. Relative advantage will vary, 
however, between the farms in any group according to special con
ditions on each farm. It may well be that some of the farms with 
cows freshening at one season would do well to change to another 
practice. Hence additional analysis ~aking account of varying. c?n
ditions affecting economy of productIon-types of land determmmg 
relative supply of pasture, forage and concentrates, available labor 
supply, barn room, skill of operators as dairymen, etc. This type 
,of analysis is difficult to make statistically. , 

C. The Budget Method. 
It is this difficulty with the needed statistical analysis that makes 
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the use of a budget analysis for a number of different sets of 
farm conditions very helpful. It would seem that the B procedure 
supplemented by this budget analysis will be most likely to lead to 
valid conclusions. This will mean essentially a combination of a 
statistically analyzed survey with case analysis of carefully selected 
individual farms. 

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that the B procedure has 
more commonly indicated that the winter-dairy farms are the more 
profitable. But these .results may be in part due to the fact that 
winter dairymen in many areas have the better cows and equipment 
and understand feeding better. The larger output per cow on such 
farms and the higher prices received are important contributing 
factors. 

PROJECT 21. Case Study of Orchard Management 
Problems. 

OBJECTIVES: To obtain detailed information as to the nature 
of important orchard operations and practices; use of labor, 
power, equipment, spray materials and fertilizer inputs; 
and complementary, supplementary, and conflicting relation
ships between enterprises. 

(By H. C. Woodworth.) 

Value arul uses. 
This project outlines the data essential to an understanding of 

the interrelationships between enterprises and the conflicting and 
supplementary demands of the different enterprises for the use. of 
labor and equipment in the day-to-day operation of the farm. Care
ful observation and 'detailed records of some of the farm operations 
are necessary, while for other operations only general information is 
called for. This statement is for a particular type of farming----,
orcharding. It would need some modification to mllike it applicable 
to other types. 

The result of a study such as this would be useful in teaching 
farm organization and farm management to collegiate students, 
would be helpful in the more intricate parts of studies of enterprise 
combinations by the budgeting method, and would throw considerable 
light on the reasons for variations in the amount of labor used on 
different operations. (See Projects 27A and 27B of this report.) , 
'Method. 

~his project uses the case method as distinguished from the sta
tistical. This means that it does not resort to .averagesand fre
quency distributions and other statistical devices. (See discussion 
of Case Method in Research Method arul PrClcedure in Agricultura.l 
Economics.) It is not planned as a complete case -study of the 
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orch~rds, ~ut only of those aspects of their management that are 
men boned m the statement of objectives. 

Organization. 

A fruit 8t~dy of this nature should be a joint project in charge 
of an economIst and a horticulturist and both should take an active 
part both in the field work and in theanalvsis. A field man should 
be employed to give his entire attention to the work in order to insure 
the regularity of farm visits and data collection. While such a field 
worker should assume the responsibility of getting detail, the eco
nomist and horticulturist should spend considerable time in the field 
and in discussion of orchard management problems as developed in 
the field work. 

Selection of farms. 
Since this project is to employ the case method, the orchards will 

be selected, not chosen at random. Various possibilities are open as to 
the pl~n for choosing orchards, such as (a) singling out and defining 
several types of orchards and then finding several orchards that 
come as close as possible to these types; (b) defining these several 
types, but purposely choosing orchards that offer definite contrasts 
within the type; (c) choosing orchards with a view to approximating 
a representative frequency distribution for the major characters; 
(d) including all the different variations of importance in the area; 
(e) choosing pairs of orchards that are alike except for one major 
difference with possibly two or four additional orchards as check
orchards. Obviously these orchards can be only approximately alike. 
Differencl!s in management alone makes this necessary. (See Re
search M etkod and Procedure in Agricultural Economics for other 
possible bases of choice.) The method here suggested is (b) com-. 
bined with (e); that is, selecting several types, but choosing orchards 
within each that" represent contrasting pairs with additional approx
imately similar orchards as checks. A group of 4 to 6 orchards 
might thus constitute the unit of the study. If 4 types are studied, 
from 16 to 24 orchards might be included. If size is to be a con
trasting factor, one might want a small, a medium, and a large 
orchard within any type, which would increase still further the num
ber of orchards needed. Obviously many combinations of the fore
going are possible. Obviously one will need to have made some sort 
of preliminary survey of the orchards in the area in order to deter
mine upon the types and contrasts within the types to be studied. ··It 
is indicated above that differences in supplementary and complemen
tary relationships are to be particularly represented in this study. 

Collection of data. 
The closely supervised route system of collecting data in which 

each farm worker daily records the time, amount of time and type 
of work done, has been commonly used in studies of specialized 8Y8-
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tems of farming liuch as orcharding. This may still be the best 
procedure in certain projects; but such procedure involves much 
record-taking and attention to detail in analysis, so much, in fact, 
that the larger p'roblems of management may be lost entirely in the 
,forced attention to a great mass of detail. 

A route system modified to the extent of including less detail and 
less supervision inay get all' the essential details with less record
keeping and less expense. Important operations can be studied in 
detail, foll~wing the closely supervised procedures, but operations 
unimportant from the standpoint of management can be studied in a 
more general way. With this method the emphasis is more likely 
to be on the analysis of important management problems rather 
than on mere details. 

The first step in securing detailed information under such a modi
fied route plan is to study the general situation in orchard manage
ment by visiting and informally surveying orchards in the area to 
determine: 

1. What operations are common, 
2. What operations require skilled labor. 
3. Wha:t operations must be done in a definite, limited time. 
4. What operations represent peaks of &killed labor require

ments. 
5. What operations represent peaks in total labor require

ments 
6. What operations can be done at any convenient time over 

a rather long period. 
7. What enterprises are considered or should be considered 

complementary or supplementary to orcharding. 
8. What are the operations in these enterprises that conflict 

with orcharding. 
From this inform a tion determine: 

1. What orchard pperation should be studied in great detail. 
2.1 What operations are of secondary importance in so far as 

management and conflict of labor is concerned. 
3; What operations present no particular problems in man

agement; that is, operations that may take some time but 
can usually be worked in between other operations by ~he 
regular crew without neglect to the orchard. , 

Detail concerning these operations can be secured by different 
methods to suit the importance of the operation to be studied. Thus 
spraying in New England represents an important operation. It 
must be done at definite short intervals. Skill is required. Expensive 
materials and costly equipment must be used. It must have first 
choice of the operator's time. The detail of this type of operation 
can be obtained by having the operator and his men keep complete 
records of the spray operation. Each day that spraying is done, 
the operator should report on special blanks the total time of man-
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labor, horse-I~b~r and spray equipment used; also spray materials 
used a~d varieties or orchard blocks sprayed and work on other 
enterprises done that day. 

~runing is an example of an operation of secondary importance. 
While a large amount of ~killed labor is generally used, the work 
can be done at any convement time over a long period. Estimates 
of the total labor on this operation can be obtained by the survey 
method at periodic visits of the field man. The exact amount of 
time is not so important, and labor could usually be distributed 
quite differently without affecting the farm income. 

Fertilizing, at the other extreme, represents an operation of little 
uiiportance in labor management. The work can usually be done at 
odd times by the regular crew. The time used can be estimated once 
". year, preferably soon after the operation has been completed. 

Records of labor on supplementary and complementary enterprises 
can be secured by the same methods putIined above. Emphasis should 
be placed on those operations which compete with the important 
orchard operations. 
The field worker 

The field worker should visi!; each orchard farm periodically; 
probably once a month in winter, and perhaps once a week during 
the spray season and at.other busy times. He should make observa
tions and record what each man is doing when visited and how he 
is doing it, note differences between farms, check some details with 
stop watch, and obtain, by the methods outlined above, a record 
of all work done on the farm since his last visit. He should confer 
with the farmer to determine why he is doing this operation now, 
what other operations need attention, and how urgent is the need 
of "attention to other farm operations or other enterprises. In the 
case of conflict of farmer's time, which will he take care of first and 
why? How serious is the conflict? Would a greater or smaller 
area of the competing crop fit into the organization better? 
Analysis of the data. 

The data from each individual farm should be summarized to show 
the use of labor, power, and equipment on each operation. For the 
most important operations the summaries should be by days; 
for the less important operations, summaries only by weeks or months. 
The summaries would be studied in the light of the non-statistical 
information obtained by the field workers as to the conflicting de
mands of the different operations for labor power and equipment to 
determine whether expansion or contraction of the complementary 
and supplementary enterprises would be advisable on each farm, 
whether more or fewer men could be advantageously employed at 
each season, whether the purchase of additional equipment would be 
advisable, and so on. , 

The general procedure in case analysis is. first to study each 
unit itself-in this case, each orchard-Iearnmg all that one can 
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a,bout its organic .relationships and working out all its important 
details in so far as included in the project; then to write up the 
analysis for ,each project separately, the statement for each unit 
written up including a careful presentation of likenesses and differ
ences between this unit and those already written up. The last de
scription, or a separate summary at the end, points out what is 
common to all and to any two or more of the units, and also what 
is peculiar to each, in the nature not only of descriptive facts, but 
of internal relationships, and effects associated with differences in 
organization and practices, etc. This summary will ordinarily in
clude a tabular presentation in which the important statistics for 
each· unit in the case study are reported, and perhaps a certain 
amount of ranking is done. But this is all the statIstical procedure 
that is in order, unless units enough are included so as to make 
certain types of averages and ranges significant. 

This study will follow the foregoing general plan except that each· 
set of orchards representing a type will be analyzed by itself first, 
and within each type the two or three farms that are included as 
checks on each other will be worked up together. The analysis of 
these two or three may end in selecting one of the three as best 
representing the type with the one variant that is to be contrasted, 
or it may end in a hypothetical set-up that combines certain features 
of each of the three. From this wilIresuIt two orchards that are 
of the same type but differing in one important particular which has 
been made a special subject in the study. (There might be three 
sets if size was the subject of the contrast.) Next will come the 
process of developing fully the significance of this difference. The 
final step will consist of comparing the results thus obtained for the 
several types' that have been chosen for study. 

PROJECT 22. Variations in Labor Inputs • 

. OBJECTIVE: To explain the variations in labor used in the 
production of hay, oats, and corn in Eastern Connecticut. 

(By Donald O. Hammerberg.) 

This statement pertains to a study made in 1929. The results 
are given in Bulletin 172 of the Storrs (Connecticut) Agricultural 
Experiment Station. . 

The objectives of this study were: 
1. To determine the physical units of labor used in the produc

tion of three crops: hay, oats, and corn. These data are a part 
of the basic material necessary for establishing efficiency standards 
and setting up new forms of adjustment to changing prices. 

2. To determine what factors are responsible for the variations 
in the number of hours used by different farmers in the production 
of these crops. . 
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· ~e value of .such a study consists iargely in suggesting possi~ 
bllitiel of reducmg out-of-pocket costs if the farmer hires consider'
a~le lab~r, o.r handling a l~rger volume of business, or having more 
leisure. bme, ~f !he problem 18 one of ma.king effective use of his 'own 
and his farillIy s labor. Labor is one of the few variable costs in 
agriculture, and the use of more or less labor is therefore one of 
the directions in which adjustments can be made without drastic 
reorganization of the farm business. . 

The dat!1 were collected from 160 farms in eight towns in the 
Eastern Highland of Connecticut. Twenty farmers were selected in 
each of five towns, fifteen farmers from each of two others and 
thirty from one. These numbers were roughly proportional to the 
number of farmers in the towns. The names of all the farmers in 
the town who had at least five head of neat cattle were obtained 
from the town clerk. A random selection was then made by drawing 
names from a hat. Each farm was then mapped with the use of 
an Army sketching case and pacing scale. 

The input-output data on which the labor efficiency study was 
based were gathered during the months of July, August, September 
and October, 1929, during and immediately after silo-filling time, and 
therefore at a time most favorable to accuracy. All of the data 
were obtained from farmers' estimates (except in the silo-IDling tests 
on the three farms reported in Project 22B where the operations 
were actually timed). Throughout the study, attention was concen
trated on those operations which were known to come at the peak
load periods. 

In the analysis, reliance was placed mainly on sub-sorting. Infer
ences drawn from such a method are naturally but rough approxima
tions, but most farm businesses are not conducted with such a degree 
of nicety of adjustment that accuracy of a high degree is necessary. 
Recommendations should not be made on the basis of such data 
unless there is a preponderance of advantage indicated. The study 
indicates that there is such an abundance of different opportunities 
for marked savings of labor that further refinements in method of. 
record-takirig and analysis are perhaps not warranted until the 
farmers have taken advantage of the more outstanding of these 
opportuni ties., 

Correlation analysis was used in a number of cases with more or 
less indifferent results. Some of the results obtained by sub-sorting 
were checked by this method, with what was thought to be some re-
finement in results. . 

The results indicate that it is not always possible to study an 
area and discover the best practices. Study of the practices in this 
area revealed an extreme amount of variation both in the methods 
that were followed and in the amount of labor used, but it did not 
reveal that there were other methods· equally applicable and consid-
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erably more effective than any actually in use. (See Project 22B 
as evidence on this point.) 

This study require<J approximately two and one-half months of 
field work by two men, and about seven months of one man's time, 
with the assistance of a clel'k for about half that time, for analysis. 
The expenses of the field work, not including salaries, amounted to 
about $400. 

~~;rr 
~ PROJECT 22A. To Account for the Variations in the 

? ~ ~mou'lltof Labor Used in Performing Hand Work 
.~ '? __ "")~ on Vegetable Farms. (A Study in Management as 

., ~isu..nguished from Organization.) 
"" ~ It' "1"\1.~~' t\,'. . -", .... ,-W v' . - (By R. L. Mlghell) 

II Studies of this type may be directed merely at discovering the 
reasons for variations in the amount of labor used in performing 
certain operations, or they may go further and seek to develop more 
efficient procedure. With these objectives, in mind, the results of 
such studies should be of great practical value to farmers, particu
larly in types of farming in which much of the cash outlay is for 
hired labor. Such a project is closely related to research in farm 
labor in which the efficiency of farm labor is analyzed from the stand
point of possible lessening of the input of human effort. In so far 
"scientific management" is concerned with lessening the psychic cost 
to the laborer of certain kinds of agricultural labor, its study belongs 
with the problems of agricultural labor rather" than with those 
of the farm entrepreneur concerned only with the profitableness 
of the labor used. Not infrequently, however, the interests 
of the laborer and the entrepreneur in this respect will be closely 
related, since the reduction of fatigue and effort on one task will 
enable the laborer to work more efficiently on" other tasks. The fol
lowing is the outline of a project now being carried on in Massa
chusetts in which the problem has been attacked primarily from the 
point of view of the farm entrepreneur interested in profitable tech
nique. 

The study .is confined to an analysis of the more important farm 
operations on vegetable farms in three areas in Middlesex, Essex and 
Bristol counties in eastern Massachusetts. Operations involving 
110rse or power equipment have in the main been excluded, and 'the 
study limited chiefly to those crops and operations in which signifi
cant amounts pf manual labor aided only by simple tools and equip
ment are used. For example, some of the operations thus far studied 
are the following: " 

A. Hoeing and thinning. 
B. Setting celery and cabbage plants. 
C. Cutting and collecting asparagus, pulling carrots and beets, 

and picking tomatoes. 
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b. Sorting, grading and bunching asparagus, beets, carrots, 
~ celery and tomatoes. 

,I
t;. T~ng bunches with string, rubber bands, andtving ma-' 

chme. r 
/F. Washing beets, carrots and celery. 
'G. Wrapping celery. 

H. Packing and boxing asparagus, beets, carrots, celery and 
tomatoes. 

~xampl!!s of tools and equipment used in these operations are 
vanous type~ of knives, hoes, dibbles, field boxes and baskets, sorting 
tables, bunching forms, box rests, hatchets and hammers. There is 
much, variation in tools and equipment used by neighboring farm"ers 
for the same purpose. For instance, in one locality six different 
types of field containers for carrying asparagus were found in use. 

Basic qualitative analysis. 
Much of the basic research procedure for this type of study as 

applied to industry was first developed by Frederick Winslow Taylor1 

some thirty years ago in his work on Scientific Management. In the 
method used by Taylor and his followers, the job or task is studied 
in minute detail as to its nature, the materials used, the various 
methods which might be followed, and the type of man best fitted for 
the work. 

Scientific management in. industry has helped to revolutionize 
former methods and technique in many factories both in this country 
and abroad. Its application to agriculture has been slower because 
of such characteristics as the small size of the typical operating 
unit, lack of volume. discontinuous production, and the great diver
sity of conditions from farm to farm even among farms of the same 
type. Very little agricultural research along these lines has been 
carried on anywhere except recently in Germany where Professor 
Seedorf2 of the University of Gottingen, GOttingen, Germany, and 
his co-workers have underway an extensive program of research on 
various aspects of farm labor problems. They have not only made. 
studies under farm conditions, but have also set up controlled 
laboratory experiments to measure time and energy expended in 
doing tasks in different ways. 

In the Massachusetts study here outlined, records were available 
from a previous crop survey in the same areas. These records con-

(1) For the history and present day status .of. scientific .m~agement in 
industry see the following: Taylor, F. W., The PnnctpieB of Smentijic Manage
ment, 1911; Drury. H. ~.. ~cien~ifio Managemer;-t-a HiBtof''!! ana Oriticism" 
Columbia University StudIes In HIstory, EconomIcs and Pubhc Law, Vol. 65, 
No.2, 1915, The Taylor Society, The Principles of Scientific Management, 1930 .. 

(2) Seedorf, J. J. W .• "Methods and Results of Research Work on the 
Efficiency of Human Labor o? German Farms,~ in the Proceedings of the Inter
_tional Conference of .Agncuiturai Eeonomutl, Second Conference 1930; v. 
Bismarck L. und Buchholz, H., Methodik wul Technik def' Af'beit8beobachtungen 
in de,. L;;w,wirtBchaft, Biicherei fiir Landarbeit8lehre, Berlin, 1930. 
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t · ·d d ' t 22B ame ata on amounts of man-labor by operations for tht 
vegetable crops. Analysis showed wide variations in total a&'h f 
.of labor used for the same crop by different growers. Labor' t~ 0 

d··d I t· I h' d . lme IVI ua opera Ions a so s owe a WIde range of variation .' 
greater in some cases than in others. Hand labor without ho;~s~s. 
power equipment made up three-fourths or more of the total labor _0 

many crops. On the average, about half of the total labor came in 
connection with harvesting operations. Attention was therefore 
directed mainly to harvesting and other important hand operations 
in which the range· of variation was apparently significant. 

The more important causes of variations in labor input may be 
stated as follows: 

1. The type of laborer, wh~ther boy, woman, proprietor or 
hired man. 

2. Efficiency of each type of laborer in performing specific tasks 
in terms of output per unit of time. 

3. Sequence of operations and tasks in the hands of the worker 
and crew. 

4. Crew organization which may take more or less advantage of 
differences in capacities and efficiencies. 

5. Layout and equipment of the packing shed. 
6. Weather, soil, size of fields and topography. 
7. Yield, variety, stage of. maturity, and amount of grading to 

be done in preparation for market. 
Such causes of differences as soil arid topography are entirely be

yond the control of a farmer on a particular farm, and others, such 
as the type of labor available, may be fixed as far as a specific crop 
is concerned because much of it must often be hired for the season 
to care for all crops rather than -for a particular one. Therefore 
the most significant part of the analysis for· any given farmer is 
concerned with studying those causes which are subject to change 
and adjustment. [For the principles underlying the combination of 
capacities and efficiencies of different types of labor, see H. C. Tay
lor's Outlines of Agricultural Economics, 1925, Chapter XI; or 
Black and Black, Production Organization, Chapters VII arid VIII. 
An understanding of the principles outlined in these references will 
greatly facilitate the process of working out improved combinations 
in the course of such a study.] 
. The essential procedure· in studying the labor on each crop is to 
subdivide each operation into many elementary parts and carefully 
study and time the individual motions, the sequence of motions and 
tasks, the combinations of capacities and efficiencies, the kinds of 
equipment, and such other factors as are subject to control. 

! 

Selection of cases. 
The method of study followed is best described as the "case" 

method, since a detailed study was made of the way in which 
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ftions were performed on particular farms. These farms were 
rn to repr~sent the important types of producing conditions for 

,'. ~egetable In the type-of-farming area, and an attempt was made 
VJBlt enoug~ g~owe~s of each crop to make fairly certain that no 
.)Ortant varIations In methods practiced were omitted. 
In this Massachusetts study, nearly complete lists of the com .. 

,mercial growers of each vegetable crop in the areas were available, 
and a large percentage of the growers were either visited by the in
vestigators, or information concerning them was obtained from 
members of the extension staff who had visited them. The usual 
procedure with each vegetable crop was to make a preliminary re
connaissance visit to 15 to 20 farmers selected from our lists so as 
to include different-sized crop areas and crop combinations. A. few 
minutes to an hour' or more of observation of actual operations on 
each farm usually gave us some preliminary records and furnished a 
basis for the later selection of a,few typical farm situations to study 
in detail. The preliminary visit was also of material assistance in 
securing cooperation from the farmers, as it gave an opPQrtunity to 
explain thEl object of the investigation. 

Collection of data and equipment of the field party. 
The first season's field work on this project was carried on in 

June, July, August and September, 1931. The field party of two 
men worked out from a central point in each area with an automobile 
and studied each particular vegetable as it came into season. Aspa
ragus was the first crop, and was followed by beets, carrots, celery 
and tom a toes. Some time was also spent with other crops. Since 
the labor on these vegetables is overlapping, it was possible at times 
to study several crops in the same period. . 

It is very important to have at least one member of the field party 
who has considerable familiarity with vegetable growing. Otherwise 
much valuable time is likely to be wasted in merely becoming 
acquainted with common practices. In this study, both members of 
the field party, Professors R. L. Mighell and R. H. Barrett of Massa
chusetts State College, had had some experience with vegetables, and 
Professor Barrett had spent the previous summer working in the 
same areas. 

The major items,of field equipment consisted of two. stop-watches, 
a pedometer for measuring dis!ance~ and counting steps~ a c~mera 
for still pictures, a 16mm. motion pIcture ca~era, a motion pIcture 
projector, a standard text on vegetable growmg, notebooks and per
manent record forms. For taking records and making notes in the 
field a cheap pocket notebook was found more convenient than any 
stan'dard schedule form. This is inconspicuous, easily carried about, 
and notes can be made as desired. The field records were transcribe'd 
to simple standard forms, such as A and B following, at the end of 
each day for permanent record. 
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FORMA. 

Operation 

Bunching 
Bunching 
Bunching 
Bunching 
Rubbers and labels 
Trimming 
Packing 

Nailing 

FORM B. 

Operation 

Moving grass 
Rubbers on 

form 
Placing spears 
Rubbers on 

bunch 
Bunch out 

J22B , Operation sheet for asparagus (Farm 12) , 
• I 

W orkmaIi.. Time per box - E I ' . 1S of 
(minutes) xp anation ',. 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 

F 

26.4. 
19.2 
23.7 
28.3 

4.8 
2.6 
1.0 

1.3 

- 'r~e, 
SmaIl spears-second gr~ SIS. 
Uses both hands \ to 
Woman '~ 

Farm operator-ilupervises 
Has some spare time 
Dull knife in trimmer 
Special crate-divided 

and papers 

Operations of bunching asparagus subdivided. 
(Farm 13; Workman M) 

Bunch Bunch Bunch Bunch 
1 2 3 4 

(minutes) (minutes) (minutes) (minutes) 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

0.2 Q.l ~ 0.2 0.2 
1.1 1.5 1.3 U 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Form A is suitable for recording· over-all or gross time for 
operations which are not divided, and Form B is useful in recording 
time for elementary parts of operations when it is desired to study 
the process in detail. 

Still pictures and motion pictures were taken to record especially 
good or bad technique as it was observed. Stills are more useful for 
some purposes of comparison than are motion pictures. Motion 
pictures, however, can be taken of actual operations which would be 
very difficult to pose, and which would require too many stills to 
illustrate fully the motions involved. . 

Analysis. 
Much of the analysis in a project of this type must necessarily be 

made in the field at the time of observation. It is not a cde of 
collecting a mass of data which can be taken back to the experiment. 
station and later analyzed at leisure. Many preliminary observations' 
must be made, and many ideas must be tried out and eliminated under 
actual conditions in the field at the time the crop is being grown and 
harvested. 

Motion pictures proved to be of valuable assistance in certain 
stages of the analysis in which it was desired to break the operations 
up into small elementary parts for detailed study. Both the Eastman 
Kodak Company and the Agfa Corporation furnish quick develop
ment service so that motion pictures can be projected four or five 
days after they have been taken. By studying these films, it was 
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.possible to return to the same farm and tryout suggested 
D,ges before the growing or harvesting season had been completed 

the c.ro? and. operation in question. By taking slow motion 
Fur~8. It .IS pos~lble to see motions that might escape the eye for a 
Ig bme m ordmary observation. For example, iI. slow motion 

.cture of several men bunching asparagus at the same work table 
.. h?wed important differences in the elementary .motionsthey were 
USIng. One man had developed an efficient way of placing rubber 
bands on the bunches; another. made a great many unnecessary and 
time-consuming motions in filling his bunch form. Stop-watch 
records showed differences in time, and the slow motion pictures 
showed why and how these differences occurred~ 

As the work progressed with each crop. and the investigators be
came more familiar with practices, suggestions were made to the 
farmers who were willing to try them out. Several growers increased 
their efficiency by building sorting tables from suggested plans. An
other grower rearranged the sequence ·of motions in wrapping and 
packing celery. Numerous other suggestions were made and put into 
practice. Some of the suggestions were made as a result of com
parisons with other farms. Many were not, 'however. Some improve
ments wer~ suggested to fit pecUliar arrangements of permanent 
equipment or to fit the particular abilities of the available kinds of 
labor. For example, it was found after timing and studying three 
men who wer~ setting celery plants separately that it was mor~ 
economical to have the slowest man drop plants for the other two 
setters. This type of adjustment would vary with the relative skill 
of individuals. 

Other improvements were dereloped by the investigators after 
studying a particular operation and casting about for possible 
means of shortening the time. This sort of innovation is illustrated 
by an entirely new and more rapid technique for bunching and tying 
carrots with rubber bands. Almost no one was found using rubber 
bands for tying carrots, though many had tried it. Tying with 
string was faster. The reason was that one person was unable to 
hold a bunch of carrots with the tips close together in one hand and 
put the rubber band on the bunch with the other hand. If the bunch 
is held firmly by the tops close to the carrots the tips of the carrots 
will spread so far apart that the rubber band can be put on only 
with difficulty and with several motions. No other manner of hold
ing the bundl in one hand is any more satisfactory. The problem was 
finally solved by arranging a crew of three men, one man on one side 
of a narrow table and two men on the opposite side. . The one man 
does nothing except pick up rubber bands one at a time and stretch 
them open with both hands. The other two men each form the 
bunches and holding them with both hands pass them rapidly into 
the stretched rubber bands, and lay the bunches aside. This arrange
ment results in high efficiency and is flexible enough to take care of 
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variation in speed of different workers. Fo~ instance, if the bunchers 
are slower than the Tubber man, the latter can lay the bunches aside. 
Or three bunchers may be used. ,The following table shows a com
parison of actual time used in bunching and tying by common 
methods and the new method. 

Comparison of bunching an~ tying methods-typical tests 
Method Number of bunche8 Man minute. per boz· 

Common string method 60 5.S 
Improved rubber-band method 51 2.9 
.. Eighteen bunches per box. 

It will usually be' impossible in the first year's work on a project 
of this sort to carry the analysis to its final stages-partly because 
the desired cooperation cannot be secured from farmers at Ollce, and 
partly because many ideas must be tried out before the most eco
nomical synthesis can be achieved. Even if this point is attained, it 
will probably be too late to try it out because the crop may then be, 
grown and harvested and one must wait another year for working 
material. 

The final analysis with respect to a particular operation or set 
of operations for a crop will involve a forecast of results to be ex
pected under typical sets of conditions. All the available data of 
the study concerning the most efficient ways of doing each elementary 
task and set of tasks must be brought together. and combined into a 
complete and detailed statement for the typical set of operations as 
a whole. Farmers representing the typical sets of conditions will 
then be selected and the whole synthetic set-up planned and carried 
through under actual farm conditions. Careful time records, 
pictures, and motion pictures will be taken for both the old method 
and the new method. When such synthetic experiments are carefully 
planned, th~ data and pictures obtained furnish an actual test of 
the practical value of the forecasted routine and technique, and are 
also extremely valuable in providing educational material for ex
tension programs along this line. 

Generalizations with respect to the application of the results of 
these case studies to other farms must be made with care and in terms 
of similar conditions. Different situations may call for different 
methods. Nevertheless the principles illustrated by a carefully 
planned set of operations can be applied in many situations. 

Presentation of results. 
Results of studies in which the analysis has been successfully 

carried through to the final states should be published in the form 
of carefully detailed descriptions of the most economical methods 
developed for each operation under each typical set of farm con
ditions. Both the old and the improved methods should be described, 
and the net saving in time and other advantages in favor of the 
new method clearly shown. Pictures and sketches to illustrate d:f
ferences in technique will be very helpful. Such published results 
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will be chiefly serviceable in calling attention to the real value of the 
work and in a~sisting .farm management extension specialists and 
county agents In plannmg method demonstrations. 

In presenting results to farmers, it is doubtful if much reliance can 
be placed on printed matter. Actual method demonstrations, film 
stri~, or motion pictures are probably much more effective ways of 
ShOWIng farmers how to adopt improved technique. One or more 
common ways of performing a given task may be shown and con
trasted with the improved method. Whether the motion picture or 
the film strip is the better teaching device will depend somewhat on 
the complexity of the operation being demonstrated. If there are 
many elementary motions following one another in rapid succession, 
motion pictures and perhaps slow motion pictures will be needed for 
an adequate presentation. If the significant elementary motions are 
few in number, the film strip may be equally effective. 

Commenta (H. R. Tolley.) 
As stated in the early part of Project 22A, a comprehensive pro

gram of research on farm labor is underway in Germany. The 
following abstracted from Farm Management Research Technique, 
by R. MeG. Carslaw, shows the SCope of that program: 

"Perhaps the most original farm management research in 
Germany at the present time is that having to do with labor 
organization (Landarbeitslehre). The research is developing
along psychological and physiological lines and is aimed at 
increasing the efficiency Jf labor. Organized study of the sub
ject dates from 1920, and covers a wide field, including the 
manager's duty in relation to general work conditions and total 
workers engaged, the foreman in relation to single tasks and 
individual workers, the worker in relation to his task, and the 
worker in relation to use of earnings. . 

"An experimental farm is devoted almost entirely to research 
in Landarbeitslehre. Comparisons are being made of the rela
tive efficiency of different methods of accomplishing the same 
object. In operations involving gang labor, comparisons are 
made of results achieved with different types of tools, different 
arrangements of gangs, etc. Other studies ar~ aimed at setting 
up stanpards of accomplishment for different operations under 
different conditions' and the popularization of labor-saving de
vices." 

PROJECT 22B. To Develop More Efficient Methods 
of Using Labor in Silo-tilling-by the Experi
mental Metbod. 

(By Donald O. Hammerberg.) 
As a sideline of the study of variations in labor input described in 

Project 22 above, an interesting experiment was conducted in the 
use of labor in silo-filling. After having studied the various methods 
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Qf silo-filling that were used in this sectiQn, and there was a different 
methQd used Qn nearly ev~ry farm, it appeared that nQne Qf them was 
effective enQugh to. warrant its general recQmmendatiQn. A plan Qf 
QperatiQn was accQrdingly wQrked Qut which synthesized certain 
features Qf all QftheIJl and perhaps includedsQme ideas impQrted 
frQm Qutside the area; and in Qrder to. determine whether this plan 
WQuld really effect eCQnQmies in the use Qf labQr, SQme experiments 
were arrangeq. _To. carry these Qut, the QperatQr Qf Qne of the farms 
where the experiments were to. be made had to. be induced to. purchase 
a CQrn harvester; t~is facilitated bQth the cutting Qf the c().rn and the 
handling Qf it- afterward, since the bundles were all bQund. Special 
lQw-slung' racks, adapted frQm the illustratiQn' in New Hampshire 
ExtensiQn Bulletin No.. 80, were cQnstructed to. effect a minimum Qf 
human effQrt. in IQading. One Qf the men wQrking Qn the research 
prQject, who. also. wQfTked with the men, Qrganizedthe crew, and 
supervised all details, such as insisting that no. mQre menQr teams be 
used than needed to. keep the cutter busy, that Qnly two. Qr three rQWS 
:he lQaded at Qne ,time, and that the hQrses be started and stQPped at 
frequent intervals in Qrder to. eliminate carrying the CQrn lQng dis
tances. The QperatiQns were in fact supervised Qn Qnly Qne Qf the 
three farms, but the variatiQns in the number Qf man-hQurs per tQn 
Qf silage Qn the three farms were surprisingly IQw, indicating that 
the methQd did nQt require much supervisiQn, and that it was adap
table to. a rather wide range Qf cQnditiQns. There seemed to. be no. 
reaSQn why it CQuld nQt be used by mQst Qf the farmers in the area 
who. were at that time prQducing silage CQrn. The results Qf the 
experiment indicated that the mQst efficient Qf the 50 farmers with 
silQS studied in the same area used /65 percent mQre labQr in silQ
filling than the average amQunt used in the experimel1ts, that the 
majQrity Qf them used 100 percent mQre, and that the average Qn the 
50 farms was just abQut two. and Qne-half times as high as the 
average Qf the experiments. 

One nQtewQrthy feature Qf these experiments is that they represent 
SQme attempt at synthesis, i.e., at putting tQgether Qf different 
methQds Qf QperatiQn and different types Qf equipment in use in 
variQus parts Qf the cQuntry, with rather striking results. The 
prQblem was Qne Qf management, that is, selecting and devising 
prQper equipment, and attending to. details in the QperatiQn itself. 

I PROJECT 23. The ECQnQmical Use o.f Family Labo.r. 

OBJECTIVE: To. determine ho.W to. o.rganize a farm business 

(( 

so. as to. utilize family labo.r; and under what co.nditio.ns 
- it will pay better to.1 utilize such labo.r o.n the farm, and 

under what co.nditio.ns it sho.uld seek emplo.yment o.ff tlte 
farm. 

(By Emil Rauchenstein.) 

-The apprQach suggested fQr this prQject is merely an extensiQn Qf 
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that. outlin~ in Projects 8 to 10 in this report, to make it include, 
specifically the problem of determining the most economical use of 
the family labor supply, either on the farm or 'off. , It therefore re
quires the working out of, a number of financial summaries or 
bud~ets, in order ~~ com~are the probable net incomes for specified or, 
typical farm falDlhes, usmg varying amounts of the family labor on 
the farm, with different combinatipns of enterprises, and having vary~ 
ing amounts of that labor employed off the farm. 

To illustrate, let us assume a simple case of a farm family con
sisting of Ii farmer, his wife, and an 18 year-old son, the farm con
sisting of 50 acres of crop land and 50 acres of ,pasture, with three~ 
horses, ten cows, six head of young stock, and fifty chickens, as live
stock. The farm has been operated practically as a one-man farm" 
and so operated brings 'a $1,000 net income for the family. The boy 
is able to earn $100 more by working on other farms; hence the net 
family income is $1,100. If the boy leaves home altogether, the net 
income of the parents will be $900 because of having to hire $10() 
worth of labor. Under these conditions, any net income which tl~e 
son can make above $200 will be a gain for the net family income. 
Leaving out all other considerations, one woul<J conclude that the 
boy should leave home. 

Often, however, there are opportunities for reorganizing the home 
farm if there are no personal difficulties. If additional land is avail
able the number of cows might be increased to 16. This would pro
bably decrease the outside labor return to zero, but ~hould raise the 
net farm income by $400, giving a net family income of $1,400. This 
would be equal to a net income of $500 for the boy off the farm, plus, 
the net income of $900 for the parents on the farm. If the alter
natives off the farm offer less than $500 net income for the boy, 
pecuniary considerations would lead him to choose to reorganize the 
home .farm and stay at home. If the alternatives offer more than 
$500, he would lepve the farm, unless a more. profitable system of 
farming can be found. 

It need hardly be pointed out that non-pecuniary considerations 
may weigh heavily on all such decisions-commonly in the direction 
of keeping the boy on the farm, but also often in the other' direction. 

In order to reach cQnclusions of general applicability to the farms 
of an area, it would be necessary to make similar analyses for a ,con
siderable number of farms and farm families typical of those in the 
area. If a study such as that outlined in Project 2 of this report 
had been made, the necessary information conc.erning farming systems 
typical of the area would be available. This would need to be supple- . 
mented with a study designed to determine the typical farm families 
of the area, giving special attention to the members, of the family 
who are in position to seek employment off the farm if they desire to 
do so, In some areas it-would doubtless be' found that there are one 
or more growing boys or young men in the typical farm .family, and 
that a good proportion of the labor sUI!ply of the area .IS composed 
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of young people who could leave home and seek employment elsewhere 
at little cost without seriously disrupting the family life or dis
organizing the farm business. In other areas, it might be found 
that only a small proportion of the labor supply is of this type. Of 
course, many variations in the mlllke-up of families will be found in a 
single area, and the study should include analyses applicable to the 
principal variations from the typical.that are found in the area. If 
the results of t~e study are really to be true for the area as a whole, 
some sort of a survey will be needed to determine how important 
relatively is each of the types and variants thereof, and thus to con
struct some sort of a frequency distribution out of them. 

The applicability of conclusions to a particular farm will, of 
course, depend on a lar~ number of factors concerning the farm 
family and the farm. For example, will the family get along to
gether? Do the members have the skill necessary for conducting the 

'various enterprises planned? Do they want the additional income 
badly enough to take pains to do the work right? As regards the 
farm, what effect will a certain change in the cropping system have 
on subsequent crop yields? Can the proposed cropping system and 
field arrangement be fitted to each other? If additional cows are 
planned, will the additional amount of milk be sold at average' or at 
surplus prices? What effect will the application of fertilizer have on 
the feeding value of pasture and hay? Can the additional land to be 
broken up be handled with the same amount of labor per acre as the 
tillable land now in use? 

The above questions are a few of the many that must be answered 
with a fair degree of accuracy before satisfactory estimates can be 
made of individual family net incomes with different uses of the fam:Iy 
labor. Alternatives involving using the labor on the farm will need 
to be studied carefully in order to devise a workable system of farm
ing that will really utilize economically the available labor and 
other resources. Bulletin 275 of the Massachusetts Agricultural Ex
periment Station by R. L. Mighell gives three good illustrations of 
farms that were replanned in cooperation with the farmers. They 
also show the variety of factors that need to be considered in re
planning a farm. 

But although the analysis of alternatives for various types' of 
farms and farm families will not fit exactly any farms, they will come 
close enough to many of them so that only small changes in the 
analyses will need to be made; and these changes most farm families 
can make with little or no assistance. Even if none of the analyses 

. fits 'some of the farms, the method illustrated will serve as a guide; 
and much of the information will be applicable. 

Sources of data. 
Primary data pertaining to the farm business, and forming the 

basis for analysis to determine the contribution which the family 
labor can make to the family income if employed on the farm, will be 
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collected from farmers by the survey method or by supervised 
reco~~s. by proced,;""es similar to those outlined in Projects 8 to 13. 
Additional data will need to be obtained in regard to tlIe specific 
work done by members of the family on the farm, the tinIe spent and 
income received in working off tlIe farm. 

Data. obtained from farmers should be checked and supplemented 
by data on wages in industries" steadiness of employment, oppor-

. tunities for advancement, and costs of living. I~ some cases .. tlIe 
data compiled by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics will 
be sufficient. Sometimes special surveys of local industries and living 
costs will be needed.1 

Projects 1 and 2 will be useful in the selection of areas and in 
determining the areas and conditions to which the results of His. 
study will apply. 

Field 8eheduk and mggeltiom for obtaining data. 
The schedule should provide for recording the kind, amount of 

family labor, time of year that this labor is available, unused barn 
space, and the basic data for determining the net incomes received 
by members of the family who have worked off the farm during all 
or part of the year included in the survey. To offset the cost of 
board and lodging in the city, estimates are needed of additional ex
penditures entailed by these items for members of the family that 
stay at home. 

The peSik loads of labor need to be considered in some areas; 
hence labor distributions on crops and livestock by months may be 
needed on some farms at least. Fairly accurate records can be ob
tained by means of a schedule which provides for recording the 
labor on each crop by operations, first the total and then tlIe dis
tribution by months or weeks. Labor on livestock can be obtained 
satisfactorily by hours per day for each season. In the case of 
cows, for example, the hours per day for t.he pasture season and the 
non-pasture season usually give a good picture of labor utilization. 
Much of the information needed is similar to that in Projects 8 and 
21. 

Some experimenting will need to be done in determining the amount 
of labor data. that will actually be needed in a given area in order 
that sound plans can be worked out for the economical use of family 
labor. In many areas rather definite standards of performance, such 
as acres of corn that can be cultivated per man with a one-row 
cultivator and two horses, numbers of cows that can be milked by 
hand per man, etc., may be sufficient for replanning purposes. Sllch 
standards for field work are especially valuable, since they are based 

(1) The kinds of work perfonned oft' the fanns in the Appalachian region are 
listed by Mr. H. W. Hawthorne in the 1931 Yearbook of Agriculture, pp. 
Ba-315 as follows: road work, fann·work, work in woods, mining coal, carpentry, 
official 'work hauling coal, dealing in livestock, selling, tea~hing, blacksmithing, 
painting, baling hay and straw, work in railroad shops, work i~ oil fields, hauling 
Ichool children, auto trucking, housework, stenography, clerkmg, etc. 
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on ~heexperience of' daily performance and the time that is usually 
available for these operations in that area. 

Similar data on the acreage that can be handled with each machine 
are needed. These will usually be obtained incidentally as labor 
standards are obtained, and will enable the investigators to deter
mine how much machinery expenses will be changed as the amount of 
family labor is changed. 
The time element .. 

The choice of various alternatives for use of family labor may 
vary within a short space of time. One cannot assume a fixed return 
tha t must be received in order to induce a certain member of the 
family to' stay at home. From a strictly economic point of view, 
any net income is better than no net income, and situations even 
arise in which it is a question of living where expenses, are t,he lowest 
when unemployment in cities has cut off all income. Under these 
conditions, any saving in living expenses would be an improvement 
even though no cash income is obtained. 

The probable duration of a business depression is an important 
consideration. The farm boy may have in mind certain goals to 
Feach in the city, but the opportune time may not have arrived. Shall 
the farmer and his boy launch some new enterprise on the farm which 
will take years to build up, or shall they start one that may not 
promise as much over a period of years,'but can be discontinued with
out loss on short-notice? 

An example of the first came to the writer's attention in the 
summer of 1931 in Mai:qe where a farm boy who had lost his job in 
the city was starting a rather extensive poultry plant on the home 
farm. Such an enterprise could not be abandoned without consider
able loss. On another farm, several farm boys were growing 4 acres 
of sweet corn, an enterprise which does not last more than 4 or 5 
months, require~ no permanent investments, does not interfere 
seriously with the dairy farming that prevails in that region, and 
can be discontinued next year without loss of investment . 
. . This project is designed to give primary attention to the farm, 
management phases of the problem. The results of other research 
in regard to business conditions and outlook for far~ products, labor 
and materials, as well as personal preferences and abilities of the 
specific families, will need to be considered in wor.king out plans to 
fit individual cases, which, however, should be typlCal of the largest, 
possible number in an area. 

PROJECT 24. Economical Farm Layouts. 

OBJECTIVES: To determine the most desirable farm la~out 
for farms of different types in an area. -

. (By R. S. Kifer and H. R. Tolley.) . _ 
Stated more specifically, the objective of a project of this kind is 

to study the farm layout-that is, the arrangement of fields-in 
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relation to the economical use of labor, equipment, and land with 
the aims of (1) defining the desirable arrangements of fields on 
farms. of different types and sizes, and (2) comparing the advantage 
accrumg from contemplated changes in existing farm layouts with 
the cost of making the changes. 
. ~~e project will fO.r th.e most part be out?ned as a case study of 
mdivldual farms, ending III separate conclUSIOns for each individual 
farm. But if the farms analyzed are chosen because they represent 
types frequently occurring in the area, and the case analyses of 
these type farms are supplemented by a special survey designed to 
furnish a basis for classifying the farms in the area from this point 
of view, and to indicate most of the significant variations in con.., 
ditions affecting layout in the area, then conclusions can be drawn 
as to the relative economy of various types of layouts for the area 
as a whole, and as to whether particular changes are to be suggested 
under various conditions. 

A study so conducted would indicate to farmers under varying 
natural conditions, types of farming, and sizes of farms, the farm 
layout probably best suited to their particular situations. Such 
layouts can probably be achieved only in the case of newly developed 
farms in an area with few handicaps to cultivation. Therefore the 
study must consider in addition the expense incident to a revision of 
the existing farm layouts. A study of this kind is particularly use
ful in those areas where shifts in the type of farming are in progress 
or where the use of large machinery has increased the capacity of 
the individual to the extent that farms are being enlarged through 
con solida tion. 

Scope of the study. 
The study of farm layouts is closely related to the study of crop 

sequences, efficiency in the use of field labor, and the uses of land on 
the farm, but in itself should be concentrated on the economic im
portance of changes in the physical features of the farm. Questions 
luch as the following are considered: (1) the location of fields with 
regard to the farmstead arrangement, (2) the relation of the size 
and shape of fields to the efficiency of the use of labor and equipment, 
(3) the farm expenses incident to the changes in layout, and (4) the 
economic advantage of a revision in terms of additions to the farm 
income or of reductions in farm expenses. 

Qualitative analysis. 
, Throughout much of the farming section of the United States, the 
sizes of farms were determined at a time when the acres that one 
family could handle were considerably less thaD; now. Wh~n the field 
work was done with small teams and small uruta of machmery, 8.lIid 
when the time of the operator and the members of his fami!! was less 
valuable' than now, such things as irregular or poorly arranged 
fields, obstructions to cultivation, and the loss of the use ,of small 
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bodies of land, had little economic significance. Now, when larger 
uni~s of costly machinery are used, the handicaps offered to culti
vation by stumps, irregular or small fields, time required to move 
from field to field, open ditches in the field and uncultivated terraces, 
have an appreciable economic significance. In certain areas, shifts 
in the nature of production, apart from the changes in teclmique, 
have made the prevailing farm layouts obsolete. A new cropping 
system may require a change in the arrangement of the fields, per
haps in the number of fields, if the farm is to be operated t.O best 
advantage. 

Even on farms with an acreage large enough to justify the use 
of mechanical equipment, a farm layout which could be operated with 
horses with little disadvantage might need revision before it could 
be effectively operated with mechanical power and equipment. 
Tractor~ can,not be used to best advantage in fields with short turns 
or containing obstructions. For the effective use of machinery, the 
fence lines may have to be straightened or removed. In those 
sections where terraces are necessary to prevent erosion, narrow 
terraces may have to be replaced with broad-based ones, as in certain 
sections of the eastern cotton belt, to permit of the use of tractor 
and power equipment. On the other hand, a shift from grain to 
livestock farming may require an adjustment of .fields and fences to 
include temporary or rotation pastures, if not an entire revision of 
the farm layout. The consolidation of two. or more farms into one 
requires a readjustment of the entire field arrangement, and also 
presents. the alternative of either maintaining more than one set of 
buildings or of shifting and rebuilding one of the farmsteads. 

In any case, the problem is that of balancing the disadvantage of 
maintaining present arrangements against the costs of making re
visions. . This involves a comparison of the time and expense now 
required to perform the work of the farm, with the costs of making , 
a change and the estimated time and expense required to accomplish 
the same amount of work after the revision is put into effect~ , 

Sources of information. 
The information should be drawn from individual farms on which 

the change in method of operation or the combination of holdings 
has brought about a need for a change of farm layout. Records of 
the time required to perform work under certain situations, the time 
and expense of making a change, and the time required to do th~ 
same work after a change has been made, are not likely to be available 
and may not be obtainable. ' 

. The effect of shape of fields on the time required for different 
operations can best be secured from controlled experiment, as was 
done for a part of the data given in Cornell Memoir 341

; but for an 

(1) W. I. Myers, An Economic Study of Farm Layout, Cornell Memoi~ 31., 
June 1920. 
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The existing field arrangement is shown in the diagram at the left, the sug

gested revision in the diagram at the right. A three-year rotation is being 
followed on the four large fields, part of one of these fields being untillable. 
The two small fields near the farmstead are used for alfalfa and permanent 
pasture. The suggested rearrangement would provide three large fields of nearly 
equal size. A tile drain is to be put in to reclaim the untillable land.. The cross 
fence, ab, in the existing layout is to be moved 13 rods toward the rear of the 
farm, and the fence, cd, between the two rear fields is to be removed entirely. 

individual case the time required for making the number of turns due 
to point rows or irregularities may be computed for each replanned 

\ field before the actual change is made. Estimates will have to be 
made of time and costs for many contemplated changes. 

Collection of data. 
In general, the initiation of a study of farm layout of any farm 

will require a plane-table map of the farm showing the size and the 
location of each field with notes as to the topography, drainage, 
terracing, soil type and the condition of each field. The location of 
the fences should be accompanied by a brief description of the kind 
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of fence, the condition .of repail', and the area of ground o~cupied. 
The map should show the farm buildings and the means of reaching 
each field from the farmstead. Obstructions to cultivation would 
need' to be located and described. 

Some record or close estimate of the amount of time used to do 
the farm work, particularly those operations whicJt would be affected 
,by a change of the physical arrangement, will be needed. Second, 
there should be an estimate of the time of the regular farm labor, 
the extra hired labor, and the costs of extra materials that would be 
used in making a change. Third, there should be an estimate of the 
time required to do the work after the change has been made, par
ticularly if the change in the time required will affect the amount of· 
labor needed on the farm. To the increased efficiency in the use of 
labor must be added the increased product from reclaimed land, the 
saving in materials used in production, or as in the case of the com
bination of farmsteads, the reduction or increase in the risk involved 
in livestock production, and the effect on the quality of the product. 
Some consideration too must be given to the advantage of increased 
timeliness of field operations. 

Method of analysis. 
AS'in the simple case shown by the accompanying illustration, 

taken from the U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 1421" the analysis begins 
with the comparison of the present layout with some of the possible 
alternatives. The alternative suggested in the illustration provides 
for a shift from a four- to a three-field system and for draining some 
wet land in one of the fields. This layout is suggested on account 
of a proposed change from a four-year rotation of corn-corn-oats
clover to a three-year rotation of corn-oats-clover. The questions 
are: What are the advantages of the proposed layout? are these 
sufficient to outweigh the cost of effecting the change? and would 
~ome other layout be more advantageous? 

The change to the new field arrangement would provide for equal 
acreages of three crops every year. The larger fields would speed up 
field work somewhat, only one field would be distant from the farm.., 
stead, slightly more land would be occupied by a lane, but slightly 
less would be used for the fence, and the amount of fence would be 
somewhat reduced. . 

To compare the economic disadvantage of the present layout with 
the new, a balance should be drawn for this particular farm showing 
(1) the estimated cost of making the change, and (2) the estimated 
economic advantage arising from the change. This latter would 
include an estimate of the added product. as a result. of less waste 
land, or perhaps a better care of livestock, and a value of the time 
of men, machines, and power saved in operating the farm.s 

(2) In this connection, 'one must consider the factors upon which an economic 
value cannot be placed as well as the others, although no definite weights can 
be given to them in the analysis. 
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. In es~imating the costs of making the change, to return'to the, 
ilIust~ation, the following data will be needed: (I) the time of men, 
machines! and power that would be used in removing the old fences 
and plaCIng new ones, the rods 01 fencing material, number of posts, 
hours of labor, hours of use for machines, etc. The materials al
ready on the farm should be separated from those that would be pur
chased. Similarly, the extra hired labor should be separated from 
regular farm labor which would not require an additional cash out.; 
lay. Use of farm machinery, unless direct costs would be incurred 
or the depreciation increased, would likely not affect the balance 
sheet. Fence posts supplied from the farm woodlot and cut with 
labor otherwise unemployed should be considered separately from 
posts purchased outright. For farm-produced posts, there is needed 
only a measure of time for cutting, and some estimate of the value 

. of standing trees on the farm. The existing materials used in both 
.ystems would not need to be valued, since additional materials only 
would be charged to the new layout. In fact, only labor and 
materials in addition to those that would have been used for repairs 
and upkeep of present fences and drains would be considered. Thus, 
the comparative cost of a new system of fencing would be low if the 
old one was badly in need of replacement or repair. 

Essentially the same order would be followed in estimating the 
cost of tile drainage. This change would involve greater cash ex
pense, perhaps for hired ditching, for the tile itself, and a small~r 
proportion in non-cash items. 

Finally the charges could be expressed as a series consisting of: 
(I) required cash outlay (2) a list of materials on the farm not to 
be purchased (3) use of regular man-labor, horse-work and equip
ment. 

Unless all or a greater part of the materials must be purchased 
and most of the labor hired, it will be unwise to attempt to determine 
the cost of making the change as a single summary money figure. The 
man-labor needed must be considered in terms of the time of the year 
when it can be done with least conflict with other work and least 
interference with the farming operations, and whether or not it will 
require any extra hired labor, or add anything to the hired labor bill 
for the year. If it can be done at such a time as not to conflict with 
other work, and without entailing extra hired labor expense, it is 
doubtful whether any value should be assigned to it. The alternative' 
is probably leisure, or some other work that is taken on merely as a 
substitute for leisure. Or if not, the satisfactions accompanying the 
results of such work may be sufficient reward. Even if these are not, 
there~ is no way of determining a value for such slack-season work. 
The best that one can do is to make a count of the amount of it, and 
balance this against the hours of man-labor saved by the revision, and 
let the farmer balance the two amounts, one of slack-season work and 
the other not, against each other, and decide for himself which he 
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thinks more important. Or some headway might be made jn estima
ting the effect on the net farm income of having the extra hours 
saved by the new plan available at the busier periods of the year, to 
be used in expanding some enterprise needing labor at t~at time, or 
poss\bly in place of hired labor. ' 

The valuation of the horse-work used in making the change will 
follow the same lines as for man-labor, with the exception that 
additional work may require somewhat heavier feeding at the time. 
For ordinary equipment used, there may be some slight extra de
preciation and repair items. 

The second phase of the analysis requires an estimate of the 
economic advantage resulting from the change to the trial layout. 
This would include: 

1. An estimate of the area of land added to the cultivated area 
and the difference between the product expected under the proposed 
arrangement and that obtained under. the existing system. 

For example, the change that would take land out of pasture and 
put it into cultivation by draining would consider not only the prod
uct from its cultivation, but also the value of pasture lost through 
'the change. Again, this value is not necessarily the total value of the 
pro'duct, but is the excess over the added Pfoduction costs. 

2. An estimate of the materials saved as a result of the change. 
In the illustration cited, some saving of posts and of wire would be 
effected. However, the value of salvaged material would be the use 
value or resale value on the farm, rather than cost of replacing the, 
materials salvaged. 

3. An estimate of. the time saved and the added convenience. 
This estimate may be approached as in Cornell Memoir 34 and Oh:o 
Extension Bulletin 85, by means of records reported from farms as to 
the time required to perform certain types of field operations on fields 
of different sizes. The valuations of the work done or saved by 
regular farm laborers, horses and equipment should, of course, be in 
terms of their relation to the net income of the whole farm business, 
rather than at any fixed rate per hour, etc. This means that infor
mation will be needed as to the time of year when it is done or saved, 
and the other work being done at the same time. Averages, ~ore
over, are not likely to be applicable to the size or shape of fields or to 
the types of implements used oli a particular. farm. The varying 
sizes and shapes of fields and variations in the rate of' travel will 
affect in different degrees the saving in time resulting from a change 
of field arrangement. 

Two alternative methods of estimation are possible. First, data 
applicable to the case may be obtained from tests of the time re
quired to do the major farm operations under controlled conditions. 
These tests would provide records for fields of known sizes, shape and 
soil, the time required to do tillage operations using given implements 
and units of power operated at known r~tes of travel. Observations 
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of this nature may be modified to suit conditions on the farm in 
question al these relate to rate of travel and size of implements. 
Second, for a particular farm and given type of machinery, the 
Baving in time that would result from a new layout may be estimated 
in advance of the change by observing the time for turns and rate of 
travel with the princpal implements in use o!l that farm. Then for 
both existing and proposed fields, the saving in distance traveled and 
number of turns may be computed for such key operations as plowing, 
harrowing, planting, cultivating and harvesting, 

The probable advantages may then be expressed as a series con-
sisting of: 

1. Saving in cash outlay for materials. 
2. Alist for salvaged materials. 
3. Saving in time of man-labor, horse-work and use of equipment. 
4. Saving in cash operating costs. 
S. Value of added product. 
With these must be considered some items not readily evaluated, 

luch as the advantage of facilitated farm work and the reduction of 
risk of loss by keeping livestock near the farmstead. Even, in those 
rare instances in which the change made would involve only cash 
items, ~all the advantages would not be easily expressed as money 
terms. 

The preceding discussion has been based on a very simple case, 
rearranging fields and reclaiming a small area through drainage. It 
has assumed no natural barriers to regular fields. Fields bounded 
by streams or by terraees following the contours of an elevation 
would present a more difficult problem. The rearranging or combin
ing of terraced fields to make practical the use of large tillage or 
harvesting units might require the rebuilding of . terraces and a 
change from a narrow to a broad-based terrace, as described in 
United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 512 and United 
States Farmers Bulletin 1606. Some estimate of work involved and 
expense could be derived from a knowledge of the nature of the soil, 
the slope, and the work necessary. The summary would include 
among the expenses the time of men and machines to reterrace the land 
and to shift fences; and among the advantages, the economy of sub- . 
sequent cultivation, value of the product from reclaimed land, and if 

- a factor, the advantage of better tillage and conserved soil pro
ductivity. From such engineering bulletins as those' on farm 
drainage, e.g., United States Farmers Bulletin 1606; on clearing land 
of stumps and brush, e.g., United States Farmers Bulletin 1526; and 
reports giving directions for stopping gullies, U. S. Farmers Bulletin 
1234, some estimate of the work and expense involved in making 
changes of this nature may be obtained; but in using them ~ne will 
need to separau; the cash outl~ys from the' w?rk done WIth the 
regular farm labor force and eqUIpment as explamed above •. 
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Rearranging the farm layout following the con~olidation of two 
adjoining farms also presents a complicated problem. There is the 
question of either moving or abandoning one farmstead or of operat
ing from two' sets of buildings. Each plan would involve a different 
set of advantages and disadvantages. Fields should be rearranged 
without serious interruption to the cropping system among many 
other items. Ready access of fields to the farmstead, convenience to 
pastures, and elimination of inaccessible corners would be considered. 

Although the procedure above described is in terms of the parti
cular problems on an individual farm, as explained above, similar 

- analyses of a number of typical farms in an area would yield many 
suggestions applicable to many other similar farms iu tha t area; and 
in case a situation develops in an area. that seems to suggest rather 
extensive changes in farm organization and farm layout, a combina
tion of a survey and case analysis could be made the basis for some 
valid generalizations as to the need for the suggested changes. The 
increasing use.of power is surely creating many situations of this sort 
in various parts .of the United States.8 

PROJECT 25. Layout of Farm' Building and Farmstead. 

OBjECTIVE: To determine the most desirable arrangement of 
farm buildings. (Joint with Agricultural Engineering.) 

This would lie similar to Project 24 above. Consideration would 
be given to factors such as fire hazard, sanitation on livestock farms 
and the comfort of workers and livestock in inclement weather, as well 
as to possible saving of time and cost of rearranging buildings. Non
economic factors would be important.in connection with the location 
of barns and other buildings with respect to the farmhouse. 

PROJECT 26. Standards of Performance or Operat
. ing Ratios, Etc. 

OBjECTIVE: To determine certain rates or ratios that may 
serve as guides in farm organization and operation. 

(By J .. D. Black.) 

These rates or rati~s may take such forms as the following~ 
1. Acres plowed per day 
2. Man-hours per acre 
3. Man-hours per bushel 

(3) Although .possibly inferred, nowhet:e is it specifically stated that farm 
operations for a full crop rotation must be considered in the relative advantage 
of old and new systems with regard to shape and size of field~. In considering 
the added product value, a full crop rotation must be considerl II rather than just 
one year under changed' conditions of added land, changes in size or shape of 
fields. No consideration is given to comparative advantAges or nec~ssity of 
major and minor rotation fields on livestock farms. (A. G. Black.) 
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4. Feed per hundredweight of milk 
5. Crop-acres per man 
6. Ratio of working to fixed capital 
7. Yields per acre 
8. Production per cow 
9. Value of product per acre 

10. Income per man-hour 
11. Net earnings per man-work unit 

The method of determining these various rates or ratios depends 
in considerable measure upon the uses which they are to serve. 
Following are some of the more important of these uses: 

1. ..4., Itandard, of good performance. Examples: Acres plowed 
per day, tractor-houri per year, crop acres per man. Yields per 
acre and production per cow may also come under this head; also 
income per man-hour, and net earnings per man-work unit. 

2. As goakJ to be achieved. This may be ordinarily something 
more than what is now considered "good performance". The 
Soviet government is constantly setting up such goals in its efforts to 
increase efficiency of production~ This goal usually takes the form 
of, output of work per man or machine or plant, or output of prod
uct per unit of raw materials. 

3. A. input-output ratio. to be used in determining least-colt 
and highest-profit combination. Examples: Pounds of feed per 
hundredweight of milk or per pound of gain in weight. 

4. A. quantities to be used in constructing farm set-tt.ps and 
budget.. Examples: Amounts of labor needed to care for a given 
number of cows or acres of tobacco; pounds of feed per cow. 

5. A. guidell to organization. Examples: Percentage of working 
capital, investment in buildings per acre, animal units per acre or 
crop-acre. 

6. A. quantitiel to be u.ed in constructing inde;ce. of unit cosf! 
of production. These will ordinarily be in terms of actual per
formances. 

7. All "necellBary" quantitiel of input in o~der to lIecure pro
duction. 

These rates or ratios must be thought of as something different 
than mere measures of relative performance on different farms. The 
essential idea is that lome definite quantity or amownt is chollen in 
each ca.e to lerve as a guide or goal or ballill for 1I0mething. Other 
quantities or amounts will in most cases be computed for the various 
individual farms, to serve as measures of relative performance be
tween these 'different farms, perhaps even for the purpose of com
parison with the "standard", etc: But this project is concerned 
only with establishing the one quantity or amount which is- the 
Itandard, the goal, the guide,the baBiB, etc. 
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Several general explanations must be made for all these rates or 
ratios and all the different uses to which they may be put. First, 
no one rate or ratio can be considered as a guide, goal or basis 
independently of other rates or ratios. Thus the amount of 
fertilizer per acre chosen as sta'ndard, goal, etc., must be considered 
in relation to the amount of cultivation per acre, the amount of seed 
used and the amount of fertility already in the soil; the crop-acres 
per man must be related to amount of horse-labor and machinery 
used, the type of machinery, the system of cultivation, the size of 
farm, etc. It follows from the foregoing 'that the maximum (or 
minimum, as. the case may be) possible rates or ratios can seldom be 
chosen either as guides or goals; they usually result from a misuse 
·ofother factors of production, using too much or too little of them 
as the case may be; and that any rate or ratio must be considered 
in relation to the accompanying conditions above mentioned. 

Second, the choice must take account of the period of the per
Jormance. ·Very high rates of performance may be preferred if one is 
-.concerned with output only for a short space of time. In most cases, 
one is interested in output over a longer run. 
I Third, account must be taken of economic conditions. The 
sought-for performance when land is cheap and labor dear, and 
when feed is cheap and butter is high, is very different from what it 
is under contrary circumstances. Relative prices of goods and serv
ices used in production as well as relative prices of products must 
be taken into account. 

In much discussion of standards and operating ratios in agricul
tural production, the phrase "unit requirements" is freely used. 
Such a phrase implies that a definite quantity .of the various input 
factors is required in order that a unit of product be produced. It 
follows from the foregoing discussion that such a concept is wholly 
false--except in connection with No. 7 of the uses' of such rates or 
ratios listed above, the· necessary input use; and even in this case 
a careful definition of the word required is needed, as explained later. 
For all the other six uses, the size of the rate or ratio is a variable 
depending upon price, amounts. of other input factors used, types of 
other factors, farm practices, period of performance, and a sco:re of 
other circumstances. 

Accordingly in this report on research in Farm Management, 
the editors have commonly substituted for "unit requirement" some 
,term or phrase indicating more exactly the particular sense intended. 
In a majority of cases, the substitution has been "amount used", or 
"input" or "average amount used" or "average input", since the 
figure presented has either represented simply the actual use occur
ring on some farm, or the average use on the farms of some survey 
'or some route. In other cases, some chosen amount, such as a 
'''standard'' of good performance, has been intended, an'd has been so 
indicated. 
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Perhaps it i. helpful to point out that the phrase "unit require
ment" came into use in the United States in the period .of the War 
and just following when talk was common of basing prices on cost of 
production; and that it has lived on and has been carried into uses 
that have nothing to do with such a context. 

It will not be possible to outline in detail the research methods 
involved in obtaining these seven types of measures. The methods 
involved have much in common, especially in so far as the mere col
lecting of the data is concerned. The data needed may be secured 
as parts of various projects already outlined-particularly Projects 
8, 9, 14, 17, 18, 19 and 22. What follows will consist of a more 
ample explanation than given above as to the nature of each of the 
Beven uses, and a brief statement as to the analysis involved, the 
data needed and method of collecting them, and as to the form and 
scope of the 'research project required. 

Standard of good performance. 
This type of rate or ratio has been in use longest in the United 

Statea of any in the above list. U. S. D. A. Bulletin No. 814 giving 
data as to a day's work at various operations is an early example. 
It is to be presumed that these workdays represent amounts of 
work that could be accomplished working continuously at a rate that 
could be kept up day after day ,under circumstances, favorable in 
general, but of the sort commonly prevailing in the area. They are 
thus good criteria by which any producing unit can judge its own 
performance. If it aoes not equal them, it needs to determine why, 
and make such changes as necessary in order to obtain them, unless 
the reasons are such as to justify a lower rate of performance. 
There are, of course, many such reasons; for example, it may be 
cheaper to have a boy get three-fourths of a day's work out of a 
team than to have a man to get 'a full day's work out of it; or to 
use a make-shift team occasionally than to maintain an extra first
class team for the sake of twenty days of team work a year. 

The method of obtaining such standards is to have records kept of 
actual operations on a number of farms-50 or more preferably
and then select a smaller number of particular performances-pos
sibly 10 to 15-that seems most nearly to conform to the above defini
tion of a ~'standard" or "normal", arid then study these carefully 
to see what accounb for the minor variations between them; and 
out· of this derive some sort of representative figure, in the marui.er 
explained below. ' 

It follows from the foregoing that' rather full details must be 
collected as to the special conditions connected with each perform
ance--the age and type of labor, the weight, age and condition pf 
the horses, the type and condition of equipment, the type arid condi
tion of soil, the condition of the crop being cultivated or worked 
upon, the size and shape of fields, the rate of walking of the horses, 
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the temperature and other working conditions, etc. An important 
part of the analysis will be deciding which variants of the above 
conditions are "normal". The basis for this will be relative frequency 
of occurrence for the most part; but it is conceivable that some 
variant as "abnormal" as lodged grain, or poor equipment, might 
occur most frequently, 'in which case the mode would not be used. 
Whatever condition is chosen as normal should be definitely stated 
in the report of such a study. 

Frequency tables of the performance on all the farms covered 
should be included in the report so that those using the standards 
chosen can see where in the different distributions the standards 
come. Such frequency tables will also be of some value in choosing 
the smaller group of farms for special analysis, but for the most 
part, this will need to be done, as' above indicated, by making fre
quency tables of the accompanying conditions arid taking the mode 
for each of these ~xcept as indicated. The performances selected 
will be those which combine modality most nearly with respect to all 
these conditions at once. These will ordinarily be somewhat above 
the mode for the whole group. 

Even though the farms selected approximate modality as to many 
conditions affecting performance, there is likely to be a considerable 
range in the actual performance due to such things as the workmen, 
defects in equipment, poor technique, etc., that cannot be measured 
and reduced to frequencies. The average of the variations due to 
such factors probably includes much that is not up to good standards 
in these matters, so that one cannot accept it as a satisfactory figure. 
Two other procedures are possible, the arbitrary one of a~raging 
the best half or some other of this group; or selecting as a matter 
of judgment a group of three to six performances that seem to repre
sent a reasonable standard of good condition of equipment, technique, 
etc., and taking the average of these. The average in both cases 
has the effect of eliminating chance or compensating variations. No 
doubt in some cases a single performance may be chosen. 

If certain variants, such as in type ,!f equipment or method of 
cultivation, are repeated frequently enough in the area, it will be 
desirable to have standards of performance worked out for each of 
these. This will of course· increase the number of records to be 
obtained. . ' . 

The res~ts of such analysis depend considerably upon weather 
and other related conditions that vary from' year to year. Averaging 
data for 3 to 5 years corrects for this to some extent. A more 
adequate procedure is to use the variations found in different years 
and on different farms as a basis for estimating the performance 
in" 8. given year of normal weather, etc. The data from a single 
year's records can sometimes be adjusted to normal with a fair 
degree of success, 
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It i8 apparent from the foregoing that the conventional route 
study doe8 not include enough farms to provide the broad basis 
needed for 8electing normal performance; or if it does, it covers the 
whole farm business in a general fashion, and does not furnish the 
detail needed for particular operations. The conventional farm 
business survey includes farms enough, but far from sufficient details 
as to particular operations. To be sure, standards of a sort can 
be derived from ordinary route data. An early example of such 
standards is found in Minnesota Bulletin No. 205 on farming systems 
in Southwestern Minnesota by G. A. Pond and J. W. Tapp.In this 
cale the analysts simply took the best or near-best performance 
found in the small number of farms covered, excluding, however, any 
performance that was unusually good because of un~sually favorable 
circumstances. How the results would have differed if a sufficienll 
8ample of farms had been taken, is difficult to say. Even within 
the small group used, two or three different, cultural practices or 
sizes or types of equipment appeared for some operations; and of 
course very little accompanying detail had been collected. (The 
route had been planned primarily to provide unit costs of produc
tion.) 'Some of the later route studies that have included more farms 
and have had such standards in mind as one objective of the project 
have provided more satisfactory standards. 

Project 22A above presents the difficulties involved in obtaining 
such standards from survey data. Mr. Hammerberg found a very 
wide range between performances on different farms, and was able 
to discern a few major reasons for these that were of value as a 
basis for extension work in reducing costs. But only such detailed 
analysis as represented by the silo-filling study (Project 22C) would 
furnish the basis for setting up any standards. 

The most effective type of project for obtaining standards of 
good performance is a supervised record-keeping study of a single 
operation or group of related operations, following rather closely 
the lines laid out in Project 20B above (Tolley and Kifer). The 
field workers will begin the project by collecting certain data needed 
for the farm business as a whole, and at the same time getting the 
cooperating farms to agree to keep the daily records of the opera;" 
tions, and supplying them with the necessary forms and explaining 
their use. The field men will follow this by visiting the fanns while 
the actual operations are in progress in order to check the records 
and get the necessary accompanying detail. 

However, it is entirely feasible to combine such a procedure as 
just outlined with an ordinary farm business survey by putting route 
men in the field during the period of the operations being studied; or 
combine it with a route study by including a sufficient sample of 
farms and using an extra field man or two to get needed records and 
detail during the period of the operations being studied. 
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The standards which the foregoing analysis presumes are those 
of the simple physical types such as outputs of work done in a day. 
Economic factors .affect these outputs only to the extent that they 
strengthen or weaken the incentive of the workers, and as they cause 
different proportions and types of the factors of production to be 
used with each other. This latter difficulty can be met if the standards 
set up are in terms of a given combination. 

In practice, however, farm management workers sometimes have 
endeavored to set up standards of good performance of much more 
complicated types, such as crop-acres per man, man-hours per 
bushel, irlcome per man-hour, and even unit costs of production. Let 
us consider briefly a few of such possible standards: first, man-houTs 
per acre. Such a figure represents the composite effect of substitu
tion of man-labor, horse-labor and machine-labor for each other; 
of the degree of care given the crop; of the yield per acre; of condi
tion of soil, type of equipment, etc;; of diligence of the labor and 
skill in applying it; etc. The first difficulty is the complex of con
flicting factors that is involved. More important is the question 
whether as one would suppose, "good" performance in such a case 
really repre~ents a small or a large amount of labor per acre. It 
represents a small amount only if it is cheaper to use hbrses and 
machines largely in place of labor; or if such a sparing use of labor 
does not reduce the yield uneconomically. A given number of man
hours ·per acre can be declared good performance only if based on 
comparative cost-rates of production goods and on prices of prod
uct. No simple frequency analysis such as outlined for a day's outputs 
can determine it.· It varies both in time and in place-even from 
farm to farm. Hence, while such figures as crop acres per man 
computed for each farm for an area may serve as measures of relative 
labor intensity and the like, to select one such figure to serve as a 
guide as to how much labor per acre is good performance is very 
difficult; and if such a figure is selected, it should be in such form 
that it can be revised readily. (See Chapters XI and XII in the 
writer's Production Economics for further detail.) At the best, 
conditions affecting good perfprmance will vary so much from farm 
to farm that anyone figure selected will need to be readily !ldjustable 
to fit these conditions; or else such wholesale allowance will need to 
be made for the special conditions on each farm that it will have-
little meaning as a standard. 

As confused a mixture of influences as the foregoing is represente<I 
in ma'llrhours per 'bushel, with considerably more emphasis on the 
relation of inputs of labor and other production factors to yields 
and to prices. Given, however, a certain producing combination
amounts of fertilizer, types of equipment, etc.-one can determine 
with any given set of cost-rates for labor and these other production 
agents, and any given price for the product, what amount of labor 
per bushel of product will give most economical production on one 
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particular farm under one particular management; or for that 
matter, on an average farm with average management, if such a figure 
would have value as a standard of good performance, which may be 
doubted; or on an average of several of the nearly best managed 
farms in the area. But as with crop-acres per man, the figure selectec;l 
would need to be much qualified if applied to anyone farm, and 
readily adjustable for changing economic conditions. 

A figure for unit coat of production has the advantage over the 
foregoing that it combines all of the productive agents-labor with 
fertilizer, equipment, etc. '-The figure selected as good performance 
on this score would need to approach somewhat nearly the cost of 
producing a unit of the product that gave highest profit to the 
farm business as a whole. In practice, few farmers obtain their 
highest-profit combination, and one 'can hardly set up a figure repre
senting this as just "good" performance. Needless to state, more"' 
over, this is also a figure that requires a far more complicated 
IInalysis than normal day's work, or even crop-acres per man. It is 
much more subject to changing cost-rates and prices and farm 
technique; and to variations from area to area, and farm to farm, 
the latter because individual capacity and efficiency in management 
are so large an influence upon highest-profit combination. Some 
farmers make their largest profits by combining very low unit costs 
with a relatively small output; others by combining moderately high 
unit costs with a large volume. The latter type of farmer would 
scarcely want to use the unit cost of the former as his standard of 
good performance. (See the writer and Professor A. G. Black's 
discussion of this in Chapters VII ·and VIII of their Production 
Organization.) In agriculture, there is also the further complication 
that a large part of the labor and of the other elements entering 
into the production of a unit of product have no determinable cost
rates. Arbitrary valuations are frequently given them; but one does 
not settle any question by assigning an arbitrary value to some of 
the factors entering into it. It may be argued that if the same 
cost-rates are applied to all the farms in an area, any resulting 
figures are safely used for comparisons within that area. This 
statement entirely overlooks the important circumstance that it is 
the particular supply of a given type of labo~ (family labor, for 
example), or a given type of land (tillable, for example), on a given 
farm that largely determines how valuable it is for any given use. 
Economical utilization of any grade or type of labor or land varies 
greatly from farm to farm in any area. 
I In concluding this section of the discussion, it is needful to state 
that in practice the standard that is most commonly devised as 
representing good performance is simply an average of whatever 
farms happen to be included in the supervised route study or survey. 
Enough has been said to make clear the deficiencies of such a 
standard. It is entirely probable that indicating in this way to half 
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of the farmers in an area that their performance is above the standard 
may help to engender a feeling of self-satisfaction that defeats the 
very ends sought. If such a figure is ever used, it should be presented 
very emphatically as being just an average, with as much bad in it 
as good. 

Another procedure still freely used, that of taking the average for 
a group of the best farms found in a survey, is also open to objection, 
if serving as standards that are a composite of several factors or 
influences, since even the best may have considerable in them that is 
bad or only fairly good. The procedure above outlined provides for 
analyzing separately each of the factors or influences and finding 
out what is "good" for each. 

As goals to be achieved. 
Amounts selected as goals to be achieved need also to be carefully 

considered. Such a concept, in the first place, is not suited to many 
operations, at least without important qualifications. It could be 
applied to day's outputs only in so far as the amounts of these could 
be increased by improved skill and techniques and possibly by more 
diligence and better tools. To set up a goal for these that required 
using more machinery and power would at once raise the issue as to 
whether the substitution was economical. The same would be true 
for crop-acres per man and man-hours per bushel. Unit costs are 
commonly set up as' goals in industry, and in many cases very 
properly so, particularly if the qualification is attached that there 
shall be no reduction in total profit from the business. It must be 
remembered that definite volumes of output are also set up as goals, 
and these two goals may conflict. Industry also sets up goals re
quiring economizing raw materials; and these also may conflict with 
low unit costs for all cost factors combined, and with high total 
output. J;i'or reasons already indicated, unit costs are much less 
usable as goals in agriculture than in industry. Income per man
hour can be safely used as a goal on family farms, subject to certain 
limitations. For example, any increase that is attained by reducing 
the amount of such labor and employing the remainder at more 
important tasks is not valid, since the omitted task may represent 
the best opportunity for the labor not used. In general, net income 
from the farm business as a whole--in most cases net family income, 
in others net operator's income--serves ,better as a goal to be 
achieved than does unit cost or income per man-hour. 

The goals that are set up in industry are commonly for single 
plants' and take account of the speci!).l conditions at each plant. 
Farm management workers are frequently disposed to set them up 
for whole areas. This is probably feasible if emphasis is placed on 
the need of adjusting them to fit the various types of farms in the 
area, and to the special conditions on each farm; and some help is 
given to farmers in making these latter adjustments. 
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The method of determining proper goals to set up will need to 
follow tJ~e same general lines as outlined for standards of good per
formance, except that the figures selected will ordinarily be approxi
mately the best obtained by anybody operating under any given set 
of conditions. In some cases nothing found in the area will repre
sent high enough quality of performance. No doubt experimental 
procedures will be useful in determining goals in some cases. (See 
Project 15.) 

AI quanti tiel of inPut and output to be used in computing least-cost 
and highest-profit combinations. 

Individual farmers need to be able to determine how they should 
change their rates of using feed and fertilizer, the intensity of care 
given to an individual crop, and other similar rates, as costs of these 
production agents and prices of the products change from year to 
year, and even within shorter periods in the case of feeding. Exten
sion specialists and county agents need to be able to help farmers to 
do this. As a basis for such determinations, data are needed as to 
what outputs accompany each input of the factors in question. 
These can if desired be reduced to input-output ratios. There is 
important advantage, however, in keeping these data in such form 
that receipts from sale of the additional product can be balanced 
directly against costs of the additional inputs. (See Chapter VI 
of the writer and A. G. Black's Productwn Organization; also 

_ pp. 203-222 of C. L. Holmes's EconomiclI of Farm Organization and 
Farm JJlanagement.) The method of determining these relationships 
or ratios is outlined in Projects 17, 18 and 19 above. The methods 
of using them- are discussed in Project 9. 

Our concern here is with the use of such ratios as "standards". 
This involves selecting certain quantities as a basis for making the 
determination of changes needed. Can theJndividual farmer safely 
use standard figures for the area; or must he have a set for his 
individual farm? To begin with, the basic figures needed are physi
cal. If they change from year to year for other reasons than differ
ences in weather and the like, it is because of c\J.anges in technique, 
in feeding and cultural practices, in varieties and breeds, etc. If 
they vary from farm to farm, it is largely because of differences in 
soil and land types, in types and quality of livestock, etc. The skill 
of the manager and individual workmen also play a part. The 
answer really depends upon the extent to which the output-input 
curves for the different factors of production are parallel on the 
different farms in an area. (Nearly all farmers are operating some
where in the downslope of the curves of either average or additional 
returns.) The facts as to this can be determined only by classifying 
the farms in areas studied and observing whether or not their curves 
are parallel. There is much to indicate that they do not deviate 
greatly from parallel in any fairly homogeneous area. If this is true, 
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then sets of average input and output figures for the area can be 
used to determine at least the direction of the needed changes, and 
probably roughly the amount of them: But changes in technique 
'must be, closely watched and the data revised to fit the new. Also no 
farmer who is using methods clearly differing from the ordinary can 
safely depend upon any average input and output figures. 

As quantities_to be used in making farm set-'Ups arul budgets. 

, The use of standards in constructing farm set-ups is described in 
Project 8 under the "synthetic method"; also much is there said 
which bears on the procedure for obtaining such standards. If the 
problem to be solved is .one of determining changes in combinations 
of enterprises needed in general on farms practicing a fairly definite 
system of farming in a reasonably homogeneous area, it is probable 
that average unit 'inputs-corn per hundredw~ight of pork, etc.
will indicate the direction of the needed shifts in enterprises, and 
roughly t~eir extent. If the problem is one of working out adjust
ments for an individual farm, it will be well to have standard inputs 
derived for the particular farm, or at least for far~s much more 
nearly like this one than the average. 

As guides to farm organization. 

It is customary in farm management analysis to say of a farm 
that it has too high a ratio of fixed to working capital, or too high 
an investment in machinery, or too Iowa ratio of livestock to crops. 
By what standards are such operating ratios adjudged too high or 
too low? As compared with the average? with the more successful 
farms? Neither of these will serve satisfactorily; the average will 
not because it has too much bad in it, the more successful farms be
cause a number of things may have contributed to their success 
-besides proper operating ratios. Anyone farm may have some good 
and some poor operating ratios. A standard for operating ratios 
can be determined only by isolating by statistical or budget or ex
perimental method, the effect of variations in each operating ratio 
on the income of the farm business as a whole. The values so deter-:
mined cannot of course be taken to fit conditions on each farm; 
some farmers do best with a high ratio of livestock to crops; others 
not. The type of land makes a great deal of difference:' . 

As quantities to be used in constructing indexes of changing unit cost 
of production. 

Much interest has been expressed at times in constructing indexes' 
of changing cost of production to accompany indexes of changing 
prices, it being assumed that a comparison of these two would point 
the way to the changes needed in combination~ of enterprises. There 
can be no doubt that they would serve as warnings and suggestions; 
but further analysis would be needed to determine whether the time 
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had yet arrived for a shift, and how much of a shift was needed. 'A 
closely related use is that of determining changing costs by applying 
cost-rates to a formula of the physical inputs-as formerly in the 
Warren and the Pearson milk formulas. What input quantities 
should be used as inputs in such cases? Averages have been com
monly suggested. These are what Professors Warren and Pearson 
each used. If figures so derived are properly understood as merely 
indicators of changes, not absolute indicators of cost, the average 
inputs may provide the basis for as representative figures as can be 
obtained. ' 

If these indexes are to be related to actual shifts in production, 
however, the inputs wanted are those associated with the price-sensi
tive production; This production is found in two places-among 
those on the margin between producing or not producing at all, and 
among the regular producers at the margin of producing more or 
less. The unit costs of additional acres planted to cotton are either 
more or less than those of the earlier acres depending upon circum
stances on each farm. Perhaps this price-sensitive production can 
be isolated by observing which producers are shifting with prices on 
either of these two margins, and input quantities can be obtained 
for this production. Such an index if it could be constructed would 
be a "sensitive index" of the same general nature as the Harvard 
Economic Society's sensitive index of prices'. One -advantage of in.,. 
dexes of costa is that the difficulty of valuation of family labor and 
other input factors not purchased is evaded if not avoided, since it 
is assumed that the cost-rates for these factors change in the same 
amount as for the purchased factors. 

In a period of changing technique the physical quantities to which 
current cost-rates are applied must be revised frequently. 

The figures for cost of production published by the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics in the Yearbook of ike Department of .Agri
culture each year should be understood as being essentially indexes 
of cha~ging costs. It would be well if they were expressed as relatives 
of some base year so that their nature would be at once recognized 
by all . 

.A. "nece88ary" quanti tie. of input in order ~o aecure production. 
'The assumption in this case is that certain quantities of seed, fer

tilizer, labor, etc., must be paid for if the cotton is going to be 
produced, and that these quantities are therefore '''necessary'' 
amounts, sometimes called "unit requirements" as explained above. 
This idea must be handled carefully. Not at all infrequently, the 
quantities adjust themselves to changed prices rather than prices 
t<! fixed quantities, as they appear to be doing rapidly at present 

'for wheat. Also some of the input factors-land in some cases
have no reservation prices-they take what they can get. Obviously 
the av.erage inputs are not properly used as such required quantities, 
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since they would leave half of the production with less than the 
needed' inputs. The inputs of the marginal or price-sensitive pro
duction are again'what is wanted. Marginal must not be interpreted 
for this purpose as the very highest cost production; certainly not 
the highest cost in anyone year. Anyone year the weather may 
be \>ad. It ordinarily takes several years to force out a high-cos~ 
agricultural.producer. (See "The Elasticity of Supply of Farm 
Products," J. D. Black, Journal of Farm Economics, 1924, p. 145.) 

It has commonly been observed that necessary "money" costs ob
tained by applying cost-rates to marginal rather than to average 
production has produced costs clearly higher than ·prevailing prices. 
This, however, is because the cost-rates have been too high rather 
than the input quantities; particularly the cost-rates for labor and 
land. 

PROJECT 27 •. Unit Cost of Production of Farm Products. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine the cost of production' (in money 
terms) of a unit of a farm product. 

(By J. D. Black.) 

The nature of any re&.earch product whose objective is to determine 
unit cost of production depends greatly upon the particular kind of 
unit cost of production that is desired. Cost of production may be, 
and commonly is, conceived of in different ways. It is also true that 
commonly these different concepts are badly confused, the researcher 
in some cases using a method suited to an altogether different con
cept. Let me begin, therefore, by stating the different concept~: 

1. Value of actual inputs, the amounts of money actually spent 
upon producing the unit of the product plus the estimated value in 
money terms of the input factors not paid or bought. This is the 
cost figure most commonly sought in farm Jnanagement studies of 
unit cost of production. 

This cost figure is commonly historical, representing production 
consummated some time in the past, usually in the recent past; or 
it may be a forecast of what such a figure would be next year, ,or 
in the next five or ten years. , ~ 

2. A moun( necessary to provide the producers of the product 
with a given content of living which is considered desirable. This is 
the figure for unit cost of production which the farmer agitators 
have in mind when they say that "all these years the farmers have 
been producing for less than cost of production". What they mean 
is that the prices that have prevailed have not supported what they 
consider a decent standard of living for farmers. . 

The logical approach to determining such a cost figure is first to 
decide upon the content of living which you think farmers should 
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have, a task requiring the help of home economists and sociologists; 
then estimate what income in money will be needed to buy the parts, 
of this content of living that must be bought; then figure backward 
to find what prices of the various products produced on typical 
farms in the area are needed in order to obtain such a net money 
income. If several products are involved, this may be difficult, ,since 
a higher price for one makes a low price serve for the others. The 
solution will necessarily involve a consideration of farm organization 
adjustments as well as price changes. All of the discussion in Proj
ect 10 above, "Adjustments to Obtain a Given Income", is pertinent. 

The most notable attempt in this country at this kind of cost of 
production figures Wall made by a midwest agricultural organization 
a few years ago. The method used was not as above outlined, how
ever, but rather that of allowing wages, land values, etc., which were 
considered proper or desirable, and then seeing what unit cost figures 
resulted. Probably little attention was given to what farm incomes 
would result. That the allowances for wages, land use, etc., were 
very liberal may be judged by the fact that the unit costs obtained 
for the different grains ranged from $1.30 to well over $2.00 per 
bushel; and had they been realized in price, our present agricultural 
surplus would have been very much larger than it is. 

The most noteworthy attempt in such unit cost of production 
figures abroad is thai of Dr. Ernest Laur of the Swiss Farmers' 
Union. His allowances for wages, land use, etc., are more reasonable 
than those of the midwest group above-mentioned; but they are high 
enough so that governmental aid in the form of restrictions on im
porta and various other devices is 'needed in order to get the costs 
realized in prices. Organized agriculture has great political power 
in S~itzerland. 

It is interesting that Dr. Laur outlined a similar procedure for the 
rest of the countries of the world at the request of the International 
Institute of Agriculture at Rome and that his report was solemnly 
accepted at a special conference called by the Institute and recom-
mended for adoption to all the world. ; 

It is obvious that the methods used by the midwest group and 
Dr. Laur represent a confusion of the first and second concepts of 
unit cost of production. This -confusion makes it necessary to 
pretend that the ,cost-rates thus allowed for labor, land, etc., are 
based on correct valuations of these in place of- being valuations 
thought to be desirable. 

In the United States, the confusion of these two concepts has 
been mostly in the minds of those supposedly seeking unit cost of 
production according to the first concept. Particularly during and 
just following the World War, many farm accountants in this 
country were inclined to argue for higher cost-rates for family labor 
on the ground that young people OR farms w{!re entitled to the same 
returns for their labor as other people, and to allow them less was 
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imposing "sweatshop" conditions on American farms; and similarly 
to argue that'rent should be figured as the same percentage of the 
land values as Ciapitalwas earning in other lines of production.1 

This second concept of unit cost of production has a close relation 
to t~e medieval concept of fair price as a "just price'\ 

3. .Amount necessary to cause pro<f,ucers to produce a given qua1lr 
tity of. product, the quantity assumed usually being average' con
sumption or some similar quantity. This concept is very indefinite 
or confused in the matter of the quantity. Sometimes the quantity 
is expressed in terms of the supply-and-demand equilibrium. This 
kind of unit cost of production is commonly called "necessary cost". 
It relates to the concept of "fair price" in the equilibrium price sense. 
It answers best the cost question put in the form: What does it 
cost to get a unit of this product produced? Or: What must be 
paid to get it produced? But it also is a proper answer to the 
question: 'What is the cost of production of a unit of this product?
in fact, probably the most logical and most nearly correct answer 
that can be obtained. 

There are two ways of deriving such a figure: the one consisting 
of applying suitable cost-rates to the input quantities of the mar
ginal price-sensitive producers; these being determined by the methods 
outlined under heads 6 and 7 in Project 26; the other consisting of 
determining what production has followed various prices in the past, 
and forecasting from this what prices will be needed to bring forth 
various quantities of product in the future. The second is much 
the more promi.,sing of the two methods. The analysis it calls for is 
outlined under the head of "elasticity of supply" in the report in this 
series dealing with Prices of Farm Products. 

This kind of unit cost of production is basic to all collective bal':' 
. gaining over prices of farm products. It should also be used by the 
Tariff Commission as a basis for its tariff duty recom~endations. 
The ultimate objective of all import levies on farm products is com
plete elimination of imports. A necessary price analysis along the 
foregoing lines will indicate what custom duties would have accom
plished this in the past, and will furnish a basis for a forecast as to 
what duties will be needed in the future. If the domestic producers 
have not yet got to the point of asking for complete exclusion of im
ports, an~ will take something less than this, as still is true with 
sugar and wQol in the United States, the duties needed to secure 
this quantity can be determined in the same way . 

. The unit costs of production now obtained by the Tariff Commis
sion are nothing more' than values of actual inputs in the rec;ent 
past-unit costs of the No.1 type above. If they were worked out 
for a sufficient period so that a forecast could be .made from them 
as to what such'unit costs would average in the period to which the 

(1) See U. S. D. A. Bulletin 994, Methods of Oonducting Oost of Production 
and Farm Organization Studi6l. (F. W. Peck.) 
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tariff dutie. were being applied, they would give a figure that would 
closely approximate necessary costs if nothing but actual rellerva
tion'lDagn (what must be paid or the work would not be done) were 
allowed for the labor used, and actual rellervation rents lIimilarly for 
land, etc., and ezcepf for the circumstance that the cost-rates even 
on thi. basis reflect the existing custom duties, but with some lag, 
and hence are higher each time a cost determination is made after a. 
new tariff duty has been in effect for a while. The problem of deter
mining necessary tariff duties will be discussed in the report in this 
Beries on Agr:icultural Policy. 

Historical unit coltll of production. 
In practice, most unit cost of production analysis is in terms of 

value of inputs in some recent production operations. The significant 
uses to which any such unit costs can properly be put once they are 
obtained are as follows: 

1. In theoretical analysis of the relation of normal costs to 
normal prices, of increasing and decreasing. costs with volume of 
output, etc. 

2. As measures for indicating the relative efficiency of use by 
different farmers of the combination of input factors used. Thus a 
farmer whose combined cost of labor, land, fertilizer, seed, equipment, 
etc. used in producing a bushel of potatoes was 60 cents would be 
said to be using these input factors more effectively than one whose 
combined cost was 70 cents, if we assume they had been evaluated 
on a comparable basis. 

3. As standards of good performance, goals to be. achieved, as 
outlined in Project 26. 

4. In combination with prices to determine for any farm the 
profit per unit with the input factors combined as then; and relative 
profitableness of different enterprises for any farm with the enter
prises combined in their existing proportions. 

If, however, unit costs of production representing value of actual 
inputs are to be used successfully in these four ways, they must be 
reasonably accurate determinations. These can be obtained without 
great difficulty on farms where one crop or product only is produced, 
such as on a large wheat farm, or on one whose only product for sale 
is fluid milk or eggs; and where at the same time all the labor,.equip
ment, and supplies are bought in the open market. There are 
thousands of farms in the United States where these conditions 
maintain. There is a larger group which can be handled as satis
factorily by treating certain minor products as by-products, and 
considering any cash income from their sale as by-product credit. 

On a much larger group of farms, such determinations could be 
made with reasonable accuracy were it not that the labor is in large 
part performed by the farmer and his family. No one of the first 
three of the above list of uses of historical unit cost figures (the 
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fourth is not involved, since we are assuming only one product on a 
farm) is sound unless such labor is properly evaluated. To value 
family labor at what it costs to hire labor to do the same work will 
give normal costs which' are higher than normal prices because in 
practice much work is done where family labor is available that would 
not ~e done if labor, had to be, hired for it. It is also impossible to 
determine with sufficient accuracy how much time a hired laborer 
would have taken to do the work. Labor cannot be considered by itself 
in such calculations-the boy may get only 80 percent use of the team 
and equipment. How much under, the circumstances would be his net 
contribution to the product? If work is not pressing on the farm, 
as during a considerable part of the year, there. may be no purpose 
in keeping the team working at 100 percent capacity; at other times, 
fuJI use may be highly valuable. In practice, the services of family 
labor are overvalued on this score also, and again normal costs are 
higher than normal prices,. 

The decision as to what work would or would not be done if family 
labor were not available is almost impossible to make--the best guide 
would probably be a comparison of work done on farms with and 
without a given unit of family labor, and otherwise similar as to size, 
main product and side-lines, etc. On some farms, the feasible pro
cedure if family labor were not available would be to hire a man for 
the whole year, or for the season, in which case. part of the same 
work might be done anyway just to keep the hired man busy at 
slack seasons. On other farms, extra labor would be hired only at 
peak-load times and the farmer would adjust h,is production to such 
a basis. In the second case particularly, the cost-rate allowed for 
the family labor would vary with the season of the year. 

If the use of the results is in a comparison of efficiency on different 
farms, and in setting up standards of good performance, the same 
difficulties arise. A farmer with much family help may be using it in 
the most economical way open to him, but 'unless the use of such labor 
is 'Valued in such a way as to allow for the circumstances above in
dicated, he will be made to appear inefficient because of having high 
unit (!osts. 

The writer and Mr. C. M. Purves! in 1923 made an attempt to 
collect some evidence on the foregoing points by collecting 'data from 
over four hundred farms in southwestern Minnesota as to the labor 
used at different seasons of the year, the work at which it was em
ployed, the load of work on the farm, and the wages paid for hired 
labor. Our analysis of the data showed that the more family labor 
available relatively, the larger the relative acreage in corn and other 
crops requiring considerable labor, the more cows milked, and the 
larger .proportion of cows freshening in the fall. More careful 
analysis would have shown less of the work on the corn done with 

(2) Now in the Division of Statistical and Historical Research of the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics. 
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machines or large-gauge machinery, and more cultivations and other 
.operations. A further step in the analysis multiplied the number of 
acrea of each of the crops and number of head of each class of 
livestock, by the average labor inputs for the area, determined by 
the Division of Agronomy and Farm Management in a route study 
in the lame area, and related the results of this tI, the type of labor 
supply on the farms. The ratio of 1abor inputs computed to labor 
force ranged from distinctly the highest on farms where the operator 
did all of his own work except for hiring extra labor by the day 'at 
peak-load times, next lower on farms where extra labor was hired 
for a couple of months, to next lower on farms where extra labor was 
hired lor the season, to next lower on farms where hand labor was 
employed by the year, to next lower on farms where only mature 
family labor worked at home all year, and to lowest of all on farms 
where one or more boys were the only help of the operator. The 
range between the two extremes was wide. 

Valuing the proprietor's labor is beset with equal difficulties. If 
the costs resulting from such analysis are to'be related to normal 
pricell, the cost-rates allowed for proprietor labor must reflect t~e 
actual reservation prices of the proprietor labor-what the farm 
operators give evidence of by their decisions as to', the income in 
money and goods needed to keep them producing the product in ques
tion. The best criteria for these are the actual decisions of farmers 
in the area. At what incomes are they shifting to other main lines of 
agricultural production? or from farming to other occupations? 
Obviously no one answer will fit all farmers. Several times as much 
income may be needed to keep some in production as to keep others. 
No farmer knows what his own reservation price is. 'Any, figure he 
might give would depart widely from what his actual decisions would 
be as incomes were lowered. Commonly he would estimate too high a 
reservation price. 

Valuing the use of land is not simple even if all is in one crop as 
assumed above. The figure wanted is the one which if not earned by 
the land in this' use will cause it to be shifted to some other use
from wheat to ranching, perhaps; or to go out of use altogether if 
it is marginal for all agricultural uses. Where land is commonly 
rented for cash in the area, this figure may serve as a basis for such 
a valuation. Commonly land use is overvalued in such analysis. 

A major difficulty if the unit costs are to be related to normal 
price is that in small units of the family-farm type requiring a large 
amount of managerial attention, some appreciable element of return 
for this must be included in costs; but there is no possible way of 
placing a valuation on such management.s Commonly no allowance 

(3) Management need not be allowed for if the second and. third of the 
above uses of unit cost figures' are involved. The variations resulting, however, 
may be due either to different amounts of managerial attention given to the 
business, as commonly on the smaller farms, or to differences in the ability of 
such management. 
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is made for it, and this is an element offsetting in part at least the 
over-valuation of labor and land. 

Let us consider farms producing several products. If the deter
minations of unit costs of production are to be sufficiently accurate 
to serve the first three uses above listed, and in addition the fourth 
use of deciding the proper balance of enterprises; the following addi
tional conditions must be fulfilled: 

1. Wages of hired labor must be distributed between the different 
products using such labor according to the values of the 
alternative· uses of it at the particular times of the year and 
of the day (chore labors, field labor). Otherwise the crops 
using labor at peak-load times will be made to appear more 
profitable than they should. . 

2. Allowances for family labor and proprietor labor must be 
similarly distributed. 

3. Use of horse-labor must be evaluated in the first place--it is 
not necessary to evaluate it if only one product is involved, 
the cash outlays upon it being changed dii:ectly to the final 
product; and in the second place this valuation must be dis
t.ributed between the different products the same as man
labor, and according to the same principles of valuation. 

4. Use of all machines used on more than one product must be 
similarly evaluated and distributed. 

5. Use of barns must be similarly evaluated and distributed on 
many farms. 

6. Land use charges must be adjusted for the different types 
and grades of land in the farm and for the different crops 
combined in a crop-rotation system. The charges for. the 
different crops depend upon the amount of plant food used by 
each, or contributed by each (in the case of legumes), the 
effect on the physical condition of the soil, on tilth and weed 
control, upon contributions received from other crops (nurse 
crops, etc.), and most important of all, upon value of land 

• when used for other crops capable of substituting for it in 
exactly the same place in the crop-rotation plan. 

7. Evaluations must be made for products or by-products of 
one enterprise or line of production that are used by another
feeds, forage, manures, etc. 

Much attention has been given to the matter of evaluation of the 
input factors used in producing farm products. Below is a list of 
the principle sources of information on this subject In none of 
them will tPe reader find adequate provision made for fulfilling the 
foregoing seven conditions. Much of the discussion largely evades 
such problems as .the foregoing. . 
Hays, W. M. and Parkex;, E. C., Th'e Cost of Producing Farm Prod

ucts, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 97, 
1906. (Bulletin 48, B'ureau of Statistics, U. S. D. A.) 
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Warren, G. F., Farm :Management, 1913. 
Ladd, C. E., A Syatem of Farm Coat Accounting, U. S. D. A. 

Farmers' Bulletin 572, 1914t. Revised by J. L. Ball, 1920. 
Scovill, H. T., Farm Accounting, 1918. 
Report of the Committee to Consider Methods of Procedure ;'nMak. 

ing Coat-of-Production Studiea, U. S. D. A., Office of the ~ecre
tary, Circular 132, 1919. 

Adams, R. t., Farm :Management, 1921. 
Peck, F. W.,Method, of Conducting Coat of Production and Farm 

Organization Studiea" U. S. D. A. Bulletin 994, 1921. 
Bennett, Merrill K., Farm Coat Studie. in the United State., 1928. 
King, J. S., 90at Accounting Applied to Agriculture, A, An Aid to 

:More Productive Farming, 1927. 
Cars]aw, R. McG., Farm Management Research Technique, College 

of Estate Management, London, 1931. 
The last three on the foregoing list are critical in varying degrees 

of the results obtained by accepted farm cost accounting techniques. 
The reader will find considerable analysis bearing upon the use of 

such techniques in such books as: 
Aereboe, Freidrich, Allgemeine Landwirtschaftliche Betriebsliehre, 

1923. 
Blac·k, John D., Production Economic8, 1926. 
Holmes, C. L., Economic. of Farm Organization and Management, 

1926. . 
The nature of the problem of distributing labor expense between 

different products is revealed by a special analysis of the data of a 
Minnesota route study made by the writer and Mr. C. M. Purves in 
1923. First, the wage data obtained for the several hundred farms , 
described above were used as a basis for determining separate winter 
and summer cost-rates for labor on eight farms taken for more in
tensive study. Using these rates made the enterprises using winter 
labor-principally the cattle enterprise-appear a little less un
profitable, and the corn enterprise a little less profitable. Substitu· 
ting monthly cost-rates for season rates increased these effects some
what; but did not make enough of a change to account for the exist
ing type of farm organization. Tests made in terms of the effect 
on the net f/ITm income of omitting or reducing the cattle enterprise, 
the oat enterprise and others appearing to be unprofitable, indicated 
that the accounting results even when using monthly cost-rates for 
labor, gave wrong indications. 

As a next step, a method was used which was called the "specific 
cost" method. It can be expl,ained most simply in terms of horse
labor. A tabulation was made of the number of horses working each 
day of the year. It was found that on Farm A, for example, all 9 
horses worked orily 12 days, 8 horses orily 34 days, 7 horses, 40 days, 
etc. It was assumed for the sake of simplicity of analysis that all 
the horses were alike, and that the one particular horse act~ally 
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worked 12 days . only and was idle 858 days. (The fact that in 
practice the work and the idleness were distributed more or less be
tween all 9 horses does not affect the results appreciably.) Costs 
of keeping horses working 858 days, 851 days, etc., (production 
ration + maintenance ration) were then computed and divided by 
the number of days that each horse worked. The rate for horse No. 
9 on this farm was around $8 per day; for horse No.1, which worked 
800 days, around $.50 per day. Then each farm enterprise was 
charged for horse labor according to the rates of the horses that 
worked upon it-in effect, at an average rate that increased with 
the number of horses working on any enterprise that day. All of 
the labor for horse No.9 was charged to the corn enterprise except' 
two days for threshing. The average rate for corn work in the 10 
days when 9 horses were working on corn was an average of rates 
from $.50 to $8 per day.' A good share of the labor for horse No.1 
was charged to the cattle enterprise. The theory at the basis of this 
method is that two enterprises made necessary the keeping of the 
ninth horse, and that these should pay the full cost of keeping it. 

The m~thod was used with both man-labor and horse-labor on the 
eight farms. The effect was .to produce a very definite shifting in 
the results in the needed direction; but the corn enterprise still ap-

'peared to be clearly more profitable, and the cattle and oats enter
prise, definitely less profitable, than other evidence indicated to be 
the fact. Even this method overcharged for man-labor and horse
labor done at times when there was little else to do of any importance. 

The following year the writer and Mr. Roy M. Ballinger4 estimated 
the average unit cost of production over a 10-year period, using the 
specific cost method for man-labor and horse-labor, for each of the 
crops grown on these eight farms, omitting charges for land use; 
then reduced these to an acre basis and compared the results with the 
average sale value per acre of the different crops. This was an 
attempt to compare normal costs with normal prices. The differences 
represented a combination of values of land use, of returns to manage
ment, and of remaining errors in the cost-rates for man-labor, horse-' 
labor, etc. It is also true that the value of the feed crops to the farm 
business may have been considerably more or less than the market 
prices that were allowed for them. The actual difference obtained 
ranged from around $2 per acre Jor the oats enterprise to around 
$8 for the corn enterprise., If the labor charges had been. more 
nearly right, the differences would have been still wider. The results 
conform with the above discussion of rent charge in crop rotations. 

The foregoing "experiments" with. cost-rate procedures do not 
provide us with a satisfactory method; but they indicate the general 
form which such methods must take; also the very great difficulties 
involved. 

(40) Now at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater; 
Oklahoma. 
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In the meantime at least, the purposes which such unit cost of 
production figurel would serve can be realized with a fair degree of 
latisfaction-probably as high a degree as will ever be attained by 
cost accounting procedures on family farms with several lines of 
production-by simpler and more direct methods outlined in other 
projects in this report; balance of enterprises by Projects 8 and 9; 
combinations of input factors by Projects 17, 18 and 19, standards 
of good performances, etc., by Project 26; etc. 

It should be made evident at this point that even though unit cost 
of production figures were obtainable in reasonably accurate f~rm, 
to determine highest-profit combination of the input factors, one 
would need a series of unit cost and unit profit figures representing 
various input combinations; similarly, to determine highest~profit 
combinations of enterprises or lines of production on any .farm, 'one 
would need a series of unit costs and unit factors representing various 
combinations of enterprises, sinc~, as is frequently not recognized, 
unit costs of any product depend upon the proportion between this 
and other products in the total output of the farm. The cost of 
producing corn on a given farm with 40 acres in corn is almos-t 
certain to be appreciably different from the cost with 80 acres in 
corn on the same farm-it may be more or it may be less, principally 
depending upon the extent of conflicts in the use of l!1bor and equip
ment. 

As explained above, unit cost of production figures consisting of 
values of inputs are used by some people for other purposes than the 
four designated as appropriate. For example, also as indicated, they 
are sometimes used as a basis for determining necessary tariff duties 
to prevent imports. Suffice at this point to say that if they afe 
going to be so used, they should be calculated accordingly. Unit 
costs for tariff-making purposes are definitely different from unit 
costs to be compared with normal prices or to be used as standards 
of good performance. (See report in the series on Agricultural 
Policy for further discussion of this.) 

PROJECT 28. Developing SysteID8 of Records and Accounts. 

OBJECTIVE: To devise systems of records and accounts for 
use by. farmers in analyzing and budgeting the business of 
the individual farm. 

(By R. R. Hudelson and Ralph H. Cole.) 

Stated in more detail, the objective of this project is to determine 
what are the best types and kinds of records which the individual 
farmer may use in planning the organization and operation of his 
business. The major emphasis is placed on the problem of develop
ing systems and devices which . be of assistance to the farmer 
<!irec.iJl..: s IS IDgulS e from methods of securing research data. 
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This project is 'designed to develop and test systems of accounts 
and records for use under two different sets of conditions as described 
below: 

A. The case of the individual farmer working alone. 
B. The conditions which exist where the farmer works in co

operation with other farmers through an organization 
which provides assistance to the extent of analyzing the 
data and setting up standards. Examples of such organi-. 
zations are agricultural college extension services and 
membership organizations in which the farmers as members 
employ a field secretary to supervise and analyze their 
accounts and records. 

The extent to which the individual farmer working alone may ana
lyze and budget his business will depend to a large extent upon his 
training and experience along these lines. In a community in which 
the general level of education is relatively high, the individual may 
be expected to keep records of classified income and expense, as well 
as records of physical relationships, that will make possible a simple 
analysis of his business. In all cases, however, the individual work
ing alone will find it difficult to set up standards of performance. In 
drawing up a budget, he will find it difficult to estimate either phy
sical inputs and outputs or money costs and income for any line of 
action other than that which he has actually followed. To supply 
this need, agricultural colleges or other-agencies may find it advisable 
to develop standards based upon data secured from other records 
kept under similar conditions. (See Project 26 above.) 

If supervision is provided, a more complete system of records and 
~ccounts may be used. The degree of completeness will depend upon 
the amount of help which it is possible for the field man to give to 
each farmer. Supervision and assistance are more important in the 
analysis than in the actual keeping of the records. Complex methods 
of· analysis may be used, but it is important that the results be 
presented in such a way as to be readily understood by farmers. 

Procedure. 

In making investigations relating to accounts and records adapted 
to the conditions of the individual farmer who works alone, the follow
ing steps are suggested: 

1. Review available literature on the subject of accounts and 
records. In addition to books which have been written on 
the subject, a number of circulars and bulletins have been 
published by state experiment stations and the United 
States Department of Agriculture. 

2. Assemble farm account books aad record forms which have 
been developed by agricultural colleges and commercial 
organizations; 
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3. Analyze the forms secured in order to determine their fitness 
for farmer use, and their ability to supply the data needed 
in planning the organization and operation of a farm busi
ness in the particular area. 

4. Visit farmers in representative areas for the purpose of 
determining what kinds of accounts and records are being 
kept. 

5. Draw up several tentative forms and place a number of 
each in the hands of .farmers who express a willingness to 
use them. 

6. Visit each farmer at the end of the accounting period, check 
the keeping and analysis of his records, and secure his 
reactions a8 to the adaptability of the forms to his methods 
of doing business. 

7. Analyze the results secured by using the various tentative 
forms with a view to determining whichis the most satis
factory for the conditions found in the area. 

8. Draw up a set of forms based upon the results secured. ;. 

In making investigatio~s of accounts and records which farmers 
may keep in cooperation with some organization, the procedure will 
be the same, except that the investigator will need to keep in mind 
constantly the way in which the account books and records are going 
to be used; and will need to give to eac~ cooperator who is given a 
tentative form to use, such assistance and supervision as might be 
expected from an agricultural college extension service or a mem
bership organization. The analysis of the results with the different 
forms will also need to be considered from the standpoints of their 
adaptation to the time available and capacity of farmers for keeping 
records, and the effectiveness of the results in answering manage
ment questions as well as supplying the data needed for budgeting. 

Investigations for the purpose of developing budget forms proba
bly can be most successfully carried on with farmers who have kept 
accounts and have thus secured information which may serve as a 
basis for their budgeting operations. If the individual farmer is to 
draw up a budget which will be useful to him in planning the organi
zation and operation of his business, he must have certain basic 
information concerning his own business. This class of data may be 
secured from accounts and records kept by the farmer himself. He 
mayor may not receive assistance in the analysis and application of 
the data secured. In addition to such data as he can secure for him
self, the farmer' who attempts a budget may have need for infor-
mation showing input-output relations for enterprises which have 
not as yet been included in his farm organization and for methods 
of production which he has not used. He will also need information 
that will aid in judging the prices to be expected for the products 
to be sold and the prices that will be paid for the commodities and 
services to be purchased. Such data as needed for these purposes may 
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be furnished by agricultural colleges or other organizations equipped 
to do so. In developing budget forms; the suggested procedure is 
as follows: , . 

. 1. Review available literature on the subject of budgeting. 
2. Draw up several tentative budget forms. 
3. Develop needed reference .data which farmers will not be 

able to secure from their individual accounts. These data 
include input and output relationships, such as feed con~ 
sumed per hundred pounds of gain, and relation of kind 

• and quantity of fertilizer to crop yields. In addition, 
sources of outlook information which might aid in making 
decisions should be cited. . \ 

4. Make appointments with individual.farmers and assist them 
in drawing up budgets based upon their own records and the 
general data prepared for the purpose. 

5. Check the accounts of each individual at the close of the 
ensuing accounting period to determine how closely the 
budget has been followed, arid at the same time, to record 
the reactions of each regarding the value of the budgeting 
system and its adaptability to his conditions. 

6. Draw up a set of budget forms based upon the results of 
the study. 

Survey of previous work. 
While numerous agencies have developed farm account and 

record forms" little organized research -in this direction has been 
undertaken. Such progress as has been made .has been largely 
through the trial and error method. The forms of records and 
accounts which have been developed logically fall into three classes, 
as follows :(1) financial records; (2) records of physical inputs and 
outputs; and (3) farm practice records. Each of the three ,classes 
may include subdivisions, some of which are listed below: 

A. FinancIal records. 
1. Annual inventory: 
2. Simple record of income and expense in addition to 

annual inventory. 
3. Record of income and expense with varying degrees of 

classification, r/!.nging from a very simple distribution 
to a detailed one. 

B. Records of physical inputs and outputs. 
1. Inputs. 

a. Feed records. 
b. Labor records. 
c. Fertilizer records. 
d. Machinery and power records. 

2. Outputs. 
a. Records of crop yields. 
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b. Records of livestock production such as milk 
yields, egg yields and others. 

C. Farm practice records. 
1. Records of seed· treatment. 
2. Records of tillage practices. • 
3. Records of numerous other practices. 

The annual net worth statement has been used as a means of meas
uring financial progress and as an aid in establishing credit at the 
bank. The net worth statement, however, reflects expenditures for 
the family living and payments on capital investment as well as the 
net increase from business operations .. For this reason it is not a 
satisfactory measure of the business success of the farm. 

Coincident with the development of accounts and records, stan
dards or indexes have been developed for the purpose of measuting 
the efficiency of management on individual farms. Although such 
indexes are in use in colleges of agriculture both in this country and 
elsewhere, a thoroughgoing research directed toward improving them 
has much to recommend it. 

Source. of information. 
Most, colleges of agriculture in the United States have developed 

accounting and other forms. Membt:rship organizations found in 
Switzerland and Denmark as well as 'in the United States have also 
developed such systems. The systems developed by farm implement 
companies and other commercial organizations which deal with 
farmers must also be mentioned. Some· help can also be obtained 
from variou~ bulletins and circulars dealing with accounts, records 
and budgets which have been published by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics and by agricultural colleges. 

Personnel. 
In the carrying out of this project, collaboration between the 

members of the research and extension staffs is desirable. The re
search worker is in a position to contribute a knowledge of ;research 
methods, whereas the extension worker may make his contribution 
through a more intimate acquaintance with farmers and a better 
knowledge of farmer reactions. Putting into practice the final 
results obtained is a responsibility of extension personnel and is 
likely to be done with more enthusiasm by one who has had some part 
in the development of the forms. 

Methods of analysis. 
Each tentative system of records should be considered from the 

following points of view: . 
1. Its demands upon the farmers' time and ability. 
2. Its .ability to answer the most important management 

questions of the farmer with reference to the internal organi
zation arid operation of his farm. 
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3. Its effectiveness in supplying the information needed for 
budgeting. 

The final interpretation of how closely these objectives are 
attained, and which particular system of records and accounts most 
nearly accomplishes the desired end, will be a matter of judgment. 
The final decision will need to be supported by a constant checking 
of the number of records actually used, and of how generally the 
farmers find them helpful in securing increased earnings. Changing 
conditions, due to progress made by farmers as well as to other 
causes, will call for frequent revision. 

An important problem involved in this study is that of deter
mining whether or not farmers in a particular area or those engaged 
in aparticular type of farming can and will keep the records needrd 
in making an analysis such as has been described. Probably the most 
feasible method of answering this question is that of testing out 
various types of records by first allowing farmers to use them and 
later determining what results have been secured with each type. This 
plan involves the cooperation of a number of farmers, and obviously 
will require a considerable amount of time for completion. 

I 

PROJECT 29. Economy.of Loans on Farming Operations. 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the uses, needs and nature of the 
credit of the corn, hog and heef-cattle system of farming in 
Iowa. (Joint with Agricultural Credit.) 

(By A. G. Black.) 

As a preliminary step in analyzing the crcdit problem of the corn, 
hog, and beef-cattle system of farming, the !J:Be-of-farmil!g....ru:eas 
ne~J)~" c~!"_~!\IIl;y defi!l~d~~~d geographically. Procedure 
for determining the geographic 10cabonanifliOUiiO.1ITies of type-of
farming areas is outlined in Project I of tllls report. This in itself 
is a research project/of considerable proportions. 

Given the type-of-farming area, means must be found to study the VI uses of credit on typical farms. If the farm types in the areanave 
b;en ,classified and descnbe;;t, according to the procedure outlined in 

. Project 2 of this report, the task of se ding. the farms for study 
should not be a difficult one. Otherwise muc care mus be exercised 
in selecting a number of farms which seem typical of the area. 

Credit uses and needs may best be studied through rather del~iled 
records of the farming business covering a period of. several years. 
BOtTi financial' and' -produetion records are needed. The records 
need to be about as detailed as outlined under the .head of "loosely 
supervised" records in Research Method and Procedure in Agri
cultural Economics; but will need to include more specific details than 
usual on points relating especially to credit. Data must be secur~d 
on the type of credit used, whether mortgage, bank, or store credIt. 
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amounts and purposes of the credit terms as to maturity, interest 
rates, security given and provisions for payment or renewal; also as 
to a~tual experience. ~th maki?g and repaying loans. It may be 
possIble to secure this information by survey, but it may not be as 
reliable and complete as desired, or as would be if some form of farm 
re~ord~r~kept ~egularly throughout theyear~omliiiia Ion 0 

sq!vey and supervised records may have much to recommend it in 
some areas. 

For purposes of credit studies, the capital structure of the farm 
business must be examined more in detail than is usually the case with 
the typical financial projects. Provision must be made for ascertain-J 
ing the capital need for land, buildings, livestock, equipment, feed 
and cash. Livestock s;~pjtal should be subdivided so as to show the 
amount needed for hogs, feeder cattle and the breeding herds. Care
ful distinction should be made here between the capital used in the 
"self-liquidating" livestock where there is a fairly rapid turnover and 
that used in the breeding herds (both hogs and cattle). ~~l 
used for general farm equipment, crop equipment and special ve
stock equipment slioUId also be distinguished and analyzed sepa
rately; also capital used for farm-grown and purchased feeds and 
capital used in the form of cash. Out of the foregoing will develop l 
the analysis of the capital 6tru!!t"m~...IDth particular reference to 
the classification of fixed, intermediate and working capital, and the 
proportions between these for various types of farming being studied. 
The study of the capital should then be extended to include a com
plete statement of the relative amounts of the various kinds of 
c~!if !fat are owned and the amounts that are borrowed. It will 
be . c t to dete'rniiiie fhis exactly, as loans securedliy one kind 
of capital may be used to purchase other kinds. Care will be needed, 
at this point to find out the purposes for which the loans weremll.de, If 
and in the case of renewals, the purposes of the original loans. This ~ 
point in itself is important, as it may be found that it is customary 
to supply certain amounts of intermediate or working capital through 
loans secured by fixed capital, or vice versa. The extent of such 
relationship should be determined. It will be found, frequently, that 
so-called "service" loans are secured by livestock or other chattels 
and used to pay interest on real estate mortgages, or taxes on real 
estate, or other fixed capital purposes. 

The sources of loans used to supply the different capital needs 
should be determined and the te{ms of those loans, including such 
items as length of loan, interest rates, security required, commissions 
and any special provisions. The extent to which loans of different 
types are renewed should be determined. All of this information 
will be helpful in judging the adequacy of the sources of credit. 

The data thus far mentioned have been secured from farmers and 
represeilt the nature and uses of credit from the farmers' point of 
view. To give a complete analysis, data from lenders should be 
collected. These data should deal specifically with the experience 
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of lending agencies with different types of loans made to farmers 
following different types of farming. If the sample is large enough, 
it may be po~sible by means of tabulation and 'cross-tabulation to 
relate those credit factors that can be expressed numerically to 
profits, size of farm, type of farming, etc. This type of analysis 
must be handled carefully so as to avoid spurious relationships re
sulting from climatic and other factors which are not considered in 
the analysis. Also analysis of this kind may reflect farm manage
ment relationships rather than credit elements in the situation, and 
it will often be difficult or impossible to separate the two in statistical 
analyses. It will be helpful in such cases to make careful case 
studies of type farms in the area, using the "budget" method of anal
ysis, as outlined in Project 8 of this bulletin and in Project 15 of 
Bulletin No.3 of this series dealing with Research in Agricultural 
Credit. The indications shown by these may then be tested out 
statistically with more assurance as to interpretation of results. 

Analysis of the credit problem should furnish a basis for passing 
judgment upon the adequacy of the source of farm credit and for 
suggesting possible improvements in the use of credit. 

Comments. (M. R. Benedict.) 

Pr~jects 29, 29A and 29B illustrate the very close relationship 
between certain types of credit study and the studies in the field of 
farm management. In many cases the limiting factor in the 
adoption of what appear to be more profitable practices may lie in 
the limited credit rating of the farII)er or in the limited loaning 
capacity of the credit agencies available to him. In other cases, 
however, credit is not used because both farmer and lender are 
ignorant of ways in which credit might be used to advantage. Farm 
management studies up to this time have rather generally disregarded 
the financing problems involved in carrying out the recommendations 
made. The need is now evident for the development simultaneously 
of both production and financing programs. The financing program 
needs to go somewhat farther than merely to make possible the pro
duction changes indicated in the farm management study~ It should 
indicate the types of credit best suited to the situation, desirable 
quantitative relations between these types and a program of debt 
retirement, including such considerations as those indicated in Proj
ect 30 of this bulletin. 

A number of projects in \Bulletin No.3 of this series (Research 
in Agricultural Credit), represent a combination of credit and farm 
management research so closely interrelated that they might properly 
be included in either bulletin. Such, for example, are Projects 3, 
15,21, 25A, 25C, 27A, and 27B of that bulletin. 
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PROJECT 29A. Same as 29, but for Wheat Farm
ing in Kansas. 

(By W. E. Grimes and Harold Howe.) 

Professors W. E. Grimes and Harold Howe of the Kansas Agri
cultural College at our request mapped out a project of this nature 
lor a wheat farming region. Perhaps their statement placed more 
emphasis than the above on need of studying the adequacy of existing 
credit and upon methods of improving the credit situation in the 
area. It called for having a typical group of farmers keep account 
books for a period of two years or more under a certain amount of 
Bupervision, and supplementing the data so obtained with survey 
data; also collecting a certain amount of data from bankers and 
other credit agencies. In Kansas it is possible to test sampling by 
matching the averages and frequency distributions against the 
assessors' rolls, which give rather detailed information for each farm 
in the state. 

PROJECT 29B. Eeonomy of Loans to Buy Fertilizer. 

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the related production economy and 
credit economy of a loan for the purchase of fertilizer for 
the growing of cotton in a given area. (Joint with Agri
cultural Credit.) 

(By David L. Wickens.) 

Stated more specifically, the objectives of this project are: 
1. To determine for different prices of cotton, of fertilizer 

and of credit, the optimum applications of fertilizer. 
2. To find what relative proportions of the cost of fertilizer 

may be equitably supplied by the landlord and by the 
tenant under each form of tenure prevalent in the area. 

Source, of data. 
Data indicating the effects on yields of varyixig the applications 

of fertilizer may best be obtained from properly planned ex
periments or statistical determinations as suggested in Projects 17 
and 18 of this report. If the experiments are based on a sufficient 
number of years, the average yield will reflect weather and other 
risks as well as any influence which heavy applications may have in 
producing crop damage. Yield figures from experim~ntal plots must 
be applicable to the conditions of the farm concerned. If local data 
are not available, caution must be taken in using data' developed in 
other areas. The element of risk in crop growing is analyzed in the 
report in this series on Agricultural Risk and Insurance. The pre
vailing tenure arrangements and credit practices will best be secured 
by survey of farm operators and farm owners and from the credit 
institutions of the, area along the lines indicated for Project 1 in 
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Bulletin No.3 of this series dealing with Research in Agricultural 
Credit. Ascertainment of the various sources of credit, and measure
ment of the costs of credit from each source, will follow lines already 
indicated in such Projects as 1, 5 and 7 of that bulletin. If farm 
management and credit surveys have been made previously in the 
section being studied, the results may be used without special study 
to obtain necessary data of this nature. The size of the project 
should be such as to apply to an area where soil and other con
ditions which influence farm organization are re$sonably uniform. 
Usually this will require limitation to a type-of-farming area as 
desc_ribed in Project 1 ot this bulletin. 

The principal special unit of measurement requiring attention is 
the percent per annum cost of credit for fertilizer. AIl of the many 
kinds of charges common to the purchase of this commodity should 
be reduced to the common denominator of per-annum cost in order 
to permit comparability. 

Procedure. 
To show the optimum fertilizer application for given price con

ditions, it will be desirable to constrp.ct as accurately as possible a 
curve showing gross return per acre for each successive unit of the 
particular type of fertilizer applied. This will involve first building 
up a curve of diminishing physical outputs for additional units of 
fertili~er through use of such experimental and other data as are 
available or can be secured after the manner described in Projects 
17 and 18 of this report. The writer has found that the Spillman 
formula discussed in Project 18 is usefpl in such analysis. By 
applying the varying prices of fertilizer to these physical quantities, 
fertilizer costs may be determined which represent successive appli
cations of fertilizer. The marginal method of analysis, consisting of 
balancing costs of additional fertilizer inputs against the selling price 
of additional outputs, will prove most useful in such a problem. The 
larger yields accompanying larger inputs of fertilizer may involve 
other additional costs. These should, however, be subject to fairly 
definite determination. A table showing each of these costs necessary 
for successive applications of the fertilizer at different prices, 
especially if used in connection with a three-dimension diagram, 
is l~kely to prove useful in aiding one to determine the most eco
nomical course under varying price conditions. If the_ farm acreage 
is fixed, the production cost for land may be taken as constant and 
represented on the diagram by a horizontal line. Labor expense like
wise may be represented as fixed unless it is hired and if there is no 
other market for the additional labor supplied by the farmer and his 
family. Estimates of expected cash returns may be made by apply
ing to the average per-acre yields of cotton resulting from the vary
ing applications of fertilizer and other inputs a three- or five-year 
average of cotton prices plus any modifications believed warranted by 
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existing price trends or expected changes. (See Project 16 of this 
report.) . 

If the illustrative diagram presents on one side the costs for 
successive applications of inputs at varying unit rates, the addition 
of the appropriate expense items gives the total outlay for a given 
combination of production factors. This expense may be repre
sented graphically by a line extending to the curve of diminishing re
turns. If on the other side of the diagram, per-acre returns from 
cotton at varying prices per pound are extended opposite the yield 
scale, and lines are projected from these points to the curve of di
minishing physical. returns, the inter-section point of the vertical and 
horizontal lines representing cost and return should approximate 
the optimum combination for the particular conditions. 

This method should permit a ~loser approach to actual optimum 
applications than likely to follow trial and error procedure. It is 
assumed that there are no limitations to pushing intensity to the 
full extent. Lack of credit or definite limitations on the amount of 
labor available' may conceivably prevent carrying inputs t':l the point 
of optimum ret~rn. 

The above procedure should indicate for the conditions typical 
of the area being studied the changes in income to landowner and to' 
tenant with varying applications of fertilizer, and thus should afford 
a basis for conclusions as to the relative contributions that the two 
parties should make to fertilizer costs if customary arrangements con
cerning division of inputs and returns are taken as I! basis. The inves
tigator may, however, wish to carry this phase of the project farther, 
relating it to questions of land tenure and farm family living. 

The credit elements of the situation will have mainly to do with 
the determination of what constitutes carrying fertilizer applications 
to an uneconomic degree of intensity, and consequently with the de
termination of the amount of credit necessary to make possible 
applica.tions which approximate the optimum. . 

North Carolina Bulletin No. 270, Farm Credit in Narth Carolina. 
Ita Coat, Risk, and Management, by David L. Wickens and G. W. 
Forster, includes some consideration of the relation of fertilizer costs 
to the amount of fertilizer which may profitably be used. A sug
gestive approach is also to be found in the article by M. J. B. Ezekiel, 
"Studies on the Effectiveness of Individual Farm Enterprises", 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. VIII, p. 86. 

PROJECT 30. Financial Program of Farm Families. 
, . (Joint with Agricultural Credit and Farm Family 

Living.) 

(By Harold Howe and H. R. Tolley.) 
In this project would be studied, first, the problem of what to do 

with the money available for spending or investing after the current 
farm expenses are paid; and second, what to do when the income is 
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insufficient to support the normal current expenses of the farm busi-
ness and the farm family. . , 

In years when gross income exceeds current expenses, a farmer has 
several alternatives. He may use the balance to retire indebtedness. 
He may reinvest it in the farm business by purchasing additional 
land, livestock or equipment with the expectation of increasing the 
farm income in subsequent years. He may invest in some business 
other than farming. He may keep the balance as a liquid reserve to 
draw on in lean years. Or it may be used up in a higher plane of 
living by the family. The home may be remodelled or a new one 
built, a new automobile may be purchased, or additional help may be 
employed in the home or on the farm to relieve the farmer, the home
maker, and other members of the family of irksome toil. Whether 
considered from the standpoint of the farmer and his family, or from 
the stalidpoint of farming and other industries, this problem has 
many ramifications. 

The converse of the foregoing occurs in years when because of 
V crop failures or low prices or a combination of the two, the farm in

come is less than enough to finance the next year's farm operations 
on the same basis as formerly, and at the same time maintain the 
family living on its accustomed plane. Situations of this sort are 
no less in need of analysis, nor beset, with fewer implications, than 
those of the first sort. 

Of. course these two sorts of situations are closely interwoven: If 
the surpluses of good years are put to the appropriate use, the 
lean years will cause much less trouble. But too much preparation 
for lean years may stand in the way of enlargement of the business 
and education of the children for greater progress in the more distant 
future. 
, The field of such a project as 'above 'outlined is very broad indeed. 

A full analysis of the problem which it comprehends involves' a com
parison of alternatives that lie in the field of farm family living 
(even this very broadly conceived), and of credit, as well as of farm 
management. No project should be undertaken that ignores all 
these important alternatives. However, if the project is initiated by . 

~ 
farm management workers, it may well gi,:e major emphasi~ to the 
financial program of the farm business as distingUIshed hom the 
finaiiCral program of the family, always recognizing, however, that 
the two can not reany besep'iirated. It is a generally accepted fact 
that one of the outstandmg weaknesses of the farm business is the 
lack of an adequate financial policy which would build up, in years 
when farm income is good, a surplus to be used for the dual pV-rpose 
of financing the necessary extensions on the farm and of a reserve in 
lean years. Although these two purposes will commonly conflict with 
one another, they can also be reconciled in a measure .• The reserves 
for lean years can sometimes be used in ways from which they .can be 
recovered when needed. For example, they may be invested in 
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additional livestock which can be sold if need be: Once the re
Bou~ces reach a certain .point, enlargement of the means of obtaining 
an mcome may be more Important than further reserves. Reconciling 

, th~se two needs is one of the major objectives of such a project as 
this. 

The first step in such a project would seem to be gathering the 
facts as to the possibilities which actual farming in an area offers 
for surplus to arise and to be used in the various alternative ways 
above indicated, and as to how in actual practice these surpluses are 
used. This study should note particularly the variations in the 
foregoing and endeavor to discover what circumstances are associated 
with these variations. In particular, it should attempt to discover 
any relationship between different financial policies followed and 
the results in terms of incomes, rate of progress, and consequence 
in case of adverse years. Such a project can hardly escape giving 
some attention to the major factors that seem to be associated with 
income, wealth and other measures of economic progress. 

If the family side of such a project as this were to be emphasized, 
one would go into considerable detail in trying to determine the 
consequences of various policies upon the family living and upon the 
practice with respect to such a major item. as education of the 
children. A farm management worker would obviously be inclined to 
reserve his detaiJed treatment to the parallel relationships between 
financial programs and the success of the farming program. The 
study might in any case consider carefully the advantages and dis
advantages from the foregoing standpoints of various forms of in
vestments for farm surpluses-land, real estate mortgages, various 
classes of bonds, various classes of stock, insurance, time deposits, 
etc., and likewise the advantages and disadvantages of various means 
of obtaining financial aid in distress. 

No study of this sort would go very far without encountering the 
function of the country banker as advisor t& farmers in their 
financial programs, and as source of credit in times of need. 

It is obvious that no attempt has been made to outline the 
methodology' for such a project. The field is altogether too new. 
What is needed at the start is some exploratory research. One can 
get some help on such a project from the farm family living ,studies 
made in Minnesota by Dr. C. C. Zimmerman in which the whole farm 
and family business was brought under' examination and analysis.1 

In these studies, the survey method was used. Other exploratory 
work ought to employ the case method.2 

(1) C. C. ZiJDmemlan and J. D. Black, How Minne80ta Farm Family 1",. 
come. are Spent, Minnesota Bulletin 2M, June 1927. 

C. C. Zimmerman and J. D. Black,Factor8 Affecting Ea:penditure8 of Farm 
Family Income, in Minne8ota, Minnesota Bulletin 246, July 1928. 

(2) See the discussion of Le Play's use of the case method in family studies 
in the report in this series on Farm Family Living. Also see the projects in the 
report in this series on Land Tenure which relate to the agricultural ladder and 
farm family progress. 
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PROJECT 31~ Farm Management and Leasing Systems. 

V Objective: To determin; the most workable leasing system 
under a given set of farm conditions. (Joint with Land 
Tenure.), 

To be published in the report of this series dealing with research 
in Land Tenure. 

PROJECT 32. Tenure and Quality of Farming. 

V Objective: To determine the relation between the form of 
, tenure and the type and quality of farming. (Joint with 

Land Tenure.) 

TO' be published in the number of this series dealing with research 
in Land Tenure. 

PROJECT 33. Part-Ti';De Farming. 

Objective: To determine the most advantageous systems of 
farm organization and management practice on various 
types of part-time farms and in various situations. 

(By J. D. Black and David Rozmap.) 

Research in farm management is not complete unless it includes 
analysis of the economics of production on the farms of the United 
States in which the operators combine a considerable amount of work 
at fairly regular jobs off the farms with the management of their 
farms. The census of 1930 in its new type-of-farming analysis 

\

Chose to, define a part-ti.me farm as one which conforms to the usual 
requirements of a farm--'-3"1icres of land or more upon which farm
ing operations ar~ conducted, or less if the value of products is 
$250 or over-and in addition one whose operator worked off the 
farm 150 days or over. 1£ some other member of the family worked off 
the farm 150 days or over, even though he worked on .the farm the 
rest of the time, it was not considered a part-time farm. Also, if the 
value of products from the farm was $750 or more, even though the 
operator worked away from home 150 days, the farm was classified 
as regular. If much family labor was available, a value of products 
of $750 could easily have been obtained even though the head of the 
family worked away from home most of the time. 

These rather rigorous limits removed a large number of farms from 
the part-time class, particularly the requirement of 150 days of out
side work. Another considerable group of essentially part-time 
farms, in which the proprietor and his family engage in non-farming 
activities at the farm-operating roadside stands and filling stations, 
~custom sawing, grinding, cider-making, etc.-was also omitted. In 
spite of this rigorous definition, advance estimates indicate that the 
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1930 census will report several hl;mdred thousand part-time farms. 
For the six New England States, with an area of about that of 
Illinois, the census reports 18,299 part-time farms. 

The studies made by the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment 
Station1 reported for Holden Town, situated just outside of Worces
ter, a total of 519 families engaging in some agriculture, with the 
head of the family working away from the holding for two months or 
more, and only 66 farmers not working off the farm two months or 
more. Of the 519, only 169 or 33 percent had produced farm prod
ucts worth $250 or more; and 40 percent had products worth $100 
or less. There were at least 50 that had products worth more than 
$750. . 

The 1925 federal census reported 170 farms for this town; the 
remaining 104 were probably part-time farms for the most part. It 
is interesting to note that If the definition employed by the census
$250 value of farm products, or 3 acres of land with some farming 
on it-had been strictly applied, there would have been 303 farms in 
Holden Town instead of 170, and no doubt most of these additional 
133 would have been part-time farms. The 1930 census was even 
more incomplete than the 1925 census, reporting only 124,925 farms 
for New England as compared with 159,489 in 1925. The omissions· 
are mostly the small holdings, as indicated by the following data: 

Under 8 acres 
8- 9 

10- 19 
20- 4.9 
50- 99 

100-259 
260-4.99 
600 or over 
TOTAL 

Number of farms 
1925 1930 
613 2,021 

15.068 8,564. . 
14.,64.4. 9,386 
29,211 20,284. 
38,368 29,14.0 
51,4.33 4.4.,4.30 
8,110 8,329 
1,922 2,165 

159,4.89 124,925 

Percentage of change 
Increase Decrease 

201 

2 
12 

4.3 
35 
30 
22 
13 

21 

If the rest of Massachusetts avet;ages about like Holden Town in' 
the extent of part-time farming, as there is some evidence to indicate, 
well over a third of the agricultural production of the state is found 
on farms classified as part-time according to the 'definition used in 
the survey. 

In the past, part-time farming has most commonly .arisen as a 
result of efforts of farm families to supplement their incomes from 
farming activities. At present, it more largely results from having 
city workers, mostly factory workers, artisans, and clericatworkers, 
move onto small pieces of land near cities. In the latter form, it 
represents a new development, especially pronounced since 1920. 
The towns in Massachusetts with less than 5000 population increased 

·33 percent in population from 1910 to 1930, as compared with 27 
percent for towns with over 10,000 population. Developmenls of the 

(1) PaTt-time Farming in Ma88ack'U8ett8, by David Rozma·n. Bulletm No. 
226, 1930. ' 
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present decade are giving strong'impetus to changes of the same 
nature. 

Research in part-time farming has many aspects-land tenure, 
land utilization, credit, marketing, income, and farn1 family living. 
Early studies will no doubt include all these aspects in single projects, 

,a.s has been done in the Massachusetts studies. This is needed itt 
order to obtain an understanding of the major aspects of the subject, 
and to provide a general background for more detailed studies later. 

The project here suggested is designed to stress tne farm manage
ment aspects, and to bring in the others only as essential to the farm, 
management. Tpe methodology for this farm management analysis 
has probably all been presented in one or another of the projects al
ready discussed. 

The particular farm management problems which are significant 
depend greatly upon the nature of the part-time farming enterprise. 
There are as many types of part-time farming as there are of farm
ing itself. The Massachusetts studies have indicated some of the more 
common types. Only 74 of the 519 part-time farms had one or more 
cows, and of these, all but 18 had one or two cows. Thus few had 
dairy products for sale. Only 57 had one horse or more, and 43 of 
these had one horse only. There were 217 which had no chickens, 
and 186 had less than 25 chickens. Only 203 had any surplus of 
anything for sale (17 had vegetables only and 4 had livestock and 
livestock products only). For two other areas studied, near Lowell 
and Taunton, the marketing outlets are reported ranking in im-, 
portance as follows: neighbors, stores, dealers and buyers, places of 
employment, peddling and stands. ' 

It will appear from this tha.t the farm management problems of 
most sign~ficance are as follows: 

1. Location-with respect to employment, highways, markets, schools, sanita-, 
tion, electric lighting, etc. It is obvious from the above that for most 
types of part-time farms the family living is more important in choosing a 
location than the'agricultural production. The price of land will be an im
portant factor. Unfortunately much of the land 'near to places of em
ployment is high-priced. Location farther out may easily 'entail extra cash 
outlays for travel which represent several hundred dollars when capitalized. 
To save 10 cents per day in travel, one could well afford to pay $100 extra 
per acre for /) acres of land. . 

2. Type of land-Land ,that can be converted into good tillable condition is 
all that is needed for many small holdings. A good piece of permanent 
pasture for a cow or two will be desirable; but if the location is near the 
city, the extra cost of it may not be warranted. Many of .the part-time, 
farms have considerable waste or poor land on them for which the owner, 
paid very little. Much of the land near cities in the East is of such a nature 
that several acres may have to be bought to get & single acre good enough 
for cropping. , 

8. Amount of land-depending upon type of land available and the pro
duction program and scale of operations. 

'4." 'What to produce-determined mostly by family needs, markets available 
, and labor available. Whether or not to keep poultry and a cow or two 

will be a major problem with many families. 
5. What outside work to combine with the farming-This will be the form 

which the problem of combination will take on the larger part-t~e farms, 
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particularly on those In which the farming occupies most of the time 
during the summer. 

II. Source of power--whether to keep the scale of operations· on a basis such 
that all the work can be done by hand except for hiring a little plowing 
and the like; or to keep a horse or two and enlarge the scale of operations 
considerably; or instead to use a garden tractor. 

Obviously very few of the foregoing problems can be analyzed 
largely as a farming matter. They require that the incidence of 
every procedure on the family life be weighed rather than the mere 
effect on the net income from the farming operations. Attempts to 
evaluate the income from the farm part of the family eBterprise will 
be largely futile. Placing a valuation on the goods produced by the 
farm and consumed by the family will answer few if any questions of 
importance. An estimate of the number of calories of food produced 
and consumed by the family may be of more consequence than an 
estimate of value of products consumed. The analysis will in most 
cases be in terms of alternative procedures, and estimating the 
various results or effects of the different possible procedures. Some 
of these can not be estimated. The criteria of choice will be mostly 
in terms of the economic ·and social progress of the family, its health, 
its education, etc., over a period of years. 

Any program or research relating to the foregoing questions 
should be pointed at supplying present or prospective farmers witJI 
the facts as to the different procedures now being followed, as to 
what circumstances seem to have determined the procedure adopted, 
and as to the apparent results of the different procedures under 
different circumstances. The method of research will involve collect
ing most of the information by single visits to the farms; but con
ditions will vary so much from farm to farm, tha~ statistical analysis 
will suffice only for the more obvious questions. What are most 
needed are case analyses, after the manner outlined .in Prbject 31, 
of carefully selected part-time farm and family enterprises considered 
as wholes; and case studies of particular questions, such as the 
power question above indicated. 

~OJECT34. The Economy of Large-Scale Farming. 

(By D. Curtis Mumford and H. R. Tolley.) 

Objective,. 
A study of the economy of large-scale farming should have three 

main objectives as follows: 
1. To determine the prevalence, general characteristics, and 

significance of large-scale farming in the United States, or 
within any smaller geographical subdivision. 

2. To compare the present relative economy of utilization of 
resources on large-scale farms and small-scale farms as they 
exist today. 
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3. To compare the relative economy of the most effective utili
zation of resources on large-scale farms and small-scale 
farms as, they may exist in the future. 

In order to carry out these comparisons it will be necessary to 
build up examples of large-scale and small-scale farms in different 
areas which will represent the highest possible degree of effectiveness 
obtainable in the utilization of resources such as land, labor, capital 
and managerial ability. 

Value aM uses of project. 
The information secured in a project such as here outlined should 

aid in clarifying the thinking and help to coordinate teaching,re
search, and extension work on the subject of large-scale farming by 
providing a body of facts upon which to base conclusions. 

Conclusions founded upon an analysis of the facts should be more 
valuable than conclusions based upon highly opinionated, biased, 
and oftentimes ill-advised popular discussion on the subject. 

The dissemination of information on the most advantagious sys
tems of organization and management for large-scale farms under 
various conditions should benefit individual large-scale farming con
cerns in organizing their business along more profitable lines. Among 
other ,essential requirements for success, this investigation should 
indicate the optimum amount or degree of the delegation of the 
management function from the central management to the' sub
ordinate units under variou,s types of large-scale farming organiza
tions. If this optimum degree of management delegation were known, 
it should tend to reduce the time spent in the trial-and-error stages 
of development of many concerns. 

From a national point of view, a knowledge of those instances in 
which large-scale farming organizations can utilize land, labor, 
capital, and managerial ability to better advantage than small-scale 
organizations should make for a superior national economy by 
helping to guide legislative action dealing with certain phases of the 
large-scale farming development. By a wise dissemination of the 
conclusions to be secured from this study, it may be possible to 
hasten certain more or less economically inevitable readjustments in 
particular phases of the agricultural industry, thereby reducing the 
time lag that otherwise might occur. '. 

An analysis of the facts to be secured in such a project ,should 
aid materially in determining the present and possible future im
portance of large-scale f~trming in the United States and thus furnish 
an intelligent basis upon which to apportion work in the research, 
teaching, and extension fields"-':giving to large-scale farming the 
attention that its importance may deserve. 

Scope of project. 
It is suggested t,hat the present study should be limited in scope 

only to the extent of confining it to the economic aspects of the 
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,ubject. Thus it may include the entire country, or a state. or group 
of states c~mprising a region; and it should include all forms of large
scale farming. It is proposed to exclude such considerations as the 
history of large-scale farming in the United States, and whether 
large-scale farming tends to bring about a rural situation wmch is 
socially desirable. These considerations are indeed important, and 
the results of studies of them should temper our economic con
clusions to a certain degree, but their investigation does not properly 
fall within the scope of this project. 

Basic qualitative analysis. 
There appears to be considerable confusion, and naturally so, as 

to what constitutes a large-scale farm. Any number of terms, such 
as industrialized farming, chain farming, group management, super
vised farming and corporation farming, have been used inter
changeably in this connection and have been considered frequently, 
especially by the . reading public, as connoting the same general sys
tem of agricultural operation. Strictly speaking, some of these 
terms have little or nothing in common save that usually, but not al
ways, a large number of acres is involved. 

It appear.s, therefore, that the term large-scale farming must in
volve a rather all-inclusive concept, especially if it is to' be applied 
under varying conditions to distinctly different types of farming 
throughout the United States. For the purposes of this study, a 
large-scale farming or anization ma be de ned s: A 
smg e a group 0 arms under one closely controlled and 
supervised management if the size of its total farm business is at 
least five to eight times as large as the typical farm business in the 
lame locality producing the same kinds of products. To measure the 
size of business properly, some sort of an ind,ex is needed. The 
following scheme has been used and found reasonably satisfactory in 
determining the lIize of a particular farm business almost regardless 
of the section of the country or the type of fa,rming. It might be 
called a "combination size index." Its essential feature lies in com
bining into one figure an index of size constructed by an arbitrary 

Group 
value 
0 
1 
J 
8 , 
5 
e 
? 
8 
9 

CODE l"OR OBTAINING COMBINATION SIZE INDEX 

Under 100 
100-174 
115 - 499 
500 - 999 
lonD - 2499 
2500- 4999 
5000 - 9999 
10.000 - 24,999 
25.01)() - 49,999 
50,000 - and over 

Group 
value 

0 
1 
2 
8 
4 
5 
e 
? 
8 
9 

No of men 
1,;nder 2 

2- 4.9 
5- 9.9 

10 -14.9 
15-19.9 
20- 24.9 
25 -49.9 
50-14.9 
75-99.9 

100 and over 

GrouD 
nlue 

0 
1 
2 
8 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Capital 
Under $10.000 
10,000 - 24.999 
25.000 - 49.999 
50,000 - 99,999 
100.000 - 249.999 
250.000 - 499,999 
500,000 -149.999 
150.000 - 999.999 

1.000,000 - 2.499.999 
2.500,000 and over 

and approximately equal weighting of three significant measures ot 
size of business, namely, acres, men, and capital: The "acre" figure 
in the above table represents the total number of acres under the 
direct or close supervision of the OW!ler or manager. The "number 
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of, men" refers to the average number of men employed during the 
year, and includes ~perators, managers, and supervisors as well as 
share or wage hands. The "capital" figure refers to the average 
annual total capital invested in the entire business including land. 

The combination size index may be calculated as follows: Suppose 
'we take a Middle-western diversified farm consisting of 160 acres, 
employing a total of 2.5 men on the average for the year, and having 
a total capital investment of $20,000. The, respective group 
values according to the table are 1, 1 and 1. Adding the individual 
digits we obtain the sum of 3, which is its combination size index. 
It is not to be expected that an index of "one" for acres will be 
associated always with indexes of "one" for' men and "one" for 
capital. In fact, it is this very feature which enables the combination 
index to be used for different types of farming. For example, in 
a ranching country, one might obtain a series of values such as 6, 1 
and 3, giving a combination index of 10. 

Depending upon the section of the country and 'upon the type of 
farming in question, a certain value of the combination index may be 
selected above which value all farms will be called "large-scale," and 
below which all farms will be called either "small" or "medium." It 
IIhould be clearly recognized that there is, of course, no hard and 
fast line of demarcation between a small- or medium-sized farm and 
a large-scale farm. They shade into each other by imperceptible de
grees. The important thing in selecting large-scale farms is to see 
to it that the farms selected as such are not just "overgrown" 
family farms, but are clearly over the border line and representative 
of a distinctly different type of farm organization. 

It has been found that ordinarily a classification about as fol-
lows gives fairly satisfactory results: 

Small = A combination index of 0 to 3. 
Medium = A combination index of 4 to 9. 
Large scale = A combination index of 10 and over. 

In dealing with specialized types of agriculture such as wheat 
farming, the number of aC,res in wheat is perhaps one of the best 
single measures of the size of the business; in a specialized dairy 
region, the number of cows in milk; in a specialized cotton country, 
the acres in cotton, and so on; but even here a combination index is 
perhaps the safes~ guide in determining what. shall be included in 
"large-scale" and what shall not. 

At this point it may be well to clear up a certain amount of con
fusion with reference to the differences in 'meaning between chain 
farming, group farming or group management, corporaHon farming, 
and so on-terms that have already been mentioned. This may be 
done probably to best advantage by drawing up a chart such as the 
one following and discussing its contents. , .' 
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LARGE-SCALE FARMS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF 
ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION. 

Large-scale {anns 
(Resources owned 
or controlled by 
one legal entity) 

Owner or hired
lahor operated 

Tenant-operated 

Single unit 

Multi-unit • 
(Chain fanning 
Group fanning) 

Closely controlled 
Single unit 

I Multi-unit 
(Chain fanning' 
Group fanning) 

Loosely controlled ISingle unit 

Under the owner-operated classification fall all large-scale farms 
which are. operated on the wage basis. This classification may be 
subdivided into "single-unit" and "multi-unit" farms. The single-unit 
farm is composed of one compact body of land, usually possessing 
but one headquarters. A multi-unit farm is composed of several 
tracts of land or separate farming units or even several individual 
farms, each multi-unit farm possessing more than one headquarters. 
The ownership or contro~ of resources on single-unit and multi-unit 
hired-labor-operated farms is ordinarily vested in one legal entity 
such as an individual, a partnership, a corporat,ion, a trust, or an 
estate. The term "chain farming" may be applied correctly to the 
operation of a single-ownership multi-unit farm and may be defined 
as a group of farms either in one or several localities,. the resources 
of which are owned or controlled by one legal entity which exercises a 
virtually direct and complete authority and control over the 
operations on each farm through an overhead management service 
usually set up by the parent organization itself. It is possible also 
to speak of such an organization as an example of "group farming," 
although as will be pointed out a little later, there is a significant 
difference between a certain type of group farming and chain farm
ing. 

In the main it is correct to include only the "closely controlled" 
tenant-operated farms under the term large-scale farming. A tenant 
farm may be said to be "closely controlled" when the owner or centraJ 
management exercises a large amount of supervision and control over 
the tenant. Ordinarily this involves a control over the conditions 
under which purchases and sales of livestock, seed, crops, fertilizer, 
and supplies are effected, a specification of the crops to be grown, 
and the determination of what rations are to be fed to livestock. 
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Under this syste~ the landlord or central ownership usually owns 
all or a share of the livestock. 

There are, of 'course, all gradations of management supervision to 
be found, and considerable judgment must be exercised in deciding 
where to draw the line between "closely controlled" and "loosely con
trolled" tenant-operated farms. A loosely controlled tenant farm is 
one in which most' of the decisions are left to the discretion of the 
tenant. Thus the loosely controlled tenant-operated farms are ex
cluded from a large-scale farming classification with this excepEon, 
that if a single-unit loosely controlled tenant-operated farm is large 
enough in and of itself, it may be classed as a large-scale farm. The 
closely controlled tenant farms may be classified again into single
unit farms and multi-unit farms. The latter, namely a multi-unit 
closely controlled tenant-operated large-scale farm is another good 
example of chain farming. It may also be cited as an example of 
group farming. -

The distinction between chain farming and group farming may be 
explained as follows: The term group farming may be applied to a 
group of farms either in one or several localities owned by one or 
more legal entities and operated by either its own management 
organization or by a farm management service which may have com
plete or only partial authority and control over the operations on 
each farm. Hence it . appears from our definitions that all chain
fa'rming organizations may be considered as examples of group farm
ing, but that only certain phases of group farming may be called 
chain farming. To be the latter, there must be one 'ownership or 
control of resources, and complete supervision and control. It might 
also be mentioned that practically all' 'chain-farming organizations 
can be considered as examples of large-scale farming, whereas only 
such group-farming enterprises as can exhibit sufficient size, complete 
control, and one ownership or control of resources can be considered 
as examples of large-scale farming. Every large landholder does not 
practice large-scale farming. . 

Corporation farming is frequently thought of as being almost 
synonymous with large-scale farming. This is very far from the 
truth, as there are a great many incorporated farms which are small 
in every sense of the term. Also there are perhaps more large-scale 
farms which are not incorporated than there are those which are. ' 

Cooperative farming is a term usually applied to a situation in 
which two or more individual.farmers cooperate with each other in 
the use of machinery, pure-bred sires, exchange work, and so on, or 
employ a farm management specialist to act in an advisory capacity 
to each farmer in the group. In no way can this be called large
scale farming; and yet cooperative farming obtains some of the 
advantages of large-scale operation. 

Management farming, often spoken of also as group management, 
is a phase of group farming. Three examples may be given: 
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1. A landlord or his agent exercising only partial or loose control 
over tenant farms. 

2. A group of farms belonging to more than one owner under 
the supervision of a commercial farm management service. 

3. A group of farms belonging to more than one owner under the' 
advisory supervision of a farm manager employed by the co' 
operating farmers who pay his entire salary or a portion of 
his salary, the remainder beihg paid by the state agricultural 
college or some other public agency. This is a phase of co
operative farming mentioned previously. 

Management farming should not be confused with large-scale 
farming. 

The criteria, therefore, ot a large-scale farm are, first, a large 
farm business, determined either by the "combination size index" or 
by some other perhaps better measure; second, a close or tight con
trol and supervision over the entire property; .and third, an owner
ship or control of resources by a single legal entity. 

Large-scale farms, in addition to being classified into owner- or 
hired-labor-operated and tenant-operated farms, may be further 
classified as to the financial objective of operation and as to the 
anticipated period of ownership. There are some large-scale farms 
which are operated largely for pleasure or for' "show." The 
problems involved in such operations are radically different from the 
problems arising on large-scale farms operated for profit. With re
gard to the period of ownership, there are many farms which are 
being managed ona "liquidation" basis. Ordinarily, foreclosed farms 
and other distressed land in the hands of banks and insurance com
panies are handled on a liquidation basis which generally carries 
with it a policy of putting as little money into improvements as pos
sible and almost always a policy to sell as soon as a satisfactory 
sale can be made. Obviously the management in these cases is con
fronted with an entirely different set of problems from those faced 
by the management under conditions of a more permanent ownership. 

The foregoing rema~ks upon the classification of large-scale farms 
and upon the differentiation in the meaning between several rather 
commonly used terms have been made in the belief that a study of 
large-scale farming, to be of the greatest usefulness, should take them 
into account. 

In analyzing large farming organizations of the chain or multi
unit variety it may be found that, along with other fairly well recog
nized factors, a considerable portion of the success or failure of 
these organizations may have been due to the amount or degree of 
management delegation which the owner or central management has, 
seen fit to grant to the individual units in the chain. In a project, 
therefore, such as the one here outlined, it would be essential to make 
a careful study of the delegation of the management function and 
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also of the degree ,to which certain organizations are departmental
ized. 

Since one ~f the chief aims of this project is to determine the 
relative efficiency with which large-scale and small-scale farms are 
able to utilize land, labor, capital, and managerial ability, com
parisons between large and small farming organizations must be 
made. If the required detailed information on small farms is not al
ready available for these comparisons, then it will be necessary to 
obtain such data by a procedure similar to that outlined under 
Projects 8 and f~llowing in this report. A discussion of some of the 
problems involved in these comparisons' appears under methods of 
analysis. 

Sources of information. 
In the execution of this project the' greater portion of the infor

mation used will need to come from primary sources, that is,.from 
actual farms or farming organizations. About the only secondary 
data which can be used will be a certain amount of detailed infor
mation concerning small- and medium-sized farms which has been 
secured by farm management workers in various parts of the country, 
and such information as can be obtained from the tabulations of the 
Census of Agriculture. 

Sampling and collection of data. 
In practically every phase of this project, the question of sampling 

is involved in one way or another. At the outset the problem is one 
of trying to secure the names of the large-scale farmers in the United 
States, or within a state or group of states comprising a region. This 
may be done by circularizing a list of farmers such as the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics' Crop-Reporter List, the "Key Bankers," 
the County Agents, and state farm management wOl'kers with a very 
brief questionnaire asking them to fill in the names and· addresses of 
the ownerS or managers of any large-scale farms, ranches, or planta
tions that they may know of in their locality. It is probably not 
feasible to attempt to define large-scale farming precisely in this 
questionnaire. At the same time these men could be asked to estimate 
the number of acres in these large-scale farms and the principal 
products produced. , , 

The next step in endeavoring to ascertain the prevalence, 
characteristics, and significance of this development in farming would 
be to circularize the men on the mailing list just secured by sending 
each of them a questionnaire designed to obtain answers to th~ set 
of questions suggested in the next section of this project statement. 

, When the returns have been received and the usable schedules selected, 
the question will then arise as to how good the sample is. The chances 
for empirical tests of this are rather poor. The census figures, al
though offering perhaps the best check available. are limited in their 
usefulness for this purpose because they array farms ordinarily by 
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one measure of size at a time, such as' acres, number of head of live
atock, and so on, no one of which is a sufficient measure of size; and 
because, especially in the South, it is impossible to tell from the 
published reports how many large plantations there are in certain 
areas, many plantations having been reported as a number of sepa
rate farms. Still more limited in its usefulness for this purpose is the 
report entitled "Statistics of Income From Returns of Net Income," 

~I published annually by the Division of Internal Revenue, United 
States Treasury Department, Washington, D. C., which contains a 
c1auification of corporations engaged in "agriculture and related 
industries." As previously explained, all corporation farms are not 
large-scale, and all large-scale farms are not corporations, and still 
further, "related industries". are not farms. Hence the empirical 
checks available on the representativeness of our sample or the 
proportion of the entire universe which is represented, are decidedly 
few and limited in their value. 

Looking ahead now into the more intricate phases of this project, 
it appean that the analysis of the large-scale farming questionnaire 
should bring to light a number of significant individual organizations 
that might very well be selected for more intensive study. These may 
be further sorted out by sending out, a second and more detailed 
questionnaire, in the nature of a follow-up. The farms finally selected 
for intensive study will need to be observed in action, and the data 
needed for real analysis will need to be collected by the person in 
charge of the study. This will be no easy task if the farm is unusual 
in size and the business complex. It may take one man as much 
as three weeks. The smaller and simpler organization can be handled 
in from three days to a week. 

Looking toward an ultimate solution of some of the problems 'in
volved in this project, one will undoubtedly want to enter into co
operative relationships with certain outstanding large-scale farming 
organizations, arranging for them to keep detailed records of the 
type which will be most useful in analyzing their present effectiveness 
of utilization of resources and in indicating future possibilities. 

Schedule, aM form.. 
A questionnaire to be sent to the operators of large-scale farms 

. for the purpose of ascertaining their prevalence, characteristics, and 
significance might include questions relating to the following points: 

1. Type of ownership--whether a corporation, partnership, or 
individual. 

2. Complete information on acreage of land owned, rented from 
others, managed for others, rented out to others, and the type 
of lease or agreement involved. 

3. A total figure representing the entire acreage under the direct 
operation of the management plus all the acreage ,rented out 
to tenants or croppers under close supervision; and the amount 
of this acreage which is in crops. 
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4. Of the total acreage owned, how much acquired by inheritance, 
marriage, mortgage forecl~ure, bargain counter o~ forced 
sale, normal sale, or homesteaded. 

5. Whether or not the present operation is conducted pri~cipally 
upon a liquidation basis or primarily with the idea of holding 
and operating for profit. 

6. Full information on the number of separate tracts of land, 
number of separate farming units from th~ standpoint of (. 
operation, and the degree of "scatteredness" of the units. 

7. Length ~f 'time the farm or farming organization has been 
operated in the present fashion. 

8. The number of managers, supervisors or foremen, and wage o'r 
shl\re hands employed !luring each month of the year. 

9. Information on the total- capitalization of the entire farm 
, business. 

10. The number of head of livestock by kinds on hand at a given 
date and the number and kinds of livestock usually fed out 
during the year. 

11. Information on' the principal sources of income in the order 
of their importance. 

12. Whether the total income of the legal entity is derived chiefly 
from the farm, or does it come chiefly from some other source, 
and if so, what? 

13. Whether the farm ordinarily pays its way, or requires support 
from some .other so'urce in order to operate under present 
system. 

,If time and funds do not permit a plan of research involving the -
second and third objectives outlined above for this project, then it 
may be desirable to add the following subjects to the above in order 
to obtain an advance estimate on the investment in machinery 'and 
equipment on various sized farms, the amount of power used, and a 
general estimate of the financi,al success of large-scale farms. 

1. Information as to the total value of farm machinery, equip
ment and tools. ' 

2. Complete information as to the amount of motive power on 
the farm, the number of horses or mules, and the make, size. 
and age of tractors. 

3. Whether in the judgment of the owner or management the 
farm or farming company has been a.financial success. 

The second phase of this project, dealing with comparisons of the 
/ present economy of utilization of resources on large-scale and small

scale farms, involves the collection of a large amount of detailed 
information from certain farms selected from those included in phase 
number one of this project. The schedule should include, among 
other things, the following: 
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1. Full and detailed information on physical input-output re
lationships for crops, livestock, and farm power, both animal 
and mechanical. 

2. Detailed data on accomplishment per man per day with dif
ferent outfits and under varying conditions. 

3. Market values or purchase price for the physical data 
mentioned . 

.ft. A complete financial statement, constructed upon a comparable 
basis, for each farm. 

5. Detailed information dealing with the whole question of 
management. 

Because of the probable importance of the management function 
in the success or failure of large-scale farming organizations, the 
information to be secured concerning it in such a study as the 
present one deserves some discussion. First of all, the management 
should be asked for information which would enable one to trace the 
chain of responsibility from the highest authority down to the indi
vidual men doing' the actual physical work on the farm. In other 
words, data should be procured indicating the extent to which de
partmentalization and the delegation of authority from the owner or 
central management to the subordinate units entered into the various 
systems of management found in connection with various types of 
farming organizations. A number of questions should be asked in 
an effort to discover how really "close" is the supervision and con
trol exercised by the ,central management over the actual operations 
on -the farms. For example, these might inquire into the average 
number of "contacts," meaning telephone calls or personal visits, 
that the manager has during the co'urse of a year with his various 
unit managers or foremen. bformation should be secured indicating 
what types of questions or problems are left to the decision of unit 
managers and foremen, and what types of questions must be passed 
upon by the' central management. It should be determined whether 
or not the units of operation, farm buildings, work stock, mechanical 
power, buying and selling, and so on, are centralized or decentralized. 
If the operation is decentralized, what arrangements are made for 
the transfer of labor, p~wer, and equipment between various units 
at rush or peak-load intervals? 

It would also be well to secure information on the wage scale of 
employees all the way from the manager down to the farm laborer, 
and to discover what, if any, perquisites are allowed. A careful 
study should be mad~ also of any bonus or profit-sharing arrange-
ments which are in vogue. ' 

When it comes to the type of forms or schedules to be used on 
farms which have agreed to keep records for the investigating parties 
or institutions, it will be necessary to adapt such forms or schedules 
to the needs of the particulflr situations involved. 
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With refereilce to the third phase of this project, namely, that of 
comparing the possible future effectiveness of utilization of re
sources on small-scale and large-scale farms, no new forms or 
schedules will be ne~ded, as these conclusions will be reached from 
an analysis similar to that followed in phase two of this project, 
except 'that now the question will be, "What is possible?" instead of, 
"What is today?" ., 

Methods of analysis. 
In analyzing the data to be obtained in the first phase of this 

project, Wlmely, the determination of the prevalence, characteristics, 
and significance of large-scale farming within a particular area, a 
combination of the statistical, informal statistical, and case methods 
of analysis should be used, the predominating method depending 
largely upon the size, complexity, and variability of the data secured. 
The analysis should be conducted in .such fashion that information 
may be summarized on the following points: (The list is not intended 
to be complete.) 

1. The location and density of large-scale farms by type of 
farming, and state or region. 

2. The type of ownership, such as a corporation, partnership, 
individual, estate, etc., by types of farming, and states or 
regions. 

3. Average size of farms in acres, men employed, capital invested, 
by types of farming, and states or regions. 

4. The type of operation-that is, whether by hired laborers, 
closely supervised tenants, etc., by type of farming, state or 
region. 

5. The number of years in busine~ by type of ownership, and 
type of farming. 

In analyzing. the detailed data to be secured in the second phas~ 
of this project, namely that of comparing the effectiveness of utili
zation of resources on large-scale farms and small-scale farms, the 
statistical method of analysis will be very much in evidence, although 
in many instances recourse will be had to the informal statistical and 
the case methods. In analyzing the data and formulating con
clusions with reference to the relative effectiveness of large-scale and 
small-scale farms in utilizing agricultural land, labor, capital and 
managerial ability, there are two important aspects of the problem 
",hich must be kept in mind. First, if the purpose of the comparison 
is to secure a true picture of what actually is being accomplished 
today on large-scale farms compared with actual accomplishments 
on small-scale farms of the same type, then the correct pro
eedure is undoubtedly to select large-scale and small-scale farms 
with the "representative firm" idea in mind. In other words, the aim 
would be to compare the efficiency in the utilization of the factors of 
production on typical large-scale farms and on typical small-scale 
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farms of the same type. If there is a wide range in types of either, 
attention will need to be given to the proportional emphasis given 
each type. If recorda from a sufficient number of these farms of 
both sizes can be secured, the statistical method may be used; other:.. 
wise the ease method will need to be employed. 

If, however, in contrast to the above, the pUrpose of the com
parison is to secure an idea of what is possible in. the way of effective 
utilization of the factors of production on large-scale farms and 
Imall-leale farms, then the correct procedure is to select the best 
example of small-scale farm efficiency and pit it against the best 
example of large-scale far!!l efficiency in the same type of farming 
and determine which size of farm, all things considered, is capable of 
the most effective utilization of the factors of production. As a 
matter of fact, the investigator need not be limited in this latter 
comparison to the actual farms in, existence, but may very properly 
construct a farming organization synthetically on the basis of his 
investigations and upon the basis of experimental conclusions 
reached in other projects. 

With the above considerations in mind, this project has been de
signed in such fashion that the problem of comparing the existing 
effectiveness of. utilization of resources on large-scale and small
scale farms comprises Phase "Two" of the project, while the problem 
involving like comparisons of what may be possible in the future is 
dealt with under the third phase. 

Continuing now the discussion of the methods o( analysis of the 
second phase of the project, it appears that much of the. basic 
material on small farms needed for the comparisons with large-scale 
farms will be found available in the results of s~udies already con
ducted. The chief problem involved in the analysis of this second 
phase will be the construction and use of various measures, let us 
call them ratios, to be used in a~ endeavor to represent accurately 
the effectiveness of utilization of resources on both large-scale and 
small-scale farms: This task of comparison is beset with innumerable 
difficulties, some of which will be mentioned shortly and some a little 
later. Obviously, this problem must be faced squarely. 

At the outset, we must recognize that in the comparison of 
large-scale farms with small-scale farms, two essentially 'different 
universes are involved. Hence it is expedient to try to make as 
many outward conditions alike as possible. For example, it would 
be desirable to pick out large-scale and small-scale farms practicing 
the same type of farming and located in the same general territory 
as nearly as this can be done. There will be some chance, then, for 
such conditions as soil type, distance to market, regional competi
tion. etc., fo be about the same. It should be remarked, also, that 
many of the coefficients, measurements, and ratios which llave been 
developed for the llnalysis of small farms automatically break down 
when applied to large-scale farms. . 
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Th~re are 'a number of commonly used measures of efficiency and 
effe~bveness, however, which may be used very· properly in com
parIsons between large-scale and small-scale farms. Without in
tending to give a complete list of these, one may mention a few. For 
example, in a recent study it was found that on a certain group of 
large-scale farms in the- corn belt the horses and mules worked 1382 
hours per, head during the. year in question, whereas other studies 
have shown that the horses on the "small" farms in the same area 
'work an, average of about 870 hours per head. One of the large
scale farms had over one hundred tractors and they were used, on 
the average, 604 hours during the year studied, as against an 
average of 236 hours per tractor per year on "small" farms. In 
a complete I!tudy of the use of power, it is of course necessary to ob
tain a great many physical measures of input per unit of output, 
such as the quantity of feed per head of workstock, and quantity of 
fuel and oil per tractor. These measures and many others, such as 
crop-acres per head of "productiye" livestock, cash cost of hired 
labor per hour, c~op-acres per man and per horse, value of machinery 
and equipment per crop-acre, and cost of repairs on machinery and 
equipment per crop-acre, may be used to compare efficiency, 
accomplishment& and effective utilization of various classes or re
solirces on both large-scale and small-scale farms. 

There are other measurements, however, which are indeed difficult 
to compute for small-scale farms, and which after being computed, 
are not exactly comparable with similar measures computed for 
large-scale farms. For example, the labor inputs on family-sized 
farms are likely to be larger than on large-scale farms; ~ut this 
largely means that more family labor relatively is available on such 
farms, and being available is utilized as best may be. Attempts to 
compare returns between large and small farms run into questions 
of psychic income and family living from the farm. These questions 
·will be discussed and dealt with in the report entitled "Research Re-
'lating to Agricultural Income." . 

It would be desirable in such comparisons if one could use a 
measure of the quality and types of management on large-scale farms 
and on small-scale farms. Is it the differentiation of management 
into managerial tasks of various kinds that is possible in a large 
unit, or simply the selection of persons of high managerial ability to 
run the large units, that furnishes whatever advantage there may 
be in agricultural management on a large scale? On small-scale 
farms, is management of high potential productivity as such sub
merged by actual physical labor? Research relating to such ques.
tions as these is just beginning to be undertaken. The reader will 
find some discussion of them by C. L. Holmes in Project 36 of th:s 
,report, dealing with the relation of the human factor and entre
preneurship to success in farming. 
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The conclusion will be reached from the foregoing discussion that 
many new measures, coefficients and ratios are needed in order to 
compare the effectiveness of utilization of resources on large-scale 
and small-Bcale farmB to best advantage. Some of the more comm~n 
measures, long in use for the purpose of comparing the utilization of 
individual resources one at a time work fairly well in and of them
selvea., However, if one wants a ligure representing the combined or 
united effectivenes8 of tbe utilization of all the resources put together, 
then certain combined ratios must be developed. A few of these will 
be auggested in what follows. Three general types of ratios will be 
discussed. 

First of all, it would be too much to expect that anyone ratio 
would measure perfectly and in a summary manner the effectiveness 
of the utilization of the combined resources of a farm. However, 

..if it were possible to calculate for small-scale farms as well as for 
large-scale farms a value ratio, the numerator of which represented 
the money value of the total output of the farm and the denomi
nator of which represented the money value of the total input 01 the 
farm, then this particular value ratio would come about as close to 
measuring the comparative effectiveness of utilization of resources 
on various farms as it is possible for any single index to come. 

But to compute a figure to represent the total value input on a 
small farm, the problem of how to value family labor would be at 
once encountered; also the similar question of placing a money value 
upon the proprietor's labor, and the closely allied problem of trying 
to separate the management of the owner or operator from his activity 
as a laborer. Similarly to compute a figure to represent the total 
value of output on a small farm, one would need to put a value on 
farm products used in the home, and other psychic elements in income. 

Another precaution necessary in the construction of this first 
general type of ratio is to take account of the period of use of each of 
the input factors. Machinery is tied up in the farm business all year; 
feeder cattle, only part of the year; dairy feed, perhaps only a few 
weeks. The result will take the form of total dollars of input of all 
production factors combined. Total dollars of output divided by 
total dollars of input is the ratio desired. The principal difficulty 
with this ratio is that it requires valuation to be placed on all inputs 
and all outputs. 

Although perhaps more difficulties arise in connection with small 
farms, large-scale farms also present their troubles. For example, 
many large-scale farm~ are operated in connection with, or are an 
integral part of, II larger organization; and in many cases no 
method is possible for really separating the salaried management of 
the farm business from that of the other departments of the larger 
organizations; and likewise of some othe"r expenses of the business. 
Hence any calculation of the money value of all inputs on .large
scale farms may require such a proration of costs as to leave the re-
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sults merely in the form of judgments of the investigator. Also in 
securing the monel' value of the total farm output on some of these 
large-scale farms, the problem is made more difficult'because of the 
many compleU1entary and supplementary relationships existing be
tween the farm business proper and the marketing organization, or 
the canning department, or the manufacturing department. 

Two other ratios of this same gener8;1 type are the profit ratio,t 
and. the earning ratio.1 The former is a ratio of the net income. to 
the gross income, and indicates the return on gross business. The 
latter is a ratio of the net income to the total assets, and indicates 

. the return on total assets. Both of these ratios might be used, bear
ing in mind the above-mentroned difficulties and also the additional 
problem of securing a comparable value figure for the total assets 
on large-scale and small-scale farms. 

A secondary general type of ratio would be so constructed as to' 
indicate the above total "physical" volume of combined outputs per 
physical input unit of each of the several resources, one at a time. A 
ratio of this type automatically disposes of the difficulties arising 
from val~ation of input factors. Following are some ratios of this 
type: 

1. Total "physical" volume of output per unit of land. 
2. Total "physical" volume of output per unit of labor and 

management. Labor and management would be thrown to
gether here due to the difficulty of separating them on the 
small farms. This combination of management and labor may 
be justified if the assumption is made that management repre
sents the same percentage of the total human input on large
scale farms as it does on small-scale farms. 

3. Total "physical" volume of output per unit of capital. 

The problem of how to combine physical output units of one 
commodity with physical output units of another may be solved by 
applying a fixed or "blanket" scale of prices to units of the same 
commodity. For example, every bushel of wheat of a given quality, 
regardless of whether it was produced on a large-scale farm or a 
small farm might be multiplied by a given money value. This same 
procedure should be applied to other commodities, and the results 
combined into total dollars of output of all commodities per acre of 
land, per man, per $100 of cllpital, etc. . 

Obviously, however, the total physical output of a farm cannot be 
ascribed to the land. The total output is the resultant of the com
bined cooperation of all the resources--not of just one. The pro
portions in which the various input factors are combined will influence 
the magnitude of the resultant output. Another weakness of these 
particular ratios is the fact that they ignore differences in the 
quality of the input factors. Without further discussion at this 

(1)· W. L. Crum, Oorporate Earning Power, pp. 5, 180. 
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point. it may be suggested that. despite all of the above limitations. 
these ratios will be found very useful in making comparisons between 
large-scale and small-scale farms. . 

The third type of ratio suggested is that of total physical output 
to total physical input. both being summated in money terms. This 
ratio is similar to the first general type suggested, but differs from it 
in that in the construction of the numerator and the denominator of 
the first type. the actual prices obtaining in each individual instance 
were used. In the present case uniform or ''blanket'' prices are to 
be used in order that the ratio of output to input which is pro~ 
cured will represent essentially "physical" amounts even though the 
necessity o.f the case makes it expedient to sum these physical quan
tities in money terms. This illustrates an attempt to measure the 
combined physical resultant of the resources employed in production 
-the result and resour~es both being summated by expressing 
them in money terms. The same method of combining physical units 
of Wilike commodities and resources as was used in constructing the 
numerators of the ratios of the se<;ond type will be used here-that is, 
all physical units of the same resource and of ~qual quality will be 
given a definite money value weight. In this way we obtain the 
nearest approach to a ratio of physical volume of output per 
physical input of combined resources. 

It should be recognized that all of the three types of ratios here 
suggested have their limitations. Anyone ratio is not complete in 
itself, nor is it the final test of effective utilization of resources. 
Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the use of the 
ratios here proposed or the use of certain variations of them will 
tend to throw considerable light upon this difficult problem, even 
though perhaps the final conclusions may be largely of an approxi
mate rather than of a definite quantitative character. 

Discussing now briefly the method of analysis to be employed in 
connection with the third phase of this project, it may be said that 
the method will be largely synthetic. The analysis- will draw heavily 
upon the second phase, in which information supposedly has been 
secured with reference to what the present status of large-scale 
farming is. The procedure will be to take the records of the large
scale farms now in existence ~hich seem to indicate the highest degree 
of utilization of resources. and with the aid also of experimental 
conclusions reached in other projects, build up large-scale farming 
organizations synthetically along the lines suggested in Projects 8 
and following in this report. By this process the investigator should 
have constructed finally an "ideal" large-scale farming organization 
for each of the major types of farming in the area studied. The 
'same procedure should be followed in building up small-scale farming 
organizations. Then by the method of case analysis, each "ideal" 
large-scale farming set-up should be compared with an "'ideal" small
scale farming set-up representing the same .type of farming and the 
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same locality in so. far as possible, for the purpose of determining 
whether a large-scale farming organization or a small-scale farming 
organization, each ~nder its own "ideal" conditions, could obtain the 
more effective utilizatiolll of resources. 

Other considerations which should be taken into account in the 
third phase of this project are such questions as the relative "stay
ing power" of small or family-sized farms and of large-~cale farms in 
periods of adversity. Among other things, the questions of shifting 
price levels and means of perpetuating "going concerns" are here 
involved. The argument on these scores will not be one-sided. 

Summary of research with similar or related objectives. 
Definite research in this field ~as been limited up to the present 

time, although much descriptive material has appeared in print. One 
of the best ways to become familiar with the literature on large-scale 
farming is to consult "Agricultural Economics Bibliography No. 30. 
Large-Scale and Corporation Farming" published in November 1929 
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics Library, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

Specific mention should be made of the following publications: 
1. Large-8cale Farming, published in July, 1929, by the Agricultural Service 

Department of the United States Chamber of Commerce, Washington, 
D. C. This report contains data summarized from income tax returns; but 
chiefly it summarizes a study made by questionnaire of seventy-four large 
farms throughout. the United States. Certain tentative conclusions are 
reached with regard to large-scale and small-scale farms. 

2. Large Landholdings and Their Operation in Twelve Ohio C01I.ntie8, pub
lished in June, 1929 by Ohio State University and Experiment Station. 
Columbus, Ohio, as Mimeograph Bulletin No. 17. This investigation was 
directed toward a study of large landholdings and their operation 
rather than toward an analysis of large-scale farming. However, it 
throws considerable light upon the organization and management of large
scale farms in certain sections of Ohio. The data pertain to 123 holdings, 
which comprise 127,262 acres of land, and the information was secured 
by personal interviews of the investigator. 

3. A Survey of Large Farms in New Jersey, published in June, 1931, by the 
Bureau of Statistics and Inspection of the State of New Jersey Depart~ 
ment of Agriculture, Trenton; New Jersey, as Circular No. 1940. This 
publication reports a survey made in the summer of 1930 of 88 large 
farms in New Jersey. Special attention was given to the earnings of these 
organizations, and comparisons were made between large farms and 
small farms representing the same general type of farming. 

4. An unpublished manuscript on EcotWmic Aspects of Large-8cale Farming 
in the Corn Belt, by D. Curtis Mumford of the Division-of Farm Manage
ment and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural Economics. This manuscript, bear
ing the date of January, 1930, reports a study of large-scale farming in the 
Corn Belt States conducted by extended personal interviews with ten 
large-scale farming organizations in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and 
Minnesota in years 1928 and 1929. The manuscript attempts to compare 
these large-scale farming organizations with small-scale or, family-sized 
farms in the Corn Belt. Certain tentative conclusions are reached. 

Of the above four studies reported, the last mentioned comes the 
nearest tQ corresponding with the objectives, procedure and analysis 
suggested in the present project, although it by no means covers 
the entire scope here suggested. 
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In addition to the four studies just mentioned, there are several 
research projects under way at the present time as follows: 

1. A stu~y. ?f large-scale farming in the United States, being conducted by 
the DIvIsIon of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, \\" ashington, D. C. 

2. A study of large-scale farming in Kentucky being conducted by the Uni
versity of Kentucky in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, Washington, D. C. 

8. A study of large-scale farms in South Dakota, by the South Dakota State 
College of Agriculture. 

,. A study of systems of management on large farms and group~ of farms 
in Minnesota, by the University of Minnesota. 

II. A census monograph on large-scale farming is to be published, based upon 
the 1930 Federal Census. 

Human Asp~ts of Entrepreneurship 
in Farming. 

OBJECTIVE: To measure the influence of human factors on 
financial success in farming. (Joint with Rural Social 
Psychology.) 1 

(By Walter W. Wilcox and George A. Pond.) 

This project is purposely stated in very broad terms. Human 
factors are ~nderstood to include personal characteristics of the 
farm operator and his family and those. factors which affect the 
success of the farm business through their influence on these personal 
characteristics. 

In order to. show how this project fits into a farm management re
search program, and at the same tillie to indicate the specific field 
of this project, the following outline of factors affecting the success 
of farming is presented. 

I. Factors largely uncontroIlable by the farm family 
A. Natural productive capacity of the farm 

1. Quality of soil 
2. Natural advantages of layout, location, etc. 

B. Acts of God 
1. Weather 
2. Other fortuitous events (some accidents) 

C. Gen~ral price and market conditions 
1. General level.of prices 

a. Changes in long-time trends 
b. Changes in seasonal trends 

2. Availability of markets and market facilities 
a. Changes in transportation facilities 

(1) Bringing in more competition 
(2) Making available other markets 

b. Changes in market demands 
(1) In quality of products 
(2) In kinds of products. 

(1) A discussion of many of the points mentioned in this project statement 
will be found in the article, "The Human Factor from the Viewpoint of Farm. 
Management," by W. W. Wilcox in Journal of Farm Economics, January 1932. 
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II. Factors largely c.ontrollable by the farm family 
A. Productivity of capital goods used 

1. .Quality of livestock and seed grains used 
a. Influenced by breeding 
b. Influenced by purchases made 

2. Quality of implements, farm power and hired labor used 
a. Influenced by purchase or selection of the unit 
b. In the case of implements and power influenced by subsequent 

care and reconditioning . 
B. Adjustment to productive capacity of the farm 

. 1. Determined by farm organization 
2. Determined by farm practiCes 

C. Adjustment to general price and market conditions 
1. Adjustment of production to general market demands 
2. Adjustment of production and marketing to seasonal variatioL. 

in demand 
D. Availability of credit and liize of operating unit. After the first few 

years this depends on-
1. Credit connections established 
2. Managerial ability exhibIted 
3. Intensiveness and extensiveness of the farm business 

E. Timeliness, efficiency and technique of performance of farm tasks 
1. Timeliness in performing operations such as planting cotton or 

corn 
2. Choosing ·the methods of perfonning each task 
3. Selection of the person to perform each task or supervision of the 

performance 
F. Quality and quantity of labor furnished by the farm family including 

the operator . 
1. Influencing the efficiency and technique of the performance of 

farm tasks 
2. Influencing the amount of hired labor necessary 

This outline is not presented as a final classification of factors 
, affecting· the financial success of the farm. Other groupings are 

possible. Its usefulness is in setting down the various factors which 
influence farm earnings in such a way that their interrelation is 
quickly recognized. Some obvious limitations of such an outline may 
be pointed out, such as classifying quantity of family labor as a 
factor largely controlled by the operator and his family. Parents 
do, however, to a large extent determine whether children stay at 
home, continue in school or leave home after they are old enough to 
do a man's work, and the quality of the work they perform is largely 
a result of their training. Size of. business, too, is often quite 
definitely limited by factors beyond the control of the farm operator 
and his family. 

With the exception of the quantity and quality of family labor, 
all the factors mentioned under II, "Factors largely controlled by 
the farm family," are directly the result of the management of the 
farm business. The capacity and efficiency of management in turn' 
depends on the personal characteristics of the farmer and his family. 
The qualit' and uantit of family . labor are influenced by the 
personal c aracterishcs 0 e arm . y rough the capacity 
and efficiency of management and also through the number of 
children, their health and physique, and other factors. 
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Psychological measurement has not advanced far enough to make 
possible an accurate description and measurement of the various 
element. of personality. For this reason only a few will be mentioned, 
and not all of these can be measured at the present time. These are: 
interests, likes and dislikes, ambition or will power, general intelli
gence, possession of technical .knowledge, ability to make decisions, 
and ability to execute decisions. 

No attempt will be made to classify the hereditary influences. 
Environmental influences may be classified under the following heads 
and subheads: 

I. Childhood experiences of the fann operator and his wife such as: 
A. Type of fann on which they were raised 
D .• Number of children in the family and amount of responsibility 

given them as they were growing up 
II. School training of the operator and his wife 

A. Amount of school training 
B. Kind of school training 

III. Occupational experiences of the operator and his wife such as: 
A. Different occupations pursued . 
B. Financial progress 

1. Inheritance of property 
2. Accumulated net worth at different periods 

C. Experience with different sized units of lann business 
1. As the manager and fann operator 
2. As a hired man or son at home 

IV. Community experiences of the farm family 
A. Community affiliations . . 

1. Member of farmers' educational and business organizations such 
as the farm bureau and grange 

2. Other local organizations 
B. Community activities 

1. Attendance at educational meetings such as extension meetings 
2. Community leadership 

C. Other community influences such as: 
1. News and farm papers read 
2. Contact with other members of the community 

V. School training and other experiences of their children 
A. Technical infonnation furnished the parents by their children 

1. From school training 
2. From 4.H club work 

B. Parents' point of view as influenced by the children's performance 
of certain tasks or jobs, such as developing a high-producing dairy 
heifer. 

Many projects in farm management research have been concerned 
with determining the factors affecting net farm income. . The facto!s 
considered have been for the most part factors of technical efficiency, 
and as such fall under the headings in the outline listed as those 
largely controlled by the farm qperator and his family. The influence 
of uncontrollable factors haa been held constant in so far as possible. 

This project is an attempt to analyz~ the influences responsible for 
these differences iIi technical efficiency. Some of their differences may 
be associated with measurable differences in the personal character
istics of the ·farmer and his family. Some specific objectives might 
be: 
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1. To determine :fhe relative importance in the financial success 
of the farm of certain factors which may affect management 
such as education, native intelligence, earlier e;xperiences, habit 
of using mal·ket information, outlook reports, and the like. 

2. To determine the relative importance of various human traits, 
such as industry, interests in various farm processes, family 
life, etc., as they affect success or failure in the-proprietory' 
function. 

3. To determine the importance of variations in family help and 
cooperation as they affect the financial success of the farm 
business. 

Value and uses, of the project. 
The value and uses of this project are twofold in character. In

formation gained from this project would make it possible for the 
professional men in farm management to get a better perspective of 
their problems. Th~ availability of such facts would direct their 
attention somewhat to the ways and means of influencing that one 
factor, the human element, which, after all, is responsible for carry
ing into practice the results of research. In fact, the findings of this 
project would be extremely valuable to any extension man no matter 
what type of information he carries back to the farmer. Extension 
wor.k is fundamentally adult education, the ultimate aim of which is 
to help the farmers realize more from their efforts in the way of 
monetary income and enjoyment of life. A careful analysis of the 
factors affecting the functioning of the human element would make it 
possible for extension specialists to carryon their work much more 
effectively in many cases. . 

Secondly, the findings of this project would be used in the trailing 
of our future farmers. Those teaching agricultural education under 
the provisions of the Smith-Hughes act are especially anxious for 
data of this nature to supplement their fields of study in technical 
production. Efficient agricultural production is a result not only of 
technical knowledge, but of its use through the medium, of a capable 
farm operator. Young boys have a greater opportunity to benefit 
from the findings of such a study than do adult farmers. With some 
factual knowledge relating to the effect of various influences on 
managerial ability they can set out to avoid certaib situations and 
participate in others. 

Scope of project. 
As indicated in the title, certain aspects of this project require the 

cooperation of psychologists and sociologists. This is a broad proj
ect which, if desired, might be ,broken up into severa'! more specific 
ones after some preliminary investigations. The discussion of re
search in entrepreneurship elsewhere in this bulletin is an indication 
of the possible developments in this field. In this pioneering stage, 
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however, the project would investigate all measurable factors affect-, 
.jng the economic performance of the farm family. Success in farm
ing in this project would be measured by the various farm business 
efficiency and accomplishment factors. 

Net worth, operator's labor income; family labor income, net farm 
income, rate earned on the investment, and combinations or modifi
cations of these five financial measures may be 'used as the dependent 
variable. These standard farm business indexes are not measures 
of financial success in farming per Be, but are indications of success. 
These measures obtained for any, farm business increase in reliability 
a. a measure of success as the length of the period of time covered in
creases. The effect of other than human factors affecting these 
measures must be determined and eliminated along lines indicated in 
other projects which examine statistically the factors affecting 
farm income, to get a better measure of the effects of variations in 
human factors. 

Managerial ability is a result of a complex of human attributes, 
the source and extent of which have thus far eluded determination. 
Certain progress will be made in the measurement of these human 
attributes, their source, and their individual accomplishments.How
ever, after allowing for these advancements 'in the technique of 
psychological measurement, there will yet be some basic human 
attributes which cannot be fully measured in this project. 

Source, of information. 
Two types of data are necessary in this project, one, farm financial 

data a8 an indication of the success of the farm business; the other, 
data on the factors outlined in the preceding paragraphs. Data re
garding the farm business must of course originate with the indi
vidual farmer. It is almost impossible to get both types of informa
tion at one interview beclMlse of the time required. For this reason 
it is suggested that this project be limited to those farmers in any 
state or locality for which farm business analyses have been made. 
For the most part, the data on factors affecting the farm family 
must be obtained from the farm operator in an interview. To a cer
tain limited extent, other parties acquainted with the farmers in 
question would be called on to furnish information, make relative 
ratings and check certain facts obtained from the farmer. 

Unit, and coefficient,. 
The presence, absence, or influence of many factors can be 'ex

pressed in terms of common usage. The environmental influences 
such as school training and occupational experience are' expressed 
in familiar terms. 

Cooperation of wife may be measured by actual hours of physical 
labor expended in farm work, but that is only one of the ways in, 
which the wife may help her husband. The inspiration, direct 
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.management advice, and energy with which she stimulates and supple
ments her husband's efforts is often a large factor making for the 
size of the balance on the correct side of the ledger. This contribution 
of the wife can probably best be arrived at by asking certain well 
selected questions of her husband and scoring the answers. The 
following list of questions is illustrati~e of such possibilities: 

Wife's Interest and Help , 
Work don. by wife: care of poultry ....................... help with chor ••........................ help with field work 
........ ' ................ keep farm records......................... Does your Wife know your rotation plans? ....................... . 
your livestook production plans?....................... Do you always consult her before making changes 

¥>':.rik"~.":,~ W~;;~'S:·h;;a·~;;·Wige~o;:,;.':=.:Hy ';b~~~~· ::r:~~l~~~:c;:,!.n: ~h~~?~~~~p~ti~~'i 
........................ When the work gets behind &chedule, because of rainy weather or otherwise, does ahe 
become concerned about it?....................... Does she become discouraged e&&ily about the future of 
farming?....................... Doe. she want the children t.o be farmers? ...................... . 

The following scoring system might be adopted: if the wife helps 
with work under all four headings, she would get a score of 20, that 
is, 5 percent for each type of work done. There are 8 other ques
tions. The husband's answer to each question may be recorded in 
one of three different categories-"yes", "sometimes", or "no". 
The questions, "Has she wished repeatedly. that you were following 
some other occupation?" and "Does she become discouraged easily 
about the future of farming?", are !ltated in such a way that an 
answer of "yes" indicates lack of interest in the farm business and 
a score of zero. These two'questions would be scored 10 if they were 
answered "no". All other questions answered "yes" would be scored 
10, answered "sometimes", 5 and "no", zero. This gives a possible 
distribution from 0 to 100.2 In a study of this problem in Indiana in 
which the Bureau of Agricultural Economics cooperated with the 
Indiana Experiment Station, a list of questions almost identical to 
these was asked of 166 married farmers. The following frequency 
table shows the resulting variations in scores: 

Score Number of cases 
85-100 47 
70- 84 52 
55- 69 29 
54 and less .38 . 

Indications of . likes, dislikes, ambition, aptitudes and other per
sonal traits may be differentiated by the individu'al's answers to 
carefully selected questions. 

In the study just mentioned, it was attempted to measure varia
tions in the operator's interest in farming by asking the following 
questions: 

~a;g~o~~:~o~hd~t ~g::r ~~h t~:.n~t at3fi~~ar:::::::::::::::: .... :: ...... :: .... :::::::::::: .. ::: .. : .. ::: .. ::::::::::.:::::::: .... : ...... :::: .. :::: .. ::~ 
Do you think that you would have had greater financial success in Borne other occupation! ................... . 
Do you have an...v major interest in addition to your famIly and farming at the present time? ............. ~ .... . 
During the past five yeal'S, have you wished repeatedly that you were in some other occupation? ...... _ ...... . 
Do you want your children to be farmers? ............................................................................. , .......................... . 

The answe~ to each one of the questions was graded from 0 to 15, 
(2) These scores and the others following merelY-Tepresent the judgment of 

those working on the project. See the report in this series on Rural Social 
Psychology for discussion of other methods of determining scores. 
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making a total possible score of 90. The distribution of the scores 
made by 183 Indiana farmers on this group of questions is as 
follows: 

Score 
85-90 
75-80 
65-70 
55-60 

Number of cases 
85 
54 
15 
10 

Under 60 19 

Measureme!lt of the possession of technical knowledge may be 
accomplished by having the farmer answer a number of technical 
agricultural questions of the multiple-choice type. Psychologists 
point out that the results of trade tests such as this correlate highly 
with the result. of formal psychological tests. On this basis, the re
sulting Bcore. would also be an indication of variations in general 
intelligence. The questions for such a test should sample all of the 
various fields' of agricultural information with which the farmer 
must be more or less familiar to conduct his farming business. The 
following is a sample of the various types of multiple-choice ques
tions which might be included: 
A dairy herd improvement asaociation'!III chief purpose is to help you: 

~::::::::::::::~:::fr!°thP'Y:~~fi~e;~uc=p::~':~hD t;:u':vd!.i~ herd 
a ............ find out how muob butterfat each cow is producing 
............. adverti .. your dairy herd. 

Oat lID'lut;8 carried over frOID one year to anothn: 
l ........... .in the' ground 3 ............ 0D the oat kernel 
2 ............ on the atraw 4 ........... ;n the oeeder . 

Tho 1920 potato erop brought. good price becBu .. : 
l ............ people ate moM' potatoes 
2 ............ potato grower. put on B stJ'ong adVertilliDg campaign 

:::::::::::::!t."'F= ~= ~~ioed the market 
A ration that i. too low in protein wiD cauoo the heno to: 

L:::::::::l~~ ~:!h~.d egge . :::::::::::::l:'i!i:tile egge 

To avoid 1_ from Boitre In pigo, lamb. and calv •• : 
1 ........... .feed grain 3 ........... .fe.d potassium iodide 
2 ............ e •• rcioe the brood animal 4 ........... .feed succulent feed 
Boa cycle ill • term refelTing to: 
1 ............ 8I.8ges from birth of the pig to ito .Iaughter 

=:::::::::::~~-:i: =-;r!.!:!Cti!rP:::kU~~!iu::' pricea . 
4 ............ variations in the amount of pork produoto exported· 

w. A. McCall in his book H(J1JJ to Measure in Education sets 
down the following requirements of a good question:-

1. It must be in the language of the trade. 
2. It must be a unit complete in itself, requiring no explanation. 
3. It must not be a good chance question that could be answered 

by guess. 
4!. It must be short, not ambiguous, and the meaning must be 

unmistakable. 
If they are to have the answers suggested as indicated, it must also 

be possible to answer them quite definitely and without qualifications.4 

(8.) Page 213. 
(4.) See Paterson, Donald, Pf'epaf'atirm and U.e of N,w-Typ, E::eaminati01l8; 

a Manual for Teacher •• 
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The exact numher of such questions necessary to get a reliable in
dication of variations in the possession of technical knowledge or 
general intelligence has not been determined. Feasibility is one of 
the considerations in applying such a test, and the number of ques
tions would probably be governed by the time it would take to get 
them answered. A test of 50 questions has been used in two such 
studies with good results.5 

. _ ' 

The relative possession of certain other characteristics on the 
part of the farm operator might be -arrived at by having the field 
man give each farmer interviewed a score based on his observance of 
this characteristic. This was done for the factor "ability to do 
physical work" along with a number of others in the Minnesota study. 

The frequency distribution of the rating on physical ability is as 
follows: 

Score 
86~95 

76-85 
66-75 
56-65 
46-55 
36-45 
26-35 
16-25 
0-15 

Collection of data .. 

Number of cas.es 
9 
6 

11 
24 
73 
13 
9 
9 

12 

Data of this nature cannot be collected by mail. They can best 
be collected by one individual. If a group of field workers, even 
under careful direction, collects the data, they are almost certain ,to 
lack comparability. The field man must first gain the confidence of 
the farm operator and then by means of tests and questions obtain 
the desired information. It may be necessary to make more than 
one visit to a limited number of the men to evaluate more adequately 
the influence of certain factors. 

Errors in records. 
Data of this nature are not subject to the same precise measure

ment and interpretation accorded physical data. Personal bias, a 
potential source of error in any data' gathered by an investigator, 
must be especially guarded against in an investigation of this type. 
In order to' make the answers to numerous questions fit into a scale 
that can be tabulated, the investigator may have' to ask the question 
in a number of ways. He must be extremely careful or he will get 
what he thinks the man's answer should be rather than what it really 
is. 

(5.) The Bureau of Agricultural Economics cooperated with the Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station in A Study of Certain Human Factors in Farm 
Management in 1930, and with the Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station on 
a similar study in 1931, in the course of which such' tests were used., 
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lJlethod, of anoly,; •• 
Most of these data collected relate to attributes that cannot be 

mealured numerically. Since a farmer or his family either has good 
or poor health, at best only a limited number of classifications can 
be made on the basis of health. The same is true of a great many 
other items. The discussion of "Association Analysis" by Dorothea. 
Kittredge in Re.earch Method-and Procedure in Agricultural Eco
nomic, is especially applicable at this point. Yule gives a sim:Iar 
discussion of the theory and method involved in the analysis of data 
of this type in Part I of his book, An bltroduction to the Theory 
of StatiBtic,. under the heading "The Theory of Att~ibutes". The 
usual cross-classification scatter diagram and simple correlation 
analysis will be found useful. Multiple and partial correlation will 
probably have only a limited field of usefulness. -

One of the first things to investigate will be the accuracy and 
adequacy of the various measures of business and technical efficiency 
and accomplishment. Unless the investigator wishes to take upon 
himself the task of working out new measures of accomplishment 
in the farm business, he must be extremely careful to analyze and 
interpret his data in the light of the measures as they are, and not 
as he would like them to be. • 

Probably a. case method of analysis,S applied to a limited number 
of the group after a rather general analysis of the entire group has 
been made, will yield more information than an involved correlation 
procedure. Care must be taken in either case to distinguish between 
cause and effect, associated but not related reactions, and asso
ciations random in character •• Because of the large variations found 
in data of this nature, it will be unwise to base conclusions on small 
samples. 

There are no final results of a project of this nature published. 
The Division of Farm Management of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, in cooperation with the Minnesota Agricultural Ex
periment Station inaugurated a project in this field in 1930. Some 
preliminary findings are published in Mimeographed Report No. 42 
issued by the Division of Agricultural Economics of the Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics. Field work on this project was continued 
in 1931 in Minnesota, and also begun on a similar project in which 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the Indiana Agri
cultural Experiment Station are cooperating in Indianl.l. 

PROJECT 36. Agricultural Entrepreneurship. 

(By C. L. Holmes.) 

Throughout the presentation of all of the farm management re
search projects outlined' in this handbook there is the underlying 

(6.) See Re8earch Method and Procedure in Agricultural Economic" section 
on "Case Method". 
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although usually tacit assumption of responsibility- on the part of 
the farmer for the organization and operation of the farm. How
ever, in practically all of these projects, as i~ most of the actual 
farm management research of the past and now in progress, the 
itudy has been with reference to the objective types of farm organi
zation and farm practice in their relation to the desirable result of 
profit making; and almost not at all with reference to the 
creative and directive force itself which is responsible for the organi
zation and the operation. 

Entrepreneurship, as has been pointed out by F. M. Taylor, is 
essentially this responsibility for the organization and operation of 
production. In popular speech it means business proprietorship. It 
is essentially personal and human. It implies the exercise of man's 
judgment in the conception and shaping of plans for production 
and requires the directive force of the human will in !the realization 
of these plans. It is not passive nor mechanical but positive and 
purposive. 

There are, of course, excellent reasons why farm management re- -
search has not concerned itself, up to the present, with farm business 
proprietorship itself, but only with the objective results of such 
proprietorship. The fruits of proprietorship, embodied in types of 
farming, in farm practices, and in the financial.results of organi
zation and management are objective and may be expressed in 
quantitative measures. Proprietorship itself, however, since it is 
concerned so muCh. with psychological and subjective phenomena, is 
a difficult field to cultivate and involves the forming of judgment upon 
many factors which cannot be definitely measured or for the measur
ing of which we have not as yet found satisfactory means. It is, 
nevertheless, one of great importance, particularly in this time in 
which education, both formal and informal, in the field of the eco
nomics of agriculture is receiving so much attention. The fact that 
the art of organizing and managing farms, although based very 
largely upon the facts and principles of physical science, and dealing 
very largely with objective considerations, is itself a matter of 
the exercise of human judgment and will, m8ikes it a thing which itself 
cannot be mechanized but which must find its perfecting through the 
processes of education and experience. 

The fields of action for entrepreneurial judgment and will are the 
two important phases of farm proprietorship. The first is organi
zation, in which the important psychological process is that of judg
~ forming. The second is management, which depends primarily 
upon what may be termed the executive will of the proprietor. We 
need not at this point go into a 'detail;;ct"aiscussion of the specific 
elements in the function of or~zation of a farm bus~~s, which 
primarily involves decision making; nor into, management, which calls 
for the driving force oJ the h~ill. Neither do we need to dwell 
on the fact that these two functions of farm proprietorship are not 
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in actuality entirely distinct each from the other in the nature of the 
mental effort they require. While organization .requires chiefly 
judgment, it also requires will; and management though primarily a 
function of the will, also rests upon judgment. 

The factual material which has been and is being treated in farm 
management research, is, of course, related to research in this special 
field of farm proprietorship in a very intimate way. The phenomena 
of farm organization and operation are the external manifestations 
of the exercise of the functions of proprietorship. Much of the basis 
of inquiry in proprietorship research must be found in the field al
ready being worked-that of farm organization and management. 

So far as can be discerned at present, the new lines of inquiry 
centering around the function of farm proprietorship will have to do 
with (1) the determination of intellectual, emotional, and physical 
characteristics associated with varying degrees of excellence in en
trepreneurial talent; (2) with the determination of the type of edu
cation and experience best suited to develop entrepreneurial talent; 
and (3) studies of actual and potential farm proprietorship in given 
areas, regions and countries. 

In the first of these objectives-the determination of intellectual, 
emotional and physical characteristics of i,mportance in farm 
proprietorship--the farm management research man finds himself 
occupying common ground with the psychologist. In the project 
described by Mr. Wilcox and Dr. Pond (Project 35), a beginning 
haa already been made in exploring the field of psychological analysis 
for help in studying the human element in agriculture and in the 
utilization of the mental test for determining the relation between 
innate and acquired abilities and success in farming. Only a begin
ning in that direction has been made, however, arid there would seem 
to be adequate reasons for further exploration and the testing out of 
such technique as the psychologist has already developed, modified 
in the light of the specific problem in hand .. 

It is true that the dependability and efficacy of mental tests have 
strict limitations and that these limitations are more clearly recog
nized now than a decade ago. It is also true that with the realiza~ 
tion of these limitations more dependence may be placed upon such 
results as psychologists are willing to stand back of. Further, it 
would seem possible tha t with the background of such experience as 
has already been accumul'ated from the use of this technique in other 
fields, series of tests may be developed looking toward the determi-' 
nation of qualities contributing to effective farm proprietorship 
which may prove to be of importance in the development of research 
methods in this field. Undoubtedly a considerable amount of qualita
tive e~aluation and the formation of judgment based upon non
quantitative evidence will have to be resorted to in this difficult field of 
research. 
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The results of this sort of study should be of unquestionable value 
to those/who are working in the field of agricultural education. Not 
only in the matter of vocational guidance, which, it would seem, 
should be of some service in directing young people as well as older 
people into or out of agriculture somewhat on th~ basis of their 
personal fitness, but in the determination of subject matter and cur.,. 
ricula, are the facts and generalizations concerning farm proprietor
ship needed. It wo~d seem that we tend to overlook, in our current 
considera~ion of the problems of agriculture, the probability of a 
significant change in the quality of our farm proprietorship, and the 
education of this proprietorship. The work of county agents, club 
specialists, and agricultural teachers, must certainly have an im
portant effect upon the point of view with which the young people 
of this generation will enter upon agriculture. They are getting 
acquainted with the scientific and educational background of their 
occupation and will seek further formal education in fitting them
selves for it. It is altogether likely that a 'very much higher per
centage of our enrolment in agricultural colleges in the future will b~ 
made up of young people who have had, at entrance, a considerable 
agricultural educational background and who can more intelligently 
select their fields of study than the students in these colleges in the 
past have been able to do. It therefore behooves the makers of agri
cultural college curricula to enlighten themselves as to ,what is most 
fundamental and important in agricultural education as' to subject 
matter and objectives of training. It is no less important that they 
revise their metho~s of teaching to bring them into line with sound 
psychological principles. It would seem that the results of such in
quiries as are here suggested will be of utmost value in shaping 
courses of study, particularly in the field of the economics of agri
culture. 

Research projects aimed at the determination of -the type of 
.lormal training and the sorts of experience best suited to develop 
effective farm proprietorship would seem to be. practical. Here 
again the farm management worker finds himself occupying joint 
territory not 'only with the psychologists .but with the education 
specialists. It is possible that a species of job analysis studies, based 
on results from the other phases of farm management research, de
termining not only the specific functions of proprietorship but the 
human traits which make for the most successful functioning, can be 
worked out. If this sort of effort is successful the results will be of 
first importance in the placement of students in agricultural positions 
and in the designing of the agricultural ladder by which young men 
may climb to successful farm proprietorship. The results of such 
studies, combined with those previously discussed, should be of 
practical value in the teaching of farm management in high schools 
and colleges and in the work of extension specialists. 
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Another field of study involving farm proprietorship, which may 
have a somewhat broader and possibly more immediate objective 
than those already suggested, is that which has to do with the 
responsible human,element now in command of agriculture in given 
areas and regions. It would be of considerable value if we knew more 

• definitely the personal limitations and possibilities, from a proprietor
ship point of view, of the farmers now operating farms, and of their 
80ns who will presently be operating them. We need, first of, all, a 
more definite and detailed characterization of the task involved in 
farm p~oprietor~hip, the judgments that have to be formed, the 
available background of information and understanding upon which 
such judgments can be based, the prevailing mental qualities, in terms 
both of native ability and acquired training, of the farmers Who 
must maoke these decisions. 

Such an understanding would go far in the successful conditioning 
of campaigns of education' and program shaping looking toward 
needed readjustments in agriculture. For example, much discussion 
has taken place of late with reference to the need of sweeping re
adjustments in the farining of the Sou~h. The specific nature of the 
changes which are desirable and feasible cannot be determined with
out an adequate understanding of the people, through whose under
standing and participation the proposed changes must come, if they 
do come. ,Suppose it is determined, as a result of farm management 
research coupled with the findings of research into future demand and 
supply of agricultural commodities, that a given area of the South. 
should be encouraged to increase the size of farms and to go over to 
a considerable higher degree of mechanization than is now prevalent. 
The success of farming thus reorganized will largely depend upon 
the availability of farm proprietors capable of functiOning success
fully under the new-system involving, as it does, greatly increased 
responsibility in financial organization and management and in the 
successful carrying out of a very much more complicated farm tech
nique. I It would seem that here is a need and an opportunity for 
effective proprietorship research with fairly immediately practical r~ 
sults. Wherever thoroughgoing readjustment in the prevailing agri
culture seems desirable there is need of this type of study. 

PROJECf '37. Case Studies of the Entire Farm Business. 

(By J. D. Black.) 

Several projects above outlined have suggested the use of the 
case method of analysis either alone or in combination witJt the 
statistical method. (See particularly Project 21.) It is a method 
well adapted to answering many questions arising in farm manage-

(1) That this factor is of primary import~nce is recognized in discussions in 
Projects 8, 10, II, 12, 13, l4. and others followmg. ' 
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rnent research; yet farm management workers have been slow to 
adopt it. In, the early days of farm management study in this 
country, a procedure was followed that had something in common 
with the case method, namely, selected farms were studied and re
ported upon individually. But the farms selected were commonly 
only the most successful, and were supposed to serve as models for i 
other farmers. ' There was no analysis; nothing but description. 
ThE! case method as a method of research includes a complete and 
careful individual analysis of each unit studied, and atte~pts to 
arrive at scientifically determined conclusions. ' 

In these early days also an excellent foundation was laid for the 
use of the case method in the so-called statistical route method, later 
usually called the cost-accounting route method. A small group of 
farms was carefully selected, and detailed data were collected on the 
operations on these farms, on their receipts and expenses,. and open
ing and closing inventories, etc. All that was needed to complete the 
process was a case analysis of the data and information collected. 
What ensued instead was a combination of the data into a series of 
unit costs for the different products on each of the farms, and_ then 
a statistical analysis of the unit costs in the form of simple tables 
and averages. There usually was some explanation of the differences 
in cost between the farms, and other comparison of the farms, that 
had a generic resemblance tc? case analysis; but this part of the 
process was not well developed. 

Subsequently, critics of this type of approach to farm management 
analysis stressed the inadequacy of the samples upon which such 
averages were based, and those using the "route" procedure at
tempted to meet this criticism by including more farms~15 to 35 in 
place of the 5 or 10 formerly included-and by giving 'more thought 
to representativeness in selecting these farms'. In later years, such 
projects have included over a hundred farms iIi some cases, at the 
same time reducing the amount of detail and the frequency of visits 
so as to keep the projects ~ithiu. their budgets. 

As has been made clear in several projects-see No.8 particularly 
-there is a definite need for fairly detailed projects which meet the· 
requirements of sampling, either random or purposive, and the fore
going evolution has led to useful procedures. But the logical way 
to have met the criticisms of the statisticians would have been, to 
quit trying to make the small group of farm~ selected into a sta~isti
cal sample, and to quit trying to summarize the data into a few 
figures such as unit costs of production and averages of these, and 
instead to treat the !.arms as individuals to be compared with others 
one at a time, after the manner of case analysis. So handled, the 
information from these route farms could have. been made to point 
to significant conclusions; and could have been put to excellent use 
in the classroom, as'in fact it often was even though it had also been 
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put through the cost accounting and statistical mill; and no doubt. 
it could have been put to simple direct uses in extension work. 

But the case method was not a topic of discussion in those days, 
at least in agricultural colleges. LePlay's name was sometimes 
mentioned in graduate courses in economics; but few persons took 
the trouble to read him. What we now need is a careful testing out 
and development of the possibilities of the case method as applied 
to small numbers of farms. Farm management workers need to 
acquaint themselves fully with its essential principles and processes, 
and see what these mean when interpreted in terms of farms. 

Some references on the subject are as follows: 

"The Case Method" in Re,earch Method and Procedwre in A.g",,
cultural EconC1'mic •. 

The discussion of LePlay's methods in the report in this series on 
'Farm Family living. . 

Project 19 in the report in this series OR research in Rural Popu
lation. 

Analyses 9 and 39 in Method. in Social Science, compiled under the 
direction of the Social Science Research Council. 

These references will reveal that there is still a wide latitude of 
thinking as to the nature of the case method. Probably there are 
several forms of the case method. The one principle included in all 
of them is that the case method arrives at the truth by a careful 
examination of all the details of a small number of units of observa
tion, perhaps only one, whereas the statistical method ablltracts a 
few of the .more important attributes of a sample of units of observa
tion. The protection against error in using the case method is that 
all the aspects of the subject are considered; the protection against 
error in using the statistical method is that the unmeasured factors 
affecting the result tend to be distributed on both sides of the line of 
regression, and hence to cancel out. . 

The nearest approach' to the use of the case method in farm 
management research is in R. L. Mighell's study reported in part in 
Massachusetts Bulletin No. 275, Planning the Farm BU8ine'8 on 
Three Dairy-Fruit Farm. in Massachusetts (1931). Mr. Mighell 
does not state in this report that the three farms described and 
analyzed were selected from twelve for which data were obtained in 
detail, and that the work done on the other nine not only assisted in 
selecting these three as best representing t~ree sets of conditions 
found in the area, but also helped to explam what was found on 
these three; and also is being used constantly as a basis for inter
preting conditions found on 'still other farms in the territory. The 
actual published report is of course only a farmers' bulletin and 
includes no statements on these points or as to the analytical 
methods uSed. 



. It is doubtful, moreover, whether this study made really adequate 
use of the data collected; or went as far as could be in:aeveloping 
general conclusions as to dairy-fruit farming in· the area~ Further 
attempts will be needed to develop the possibilities of the 'method 
with farms as the units. Mr. Arthur Jones of the Midland Agri-' 
cultural College in England has also been_ experimenting with the 
method in farm management research. Some of the recent reports of 
closely supervised or route studies contain analysis that suggests 
the case method.. (See Project SA above.) . . , 

No attempt will be made to outline a definite project here: The 
discussion "in Research Method and Procedure in Agricultural E~o
nomics contains the writer's ideas as to the nature of such a project. 

,One would first need to decide which of the plans ahd.objec~ives there 
outlined was to be followed. Then would come an .l!xploration· of the 
area as a basis for selecting the cases to be included; then deciding 
what information would particularly be needed; tlien collecting this 
and any other information that could in any possible "\fay be. pel'
tinent; then studying one farm as a unit and endeavoring to under
stand thoroughly why it is as it is, and works as iJ does, and. gets 
the results that it does, and what influence each particular element in 
it has on all these; then doing the same with the second .farm s:tud~ed 
and comparing e..,ery part and relationship in it wi~ the parallel 
facts and relationships for the first farm; and similarly for other 
farms. Tlle procedure at this second and th.e later itages will 
depend upon the general plan of the study, the types. of farms 
chosen, etc. 

The case method will no doubt be used fully as ofteI]. in studies of 
parts or phases of farm business as in studies of if in its entirety;· 
but the background of the special phase will n.eed to be filled in 
rather completely. 

The units in a case study can be areas as well as single farms. 

/ PROJECT 38. Description of Agriculture in ~ri Area~' 

(By 3. D. Black.) 

Hundreds of studies of farm org~nization and management .have 
been made in the United States and abroad whose principal varoe 
is in the description of the agriculture of the area which they pro
vide. Teachers and students of farm management in· the early 
years very much needed these descriptions; and they still need .them. 
Similar studies now being made in all parts of the earth are con
tributing greatly to the development of the economics of agriculture. 
They are providing us with the store of facts and data that we need' 
in order to see our own agriculture in its proper per!!pective'; 'and to' 
set over against each other for comparison the systems of farming 
in the densely populated regions of the Orient, of the pasture lands . 
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~ .• Altern England, of the far northern farms of Norway and 
,1, ',.nd the grain farms of the western frontier of Canada. 
itucJiH may not classify as the highest order of research in 
lve', but they are furnishing the materials for research by 
j .' 

be lal useful as possible in the foregoing ways, such studies 
i.elude a description of the general social background

tion factors, occupations, rural organization, tenure, land 
'ltc., and of the natural factors of climate, topography, soil, 
ires of farms Ihould be presented in terms of total area, arable 
labor force, capital invested, output, etc. Expenses and 
i ,hould be itemized in considerable detail. Incomes should be 
.s returns to the farm family, as returns to capital, as 

~
'e . income and in all other significant ways. Cultural and 

practicel should be itemized in considerable detail. The 
,s between farms will be as important as the sumJIlary 

~erm "analytical description" is commonly used in the 
Ire of research. Applied to the present problem, analytical 
lion will include the summarizing of the data for all the farms, t . the' 'Yari~.t,ion8 between them, classifying the farms into 

i
r, types, and discovering associations between the different 
,I, and between these variations and such factors as soil, 

I ype 0",- operator or family, etc. It is apparent that such 
1$ tical, description of the farms in anyone area will make the 
of it much more useful in subsequent analyses, and give to such 
11' IJ. 'more definite research value. Each area thus studied 
.jlooked upon as a case study of the sort indicated in ~oj-
: . 

, tain amount of uniformity in the procedure for collecting 
[I units of mfasurement, in coefficients and the like, makes the 
• of luch descriptive studies more useful in combination with 

.other similar studies; but standardization can easily be 
to the point of deleting from the reports of anyone area 

t ils peculiar to it that are of most significance. The major 
, the 'PaZue. in such studies will not lend themselves to tabular 
hie pre.,ntation. 

" 

descriptive studies now being made are too nearly cast in 
d. The p1-incipal reason for this, of course, is an effort to 
with them the further testing of a certain conventional set 

ralizatioJ)s )~at have come to be accepted by many workerli 
field 0/' farm management-generalizations such as with 
to size of ~usiness and yields in relation to income--using 

tistical pro~edures outlined in the first part of Project 8, If 
~jp.ct.of fann management is to be enriched as should be by 
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these studies; particularly the studies 'in other cOUJ'!.tries, we mu~t 
let the special conditions' and the facts in each area speak more, 
nearly for themselves and suggest their own hypotheses. 

With this much general discussion of the research problem involved 
in such a project, one should be able to layout for oneself the task 
of preparing a description of the agriculture of an area. 

~ 
" 

\. 
\' 

I 
1 
1 

Name of bOIIowet \ 

Received ' 
Lenton 'on./ 

"'--------t~v ~V: 

SERVANTS OF INDIA ~CIETY'S LlBRARYf . ' , ' . 
, POON~ 4. 

1. 'Books 'dr~wn from the library', may not b,e 
" retained fOl'longer than a fortni~ht. ' 

£. . .. . ~ .t.,:, I.~ 'I' ~ ~ • '., ~." • , 

2. Borro~ers will,b~ held strictly responsible 
for 'any damage done' to books while they 

, are in their possess~o~. '; 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
~ 

Thi. series of reports is part of a program of assistance to re
.earch in agricultural economics and rural sociology in the United • 
Statu undertaken under the auspices of the Social Science Research 
Council The following other numbers in the series on "Scope and 
Method" are in process of. preparation: Agricultural Income, 
Marketing of Farm Products, Transportation and Agriculture, 
Price. of farm Products, Index Numbers for Agriculture, Farm 
Family Living, Rural Organization, Agricultural Insurance. Other 
numbers contemplated will deal. with such fields as. Agricultural 
Cooperation, Farm Labor, Rural ~ocial Psychology, Rural Institu
tions, Rural Land Values, Rural Land Tenure and Agricultural 
Policy. . 

These reports are being sold at cost of printing and distribution. 
The editions are limited to a few hundred more than the orders re
ceived in advance. Those desiring additional copies of this report 
.hould therefore send in their orders at once. The publication 
venture is being financed out of a small revolving fund, which means 
that the first numbers must be sold before those following can be 
printed. 

The first stage in this program of assistance to research was the 
making of a survey of the research work under way in these two 
fields, including the methods in use and facilities and personnel avail
able.: The results of this survey were published in limited mimeo
graphed editions which can be found in most of the agricultural 
libraries in the United States. The three major conclusions reached 
were that the research personnel is not adequately trained, that better 
met~odology needs to be developed and more generally employed, and 
that the field of research in these two subjects needs careful mapping. 

The first stage in the program for improving the training of the 
personnel has 'been to secure provision of a score or more of fellow., 
ships each year for a period of five years under a grant from the 
Rockefeller Foundation. The first stage in the program with respect 
to research methods and mapping the fields of research has been ~o 
prepare and publish in three volumes a discussion of those phases of 
methodology which are common to most of the research in these two 

. fields. Two of these volumes are called "Research Method and 
Procedure in AgricUltural Economics" and the other is called "Rural 
Sociological Research in the United States." The third of these: 
not only discusses method but undertakes a general mapping of tIie' 
field of research in rural sociology. The two devoted to agricultural 
economics contain only meagre discussion of the scope and content 
of the field. • 

The next stage in the program is this present series of reports 
in which the various sub-fields of agricultural economics and rural 
soc~ology are made the units of study. ." ',. 
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